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Socio-Economic Impacts of Drought in Balochistan:
By
1

Mehjabeen Qadir, 2Dr. Shafique

Abstract:
Drought is a period of abnormally dry weather sufficiently prolonged due
to the lack of precipitation to cause a serious hydrological imbalance and
carries connotations of a moisture deficiency for man's use. The chief
characteristic of a drought is a decrease of water availability in a
particular period and over a particular area. Drought has affected whole
of Pakistan but Balochistan province is the worst hit. It caused huge loss
to life, particularly to livestock, including sheep, goats, cattle, camels,
horses, donkeys and poultry and in some area buffaloes, which is likely to
stagger further agricultural economy of Balochistan. Recently severe
drought has jolted many parts of the region. This review is an attempt to
look into the drought’s effect on the economy of Balochistan. As a
consequence of drought, proportionate losses in fruits production and
livestock are higher among poorer and marginal land holding farmers. To
cope with the drought, they have adapted a number of strategies at farm
and off-farm levels that include crop and water management practices,
adjustment in agricultural inputs, seeking off-farm employment, assets
depletion, consumption smoothing, borrowing, and migrating to other
places to seek alternative sources of income .The primary and secondary
sources have been used for this review.
Keywords: Drought, Economy, production, Agriculture, Income,
livestock, Rural, Urban, Migration, Farming.
Introduction:
Balochistan is the largest province of Pakistan with the area of 347190
sqm, which is 44 percent of the country. The province has a history of
1
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Droughts but the drought (1997-2002) were the longest dry spells in many
years. Balochistan is an arid region with occasional rainfall. Drought is an
intimidating hazard of nature, although it has scores of definitions.
Drought originates from a deficiency of precipitation over an extended
period of time, usually a season or more. This deficiency results in a water
shortage for some livelihood activity to a community group, or
environmental sector. The districts of Kalat, Chaghi, Naukundi, kharan,
washuk and Zhob were severely affected by drought at many
occasions. The monthly average rain in the dry region is between 2 and 25
mm which is very low as compared to other parts of the country. During
the period from 1997 to 2002, a famine like situation developed due to
lack of rain in the region. The main reason of drought in Balochistan was
the deficiency of rainfall. The drought of 1997 - 2002 has been termed as
one of the worst in the history of Balochistan and can be judged from the
fact that it was the major cause behind slowing the economic growth rate
down to 2.6 % during that period. According to the figures released by the
Ministry of Finance, the drought caused a loss of PKR 25 billion to the
national exchequer in the year 2000-2002. The drought in affected parts of
the province led to the following consequences; Rise in food prices in the
affected areas. A very low level of food in-take causing different diseases
and malnutrition to affected populations. Drought has affected livestockrearing, which plays an important role in the rural economy. This article
will also highlight the socio-economic impacts of Drought in the region.
Balochistan:
Balochistan is the largest province of Pakistan in terms of land area,
comprising 44 percent of the national territory. It is, in contrast, the
smallest by far in terms of population. Only about 5% of the country’s
population lives here mainly in a few population centers, while the rest
live in scattered, sparsely populated settlements, around water sources
amid an arid. Baluchistan’s geography and demography has dictated its
development history. The province is located to the west of the main
national trade corridor connecting the populated northern part of Pakistan
with its main port of Karachi. The national trade corridor has historically
run along the Indus River, connecting Pakistan’s economic and population
centers with the sea port in the south. The locational disadvantage of
Balochistan is aggravated by the difficult mountainous terrain within the
province which has translated into relative isolation in terms of access to,
and communication with the rest of the country and within the province.
(UNDP, 2011)
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Drought: A Global Perspective:
There are many definitions of drought. Some simple definition focuses on
the failure of the rain from falling into the usual season for many
amendments have passed. Among the many phrases and definitions that
have been developed for drought is seasonal drought and drought viewer
and drought-related meteorological and agricultural drought and
hydrological drought that suggests other phrases to describe the drought,
in relation to the utility of land rather necessity, for example "pastoral
drought" as well as "ecological drought."
The proposed global Meteorological Organizational descriptions of
drought:
(A) The failure of the rain from falling ill or distribute it for so long; and
(B) The period of dry weather dominated by an unusual degree and
prolonged enough to cause a shortage of rainfall in the hydrological
imbalance
seriously.
In addition, it is stated in Article 1 of the United Nations Convention to
Combat Desertification, the following definition: The term "dry" natural
phenomenon that occurs when the rain slightest perceptible degree from
the levels recorded, which is causing so in the occurrence of hydrological
discrepancies affecting badly production resources organisms ground. "
The United Nations Convention included the following definition for
drought-related measure "means to mitigate the effects of drought is those
activities that relate to the prediction of drought and are aimed at reducing
the vulnerability of society and natural systems in the face of scarcity
equally related with opposing desertification(Wahab, 2002)."
Drought Effects on Livestock Sector:
Precise measureable examination regarding cost of livestock because of
draught is very challenging to be sorted out. Provincial zone regarding
livestock remains one of the main subdivision of agriculture also produces
approximately (11.4 percent) provincial Gross Domestic Product during
(2004). The year (1990) known to be the golden year in terms of
development of livestock sector but then again, right from the beginning
of 21st century, it did not flourish actually, just because of the provincial
draught. For the maintenance of the influx of revenue as well as
eradication of rural poverty, Livestock remains to be requisite.
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The provincial economy entirely depends on agriculture products
especially livestock and its byproducts. Livestock mainly dependent on
93% of the rangelands present in the province as 90% of the feed
requirements of livestock particularly of small ruminants are met from
these rangelands (Wahab, 2002). As matter of fact, livestock is
proportional to the development of agriculture to a considerable extend.
Hence both depend on rainfall as result they both face continual drought.
To live with droughts much more is needed than storage water and food. It
is necessary to decentralize the distribution of land, as most county
families have less than 5 ha; it does not allow the farmer make sustainable
use of their property. Linked to the decentralization of land should be the
strengthening of family farming, with appropriate credit to the different
categories of farmers and technical assistance and free extension and
quality. Implement effective public policies to strengthen education in
rural areas and the development of the field are also great measures
important to increase adaptation before phenomena such as drought.
Starting here comes the options that have been used, tanks, dams
underground, ponds, pits, tanks, passion seed, silage, haymaking, plants
and animals resistant, beekeeping. Last but not least, combat drought
industry, denouncing deviations and when resources fail to comply with
duties to work as a bargaining chip by votes or favors for politicians and
landowners.(wahab, 2002)
Socio-Economic Impacts of Drought:
Balochistan doesn’t have enough water capitals for creation of extensive
series of farming crops. Though, apricot, peach, cherry, apple, melon,
walnut and almond are produced in the area.
The current famine has almost immersed whole of Balochistan and
troubled the economic, social and agricultural balance of the province to a
huge degree. The famine should not be watched just a natural procedure,
but a natural tragedy. The lengthy famines often have unique costs over
the lives of the people. (Younas, 1997) The Apple trees and orchards
destroyed by almost 80%. Migration of people from drought affected
areas. Heavy cost incurred by government in relief works in the affected
areas - 22 out of the 28 districts sought assistance in water and Flood.
Increased health hazards: The drought also contributed to the incidence of
Crimean Congo Hemorrhagic Fever (CCHF). The disease was first noticed
in September 2000 in Loralai district of the province. Several people are
said to have succumbed to the disease which was triggered by the drought.
Malnutrition, T.B and Hepatitis affected thousands of local communities
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especially women and children during the period. 80% of livestock died in
severely affected areas. A typical example of decreasing trend of rainfall
from 1997 to 2002 in three districts representing upper, middle and lower
parts of Balochistan Districts and Tehsils /sub- Tehsil s frequently affected
by drought. Most Severely Affected District Severely Affected District
Moderately Affected District.
1. Kharan 1. Sibi 1.Killa-Saifullah 2.Washuk 2.Mastung 2.Barkan
3.Chagai 3.Kalat 3.Ziarat 4.Nushki 4.Khuzdar 5.Punjgoor 5.Lasbella
6.Kech 6. Musa Khail 7. Gwadar 7. Killa Abdullah 8. Awaran 9.JhalMagsi 10.Bolan 11.Dera-Bugti 12.Kohlu 13. Sherani Most Severely
Affected Tehsils Severely Affected Tehsils Moderately Affected Tehsils
1. Qamar-Din-Karez 1.Khanozai 1. Tehsil Zhob 2. Tehsil Loralai 2.
Barshore 2. Tehsil Pishin 3. Tehsil Chatter 3. Panjpai 4. Mekhtar.(PDMA
BALOCHISTAN, 2012)
Hunger, anemia, malnutrition and deaths of people are often witnessed in
drought-stricken areas. Drought is a great causal factor for low food
production, thus, when experienced in poorer regions the effects of
malnutrition, hunger, anemia and mortalities are compounded since there
is little food available for consumption. (eartheclipse.com)
Shortage of food products will result in rising prices of food items. People
dwelling in rural areas of the province will likely face shortage of food.
Not only people will have less to eat but their incomes will also decrease
because agriculture is main source of income for people in rural areas.
Drought will also have negative bearing on the livestock owned by people
in rural Balochistan. Drought will result in fodder shortage for livestock.
In fact, 25 per cent of livestock has already perished in Noshki district of
Balochistan. Livestock is the only source of food and income for 70 per
cent rural population. Economic backbone of rural Balochistan will be
ruined due to the forthcoming drought.
In order to realistically estimate the possible effect of the forthcoming
disaster, impact of the last one can be considered. Balochistan faced a
devastating spell of drought from 1997 to 2005. This long spell resulted in
death of 1.76 million livestock and hundreds of people died due to
malnutrition and related diseases. According to the figures of PDMA, last
drought caused a loss of Rs25 billion to Balochistan’s exchequer. The
previous drought ended a decade ago and today the ground situation is
even worse. Population has increased and so has the demand for food
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items. On the other hand the capacity of government to assist drought
victims has decreased during the period due to bad governance. (The
news, 2015)
As a consequence of drought, proportionate losses in fruits production and
livestock are higher among poorer and marginal land holding farmers. To
cope with the drought, they have adapted a number of strategies at farm
and off-farm levels that include crop and water management practices,
adjustment in agricultural inputs, seeking off-farm employment, assets
depletion, consumption smoothing, borrowing, and migrating to other
places to seek alternative sources of income. (IJDRR, 2013)
Conclusion:
Over the years, Balochistan has been one of the areas most affected
by the drought. The long drought of 1997-2002 left Baluchistan’s
agriculture and livestock sector virtually paralyzed. Since then, the
agriculture and social sector of the region has lived under continuous
threat of severe drought.
Fighting off the severe consequences of drought is heck of a task
and cannot be fought on provincial level. The federation and international
community’s help is vital. Water experts have always demanded for
establishment of a federal ministry to cope up with the causes and
consequences of a potential drought.
The federal ministry should be responsible to mobilize the people
regarding necessary steps to save the water, agriculture and livestock
development of the country. A comprehensive approach should be taken
to involve all the stakeholders.
In many countries measures have been taken to forecast a drought.
Such bodies are established on local, provincial and national basis. These
bodies are entitled to such jobs as forecasting drought, pre-drought
planning, acting during a drought and managing post-drought situation.
Private sector should also be taken into consideration while
devising and implementing drought related strategies locally and
nationally. Government, with the cooperation of private sector should take
necessary measures to preserve and enhance the development of livestock
sector in the economy. Livestock sector of Balochistan is one of the key
economic components of the province.
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The Critique of Modern Beauty in Balochi Poetry
In the Study of Gul Khan’s Poetry:
By
1

Muhammad Amin, 2Yousaf Rodini, 3Shazia Jaffar

Abstract:
If a poet, specifically speaking follows the direction of romanticism and
his creation becomes an artistic piece. In this paper “artistic” means to
suppose novelty, contingency, spontaneity, self-creation, contradictory
and probably consistency in art. This cerebration involves his art into the
modern art. I suppose Gul Khan Nasir’s social mode as a romantic task
which makes empathy possible. When man empathizes anything on
intellect plan, then his expressions come from his self.’ Thus self always
supposes novelty, contingency, spontaneity, self-creation, contradictory
and probably consistent. (Tahir and Amin)This cerebration makes Gul a
modern poet. In this paper I focus on the sources of modernity of Gul’s
poetry, because modern philosophy is based on epistemological inquiry.
In which the source of knowledge is primary than other things. In this
paper further I entertain the discourse of “source” through Gadamer’s
philosophy which argues language is not something that could be
conducted by man. In first portion I discuss analytically Gul Khan’s
artistic mode with Gadamer’s philosophy, and count the importance of
debate. In second position I make a debate on Gadamer’s philosophy,
finally in third portion I try to analyze entire cerebration or debate to
conclude it with the debate of “conducted beauty”.
Keywords:Gul Khan, Balochi, Poetry, Beauty etc.
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Introduction:
This research paper carries the following importance about the
modern beauty of Balochi poetry of Gul Khan Nasir:
1- Whatever sources Baloch poetry gets from others to build up a
modern beauty. This beauty basically has been conducted; but when
researcher gauges it in Gadamer’s philosophy, in which conduction of
anything does not remain natural.
2- Romanticism is not a worthwhile position in art, because it
produces language to conduction.
3- Balochi poetry of Gul Khan’s is modern in its romantic
paradigm; thus it does not make it modern beauty natural.
Generally, Gul Khan had been conceived as a poet who had been
influenced by surrounding on bases of intellectual empathy with
concerning thing which influenced him. The empathy of intellect leads
man towards oneness. Oneness makes feeling to a man whatever another
lay man, in uncertain condition, feels; on the bases of empathy other man
goes to feel same un-certainty in intellect plan as well as and vice-versa.
(Tahir and Amin)
There was a probability to Gul Khan that he made him one with
the situational circumstances and feels the anxiousness of a lay man.
When he got oneness then whatever he created, they all came from his
self. If the self is the source of creation then creation has been assuming
into art. Thus we can make his poetic version artistic and his peculiarity of
emotional attachment romantic.(Ibid)
In this paper I try to produce some question to understand the
language as the medium of hermeneutical experience, language as the
determination of hermeneutic object and language as the determination of
hermeneutic act.
1- Language as the Medium of Hermeneutical Experience:
Primarily first we have to know the language as the medium of
hermeneutic experience, because this makes paths to understand
hermeneutic object and act. First question I raise is that Why Gadamer
talks about the conversation in the portion of Language as the medium of
hermeneutic experience?
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When I go to deal with language as the medium of hermeneutic
experience, I try to make an account to understand we do not conduct
conversation rather according to Gadamer we fall into Conversation.
But how do we know that we do not conduct conversation? I
presume each word follows other word. We seek the flow of word when
we experience the conclusion. Because the phenomenon of conclusion is
always there, and without experience we do not know what conclusion
comes out. We do not get sure on conclusion, because we use language as
a medium to make an involvement in conversation.
Thus, we get that conversation leads us. And language becomes a
medium that push to fall us into conversation. Conclusively, we know we
do not conduct conversation but we fall into Conversation.
Now it is time to answer the question that Why Gadamer talks
about the conversation in the portion of Language as the medium of
hermeneutic experience?
This question carries two answers:
Answer 1: because we use language as a medium for falling into
conversation, but this position does not show to us that it constructs
conversation or paths to lead it, rather the almost availability of
conversation makes it possible we use language.
Answer 2: the proper understanding of subject matter is task of
hermeneutics.(Gadamer.1989.,
pp.
385).
Conversation
makes
understanding possible because meanings are intact in conversation, and
intact meaning always obtains a subject matter which gets possible to
demonstrate only through language; that is why’ considering language as a
medium and this medium is not presupposed.
Next question is that why do we follow this process? Because we
make it our intellect need to reach at truth meaning. If we follow our
intellect need there should be the horizon of proper understanding
available because it makes destine of truth meaning possible probably.
Now we should follow that do we recognize the meaning when
falling into conversation? For understanding this position first we have to
answer some questions
1- What possibilities of understanding are available?
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2- How to move towards proper understanding?
3- How do the conversation and language recognize meaning?
Answer 1: the possibilities of understanding consist on
conversation but when individual discloses himself to other. (Ibid., pp.
385). Individuals reach at the point of understanding, this destination is
known as genuine application of hermeneutics.
Answer 2: understanding becomes probably proper when partners
are aware about the alien, because this alienation is supposed to be here.
According to Gadamer “partners recognize the full value of what is alien
to them”. (Ibid .pp. 387). The common dictum and diction become sources
to get proper understanding, because the text does not necessarily deal
with the comparison to fixed point of view of meaning, because the text
does not carry a single question or meaning.
Answer 3: conversation and language recognize meaning when
individual does not intend to “understand the text itself”. (Ibid. pp. 388).
When interpreter intend to understand text in itself thus he reawakes text
with his own meaning. And his constructed meanings become decisive for
him ultimately this single decisive position gets built in force. This is a
risk of text. Of course there is a conversation with text he makes. But this
conversation is free from alien because of decisive mode.
2- Language as the Determination of the Hermeneutic Object:
Tradition develops beyond the written form but in the sphere of
meaning.(Ibid. pp. 390). Whatever forms the tradition gets from
experiences.
Thus, tradition is not a fragment piece of past.(Ibid, pp. 390).
Although the tradition is involved the unique co-existence of past and
present.(Ibid., pp. 390). And it is a medium of transformation of meaning
between past and present. Therefore, it does not depend on retelling of
anything. This makes genuine opportunities to tradition that it opens more
its horizon.
We can reach to proper understanding through the hermeneutic object.
Writing is an objective quality, moreover it produces objectivity’.
That is why language gets its identity from writing.(Ibid, pp. 392). In this
process the tradition is only thing which is here. Therefore, no inscription
is free from literature. Literature gets existence on the basis of those things
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which are remaining residuary in tradition. In this sense conclusion is
prevailed. But the unique form of conclusion has been created by writing.
Basically as I am aware literature is the name of that creation. Because
literature is an involvement and it gets its contemptuous in every period.
This position intrinsically shows the fall of conversation.
If we focus, thus we get that writing is secondary in relations of
language, (Ibid, pp. 392)because language is primarily not presupposed in
hermeneutics. But writing has foundational reality.
We count the sharing of language itself in the pure identity of
meaning is the reality of writing. But the expressions go downfall in
writing thus it is the second position of writing that makes it secondary.
For making experience objective we consider writing is a real
phenomenon, as Gadamer says “writing is the abstract ideality of
language”.(Ibid, pp. 392). Basically writing meanings are identifiable and
repeatable too. In here repeatable does not mean to return in original
source. Rather understanding of writing is not a repetition, meanwhile the
meanings of present come out form writing and it shares them. We can
conclude our position that we talk to text and we make conversation to
text and these all situate in present. Thus we do direct experience and it
leads us to proper understanding.
As I concern after reading Gadamer that the position of proper
understanding supposes the acceptance of the alien of speech. In this
situation we destine to reach meaning and speech because “meaning with
a self-alienation”. (Ibid, pp, 393) To destine to the meaning and speech is
called transformation back of Hermeneutics. Basically this is Hermeneutic
Object that determines Language.
3- Language as the Determination of the Hermeneutic Act:
I think the producing a connection between language and
understanding is a hermeneutic act. If we take understanding as a verbal or
traditional phenomenon thus we find generalization form’. This
generalization supposes understanding has fundamental connections with
language.(Ibid, pp. 395-6). And as we know understanding is an
interpretation in-itself, (Ibid, pp. 396)., because it creates a hermeneutical
horizon with the meaning of text. If a man wants to develop a relation with
text so he has to make a relation to text through translation. But translation
supposes proper understanding should be available, because’ horizon of
interpretation is required for establishing horizon of fusion.(Ibid, pp. 397).
But this position gets more possible through verbal interpretation, because
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interpretation is only source to involve text into conversation. Thus right
language is necessary for interpretation. This does not do culmination of
one single interpretation rather’ interpretation concerns with text, (Ibid,
pp. 397)., and what kind of interpretation, it culminates. Interpretation
makes understanding explicit but it does carry the meaning of that the
interpretation is a source of achieving it, rather it provides place to words.
4- The Relation of Experience and Object:
Man can know things better in his present rather past, because he
makes direct experience. When man reads text he gets a present relation
with text because of his conversation which he has built to text. In here
present is experience, conversation is object and knowing the process of
experience and conversation is act.
For Balochi Poetry Baloch has adopted a new literal beauty. But
still Baloch is narrating world-view in its own perspective. In short Baloch
remain stay in its own world-view. When Baloch faces and entertains
itself with modernity that means it conceives its entertainment is its own
world-view and it feels that it is facing its own world-view. And
concerning relation which is made between its world-view to another, that
makes its beauty order per se. when as a nation Baloch conceived other
beauty to its own then Baloch does not keep recurrence of past because
this beauty not only becomes a reality for other which got actualization
others paradigm but this beauty also remains real for Baloch as a notion of
new world-view.
The paradigm of differences is available between human languages
and language gets unfolding in concerning limitations or paradigm.
Because every language biologically an organ. Likewise mind utilizes its
abilities through language. If we consider language in above mentioned
cerebration thus we find vast varieties of language to make a comparative
study.
When we adopt others’ concept of beauty, ultimately we make it
fixed with us; nonetheless we do not want to abandon the adopted beauty
because it gets fixation in our paradigm. The clicked question is that do we
fall into the others’ beauty or have we conducted it?
In a first and ultimate case, we wriggle that we made a romance
with foreign beauty and made it fix with us. So, next position is that to
trace the conditions of romance what we followed, or conducted. If we do
follow the conditions of romance so, in first step we are countable in the
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“conduct”; in short, we conducted other’s beauty. Because there is no any
plan to gauge feelings, sensibilities. Feeling and sensibilities are in a flow,
which are free from any conducted background.
If we count our adopted beauty as a flow, and presume that we
have fallen into the beauty of other’s, which became an intrinsically real
for us as such as it is for other. But why did we fix it with the privileged
thought process? Why we did not have any less privileged cerebration?
May be answer is very simple to say “because we love privileged
cerebration” if we find any lofty sensibility to less privileged, it could be
quite possible to fall into that beauty. I think this presumed answer might
become ad hoc modification of adopted conception of beauty. When we
have fallen into other’s (privileged) beauty, then of the romance of it we
wished to be perceived in other’s paradigm. Now the paradigm of other is
not for other, but it became as such familiar and real for us. This wish
effected upon us; thus, this affection makes us adjust into other’s beauty or
conception of beauty.
If our presumed argument is available in above mentioned
argument, then it makes romance conditional because it follows cause and
effect, likewise it makes romance a cause. Philosophy of hermeneutics of
Gadamer does not conceive conditional position as a “flow”, rather
conduct.
In a second and ultimate case, we conceive foreign mind as more
authentic and strengthen regard us. And we follow this pattern to build us
strengthen. When we determine the destination to build us strengthen
before made it clear that public support our efforts for making a novel
beauty in literature. Notwithstanding, public presume foreign beauty
aesthetically valuable and choose it for making our-self aesthetically
valuable. Thus we could not abandon adopted beauty.
Basically, above mentioned beauty is clearly a conducted piece of
art. First, its foundations show the de-legitimization of collectiveness,
which is alive and essential foundation of our literature, which does not let
individual to fold him with external world. This stand of collectiveness
challenges the objectivity that individual orderly minimizes his
individuality when he moves to know object.
Foreign beauty cynically an oriented thing which always needs a
less privileged competitor for making its own position privileged. For
making to remain its position privileged, thus concerning beauty wants to
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approach natural state where individual to be able to do what he wants to
do. In this stage sexuality becomes core discussion of time.
When we adopt foreign beauty thus at first stage we de-legitimize
our collectiveness. We want to fold ourselves to know the external world.
On the basis of objectivity we find ourselves in romanticism which is not
ironically valid. Thus we conduct romance with foreign mind.
Nonetheless, we compete the western art on the basis of
romanticism, thus we intend to make our novel beauty strengthen. Thus,
we need to make a less privileged position; ultimately we count our own
beauty traditional. We conceive ourselves natural, instinctual, sensitive
and etc. to count sexual discourse as a debate of progress and
development.
Conclusion:
Above mentioned discussion made it clear that we conduct beauty
and language. Rather, language always falls into a tradition not in the
paradigm of conduct. Because conducted position shows alienation,
contrary, “to fall into” shows its own consciousness.
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Abstract:
Second-language acquisition or learning, is also known as L2 (nonnative language) learning, is the process by which an individual
acquires a non-native language. L2 learning is also the practical moot
discipline constant to learning that procedure. The arena of L2
learning is a subdivision of applied linguistics. The dialect that students
use is not just the result of variances amongst the dialects that they
earlier learnt and the language they are learning, but it’s a
comprehensive dialect system, through its own organized instructions.
This paper discusses such an organized instruction system that has the
five stages of SLA namely speech emergence, intermediate fluency,
advance fluency, early production and pre-production and
Comparisons with first-language acquisition and significance of SLA in
learning process.
Keywords:Native language (L1), second language acquisition (SLA),
non-native language (L2)
Introduction:
Second language learning and teaching (SLA) are quite significant
since ever linguistics scholars have foreseen oral communication as a
pivotal discipline of Lingua Franca. Most of the learners are aware with
traditional scholar inhabitants: captive school student required to “pass”
a second language (often for no clear reason), college students
sustaining a language requirement toward a BA in literature, new
students headed overseas for university courses, as preachers or to
serve as unpaid worker in the Peace Corps and comparable
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organizations, and adults requiring a foreign language (L2) for
professional training or professional purposes in the business world,
relief organizations, armed forces, state and federal government, or the
ambassadorial and intelligence services. Naturally, these learners are
well-educated, literate, quite affluent, acquiring a major world
language, and, the school student aside, doing so willingly. Less
observable to many of us, but frequently with even more vital linguistic
requirements, are the gradually increasing numbers of instinctive
language students of all ages. Each year, masses are forced to cross
linguistic borders to escape conflicts, dictatorial regimes, ethnic
cleansing, religious persecution, famine, drought, disease, wretched
poverty, and climate change. Many of these students are faced with
acquiring less powerful, poor, uneducated, illiterate, frequently
unwritten and irregularly taught languages. In some cases, for example,
for migrant workers in USA, Europe and some parts of the Gulf
countries, the target languages politically and economically are Arabic,
English, Spanish, French or German. Coaching is available for those
with time and money to acquire it, but many such students lack either.
Not as good as, living and marginalized in a linguistic ghetto, they
often have little or no approach to target language (L2) utterers,
communication with who could serve as the basis for realistic second
language. In some cases, involuntary students are not formed by
persons moving into new linguistic areas but by influential languages
coming to them. When imperialist state use military force to annex
terrain, they naturally oblige the people to acquire the dialect of the
occupier if they hope to have approach to political power, education or
economic opportunity, often while transferring local languages (L1) to
second language (L2) or even making their use prohibited. The
complete picture is dubious to change anytime soon. Advanced talent in
a foreign or second language (L2) will remain a serious factor in
defining the educational and economic sector chances of all mentioned
aspects, from the victims of occupations and colonization, to their
school-age children and college students, through humanitarian aid
employees and middle-class experts, to migrant labors and government
and military peoples. Moreover, if the obvious serviceable reasons were
not significant enough, for millions of students, especially the nonvolunteers, learning a new language is inseparably bound up with
generating a new identity and acculturating into the receiving society.
Rarely, Second Language Acquisition (SLA) is a path to confrontation
for them but in all too many dimensions, it is just essential for survival.
For all these explanations and given the clear political suggestions of a
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few major world languages being qualified the speakers of so many less
influential ones, an accountable course of action, it appears to me, as
with teaching in general, is to make sure that language teaching (LT)
and learning are as socially broadminded as possible. Language
Teaching (LT) alone will never reimburse for the harms that create so
many language students, but at the very minimum, it should struggle
not to make community inferior (Brendon, 2006)
Statement of the Problem:
Previous studies have tried to explore the significance of second
language learning and teaching, but they have not elaborated its
valuation during several stages. Hence this research seeks to fill this
gap between the learning and acquisition of second language and
pursues an approach and a guideline for SLA instructors.
Significance of Study:
Speaking is an activity which is viewed as the most important activity
in learning English as Foreign Language (EFL). Communication is the
skill which is the source of transferring ideas and information and
speaking is one of its most explicit units. Additionally, all skills like
writing, listening and reading are based on speaking. Though speaking
is the most important skill, yet many students face several problems in
speaking EFL and understanding other speakers’ spoken sentences. To
understand the significance of second language acquisition this study
will help the readers in simple way.
Research Question:
What is the importance of SLA Second Language Acquisition in
learning EFL English as a foreign language?
Literature Review:
Robinson (2013) in “The Routledge Encyclopedia of Second Language
Acquisition (2013)” examines how to organize practical and theoretical
interest in the arena of second language acquisition (SLA). In his
Agenda for SLA by Robinson draws selfless insights from current
research concerning communicative language teaching and an applied
guide for second/foreign language teachers on how to conduct SLA.
There are several parts in this encyclopedia. Part one illustrates the
academic principles supporting her framework for SLA. Part two
details the three stages of the agenda. The first stage allows students to
become aware with the task topic and prepare difficult words meaning
for the task while presenting students a rich exposure to the aimed
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language via teacher’s lecture. The second stage consists of major
component of Pre-production. In this stage, students complete the task
in pairs or small sets, and articulacy and meaning cooperation are the
basic goal. The planning phase gives students some space to
contemplate linguistic areas before reporting to the masses. In the next
(early production) stage, students report to other colleagues about the
task they have done, using the language they have prepared in the
planning phase. This phase inspires students to maintain both fluency
and accuracy. In the last two stages, language focus, students have a
chance to focus on language through events such as consciousnessraising to grow their linguistic range. Stage three demonstrates some
ways to opt this framework to some rare teaching situations, such as
teaching novices and young students. The writer highlights the status of
language exposure to support students build up a stock of confidence
that they can use in real-time conversation. In this phase, the writer also
described that how teachers in a traditional form-emphasized classroom
join SLA into their teaching, including techniques to gear form-focused
teaching resources toward SLA. In the appendixes, the writer elevated
some valuable teaching information, such as lesson frameworks and
assessment sheets.
The done-work has valuable strength. Firstly, it is a useful link between
practice and research. Robinson bases his agenda on recent research in
language learning: the significance of exposure to and proper use of the
target language and the importance of a balance between form and
meaning. Second, Robinson takes an inclusive look at the topic of SLA
considering disparate teaching situations, from how to inspire young
students to how to opt SLA to the outmoded form-focused classroom.
Techniques and strategies are presented to handle problems usually
found in the classroom. Finally, this work proposes clear setup for
readers to adopt. Each chapter starts with a focus page that offers a
sketch of the chapter and concludes with a summary subscripting
recommendation for classroom activities (Robinson, 2013).
Similarly, Klein (1986) has given a brief description of SLA. In his
book, second Language Acquisition (1986) he explores the essence of
second language acquisition following the SLA stages. This 1986
textbook describes an account of the main events, concerns and
practical and theoretical issues raised by second language acquisition
research and, to describe the findings, the writer constituted SLA
sophomores studying in several academies in the home town
University. To account for homogeneity of the subjects, several
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speaking measures were implemented. Based on their scores on SLA,
the candidates were ranked from the highest to the lowest. Regardless
of the gender of the candidates, every other subject was placed in
experimented and control groups according to their scores from the top
to the bottom. In conducting the study, an experimental research
method was opted.
The contents used for the practical sets were cards comprising roles to
be experienced in the class-based on SLA thoughts. The members in
the control group did not experience and employed with SLA-based
role play cards. Alternatively, they were given resources based on
traditional methods and subjects speaking professional English. The
test continued for three semesters through which both control and
experimental groups participated in their classes twice a week. The
results confirmed the variance among the groups and the positive effect
of SLA oriented role play method, and EFL student’s verbal skills were
empirically verified accurate. But it is not essential for SLA oriented
role play methods to be approved only in classroom coaching
atmosphere, slightly these can be performed outside the classroom for
example at visiting points and during travelling as speaking is not
limited to only one classroom. Verbal articulacy needs self-confidence
and it can shape up in real life environments too (Klein, 1986).
Bachman and Cohen (1998) in their book, “Interfaces between Second
Language Acquisition and Language Testing Research” offer a fresh
look at aspects of mutual attention to both SLA and LT research, and
ways in which research in these two sectors of applied linguistics can
be productively combined. An SLA description is conducted to
communicate two units from the home town university. Some data is
evaluated, and results revealed that there were quantitatively signified
variances among mean scores of the research and controlled groups in
both one-way monologue and two-way dialogue test supporting the
research group and the findings support the effectiveness of utilizing
SLA in English as a foreign language. In his result, the students found
that SLA is a student-centered approach and learners are stimulated to
practice language productively through the tasks they are ordered to
accomplish. Second language learning helps the learners to practice
English language in an apprehension free classroom atmosphere while
working on language, mistakes are considered expected because the
concentration is on fluency and improving speaking a language.
Thus, teaching and learning by practicing is not a new idea in
communicative language teaching and learning methods. It is based on
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the philosophy that hands-on approach positively improves a student’s
cognitive engagement. Events based on natural world do not inevitably
need a classroom, these basically need ordinary and random place
where students form groups and virtually involve themselves in those
prearranged tasks. Bachman and Cohen say that new information is
better unified into long term memory (LTM) and easier recovered, if
tied to the natural-world activities and events (Bachman & Cohen,
1998).
Ortega (2014) “Understanding Second Language Acquisition” a book
increases and decreases social, individual and universal forces, in each
case evaluating the research results that have been produced across
diverse formal and naturalistic contexts for second language acquisition
(SLA). The book is also a practical and clear introduction to second
language acquisition (SLA), written for students encountering the topic
for the first time. The book took place over three years of period in the
its first edition. It is the first ever book to study the philosophy of
science in sequence to examine the epistemological foundations of SLA
research and appraise rival theories of second language acquisition
(SLA). In Foreign and Second Language Learning (SLA), the writer
stated that how people acquire languages and consider its relevance for
language teaching. For relevant findings the writer conducted a
research. The respondents were not informed prior to the research study
that the emphasis of the research was vocabulary learning. A fixed
pretest activity in the form of language contextual questionnaire titled
word rating sheet was managed in the class during the second week of
the semester. They finalized only the pre-and post-test on the same
agenda as the researcher group and were handed over a copy of the
sentences on the answer sheet to read alone for ten minutes each week
in place of the dictogloss task. It was seen that the control and
researcher groups commenced out at parallel levels of declared
vocabulary knowledge but that over the eight-week treatment there was
a significant improvement in vocabulary knowledge by the researcher
group. This study has verified that learners can not only build the depth
and breadth of their business English vocabulary but that they engage
themselves actively in the procedure and feel a sense of inspiration
doing dictogloss tasks in a cooperative setting with their counterparts
(Ortega in 2014).
Gass, (2013) in her work “Second Language Acquisition” has foreseen
the academic and applied setbacks in the research field of second
language acquisition. Sociologist, psychologists, anthropologists,
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phenomenologists and linguists were pedagogically oriented and
gradually involved in the determined principles of second language
acquisition. The author says that after understanding these principles
determined by researchers and the educational experts can easily
achieve their tasks and SLA can become more effective. The book is
divided in several parts; in the first part the writer presents a slight
assessment of the department of state of the art of recent time of the
writer. The next part, 'from the students' point of view', is divided into
four focal challenges which anyone acquiring a second language is
meet with, and whose solution constitutes the acquisition process. The
available outline in this work offers students of linguistics and applied
linguistics and anyone concerned with L2 teaching with an
understanding of the essential topics in the field (Gass, 2013).
Newmeyer (1989) in his work “Linguistics: The Cambridge Survey”
which is a complete outline to recent work in all aspects of applied
linguistics from theory to ethnography of language, from learning
language to the rational dictionary, from dialectal achievement to
address analysis. Respectively all the chapters are written by
professionals and eminent scholars in their field who have recognized
the issues of reviewing the current issues and prospects in enough
complexity for the teachers and with enough clarity for the learner.
Each part is written independently, and each volume has an actual
attention (Newmeyer, 1989).
Research Methodology:
Non-empirical research methodology is used in this research study.
Researchers utilizing non-empirical strategies consider that reflection,
individual perception, and specialist/encounter are similarly as
important for information securing as exact information. This study is
conducted academically as related books to the topic; significance of
second language acquisition is studied to fill the gap.
Discussion and Findings:
What is Second Language Acquisition (SLA)?
Second language acquisition is teaching or learning of a second
language once the first language acquisition is established. L2
acquisition (SLA) is the process of teaching or learning other languages
in addition to the mother tongue (L1). For instance, a baby who speaks
Pashto as L1 starts learning Urdu (L2) when s/he starts going to school,
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Urdu (L2) is learnt by the process of second language acquisition. In
fact, a baby can pick up a second language (L2) faster than an adult.
Though the terms “Language Learning" and “Language Acquisition"
are used equally by the scholars, but both terms differ. Language
learning refers to the learning in the classroom. While language
acquisition means acquiring the language at any way with little or no
academic learning or training (Littlewood, 1984)
Stages of SLA:
There are several stages of second language acquisition mentioned by
scholars in their works, here in following we discuss some of the
agreed upon stages of SLA. These stages are presented by Oliveri,
Judie Haynes and Stephen Krashen with 33 years of experience. In
following five distinct stages of second language acquisition are
described (Haynes, 2007).
Pre-Production:
The first stage of SLA may last from some hours to numerous months,
liable on the student learning. During this period, new language
students usually spend time on acquiring, practicing and pronouncing
new vocabularies. While they might involve in self-talk, they don’t
generally speak the language with any real understanding or articulacy.
This first stage is contentious among language instructors. Ana Lomba
disagrees that second language learners (SLA) are totally quiet while
they are in this first acquiring stage. In its place, Lomba says that
“speech is essential in language learning” and students shine in
language learning when they apply what they acquire as they learn it.
The first stage is also called the silent period. Second language learners
might have up to 1000 words in their accessible vocabulary, but they
are not yet talking and using it. Some learners though repeat words and
sentences utter by their instructors. They are actually not creating
language but are imitating.
These new students of new language will listen considerately, and they
may even be able to imitate words from the white or black board. They
will be able to reply to pictures and other photographs. They can
recognize and duplicate signs and activities to show understanding.
Total Physical Response methods (TPRM) will work well with them.
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Instructors should pay attention on listening comprehension doings and
on building accessible words.
Second language learners at this first stage will need much imitation of
English. They will take advantage from a friend who speaks their
dialect. Remember that the school day is fatiguing for these novice
students as they are overwhelmed with heeding to new language whole
day (Ellis, 1997).
Early Production:
The second stage of SLA is known as Early Production. It might last up
to six (6) months and learners will progress open and active words of
about one thousand (1000). In this stage, learners may speak in one- or
two-word expressions. They might use short language expressions that
have been learnt by heart though these expressions may not always be
used properly. In other words, the learners might also learn to speak
some vocabularies and start forming short sayings, although they might
not be grammatically accurate. In following, some suggestions are
mentioned for working with learners in this second stage of learning
new language:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.

Ask closed-ended questions consist of yes/no and
either/or questions.
Accept one or two-word replies.
Give learners the chance to contribute in some of the full
class activities.
Usage of images and pictures to build vocabulary to
support questions.
Adjust content and data to the language level of English
language learners (ELLs).
Provision of listening activities
Focusing on key concepts and vocabularies
Usage of simple books with expected texts and simple
content materials.
Acquiring new language with tables, pie charts, bar
graphs. Start to adoptive writing in new language
through labeling and short phrases. Usage of a frame to
support writing (Haynes, 2007).
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Speech Emergence:
Third stage of SLA is in relation to speech emergence. By this third
stage, students typically learn a word of up to three thousand (3,000)
words, and learn to interact by using the words in short sentences,
questions and phrases, such as “May I go to washroom”? Again, they
might not be grammatically accurate, but this is a central stage during
which students gain good comprehension and start writing and reading
in their second language (L2). English language learners (ELLs) will
also start little conversations with fellows. The learners will understand
simple stories delivered in class with the help of visual pictures. They
will also excel to do some contented task with instructor support. Here
are some simple tasks they can perform comfortably:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.

Sound out stories phonetically.
Read short, improved texts in gratified area subjects.
Wide-ranging graphic organizers with word series.
Understand and reply to questions about graphs and charts.
Match words to their definitions.
Study placards with content area words.
Contribute in pair and choral reading activities.
Write and illustrate puzzles.
Understand instructor explanations and two-step guidelines.
Make up short stories based on personal understanding.
Write in dialogue periodicals.

Dialogue periodicals are discussions between the instructors and the
learners. They are especially cooperative with English language
learners (ELL). Learners can write about issues that interest them and
continue at their own pace and level. They have an opportunity to
express their ideas and thoughts ("What's the Hardest Language to
Learn?". Zidbits. Retrieved 29 December (2017).
Intermediate Fluency:
The fourth stage of SLA is intermediate fluency. At this fourth stage,
which might last for a year or more than year after speech emergence,
students typically have words as many as six thousand (6,000) words.
They frequently learn the capability to interconnect in writing and
speech using more compound phrases and sentences. This vital stage is
also when students start thinking in their second language (SLA),
which supports them to gain more ability in speaking it. For instance,
they will ask something to clarify what they are acquiring in class.
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These English language learners (ELL) will be capable to work in
grade level science and math classes with some instructor support.
Understanding of social studies and English literature material is
swelling. At this fourth stage, learners will use plans from their native
language (L1) to acquire material in English. Learners writing at this
fourth stage will commit many mistakes as ELLs try to clarify the
intricacy of English grammar and sentence structure. Many learners
might be interpreting written assignments from native language. They
should be anticipated to produce what they have acquired and to make
implications from that learning. This is the time for instructors to pay
some attention on learning strategies. Learners at this fourth stage will
also be able to realize more multipart concepts (Haynes, 2007).
Advanced Fluency:
The fifth stage of SLA is advanced fluency. It takes most students at
least two years to reach this fifth stage, and then up to ten (10) years to
gain full command on the second language in all its complications and
nuances. Second language learners (SLA) need ongoing chances to
engage in conversations and express themselves in their new language,
to uphold articulacy in it. The key for acquiring a new language and
evolving talent in speaking and writing that language is constancy and
practice. A learner must talk to others in the new language daily to
build their confidence and fluency. Further, Haynes says it is important
for learners to continue to work with a classroom instructor on exact
content area related to the new language such as, social studies, history
and writing (Haynes, 2007)
Comparisons with First-Language Acquisition:
There is a big difference between adults and children to acquire new
language. In the following, it is categorized in several steps.
Children are still emerging their brains while mature has settled
minds and mature regarding their first language (L1) that turns their
rational and speaking qualities. Though some adult non-native
dialect students reach very higher levels of ability, enunciation
inclines to be non-native. This absence of native enunciation in
mature students is explained by the serious period supposition.
When a student’s speech plateaus, it is called as petrification (Cook,
2008).
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Some mistakes that non-native dialect students commit in their speech
for instance, Urdu talkers learning English might ask "Is raining" rather
than "It is raining", skipping the theme of the expression. This kind of
impact of the first language (L1) on the second language is called as
Negative Language Transfer (NLT). Persian talkers acquiring English,
though, do not frequently commit the similar mistake of leaving out "it"
in "It is raining." This is somewhat because of impersonal and
pronominal expression theme can be avoided. The Persian talker
considers using a pronominal expression theme when talking English is
a sample of Positive Language Transfer (PLT). It is imperative to note
that not all mistakes are committed in same ways; even two persons
with the same native language acquiring the same second language still
have the potential to use different aspects of their natural language.
Similarly, these same two persons might develop near-native articulacy
in several forms of grammar (Chang, 2012).
Similarly, when masses learn an L2, the way they express views in
their native language changes in indirect ways. These variations can be
with any dimension of language, from articulation and grammar to
signs the students make and the language features they incline to
notice. For instance, Persian talkers who spoke English as a second
language pronounced the /t/ sound in Persian inversely from
monolingual Persian talkers. This way of variation in articulation has
been originated even at the commencement of non-native dialect
acquisition; for instance, English talkers utter the p, t and k sounds, as
well as English vowels, inversely after they start to acquire German.
These effects of the non-native language on the first led Vivian Cook to
suggest the idea of multi-competence, which realizes the different
languages a person speaks not as separate schemes, but as connected
schemes in their attention (Cook, 2008).
Conclusion:
Second language acquisition (SLA) through an organized instruction
system is essential in this modern era than ever before and is more
energetic than even several language instructors’ gain. Inopportunely,
what we learn about language learning is not making it to conventional
teachers who are involved in it. For second language acquisition (SLA),
one can choose these five stages namely pre-production, early
production, speech emergence, intermediate fluency to advanced
fluency to adjust speech to that level. Not only can learners gain the
confidence they require, but they can move to the next level of
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progress. Language researches demonstrate that SLA advances brain
function and excites action, because, after learning a new language, one
begins to see contacts he didn’t see earlier since all the languages
approach the world in a dissimilar way. Consequently, one has the
chance to recognize the world from the viewpoint of other culture in
society and advance a better gratitude of human society in all its
diversity.
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Delimitation of Local Government Constituencies Seriously
Affects the Equal Suffrage and Representation:
A Case Study of Quetta Metropolitan Corporation
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Abstract:
Local Government is a worldwide phenomenon to day. It is generally
found that in countries where Local Government is responsible only to the
higher tire of government it has very little leeway to mobilize the people;
Examples may include that of an authoritarian political system where
local government remains solely accountable to the central government
rather than to the local residents. Delimitation is the important step in a
democratic process of the country and this is also universally recognized
right of all citizen of the country to have equal right to be elected and to
be voter for any elected institution. The delimitation also determines that
how representative and fair election was. Pakistan is the signatory to the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) codified
this principle in article 25(b), which provides for the principle of equality
of votes. Also, paragraph 21 of General Comment 25 (which is the
authoritative interpretation of the ICCPR) states that the vote of one
elector should be equal to the vote of another; the drawing of electoral
boundaries and the method of allocating votes should not distort the
distribution of voters or discriminate against any group and should not
exclude or restrict unreasonably the right of citizens to choose their
representatives freely. Pakistan ratified the ICCPR in 2010. The objective
of this research paper is to evaluate the representation of population of
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provincial head quarter in Metropolitan Corporation as equal
representation and equal suffrage. The delimitation of Local Government
institution in Balochistan seriously affecting the right of equal suffrage of
equal representation, there are constituencies having more than ten
registered votes from other constituencies in same metropolitan of Quetta
provincial head quarter of Balochistan
Keywords: Balochistan, Local Government, Registered Votes, Election
Commission. Delimitation, Quetta Metropolitan
Introduction:
Democracy is a system of government, which provides an opportunity to
the people to play an active role in politics, and allow the people to take
part in government in an institutionalized way where the fundamental
decisions are being made for them
In a developing political system a spate of new trends emerge. In which
decentralization is one of the most important dimensions of the political
system of today. Democratization of the political system means steps
toward installing a government by the consent of the governed. The
decentralization is the best way to get the consent of governed in policy
matters and bringing the administration closer to the people at the gross
roots level. Local Government is a worldwide phenomenon to day. It is
generally found that in countries where Local Government is responsible
only to the higher tire of government it has very little leeway to mobilize
the people; Examples may include that of an authoritarian political system
where local government remains solely accountable to the central
government rather than to the local residents.
The term local self-Government is connected with mainly two aspectsGovernance and Development, The concept of governance is closely
associated with decentralization as it is concern with power and authority.
Local self-government denotes the right and the ability of local authorities,
within the limits of the law, to regulate and manage a substantial share of
public affairs under their own responsibility and in the interests of the
local population.
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Councils shall exercise this right or assemblies composed of members
freely elected by secret ballot on the basis of direct, equal, universal
suffrage, and which may possess executive organs responsible to them.
Local Government system is the bases for a democratic system and also
the key to provide the democratic and good governance in regard to
getting the sustainable services at local level (IFES)
Delimitation is the important step in a democratic process of the country
and this is also universally recognized right of all citizen of the country to
have equal right to be elected and to be voter for any elected institution.
The delimitation also determines that how representative and fair election
was. Pakistan is the signatory to the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR) codified this principle in article 25(b), which
provides for the principle of equality of votes. Also, paragraph 21 of
General Comment 25 (which is the authoritative interpretation of the
ICCPR) states that the vote of one elector should be equal to the vote of
another; the drawing of electoral boundaries and the method of allocating
votes should not distort the distribution of voters or discriminate against
any group and should not exclude or restrict unreasonably the right of
citizens to choose their representatives freely. Pakistan ratified the ICCPR
in 2010.
Delimitation practices are also codified in the Code of Good Practice in
Electoral Matters adopted by the European Commission for Democracy
through Law (Venice Commission), adopted in October 2002. The Code
suggest that delimitation should be done impartially; without detriment to
national minorities; taking account of the opinion of a committee, the
majority of whose members are independent and should preferably include
a geographer, a sociologist and a balanced representation of the parties
and, if necessary, representatives of national minorities. Other key
guidelines given in the code are equal voting power through the even
distribution of seats among constituencies, which should be applicable at
least to elections to lower houses of parliament and regional and local
councils. The code also proposes criteria for the allocation of seats to
constituencies. These can be population or number of registered voters,
but with a variation of not more than 10 percent. The distribution of seats
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must be reviewed at least every 10 years, preferably outside election
periods.
Balochistan as province was the first province to introduce the Local
Government Act 2010 after the dissolution of Local Government bodies
constituted under the 2002 ordinance. According to the Balochistan Local
Government Act 2010 whole province was administratively divided in to
Urban and Rural areas and for each area the bodies were determined, for
the urban areas as the metropolitan, corporations, municipalities and town
committees and for the rural areas District and Union councils were
introduced. These institutions were further divided in to Wards at lover
level and each ward is supposed to elect their representative for the
mentioned local government body (Balochistan Local Government Act
2010). Election Commission of Pakistan is responsible for the election of
these democratic local level institutions
Methodology for the Study:
Keeping the assessment, time to time evaluation of local government
seats, changes in the constituencies’ demographic areas, this study was
designed to investigate that parameter which reflects & highlight the
importance of voters’ rights &to determine the weight-age & importance
of their vote for Local Government institutions of the province of
Balochistan and focused on Quetta Metropolitan corporation. The data
were collected through primary & secondary sources & is presented in
tabulated form with graphic illustration
Result and Discussion:
Legal provision of Delimitation of Constituencies in Pakistan:
For the delimitation of National and provincial assemblies Pakistan has
specific law The delimitation of constituencies act 1974, The constitution
of Pakistan 1973 has mentioned that the local government is the provincial
subject and each province has to develop and pass their own local
government specific laws (Constitution of Pakistan The key criteria for
delimitation in provincial laws demand geographic firmness and
contiguity and more or less uniform population. However, not without a
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limitation the provincial government has power to neglect the basic
requirement and draw the constituencies for local government
Local Government Institutions in Balochistan:
According to Local Government Act 2010, the following local councils
shall be constituted: - (a) A Union Council for each Union; (b) A District
Council for each District; (c) A Municipal Committee for each
Municipality; (d) A Municipal Corporation for each City; (e) A
Metropolitan Corporation for the Capital City. (2) Government may, by
notification, declare an area: - (a) comprising a village or a number of
villages having, as far as possible, an aggregate population between 7000
and 15000, excluding its urban areas and the cantonment areas, to be a
Union Council ; (b) comprising the area of a revenue district, excluding its
urban areas and the cantonment areas, to be a District Council; (c)
comprising an urban area having a population exceeding 15000 but not
exceeding one lac to be a Municipal Committee; (d) comprising an urban
area having a population exceeding one lac but not exceeding five lac to
be a Municipal Corporation; and (e) comprising an urban area having
population exceeding five lac to be a Metropolitan Corporation.
((Balochistan Local Government Act 2010)
According to Balochistan Local Government and Rural Development
Department, Balochistan province is administratively divided in to 32
districts and these districts has 7190 local government elected institutions
including one Metropolitan, four municipal corporations, 54 municipal
committees, 5498 district rural union councils, 635 district union councils
1057 urban wards.( LGRD)
Composition of Local Government Institutions in Balochistan:
In rural councils the member of district council will consist on the
numbers of Union councils each union council voters will elect on
member for district council, the representatives of religious minority,
labor/peasant and women will be indirectly elected for the district
councils.
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Union Councils: Each union council will consist on seven to fifteen
general members determined by the population1000 to 1500 with
marginalized adjustment of 100 in the lower or upper stages and each
union council will have representation of women, Labor and peasant and
these members will be indirectly elected by the elected member of union
councils of area.
Urban Councils:
Under the Balochistan Local Government Act the Urban Council
comprises Municipal committee, Municipal Corporation and Metropolitan,
each municipal committee will have eight to thirty six general members
the variation of membership is depend on the population of the area,
population from 2000 to 2500 will have one representative with marginal
adjustment of 200 in the lower and upper stage, representative of women.
Peasant, workers and non-Muslims will be included as affirmative action
for deprived segment of the society.
The Municipal corporations will consist of 30 to 50 general members,
population among 3500 to 10000 with 500 adjustments with upper and
lower will have one representative in council representatives of nonMuslims, women, peasant and workers will also be given representation.
In Balochistan only one Metropolitan Corporation is there in provincial
capital of Balochistan where according to law 50 to 70 members
determined by the population 10000 and 20000 with a marginal
adjustment of 1000 in the lower and upper stage the representatives of
Non-Muslims, Women, Peasant and Workers will also join them as
member through indirect election.
Metropolitan Corporation Quetta:
Quetta Metropolitan Corporation is only one urban metropolitan in
Balochistan at provincial headquarter, the metropolitan Figure 1. Shows
that the metropolitan consist on 58 wards and total registered voters are
364142 in which women voters are 152171 and male voters are 211971. If
the equal representation is ensured and all the registered voters are divided
in to 58 constituencies then each local government constituency should
have 6278 registered voters, but the situation of delimitation is different in
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Quetta Metropolitan. The data also exhibits that there are 28 wards of
metropolitan that have less than 5000 registered voters in which 5 wards
have less than 2500 registered voters the lowest number of registered
voters is 1900 voters in this category this category of wards are about 50
percent representatives in Quetta metropolitan. The next slot is 21 wards
that have less than 10000 registered voters in which 5 each wards having
5000 to 6000 and 6000 to 7000 registered voters 6 wards have 7000 to
8000, 3 wards are wards that have 8000 to 9000 and 2 wards having 9000
to 10000 registered voters. These two categories of wards have variation
of registered voters from 1814 the lowest one and the 9325 is the upper
one. The data also mentions the 9 wards that have more those 10000
registered voters in which 7 wards having registered voters more than
10000 and less than 15000 voters. Remaining 2 wards, which have the
highest registered voters, are ward no 50 and 58 and they subsequently
having 19371 and 26664 registered voters.
The variations of registered voters of Quetta Metropolitan Corporation is
seriously violating the Local Government Act 2010 and universally
recognized right of all citizen of the country to have equal right to be
elected and to be voter for any elected institution, this delimitation of
electoral constituencies also violate the International Convention on Civil
and Political Rights ICCPR paragraph 21 of General Comment 25 (which
is the authoritative interpretation of the ICCPR) states that the vote of one
elector should be equal to the vote of another; the drawing of electoral
boundaries and the method of allocating votes should not distort the
distribution of voters or discriminate against any group and should not
exclude or restrict unreasonably the right of citizens to choose their
representatives freely. Pakistan ratified the ICCPR in 2010.
The reasons of this variation may be the political interventions of different
political parties to create constituencies for their electoral candidates to
become the member of metropolitan easily and monopolize this urban
local council in representation, election of mayor and deputy mayor,
reserve seats for women. Non-Muslims, peasant and workers, and also
monopolize the distribution of resources for the municipal services and
development.
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Figure:1.
Source: Election Commission of Pakistan
Wards having than less of 5000 Registered Voters:
The figure 2 reflects that there is huge variation among local level
constituencies; the lowest constituency is consisting of 1900 voters. The
Balochistan Local Government Act provides the criterion that there will be
one member determined by the population 10000 and 20000 with a
marginal adjustment of 1000 in the lower and upper stage, But the
delimitation of current wards shows that there are 28 wards have less than
5000 voters and within this 28 wards there is again variation of registered
voters, with in 28 wards who have less than 5000 registered voters 5 wards
have less than 2500 registered voters. Eleven wards of the same body falls
between 2500 to 3000 registered voters, the number of registered voters in
other 7 wards are between 3000 to 4000 registered voters. The remaining
6 wards among 28 wards have registered voters among 4000 to 5000.
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Figure 2.
Source: Election commission of Balochistan
Wards having Registered Voters from 5000 to 10000
Figure 3, shows the result that there are 21 wards of Quetta Metropolitan
that falls between 5000 to 10000 registered voters, among these 21 wards
there are 5 wards having registered voters from 5000 to 6000, further 5
wards consist of registered voters from 6000 to 7000 in same metropolitan
of Quetta. The numbers of wards having registered voters 7000 to 8000 in
metropolitan are 6, the wards consist of registered voters 8000 to 9000 are
3, and the registered voters 9000 to 10000 wards are 2.
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Figure: 3
Source: Election commission of Balochistan

Wards having registered voters more than 10000 to 26664:
The figure 3 reflects that there are nine constituencies of Quetta
Metropolitan who have more than 10000 registered voters in which 7
constituencies have among 10000 to 15 000 registered voters and 2
constituencies are more than 15000 registered voters. The ward no 50 of
Quetta Metropolitan have 19371 registered voters and Ward no 58 which
is highest registered voters 26664 among the 58 wards of Quetta
Metropolitan Corporation.
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Figure: 4
Source: Election commission of Balochistan
Recommendations:
1. The Government of Balochistan should immediately establish A
delimitation commission and in the Term of Reference of
commission to review the current delimitation and on the bases of
censes result and by ensuring the equal suffrage and equal
representation draw a Comprehensive report.
2. The Local Government Department ensure the implementation of
delimitation commission and draw the limitation of election
constituencies of Urban and Rural local council on the equal bases
3. The election Commission of Pakistan should take steps to ensure
the Implementation of delimitation commission recommendations
in the province of Balochistan
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Table 1. Wards and voters of Quetta Metropolitan

Ward
Name

Total Voters

Female Voters

Male Voters

Ward 1

2543

1153

1390

Ward 2

1934

880

1054

Ward 3

2356

1064

1292

Ward 6

4481

1953

2528

Ward 7

5632

2515

3117

Ward 8

5301

2527

2774

Ward 9

3426

1609

1817

Ward 10

6766

2964

3802

Ward 11

2526

1139

1387

Ward 12

4544

2162

2382

Ward 13

3184

1425

1759

Ward 14

8377

3721

4656

Ward 15

7513

3374

4139

Ward 16

7880

3461

4419

Ward 17

3943

1709

2234

Ward 18

4572

2040

2532

Ward 19

1814

653

1161

Ward 20

2976

1177

1799
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Ward 21

2119

902

1217

Ward 22

4444

1860

2584

Ward 23

12559

4502

8057

Ward 24

2400

980

1420

Ward 25

2919

1287

1632

Ward 26

5689

2567

3122

Ward 27

3424

1491

1933

Ward 28

3201

1337

1864

Ward 29

5820

2501

3319

Ward 30

4086

1744

2342

Ward 31

2509

1117

1392

Ward 32

7119

2960

4159

Ward 33

2840

1210

1630

Ward 34

6074

2483

3591

Ward 35

10856

4923

5933

Ward 36

1931

723

1208

Ward 37

5717

2239

3478

Ward 38

6315

2606

3709

Ward 39

8623

3032

5591

Ward 4

2160

998

1162

Ward 40

3656

1339

2317

Ward 41

4100

1491

2609

44

Ward 42

3289

1369

1920

Ward 43

8037

3280

4757

Ward 44

7357

3291

4066

Ward 45

7329

2984

4345

Ward 46

2911

1346

1565

Ward 47

11639

5022

6617

Ward 48

6380

2688

3692

Ward 49

9325

3976

5349

Ward 5

2676

1219

1457

Ward 50

19371

7878

11493

Ward 51

9164

3847

5317

Ward 52

12919

5070

7849

Ward 53

14468

5556

8912

Ward 54

6569

2799

3770

Ward 55

10043

4144

5899

Ward 56

10028

4050

5978

Ward 57

7644

3292

4352

Ward 58

26664

10542

16122

Source: Election Commission of Pakistan
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Enhancing the Effectiveness of E-Learning Implementation
in Government Boys Colleges: (Case Study of Quetta)
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Abstract:
The research aims to implement E-Learning System in Government Boys
Colleges of Quetta in the scope of globalization with the assistant of
technology evolution, electronic learning becomes popular more and
more. A lot of academic foundations provide many courses to their
students among electronic media. By the time e-learning become more and
more complicated, and many problems have occurred. E-learning
providers compete to provide a good learning environment by gaining
improvements to their systems. This issue is the key for e-learning quality
that leads to satisfied products. In this paper, I will give a brief overview
about e-learning and I will list some key factors for gaining quality in elearning system. E-learning become more effective and more efficient with
the web technologies improvements, so I will focus here on developing
learning systems as an online service through Web Based or Web
Technology.
Keywords: E-learning, student, Technology, Computer, expectancy, learning
style, Instruction, Network, Hypertext, Learn, Electronic.

Introduction:
The term E-learning currently is used for describing usage of
computer learning for supporting learning. Several other synonyms have
been used for describing same phenomenon. These include computerassisted instruction, computer based learning, electronic learning,
technology-enhanced learning and learning technology, technology based
learning, internet-based learning, web based learning, web based
instructions, network learning, online learning, distributed learning and
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distance learning (Khan, 2005; Romiszowaki, 2004) The rise of the new
age within the area of education is recognized by E-Learning. It
acknowledges challenges of diversity that exists within learners and
programs of learning. The instructions and acknowledgement in Elearning can be delivered through electronic medium like internet,
extranet, intranet and hypertext documents (Govindasamy, 2002).
Nobody can deny that people need to increase their knowledge due
to globalization. Some of them learn for their career and some do it for
fun. Over the last few decades, a new technology has started to spread out.
This technology gives people an opportunity to learn wherever they are, or
whenever they want. E-learning is a new method to learn or teach through
computer; it typically can be done through connecting people to a network
and starting lessoning online (Dewhurst et al, 2000).
According to Dewhurst et al (2000),E-learning is a process of
linking people to a network or other devices to improve their knowledge.
This means that all the interaction between the learner and teacher will
take place on the internet without the need for physical closeness. In fact,
E-learning has many advantages. It helps people who find group lessons
frustrating to overcome this problem ((Kostic-Bobanovic & Dujmovic,
n.d.)It also helps nervous people who do not like to speak in front of
others to be comfortable while learning and expressing themselves((Eger
& Petrtyl, 2012)
Some like to get individual attention, but the teacher may have no
time in class to respond, so e-learning may provide people with this
special attention ((Kostic-Bobanovic & Dujmovic, 2011)E-learning also
allows people to enjoy their time and enjoy home comforts while
studying((Fung & Yuen, n.d.)emphasize that e-learning provide people
with a safe and comfortable environment that helps them to concentrate
well.
E-Learning Brief History:
At the beginning of 20th century distances education programs technically
provided in many European universities. In the late of 1950s the style of
teaching changed by the impact of technology. Television and radio were
used to broadcast lessons to a large number of classrooms in the same
time. In the early 1980s, e-mail was used to help in effective learning and
the early years in 1990s internet helped e-learning by appearing of
integrated and online systems and technology. Nowadays, open
universities using the e-learning systems in their education.
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E-learning Definition:
Electronic learning is a new term that refers to the communication
networks being internationally used as well as information technology in
the education process (Naidu,2006), whereas the teachers and students are
not in the same place.
There are many terms related to distance education such as: online
learning, virtual learning, distributed learning and network and web-based
learning, but the term E-learning is more general (Naidu, 2006), because it
consists of two words: “electronic” which means any electronic tool or
medium that could be used in education, and the word learning which
refers to the studying methods.
Problem Statement:
The research main aimed to measure the effectiveness and usage of -ELearning modules andidentify the factors that may impact on eLearning
effectiveness. The research alsoaimed to study the critical factors involved
in perceived effectiveness of E-Learning and highlight importance in
Quetta’s colleges by the E-Learner. (Afifa Suhail)
General Objective:
The objective of concern study existed to create the effect of E-Learning
on Quetta District College’s performance.
E-Learning Types are:
E - Learning comes in varieties of types such as,











face-to-face meetings
Blended Learning
Synchronous
Asynchronous
Instructor-led group
Self-study
Self-study with subject matter expert
Web-based
Computer-based (CD-ROM)
Video/audio tape
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The above mentioned are the most basic types of E-learning that provide
the learner with quality and comfort. However, they can be grouped into
five categories as shown in the figure down (website:
www.worldwidelearn.com).

Print/Sc
an
•E-Mail/Scan
copy
•Text - books
•E - zines

Video

Audio

•Streaming
•Video clip
•Satellite
transmission
• Cable / Net

•Streaming
audio
•Audio tape

Communicat
ion

Review and
Exams

•Chat
•Videoconferenc
ing
•Teleconferenci
ng

•Electronic
•Interactive
•online Chat
•thesis/articles

Survey Background:
A survey is conducted on 20 students randomly of different ages
and from different educational institutes. The survey did not attempt to
address a particular group or people, but it is conducted based on the
acquaintances of the author from relatives and peers. However, the author
made sure that the respondent is familiar with E-learning before handing
in the survey. The survey was given to the respondents in hand. Most of
them are filled instantaneously in about 10 up to 15 minutes.
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Ages
17-19

19-22

22-25

25 and above

7%
13%

13%
67%

This pie chart explains the age group of the respondents. The
biggest portions of the respondents (67%) are between 17 and 19. 26 % of
the respondents are divided equally into two groups: 13 % between 19-22
and another 13 % between 22-25. The least portion of respondents have
ages 25 and above.

Population
Commerce College

Science College

Degree College2
25

20
15
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The bar chart shows the different Colleges that the respondents
belong to. The majority of the surveyed people come from Degree
College (25 Students), while the other 15 students come from Science
College and Commerce College (20 students).

The rate of using E-learning tools
Print

Video

Audio

Communication

Review and Exams

7
5
3
2

3
2

1

3

2

1

1

3
2

1

0
Science College

Degree College

Commerce College

The above bar diagram shows the frequency of using different
tools of E-learning materials among students from different Colleges. The
chart shows that the least tools used are those which belong to
communication, audio, and review and exams categories. However, the
most tools used are those that fall in the print category. Video category is
moderately used among students.
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Rate of Satisfaction
Satisfied

Dissatisfied

Column1

Column2

8
6
5
4
3

Commerce College

3

Degree College

Science College

The last bar chart explains how many students are satisfied with
the use of E-learning materials. In general, almost all students from
different Colleges are satisfied.
Methodology (Framework):
The research will employ secondary research method and case
studies will be used to develop the framework for e-learning system. The
previous researchers will be studied in detail and various frameworks will
be evaluated which have been already developed in other countries.
Keeping in view the framework for e-learning systems implemented in
other countries and assessing the strengths and weaknesses of these a
framework will be proposed for Quetta to developing e-learning system.
Conclusion:
The research has been conducted to stand on the popularity of Elearning among learners from different education institutions. The
research shows that learners are generally satisfied with the use of elearning materials even though not all e-learning types are equally popular
among respondents. For example, communication, audio, and review Elearning tools are almost unusable by all the respondents. I think that as
E-learning tools become more popular, people will get more and more
benefits and improvement.
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Abstract:
US administration always looks down upon Pakistan suspecting its action
in eliminating terrorist networks and their sanctuaries. Pakistan has
repeatedly denied allegations and has announced stronger counterterrorism measures in the form of military operations and stepping up
border management along the shared border with Afghanistan and Iran.
Despite all these, US President Donald Trump in his August 21, 2017
policy speech warned Pakistan to eradicate alleged terrorist safe havens
from its soil or be ready for the consequences. The new US policy heap
blame on Pakistan and draw India deeper into Afghanistan without
addressing the competing interests of several other regional powers. In a
firm and comprehensive response to America’s new strategy, Pakistan has
outright rejected Trump’s allegations and insinuations that ignore its
sacrifices in the war against terror and belittle its efforts for peace in
Afghanistan. Recounting Pakistan efforts to fight terrorism, promote peace
in Afghanistan and endure the blowback effects of the conflict in
Afghanistan, it rightly called for the elimination of safe havens in
Afghanistan where terrorist attacks were being launched against Pakistan.
It must understand that a solution to the Afghan conundrum is not possible
without the unqualified support of Pakistan. Nevertheless, Pakistan must
strive to avoid a strategic collision with the world’s only superpower.
Keywords: Pakistan, Afghanistan, US, Taliban, India,terrorism,war on
terror, Taliban, operations, peace.
Introduction:
It remains disgusting that US administration always looks down upon
Pakistan suspecting its action in eliminating terrorist networks and their
sanctuaries. (Habib Yasir)Pakistan has repeatedly denied allegations that it
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has supported Haqqani militants, and has announced stronger counterterrorism measures in the form of military operations and stepping up
border management along the shared border with Afghanistan and Iran.
Pakistan launched lethal operations including Rah-e-Nijat, Rah-e-Rast,
Zarb-e-Azb, Khyber 1-through-4 and on-going Radd-ul-Fassad reclaiming
its land from TTP and their allied groups. (Ibid) These ground offensive
and air strikes worked well in booting out senior leadership of TTP from
FATA and other parts of the country. (Ibid) IDPs surged as a result of
these operations which created a humanitarian crisis in Pakistan. Despite
all these, the Trump administration, in June, reportedly discussed
expansion of drone strikes, redirecting or withholding some aid to
Pakistan, and perhaps eventually downgrading its status as a major nonNato ally. Although Pak-US relations were already tense, the tensions
worsened after US President Donald Trump’s Aug 21 policy speech in
which he warned Pakistan to eradicate alleged terrorist safe havens from
its soil or be ready for the consequences. The new US policy is certainly
unfair in its characterization of the Afghan war, with its readiness to heap
blame on Pakistan and its willingness to draw India deeper into
Afghanistan without addressing the competing interests of several other
regional powers. Merely labelling something a South Asia strategy does
not automatically make it so. Indeed, it is Pakistan that appears to be
seeking a true regional solution with its articulation of specific concerns,
while the US approach amounts to something akin to a minus-Pakistan
formula for peace. Pakistan, meanwhile, remains concerned about the
destabilising effects of US meddling in the region, which could manifest
in several ways: growing Indian influence in Afghanistan; an increasingly
dysfunctional and hostile government in Kabul; entrenched sanctuaries for
anti-Pakistan militant groups such as Jamaat-ul-Ahrar (JuA) and the
Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) across the Durand Line; and regional
designs against CPEC. (Yusuf Huma) There are tangible questions that
Pakistan needs to table everywhere to design new foreign policy.
Consultations with candid friends like China, Russia, Turkey, Iran and
others will help to shape it better. (Habib Yasir)These points should also
be conversed with world community seeking its point of view.
Backdrop of the Trump New Strategy:
Pakistan joined the US led Capitalist bloc and became a signatory of the
SEATO and CENTO to counter the hostility of its neighboring states,
India and Afghanistan. (Hafiz Adnan) After this alignment, Pakistan
became a vital strategic asset for the US in containing the spread of
communism and emerged as its ‘most allied ally’. (Ibid) In exchange,
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Pakistan began to receive substantial economic and military aid from the
US. (Ibid)
Following the 9/11 incident, Pakistan’s geostrategic position once again
became of vital importance for US government. (Ibid) Pakistan assumed
the role of front line state in the War on Terror and Bush administration
declared Pakistan a non-NATO ally. (Ibid) Economic sanctions and
military embargos were lifted and a considerable aid package was
provisioned. Furthermore, the IMF restructured Pakistan’s international
liabilities, which created ample fiscal space for the state. The US
generosity towards Pakistan stemmed from US geo-strategic objectives.
Unlike the past, Trump’s way forward singles Pakistan out for the mess in
Afghanistan. Trump’s convenient but unsurprising scapegoating of
Pakistan for American failures in Afghanistan is unfortunate. (Basit
Abdul) Instead of blaming Pakistan, the US needs a reality check and
serious introspection. It is not Pakistan’s but America’s inconsistent
policies and impatient approach that have destabilized Afghanistan. (Ibid)
Since 2009, the US policy in Afghanistan has changed every year.
1. In 2009, the Obama administration opted for troop surge arguing there
were not enough boots on the ground to win the war. (Ibid)
2. In 2010, the US focus shifted to poppy eradication, which was deemed
as the main factor that fueled the Taliban insurgency. (Ibid)
3. In 2011, the US developed an obsession with the rampant corruption in
Kabul that undermined the US nation-building efforts. (Ibid)
4. In 2012, unable to break the deadlock of the Afghan conflict militarily,
the US reached out to Pakistan to pursue political reconciliation with
the Taliban. The then Pakistan army chief, Gen Ashfaq Pervez Kayani,
handed over his White Paper to President Obama as a blue print for
Afghan reconciliation. (Ibid)
5. In 2013, the US paradoxically adopted the policy of fight-and-talk
simultaneously. (Ibid)
6. In 2014, the US and NATO forces started pulling out from
Afghanistan and handed over the security responsibilities to the
Afghan forces. (Ibid)
7. In 2015 and 2016, as opposed to his original plan of keeping 1,000 US
troops in Afghanistan, President Obama stationed 8,000 US and 4,000
NATO troops under the Resolute Support Mission. (Ibid)
8. Trump with his Afghan policy, has revived the fight-fight approach as
the war in Afghanistan comes full circle.
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It is not hard to imagine that 15,000 foreign troops would not be able to
gain what 150,000 international troops failed to achieve. It will give the
Taliban all the more reasons to continue their armed struggle. Trump will
deny the Taliban an outright military victory with 15,000 troops, but he is
unlikely to gain a position of strength to force the Taliban to the
negotiation table. Notwithstanding Pakistan’s efforts to facilitate Afghan
political reconciliation, on the US insistence, it was backstabbed twice.
1. In 2015, the disclosure of Mullah Umar’s death during the Murree
Peace talks between the representatives of the Taliban and Afghan
government derailed the peace process, which had been looking
promising. The jury is still out on who leaked the news and who
benefited from it.
2. On the second occasion, Islamabad was betrayed when the US droned
Mullah Umar’s successor Akhtar Mansour to death in Balochistan
when he was returning from Iran. Following Mansour’s death, the
Quadrilateral Coordination Group (QCG)-led peace process –
comprising China, Pakistan, US and Afghanistan – crashed.
The American demand of increased cooperation from Pakistan while
ignoring the latter’s legitimate security concerns in Afghanistan is
foolhardy. Washington’s backing for New Delhi to play a larger security
role in Afghanistan will fuel the India-Pakistan proxy war.
It is said that Indian Prime Minister Modi played a crucial role in
hardening Trump’s stance on Pakistan during his June 2017 visit to
Washington as an essential first step towards containing China in Central
and South Asia and in the Indian Ocean. (Jahangir Ashraf) In the joint
statement of June 27, 2017, Trump and Modi “called on Pakistan to ensure
that its territory is not used to launch terror attacks on other countries.
They further called on Pakistan to expeditiously bring to justice the
perpetrators of the 26/11 Mumbai, Pathankot and other cross-border
terrorist attacks perpetrated by Pakistan-based groups”. (Ibid) On
Afghanistan, the statement said “the increasing instability, due to terrorism
[read Pakistan] in Afghanistan is one of our common concerns” and “in
order to attain our objectives for peace and stability in Afghanistan we will
maintain close consultation and communication to enhance coordination
between our two countries”. (Ibid) Pakistan poses “a threat to the region
and beyond”. (Ibid) All this is echoed in Trump’s latest warning to
Pakistan.
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Moreover, sections of the US media have reported that one of the reasons
Trump had decided to stay militarily engaged in Afghanistan instead of
withdrawing US troops as promised by him in his election campaign was
the prospect of American companies making money by getting contracts
to exploit the mineral resources lying buried in northern and southern parts
of the country. For that to happen, he would have to make Afghanistan
stable and peaceful, but this is unlikely to happen by using more force in
an open-ended war. (Ibid)
The Afghan government and U.S policymakers see Taliban resilience as
the result of Pakistan’s insistence on a power-sharing arrangement in
Kabul. (Jahangir Ashraf) At one time it appeared the US was on board
with Pakistan’s strategy if not its tactics. However, PM Narendra Modi,
President Ashraf Ghani and the US establishment have convinced Trump
this would be fatal for the Kabul government and for US and Indian
strategic interests in an emerging China- and Russia-centric political,
economic and security order in Eurasia. The ‘losses of Afghanistan could
lead to the loss of the Eurasian heartland and that would be fatal for
Trump’s presidency. The strategic targeting of China is obvious. Indian
aggression in Doklam with the US fully backing India against China
confirms that Indo-US coordination regarding Pakistan and Afghanistan is
part of a much larger theatre of strategic cooperation, competition and
confrontation. India is playing for high stakes. Also interestingly, Trump
referred to South Asia “and the broader Indo-Pacific region” in which, as
in Afghanistan, the US and India share objectives for peace and security.
Indo-US pressures on Pakistan are set to build. A normally cautious China
and Russia have sprung to the defense of Pakistan after Trump’s
accusations against Pakistan. The global strategic lines for the 21st century
are being drawn.
Trump New Strategy: Main Pillars:
Trump observed in his speech that American strategy in Afghanistan and
South Asia will change dramatically in the following ways:
1. A core pillar of Trump new strategy is a shift from a time-based
approach to one based on conditions. (Magazine Politico)The first
pillar of the Trump policy has explicitly given a big no to deadlines.
While there is nothing new about this conditions-based approach –
Obama had done the samenot putting an expiration date to the
American commitments is a fundamental departure from the earlier
strategy. The element of surprise incorporated into the new American
strategy has been summed up by Trump this way: “America’s enemies
must never know our plans, or believe they can wait us out. I will not
say when we are going to attack, but attack we will”.
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2. Dealing with Pakistan makes up the other fundamental pillar of the
Trump strategy.Upping the ante against Pakistan, Trump was vocal in
his speech that we can no longer be silent about Pakistan’s safe havens
for terrorist organizations, the Taliban, and other groups that pose a
threat to the region and beyond. Pakistan has much to gain from
partnering with our effort in Afghanistan. It has much to lose by
continuing to harbor criminals and terrorists. In the past, Pakistan has
been a valued partner. Our militaries have worked together against
common enemies. The Pakistani people have suffered greatly from
terrorism and extremism. We recognize those contributions and those
sacrifices. But Pakistan has also sheltered the same organizations that
try every single day to kill our people. We have been paying Pakistan
billions and billions of dollars at the same time they are housing the
very terrorists that we are fighting. But that will have to change, and
that will change immediately. No partnership can survive a country’s
harboring of militants and terrorists who target U.S. service members
and officials. It is time for Pakistan to demonstrate its commitment to
civilization, order, and to peace.
3. Another critical part of the South Asia strategy for America is to
further develop its strategic partnership with India -- the world’s
largest democracy and a key security and economic partner of the
United States. Trump said that we appreciate India’s important
contributions to stability in Afghanistan, but India makes billions of
dollars in trade with the United States, and we want them to help us
more with Afghanistan, especially in the area of economic assistance
and development. We are committed to pursuing our shared objectives
for peace and security in South Asia and the broader Indo-Pacific
region.
4. NATO allies and global partners will be asked to support the new
strategy with additional troop and funding. Trump said that we will no
longer use American military might to construct democracies in
faraway lands, or try to rebuild other countries in our own image.
Those days are now over. Instead, we will work with allies and
partners to protect our shared interests. We are not asking others to
change their way of life, but to pursue common goals that allow our
children to live better and safer lives. This principled realism will
guide our decisions moving forward.
5. The other important pillar, ostensibly, is the withdrawal of US
administration from “micro-managing” the situation in Afghanistan.
(Saxena Chayanika) Micromanagement from Washington, D.C. does
not win battles. They are won in the field drawing upon the judgment
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and expertise of wartime commanders and frontline soldiers acting in
real time, with real authority, and with a clear mission to defeat the
enemy. That’s why, said Trump, we will also expand authority for
American armed forces to target the terrorist and criminal networks
that sow violence and chaos throughout Afghanistan. These killers
need to know they have nowhere to hide; that no place is beyond the
reach of American might and Americans arms. Retribution will be fast
and powerful. We will also maximize sanctions and other financial and
law enforcement actions against these networks to eliminate their
ability to export terror.
6. Another fundamental pillar of the new strategy is the integration of all
instruments of American power diplomatic, economic, and military -toward a successful outcome. Trump said that someday, after an
effective military effort, perhaps it will be possible to have a political
settlement that includes elements of the Taliban in Afghanistan, but
nobody knows if or when that will ever happen. America will continue
its support for the Afghan government and the Afghan military as they
confront the Taliban in the field. Ultimately, it is up to the people of
Afghanistan to take ownership of their future, to govern their society,
and to achieve an everlasting peace. We are a partner and a friend, but
we will not dictate to the Afghan people how to live, or how to govern
their own complex society. We are not nation-building again. We are
killing terrorists.
7. Finally, in this struggle, Trump said that the heaviest burden will
continue to be borne by the good people of Afghanistan and their
courageous armed forces. As the prime minister of Afghanistan has
promised, we are going to participate in economic development to help
defray the cost of this war to us. Afghanistan is fighting to defend and
secure their country against the same enemies who threaten us. The
stronger the Afghan security forces become, the less we will have to
do. Afghans will secure and build their own nation and define their
own future. We want them to succeed. Military power alone will not
bring peace to Afghanistan or stop the terrorist threat arising in that
country. But strategically applied force aims to create the conditions
for a political process to achieve a lasting peace. America will work
with the Afghan government as long as we see determination and
progress. However, our commitment is not unlimited, and our support
is not a blank check. The government of Afghanistan must carry their
share of the military, political, and economic burden. The American
people expect to see real reforms, real progress, and real results. Our
patience is not unlimited. We will keep our eyes wide open.
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Trump New Strategy: Confused & Flawed Policy:
After months of internal debate, President Donald Trump has unveiled his
administration’s strategy in Afghanistan; it is a mixture of the familiar, the
tested and the failed. (Dawn, 2017) There is nothing in the new US
policy laid out by President Donald Trump that can bring the 16-year-long
Afghan war to an end. (Hussain Zahid) The much-awaited strategy that
links Afghanistan with the US South Asia policy is likely to only deepen
regional tensions. The toughening stance on Pakistan may have serious
repercussions for an already troubled relationship between Islamabad and
Washington. For Pakistan, the message was unambiguous with words like
“change of approach,” “a break with the status quo,” and “no partnership
can survive a country’s tolerance of militants and terrorists.” Pakistan has
leveraged its centrality in America’s Afghanistan policy for decades now,
securing billions of dollars in US civilian and military aid. (Pant) Given
the geographical constraints facing the US supply lines, reliance on
Pakistan has been a constant. Indeed, during previous tensions between
Washington and Islamabad, Pakistan has restricted the movement of
trucks carrying supplies to US forces in landlocked Afghanistan.
Confronting Pakistan is, therefore, easier said than done but Trump has
put Pakistan on notice by placing it alongside North Korea and Iran,
countries which are being watched closely by his administration.
Although Trump has said that US troops would not stay in Afghanistan for
long, there is certainly no clear exit plan. As in the past, the emphasis is on
the military solution that may keep the US involved in the Afghan war
forever. Trump has not specified the number of additional US forces being
deployed there, but he has already given the Pentagon approval for 3,900
soldiers thus bringing the total American troop presence in the country
close to 10,000. (Hussain Zahid) This marks a complete turnaround in
Trump’s election promise to pull out US troops from Afghanistan. He
seems to be getting the US more deeply engaged in what he had earlier
described as a futile war. It is apparent that he has given in to the pressure
from the American military establishment, though one tends to agree with
him that complete military withdrawal would have disastrous
consequences for regional security.
Most US defense analysts agree that a surge in troops can only help in
maintaining the existing stalemate. The Pentagon deems such a move
necessary to avoid the collapse of the US-backed government in Kabul but
it would hardly be a force capable of dramatically changing facts on the
ground a few years after a surge to some 100,000 American troops at the
beginning of Obama presidency failed to do so. There still seems to be no
realization in the Trump administration about the seriousness of the
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Afghan situation. It will not be easy for the US forces to contain the
Taliban advance and to maintain the status quo for a longer period. What
is most alarming is the spread of the insurgency even to regions in north
Afghanistan that were previously considered secure. Moreover, the rising
specters of the militant Islamic State group and daring terrorist attacks,
claimed by the network, have worsened the security situation. The surge in
US troops is not likely to shift the balance in the war significantly. The
surge is more of a patchwork effort than a serious attempt at exploring the
possibility of a political solution to the Afghan conflict.
Trump’s so-called regional approach to solving the Afghan puzzle is full
of contradictions. That regional approach has so far elicited a strong
reaction from Pakistan, without whose help as even former American
military leaders acknowledge the US cannot win. While assigning India a
greater role, there is no plan to engage other neighboring and surrounding
countries in the effort to resolve the Afghan conflict. Pakistan’s concerns
about India’s economic and strategic cooperation with Kabul may be
exaggerated, but the previous US administrations were careful not to
encourage Delhi to expand its role in Afghanistan. The lever of a US tilt to
India will exacerbate and not calm Pakistan's paranoia about its giant
neighbor. (Ullman) Iran, Russia and China will follow their own interests
in Afghanistan. Indeed, Russia will draw a certain ironic pleasure in
supporting the Taliban as the US did for the Mujahedin.
Diplomacy and political options are clearly not a priority for the Trump
administration, though there has been a fleeting mention of the
administration’s willingness to begin talks with the Afghan Taliban
insurgents. (Hussain Zahid)There is certainly no road map for peace. Like
his predecessor Barack Obama, Trump has made it clear that the United
States will not be engaged in nation-building in Afghanistan. But there is
also no plan to stabilize the political and economic situation in
Afghanistan. The danger is that a confused and flawed policy may push
the United States much deeper into the Afghan quagmire and fuel regional
tensions.
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Trump Strategy: Pakistan Response:
The new US policy is certainly unfair in its characterization of the Afghan
war, with its readiness to heap blame on Pakistan and its willingness to
draw India deeper into Afghanistan without addressing the competing
interests of several other regional powers. (Dawn, 2017)
It is over-simplistic to assume that the US lost the war in Afghanistan
because of Taliban sanctuaries in Pakistan. (Basit Abdul) The cross-border
sanctuaries are not a game changer for the Taliban’s battlefield victories in
Afghanistan. Today, more than more than 40 percent of Afghan territory is
under the Taliban’s control and they do not need safe havens in Pakistan
to continue the war. In addition, the Taliban have diversified their regional
links with Tehran, Moscow, Beijing and Qatar to minimize their sole
reliance on Pakistan. Given this evolving regional dynamics of the Afghan
conflict, expanding Afghanistan’s war inside Pakistan will be
counterproductive.
An uncharacteristically stern response by the National Security Committee
to US President Donald Trump’s so-called South Asia strategy is a
worrying indication of the strategic chasm between Pakistan and the US.
(Dawn, 2017) With words and phrases such as “out rightly rejected”,
“scapegoat”, “grave challenge”, “Afghan war cannot be fought in
Pakistan” and “India cannot be a net provider of security” sprinkled across
the statement, the NSC has conveyed its unhappiness, perhaps even alarm,
at the Trump strategy. From the NSC response, two key concerns of
Pakistan can be gleaned.
1. First, the Trump strategy appears to be an endorsement of perpetual
war in Afghanistan, when it has long been clear that only “a politically
negotiated outcome”, in the NSC’s words, can work.
2. Second, the so-called South Asia strategy puts the onus on Pakistan to
act without offering to address any of this country’s regional security
concerns. Specifically, the Trump administration’s silence on antiPakistan militant sanctuaries in eastern Afghanistan and its
encouragement of India to play a greater role in Afghanistan amount to
a puzzling disregard of Pakistan’s concerns. Why is Pakistan expected
to act first to advance other powers’ interests and only then its own?
Parliament of Pakistan (National Assembly and Senate of Pakistan) passed
separate resolutions rejecting the "hostile and threatening" statements
made by US President Donald J. Trump and Gen John W. Nicholson the
top US commander in Afghanistan. (Dawn, 2017) The resolutions
denounced the "disregard of the immense sacrifices" made by Pakistan in
the war on terror and condemned Washington's call for increased Indian
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involvement in Afghanistan due to "[India's] known support to terrorists
and destabilizing policies in the region".The Parliament not only
disapproved of the "unacceptable targeting of Pakistan" by Trump but also
rejected Trump's claim that billions of dollars in aid have been spent on
Pakistan. It needs to be remembered that Pakistan received about $14.50
billion from the US since 2001 following America’s invasion of
Afghanistan with full military and intelligence support by Islamabad.
(Yusufzai) And in comparison, Pakistan claims to have suffered losses of
$120 billion during this period due to its partnership with the US in the
war against terrorism. This is besides the losses Pakistan sustained by
hosting Afghan refugees for an extended period, the influx of drugs and
arms into Pakistan and the political, social, and economic fallout of the
Afghanistan conflict.
The decision to postpone Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif’s talks with his
American counterpart, Rex Tillerson, in the US and embark on visits to
China, Russia and Turkey first suggests a typically knee-jerk diplomatic
reaction. Similarly, the visit of acting Assistant Secretary [Alice] Wells
and a delegation led by senior White House National Security Council
official Lisa Curtis has been postponed on Pakistan’s request. (Iqbal
Anwar)Mr Asif’s mission as determined by the National Security
Committee is to win support for Pakistan’s official position on
Afghanistan – that there can only be a political settlement with the Afghan
Taliban for long-term peace – and Pakistan’s concerns of regional
destabilization that the Trump administration’s so-called South Asia
strategy will likely cause.
Trump New Strategy: Way Forward for Pakistan:
Pakistan has made relentless efforts to promote peace in the war-ravaged
country through bilateral and multilateral channels and even facilitated the
first-ever interface between the Afghan government and the Taliban
which, unfortunately, could not continue following Mullah Omar’s death.
(Ashraf Malik) It is painful to note that instead of recognizing the
sacrifices rendered by Pakistan, the US has chosen to target the country
and neglect the tremendous role played by it in fighting militancy as a
frontline state.
However, one must not gloss over our own policy debacle and not getting
our concerns heard in Washington, and not putting our own house in
order. (Hussain Zahid) It is a huge foreign policy failure that during the
past seven months we could not establish meaningful contacts with the
Trump administration. It also shows a crisis of leadership both in civil and
military spheres that we could never formulate a clear Afghan policy. Our
Afghan policy has largely been reactive and based on duplicity. We lost
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the opportunity to improve relations with President Ashraf Ghani’s
government in Kabul. There is still no clarity on how we intend to deal
with the new challenges arising from the toughening American stance.
The political instability in the country has added to our foreign policy and
national security problems. For Pakistan, the challenge will be twofold:
1. to not react emotionally to the American president’s invitation,
unreasonable though it is, to India to have a greater role in
Afghanistan;
2. And to continue to focus on the national priority of progressively
reducing the space for all manner of militancy, terrorism and
extremism in the region.
Everyone wants peace in Afghanistan but on their own terms. (Basit
Abdul) Pakistan believes the path to Afghan reconciliation goes through
Islamabad and requires power sharing with the Taliban. The Trump
administration believes it can kill its way to victory by ramping up the war
effort and keep the Taliban out of power. Similarly, New Delhi and Kabul
want peace in Afghanistan sans the Afghan Taliban. In such a situation,
Afghanistan requires a new political vision at the local, regional and
international levels. The Taliban are a hard reality that will not evaporate
into thin air with Trump’s Afghan policy. Eventually, Kabul and
Washington will have to sit with them on the negotiation table. Conflict
militarization is counterproductive and the mutual blame game will only
embolden the peace spoilers in Afghanistan. All wars have ended with
negotiations and the Afghan war is not an anomaly to this historical
reality. Pakistan is left with tough policy choices in the current situation.
(Rajpar) It is up to the Pakistani leadership, both military and civil; to opt
the following steps which may ensures sustainable peace and security in
the region:
1. While the strategic chasm between the US and Pakistan on
Afghanistan is now public and undeniable, there is still space and time
for constructive dialogue. The starting point must be a realization on
both sides that absolute positions are neither helpful nor workable.
2. Pakistan should continue to push for common sense and reciprocal
cooperation with Afghanistan. The banned TTP and other antiPakistan militant sanctuaries in eastern Afghanistan and the perception
that the Afghan intelligence network may be sympathetic to such
groups are problems that can be addressed. Meanwhile, the fight
against ISIS is a unifying factor for all actors in Afghanistan and the
region.
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3. As there are increasing concentration of ISIS and other terrorist
networks in Afghan provinces bordering Pakistan therefore, Pakistan
should demand that Afghanistan, US and its allies close borders for
leaders of terrorist groups carrying out acts of terrorism against
Pakistan.
4. Pakistan must also recognize that the American and Afghan focus on
the Haqqani network and Pakistan’s alleged ties to the group is a
problem that won’t go away. Better, then, to identify areas of potential
cooperation with Afghanistan and the US than to allow matters to
further unravel.
5. It is critical for Pakistan to formulate and follow an integrated
Afghanistan, India and Kashmir policy. Strategic coordination with
China will be essential. China is, incidentally, a better interlocutor for
peace and stability in Afghanistan and the region than the US.
6. A short-sighted India-centric Afghanistan policy will be disastrous for
Pakistan-Afghan relations and for the strategic development of
Pakistan-China relations. As a weak link in any strategic chain
Pakistan will be of no use to anyone. However, the government should
call for the US, NATO and Afghan government to ensure that India is
denied use of Afghan territory to attack Pakistan. Moreover, a
"regional diplomatic initiative" should be launched so that Pakistan's
response to the US's Afghan policy can be presented after
"consultation with friendly countries." (Guramani)
7. Pakistan needs to commence a diplomatic initiative, particularly in
friendly countries in the region, to inform them of Pakistan's counter
terrorism strategy and successes and the repercussions in the region of
failed US policies while reiterating Pakistan's determination to
strengthen control on borders with Afghanistan and demand
cooperation and similar action from Afghanistan and ISAF. (Dawn,
2017)
8. There is a need for a mutually acceptable verification mechanism to
look into acrimonious allegations of cross-border violations that
emanate from both Kabul and Islamabad. (Guramani) The government
should effectively highlight Indian interference in Pakistan and turn
the spotlight on militants like Moulvi Fazlullah and others, who are
hiding in Afghanistan and operating against Pakistan.
9. The government must endure to keep up diplomatic relations with the
US as it is crucial for security in the region. Pakistan should work with
the US in a constructive way on issues ranging from elimination of
safe havens inside Afghanistan, better border management, and re-
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invigoration of the peace process for political settlement in
Afghanistan.
Conclusion:
In a firm and comprehensive response to America’s new strategy, Pakistan
has outright rejected Trump’s allegations and insinuations that ignore its
sacrifices in the war against terror and belittle its efforts for peace in
Afghanistan. Recounting our efforts to fight terrorism, promote peace in
Afghanistan and endure the blowback effects of the conflict in
Afghanistan, it rightly called for the elimination of safe havens in
Afghanistan where terrorist attacks were being launched against Pakistan.
By re-opting for a military solution, the US has made a serious mistake. It
cannot resolve the conflict in Afghanistan through bombs just as it
couldn’t in Vietnam or Iraq. It needs to revisit its strategy and engage
regional countries, including Pakistan, to find a negotiated solution if it
wants peace. It must understand that a solution to the Afghan conundrum
is not possible without the unqualified support of Pakistan, as rightly
pointed out by the Russian foreign minister. Nevertheless, Pakistan must
strive to avoid a strategic collision with the world’s only superpower. The
US president’s obvious discomfort with a U-turn from his campaign
pledge to extricate the US from Afghanistan presents an opportunity. A
true regional approach to the Afghan question necessarily includes Iran,
China and Russia, countries that Mr Trump all but ignored in his strategy.
For Pakistan, the challenge will be to pull together the diplomatic heft of
those countries to cobble together a reasonable alternative to America’s
latest approach. Regional ought to mean regional a path to peace that
allows Afghanistan peace and stability and balances the interests of
outside powers in the immediate vicinity. Surely, helping develop a
regional consensus and encouraging the US to reconsider its own flawed
approach is a better alternative than the dismal possibility of endless war
in Afghanistan and the severing of even a transactional relationship
between Pakistan and the US. Imminent foreign policy should be built on
the fundamental ideology of the founder of Pakistan to have a peace with
everyone, including neighbors. With an upright image in the world,
Pakistan should never let anything compromise its national interests. New
foreign policy has greater chance to live up to aspirations of people of
Pakistan if parliament is given greater role to thrash out dos and don’ts.
When both houses of parliament who have the sound mandate of public
will put their heads and action together, sanity always prevails.
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Abstract:
The study was to explore the role of principals adopting instructional
leadership practices and its influence on teachers’ performance in
secondary schools of Basima district Washuk of Baluchistan. To identify
the facts comprising as objectives of the study, quantitative method has
been utilized with deductive approach. The sites were selected on the basis
of theoretical replication and Set related close- ended questions with five
Likert scale were distributed among the teachers and principals in
government schools of Basima as participants, where form the overall
population under descriptive method 100 teachers and 12 principals of
secondary schools in Basima district Washuk were selected as sample of
the study, using simple random and comprehensive sampling techniques
respectively. Data were collected and interpreted through SPSS and fit
tests were applied for the reliability and validity of data. The study
discovered that institutions work effectively on the basis of the
performance of their heads, their effective role and the leadership quality
and instructional leadership practices play central role in development of
schools. Future recommendations and implications are also discussed
respectively.
Keywords: Instructional leadership,Principal, Teachers, Best practices,
Introduction:
According to Lewis, Goodman and Fandt, it is expected from the school
administrators to survive effectively in the rapidly changing working
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world of education. So, they are required with the abilities to be good
communicators, team oriented, team players, change makers and
transformational leaders. The term of instructional leadership is defined by
Robinson, Lloyd, & Rowe in 2008 but the research in educational
leadership defined the instructional leadership as the school leaders whose
efforts are focused on improving the school environment that is supporting
to teaching and learning.
It has been a point of debate among the scholars on the concept of
instructional leadership. The concept of instructional leadership is as broad
as leadership itself by distilling what to count as instructional leadership
and what does not. Different authors Hallinger and Murphy in 1985
maintained that this issue is a multifaceted that has been debated for
decades. However, 2010 different aspects of instructional leadership i.e.
monitoring of classroom, formulation of clear goals etc. have been
discussed by Horng and Loeb. Furthermore, the literature agrees on the
role of instructional leaders is more engaging in curriculum and teaching
and learning issues, more comfortable in working with teachers directly
and love to spend time in classroom. No one can deny the dynamic role of
principals in the development of good organization. To make the school a
better performance place, the role of principal as instructional leader
becomes more significant in the present era of change. Although, the
matter is questionable in a sense how much the behaviors of instructional
leadership are being demonstrated by the principals in dealing their
administration. The study is primarily concerned with the role of principal
as in instructional leader and its influence on teacher’s performance. The
results of the study may shed light on the behaviors of principal as
instructional leaders as well as how the teacher’s performance may be
improved. Although, an extensive literature is available on instructional
leadership but most of the studies are carried out with a small sample.
Consequently, concerns of generalizability may be raised with small
sample. This concern may be avoided with a survey. Similarly, most of
studies concerned with the influence of instructional leadership on
student’s achievement but a little work could be found regarding
Instructional leadership practices and its influence on teachers’
performance at secondary level.
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Statement of the Problem:
According to Hallinger (2003) the relationship of principal with teachers
in school and the role of principal come through a supportive environment
created by the principal itself. An instructional leadership quality of
Principal practices to influence the teachers is significant in secondary
level of schools. Therefore, the situation in Baluchistan paints a deplorable
image in sense of collaboration of teachers with their principal for creating
a conducive environment in schools. A mounting gap among teachers,
principals and students brought the situation worst in the province and in
its rural areas like district Washuk with an alarming pace. A dire
progressive need is the required for highlighting the instructional
leadership qualities of a principal for the sake of educational development.
This study brought out the causes of this issue in forefront and provided
progressive measurements for resolving this by conducting a study on “the
Instructional leadership practices and its influence on teachers’
performance at secondary schools”.
Hypothesis of the Study:
1. There is lack of instructional leadership to influence teacher’s
performance, in secondary schools of Besima, District Washuk.
2. Instructional leadership influence teacher’s performance in
secondary schools of Besima, District, Washuk.
Literature Review:
Instructional leadership has been regarded as one of the most important
tool influencing different school factors including teachers’ performance.
It involves the coordination, control, supervision, and development of
curriculum and instruction (Hallinger & Murphy, 1987). This chapter aims
to present review of the current literature on instructional leadership. First,
the meaning of instructional leadership is given, Successful Leadership
models are subject to faddism being seen in different aspects and areas of
education, brands ever changing frequently, as In the field of leadership
for last three decades many new conceptual models have been emerged
but in foremost list instructional leadership appears almost at top,
measured in different empirical studies(Heck &Hallinger, 1999) and in
field of educational leadership in contrast with earlier models has brought
much improvement as outcomes in context of school leadership
(Leithwood& Jantzi,1999). In spite of many models since 1980s (e.g.
contingency theory, situational leadership, transformational leadership,
trait theories) internationally instructional leadership has become more
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popular after adoption by most of school principals and leading schools to
heights (Hallinger &Wimpelberg 1992).
A Brief History of Instructional Leadership:
The research on instructional leadership emerged in 1970s. The
preliminary researches identified instructional leadership as a tool for
effective schools where students were performing much better than other
schools (Edmonds, 1979; Weber, 1970). In these researches, Weber
(1970) found that the outstanding and strong leadership with a strong
purpose and vision is one of the most important factors that influence
success of effective schools. Edmonds (1979) on the other hand, claimed
that successful schools have strong leaders who set tones for their
respective schools, select and applay suitable and effective instrucational
strategies, and effeceintly utlize and distributes school resources and
create a school envernment effective for instrucational practicces.
However, this model as an effective and certenly as a new and different
model for school leadership was introduced by (Hallinger, 2003, 2005;
Hallinger & Bryant, 2013). Based on these studies, a great number of
studies are found on instrucational leadership (Barnes, Camburn, Sanders,
& Sebastian, 2010) that confirm its role as an effecive model of
educational leadership.
Instructional Leadership Model by Hallinger and Murphy (1987):
In 1987, Hallinger and Murphy (1987) intriduced a model for
instrucational leadership which comprised of three dimentions of
instrucational leadership named as: 1) defining the mission, 2) managing
the instrucational program, 3) and promoting the school learning climate.
And each dimension further consists of functions. For instance, the
dimenstion ‘defining the mission’ involves two functions as framing and
communicating school goals. In this dimnesion, according to Hallinger
and Murphy (1987), the leaders as instrucational leaders depict a clear
vision for their schools. They by involving school teachers develop a
common vision and also try to achieve it. Thus, an instrucational leader
along with developing school goals or vision, gives importance to it timely
and effective communication and dissimination as well. The second
dimnesion, is based on four functions as: 1)knowing curriculum and
instruction, 2) coordinating curriculum, 3) supervising and evaluating, and
monitoring the school progress. In this dimensiton, school leaders as
instructional leaders, manage the instrucation and curriculum by
developing, implimenting, evaluating, and monitoring the curriculum and
instrucational processes.
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The third dimention ‘promoting the school learning climate’ also consists
of four functions as setting standards, setting expectation, saving
instructional time, and promoting school improvement. According to
Hallinger and Murphy (1987), the school climate is formed by the school
leader mainly. To create an effective school climate, school leaders ensure
their visiblity in their schools, try to use the school instrucational time
effectively, clearify school standards and expactaions to the teachers and
students, and supervise, monitor, and evaluate instrucational process in
schools.
Study Design and Setting:
The study was conducted through a Cross sectional descriptive study. The
data was collected from the Government Secondary boys of District
Washuk. The study was intended to inquire the instructional leadership
practices and its influence on teachers.
Sample and Sampling Technique:
Under descriptive method 100 teacher 12 principal of secondary schools
of 12 schools in Basima district Washuk are the population of the
research. The population sampling had chosen randomly under teacher’s
comprehensive means with respective technique.
Study Tool:
The tool was designed by the experts of Institute of Education and
Research by reviewing an extensive literature on the problem under study.
Furthermore it was pilot tested with five teachers and two principals so
that reliability and validity may be ensured. A scale of Likert five points
rating was used to collect information from the principal and teachers of
secondary school from Washuk.
Ethical Consideration:
The observed ethical considerations for the study were as under
• Before collection of data a Written permission letter was obtained
from Balochistan Study Centre, University of Balochistan, Quetta
• A consent form was attached with questionnaire for due signature by
participants where they were also allowed to quite participation at any
stage without justifying reasons and explanation.
• The participants were fully assured for the confidentiality and
anonymity under this study data.
Statistical Analysis:
SPSS Statistical packaged for the Social Sciences,14 versions being the
best software to analysis the logical batched and non-batched statistical
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figures was utilized in this study to scale large data. Researchers find this
software as most suitable in research studies.
Findings:
It is found that instructional role of principal is significant and it has direct
and indirect influence on the teacher’s performance. The study is primarily
concerned with the role of principal as in instructional leader and its
influence on teacher’s performance. The results of the study shed light on
the behaviors of principal as instructional leaders as well as how the
teacher’s performance can be influenced. The finding of the study was as
under;
T-test With Interval of The Difference.
Test Value = 0

Statement

How
instructional
leadership style effects
on
teachers
performance?
Why in rural areas
education is very poor
than that of urban areas
of the province.
What can be the
teacher’s role to support
principal as instructional
leader for a progressive
education?
How have the teachers
of rural areas respond to
their principal for being
a strong instructional
leadership

Mean
Difference

95%
Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Uppe
Lower
r

.000

1.780

1.56

2.00

99

.000

2.100

1.90

2.30

23.730

99

.000

2.300

2.11

2.49

25.604

99

.000

2.900

2.68

3.12

T

Df

Sig.
tailed)

16.225

99

20.588

(2-
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The Results after applying T.Test in tabular form.
N
How
instructional
leadership style effects
100
on teachers performance?
Why in rural areas
education is very poor
100
than that of urban areas
of the province.
What can be the teacher’s
role to support principal
100
as instructional leader for
a progressive education?
How have the teachers of
rural areas respond to
their principal for being a 100
strong
instructional
leadership

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

1.78

1.097

.110

2.10

1.020

.102

2.30

.969

.097

2.90

1.133

.113

Interruption of T Test:
It is explication from above table that all hypotheses of this study are
statically significant because P –value is less then level of significance
0.05 as the above table shows that instructional leadership style has
significant effect on teacher’s performance. It also indicates that the
education in rural areas is significantly poor then that of urban areas of the
province. Furthermore, it has been found that the teachers play a
significant role to support principle as instructional leader for progressive
education .and the teacher of rural areas respond to their principle for
being a strong instructional leadership.
Conclusion:
Discussion for future recommendations constructed in this first
study on instructional leadership in District Washuk. The researcher
himself being an school teachers has worked in the field with prior
experience regarding school system and leadership behaviors, therefore
investigating this research study became more reliable with the data
regarding principals' instructional practices from principals' points of view
and to recognize if principals' instructional practices have an association
with teachers rehearses inside the classroom only utilizing instructional
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leadership as positive change by implementation (Hall &Hord, 1987).
Principal is the key instructional leader in school under its practices and
influence on teachers for improvement of educational and institutional
betterment which has relevancy with views of Hallinger & Wimpelberg
(1992) that instructional leadership has become more popular after
adoption by most of school principals and leading schools to heights. A
principal can play its due role for the change in the school management
and schooling of students. The instructional leadership qualities of a
principal are very important for the teachers and schools by his practices
and influence of teachers. A friendly and learning environment is possible
by the role of a principal in school where (Kursunoglu & Tanriogen, 2009)
refer leaders, who are more practicing more instructional leadership
practices are more inclined towards change and transformation. Principal
is the sole instructional agent of the school to control the teachers and
school management. Instructional leadership qualities are the main source
of a principal to bring them in practice to influence the teachers. But in
Balochistan the situation is quite different from the other developed
countries of the world generally and particularly is worse than in Pakistan.
Principal is under the pressure of political parties and associations from
where he cannot play his due role. However, along with this teachers are
not cooperative with the principal to change the educational fate of
Balochistan. The net result of this research pointed out the entire pitfalls of
the principal’s weak instructional qualities in practice to influence the
teachers in Balochistan and in the rural areas like Basima, Washuk. This
research was based to Basima.
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Abstract:
This study analyzed the study to explore the reasons for joining
private school at elementary level District Nasirabad (Balochistan).
Under the social, financial and social conditions, each parent has a want
that his kid may get instruction in a best instructive condition. In Pakistan
education is being offered on both private and public sector. This examine
work was to discover the explanations behind joining non-public school at
basic level in District Nasirabad (Balochistan). An aggregate specimen as
sample of 150 guardians was taken purposively from the 10 private
primary schools of District of Nasirabad's city Dera Murad Jamali. The
essential technique for gathering information was through meetings of
guardians. Optional information included books, diary articles and sites.
Information was examined utilizing the Statistical Package for Social
Science (SPSS). To examine the information, engaging insights were
connected which are recurrence appropriation and rates. Descriptive
analysis with future recommendations is also discussed.
Keywords: Contribution, District Nasirabad, Education, Private school,
Reasons,
Introduction:
Education assumes a vigorous part in the life of one and all.
Particularly school level which is Primary and Elementary teaching are the
extremely introductory years of human's formal education. It is the
teaching which is the need of each general public and each general public
uses the schools as operators of socialization. Education is an
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indispensable way of the improvement of any common community. It is
one of the finance mental supports of a common community (Adams,
1998). Accomplished individuals make a more beneficial pole of the
nation and lead it ahead in the future Education. Everyone knows the
significance of education no country can get by without quality or present
day teaching, that assembles the countries and turn into the reason for
thriving. It gives the way that leads towards splendid future so every
nation's teaching strategy ought to be made by the time, time and
circumstance our religion. Teaching makes a notable identity and regards.
It expands the capacity of thought and gives the address of right things.
We know the genuine nature by the teaching. It enhances us and stands on
a head. It makes the country. Economy of any nation can't get advance
until the point that natives don't comprehend the financial advance of a
nation. Furthermore, economy is the base of improvement and advance. It
helped the man to comprehend and ensure condition for sound air. It
assisted the word and changes it in the field of sci-fi, undeveloped,
hardware and other most current tools. It looks for the information of
flying obvious all around and swimming in the blue ocean. Education
makes us fit for explaining things, in addition to other things. It isn't just
about lessons in course readings. It is about the lessons of life
(KafoumbaDoumbia, 2013).
Review of Literature:
When contrasting the execution of tuition based schools with
government financed schools, it is essential to take note of that there are
many factors that may add to the result of 25 understudies' execution.
Understudy characteristics, for example, the family's economic status,
earlier attainment and provision for ahead from guardians, and inspiration
level, may affect understudies' execution (Alt and Peter, 2002). Moreover,
qualities of the school NAEP (2006) announced that confirmation
approaches and parental association can likewise be contributing elements
for non-public school understudies' prosperity. NAEP (National
Assessment of Educational Progress) analyzes tuition based school
understudies' execution on national appraisals to their government
financed school partner (Goldstein, 2005). These variables are recorded in
spite of the higher pay rates in state financed schools. By and large,
government financed teachers procure sixty-four percent higher earnings
compared to their non-public school partners. There isn't an arrangement
of private schools as a result of the assortment of schools' associations and
the self-rule that most tuition based schools have (Davis, 1999). Be that as
it may, the dominant part of tuition based schools is charitable and is
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associated with a religious association (Alt 2002; Davis, 1999). Amid the
1999-2000 school years, the greater part of non-public schools was
situated in focal urban areas and vast towns (Alt and Peter, 2002). There
are three groupings of tuition based schools. They might be rudimentary,
optional or consolidated schools. A few understudies may go to schools
that are ungraded (Broughman, Swaim, and Keaton, 2009).There exist no
offices for co-curricular exercises of the understudies. Not very many
schools have playing grounds, which because of wrong arranging of the
school administration are exceptionally stuffed in school breaks (since the
entire school is offered a reprieve in the meantime) give no space to any
sort of game. Additionally there are no arrangements for wear products
because of which youngsters run heedlessly in school breaks. Which
teaches in them a careless state of mind/conduct (Sultan, 2008)?The
reason for right on time/essential teaching is to prompt in to the
understudies an enthusiasm of education yet kids are presented to
untrained educators in their beginning time of teaching they lose
enthusiasm for teaching and results in early drop outs. There is a
deficiency of prepared educators in our instructive institution (Zara
Saleem ,April 30, 2012).Instructed Guardians who send their kids to
tuition based schools and the overall population surmise that non-public
schools are scholastically prevalent (Neal 2008). Research underpins this
claim in a roundabout way by finding that low-pay and minority
understudies will probably profit by non-public school enlistment (Alt and
Dwindle, 34 2002). The advantages referred to incorporate higher
scholastic accomplishment, decreased dropout rates, and enhanced basic
speculation abilities. Be that as it may, higher execution scores in nonpublic schools don't imply that tuition based schools are superior to
anything state financed schools (NAEP, 2006). The tuition based schools
in Pakistan with no ambiguity conferred improved quality teaching when
contrasted with the management schools (Aslam, 2005). In the
government financed school field, guardians show they pick schools for
scholastic reasons (quality), on account of dissatisfaction of their zoned
school and for security and accommodation (Hamilton &Guin, 2006). The
poor instructing and learning standards, feeble management and
administration has encouraged expanded drop outs at crucial level. Thus
the guardians are hesitant to send their children to those schools (Perveen
et al., 2002). Rasheed (2004) has found schools in Pakistan lack the
thoughts of supervision. The strategy of supervision is stacked with
bureaucratic underpinnings. The inspiration driving supervision is for the
headway of instructors and change of the execution of educators and under
studies. Then again, in Pakistan the procedure of supervision is portrayed
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with the thought of investigation. Managers make terror amid the
procedure of supervision in the brains of instructors (Mohanty, 990). Poor
offices in state financed schools means that understudies are not getting
their privileges of having an adequately accessible and very much kept up
school offices. Signs of having these poor offices are non-working or
ineffectively kept up open solace rooms, absence of classrooms; stuffing
in classrooms, poor ventilation, unsanitary and swarmed containers and
the sky is the limit from there. Absence of offices adverse effects the
execution of understudies in the less supplied schools (Dewees, 1999).
Research Design:
The data was collected from the parents of the students of private
elementary school of Dera Murad Jamali which is the city of the
Nasirabad district. A total sample of 150 parents was purposively from 10
private elementary schools of District of Nasirabad’s city Dera Murad
Jamali. Non Probability sampling includes simple convenience and
sampling was followed for the study. The data were collected through a
well-defined questionnaire to get the response of the parents of the
elementary school students of District Nasirabad’s city which is Dera
Murad Jamali .Interviewers were instructed to survey the parents. I
collected primary data for this study by using surveys, interviews and
Questionnaires. I also used the secondary data that was available from the
books, journal articles and websites. The majority of the data of this study
is the primary data that I had collected myself.
Results:
The main objective of the thesis work was to know the factors that
motivate the parents to select private school for the education of their
children. The dependent variable was school choice.
The dependent variable was choice of school. The results were taken
through the help of software “SPSS”.
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Table: Parent’s preference to Private School.
0ption
Frequency

%

A better learning environment

16

10.7

Smaller class sizes

13

8.7

Individual attention

9

6.0

All above

112

74.7

Total

150

100.0

The table shows that 74.7% of parents said we prefer a private school all
above while 10.7% said better learning environment, 8.7% said smaller
class sizes while 6.0% said individual attention.
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Conclusion:
The study was carried out in District Nasirabad’s city DeraMurad Jamali
Balochistan province of Pakistan. The point of the examination was to
discover the components which spur guardians to join tuition based school
for their youngsters. Both illustrative and in addition subjective strategies
were utilized to determine the outcomes. The examination found that
government financed schools nonattendance of educational offices,
substandard educational condition, absence of the showing staff, bursting
classes, improper showing techniques and less thoughtfulness regarding
the general progression of kid as real resolutions behindhand the parents
keeping a tactical distance from the state financed school segment. Tuition
based schools have fewer class sizes when contrasted with government
financed schools. There are no prepared teachers in our education
framework. The reason for teaching is to initiate in to the understudies an
enthusiasm of education however children are presented to untrained
teachers in their teaching they lose eagerness for teaching and results in
early drop outs.
Recommendations:
The succeeding recommendations are hereby made on the basis of the
education for the district education department Nasirabad, the Education
Department Balochistan for the betterment of Public and Private schools.
a) The education department of District may ensure the basic facilitations
such as availability of electricity, drinking water, toilet facilities,
furniture in every school of the district.
b) The district education department of the Nasirabad may increase its
budgetary allocation.
c) The open Sector teachers ought to be inspired to appreciate
understudies by and large and in addition exclusively as open segment
is the significant provider of instructive offices to regular masses.
d) There ought to be training establishments, workshops or projects for
the educators to refresh their insight as per the requirements of the
present time. For the change of nature of instructing and learning
schools are should have been furnished with various educating and
learning assets.
Future Contribution:
This examination researched the issues of guardians at the basic level in
government schools in District Nasirabad's city Dera Murad Jamali of
Balochistan region of Pakistan. It is recommended that another
investigation ought to be led on issues of guardians at grade school levels.
This will help with a more profound comprehension of the issues of
education in Pakistan. The examination will be for the consideration of
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government to the state financed schools of locale Nasirabad's city Dera
Murad Jamali that the legislature can concentrate on the issues which are
looked by understudies and their folks and government can determination
these issues appropriately and give absent offices in schools in this way
and enhancing the teaching condition.
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Community Supported Mechanism of Solid Waste
Management:
A Workable Model of Primary Waste Collection
(A Case Study of District Quetta)
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Abstract:
The difference between ratio of solid waste generation and its collection
and proper management is a major contributing factor towards the issue
of environmental degradation everywhere. Unfortunately, Quetta is
confronted with such a deplorable situation. As a result, it seems to have
been forced to get its once positive characteristics of “little Paris”
replaced by the second most polluted cities of Pakistan after Faisalabad.
In order to get the situation reversed, awareness and willingness do exist
among all stakeholders such as all three tiers of government, the private
sector, civil society organizations including researchers, academicians
and sensitized citizens and communities. Such as an effort of community
support mechanism for primary collection of solid waste is successfully
operational in Quetta City, however, with limited approach, resources,
political support and areas of operation / coverage.
This research paper explores and explains details along with immediate
effect of an operational mechanism while highlighting its pros and cons so
that it can be best replicated elsewhere in the country. Data has been
collected from grass root level and relevant literature has been reviewed
to get it accomplished. Based on the findings of both primary and
secondary data analyses the study was concluded while suggesting policy
recommendations to relevant stakeholders to overcome the issue.
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Introduction:
Proper management of solid waste has always remained a main
challenging task both for government and citizenry in most developing
countries of the world including Pakistan. Solid waste management has
emerged as a major challenge to environmental management also in the
world, especially in the cities of developing countries (Han, H., 2015). The
pace and intensity of issue gets more complex in cities where urbanization
process is fast, town planning is missing and where the existing physical
infrastructure such as roads, passages and lanes are predominantly narrow
and congested. Quetta, unfortunately, possesses almost all above
characteristics. Due to lack of social services in neighboring districts, the
urbanization process is relatively rapid. Quetta Development Authority
QDA and Quetta Metropolitan Corporation QMC seem to have failed to
sagaciously deal with the burden of expansion of city by introducing well
planned new human settlements. Roads and passages are already under
heavy pressure due to burden of traffic with no option of further
expansion. Consequently, the once “little Paris” is now ranked amongst
the dirtiest cities in the country.
Presently, Quetta Metropolitan Corporation QMC is being run by an
elected local government set up under the supervision of a well-educated
Mayor, Dr. Kaleemullah Kakar who is adequately sensitized about all
issues prevailing in the city including solid waste management. Lots of
proclamation has been made to best address the issue, huge amount has
also been allocated towards this end, however, ground realities depicts
altogether a different scenario. Few parts of city are relatively cleaner,
comparatively healthier as far hygienic conditions are concerned than
many others parts / Union Councils
The sense of ownership is the immediate outcome of community
participation. This notion besides being logical argument gets public
support and social sanctioning while exploring the underlying causes of
differences between various union councils within Quetta city as far as
primary solid waste collection is concerned. Few Union Councils where
primary waste collections at household level are being owned by residents
of areas show relatively a better situation. In this research paper a
preliminary effort has been made to not only identify such areas where
situation of waste collection is comparatively better while exploring its
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root causes. Community support mechanism of solid waste collection was
found to be a workable tool. In this mechanism waste collectors are being
hired by community, their daily performance is being monitored by each
and every household head and elected representatives i.e. Councilors and
further disposal of collected waste is well coordinated with already
available services of QMC.
Literature Review:
Intellectually speaking, humankind is believed to be the dirtiest animal
over the mother planet. He / she is adequately informed that ensuring
availability of food items are a pre-requisite for sustenance of human life.
Therefore, agriculture and livestock production has been promoted to all
possible limits. In this regard various kinds of organized efforts have been
made ranging from making factories for mass production to introduction
of new technologies. Conservation, preservation and value additions are
few of concepts which can be associated towards this end. These efforts
guided human being to invent such items which can help them prolong the
period of restoration of foods and other natural resources. While doing so,
it was either compromised that all such efforts will create environmental
issues, which might have tantalized the very basic existence of life or
aftermath of all such interventions was not initially gauged due to limited
knowledge available to them. Indeed, there were no such concepts about
renewable and non-renewable energies sources, disposable and nondisposable produces
The world is an ever changing phenomenon; this ensures that issues being
created by humankind can be resolved by humankind himself. Let it be
either manmade or natural disaster such as war or earth quake etc. Like
many other issues, solid waste management is basically a manmade issue,
which can be best addressed by devising pragmatic policies and programs.
However, the already prevailing model of waste collection needs to be
scientifically promoted as an approach towards this end. Also important is
to further explore the issue and get better use of already collected waste by
converting it into energy sources to produce electricity, which is one the
ever challenging demand of Pakistan
The first world or advanced countries such as Japan, China, Canada,
Germany and USA have been successfully able to introduce the concept of
reuse, recycle, refuseand by converting collected waste into energy
producing plants, which according to international data provides and
catering for the needs of a remote community within their geographical
areas of governance. Japan almost recycle 50% of solid waste, 23% is
incinerated and 26% is disposed in landfill. In USA recycling is 25%,
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incineration, 16%, whereas landfilling is more than 60%.(Minghua et al.,
2009). Moreover, the government is seeking to reduce the amounts of
MSW by encouraging reduce; reuse and waste recycle to reduce the
quantity of MSW generated for landfill and incineration. Presently china
government is trying to decrease the MSW by promoting reduce, reuse
and recycling, to decrease the amount of solid waste generated for other
processes, i.e. incineration and landfilling.(Dr. Bouanini Samiha &
Fatima, 2015). while 3R (Reduce, Reuse and Recycle) is becoming
popular more and more in rising nation, because of the running down of
natural assets and rise in environmental pollution. (Pariatamby, A., &
Tanaka, M. 2014). 3R is favored due to effective usage of natural
resources, and stabilizing both environment and economy (Yousuf, T. B.
2014)
China uses different methods for waste disposal, i.e. Sanitary landfill,
Incineration and composting. (Huang Q, et al, 2006). In present era China
use different methods for waste management in which 604 sanitary
landfills, 188 incineration plants and 26 other units used for waste
management. (Md Manik Mian, et al, 2016). Japan has given value to
incineration as a primary source of disposal and landfilling is considered
as secondary option. (Nobutoshin Tanaka et al, 2005).
The rate of getting solid waste properly managed is also very high among
developing nations such as India, Indonesia and few other countries,
however, getting it used as renewable resources is yet to be worked and
invested on for future utilization.
General procedure which is used for MSW in Indonesia is: Collection,
Transportation, and Disposal. And the trend has been changed in here to
recycling. (Damanhuri, E. et al, 2014). Collection, transportation and
disposal of waste is still a problem in rising nations, while in advance
countries got progress by using new technologies to generate electricity,
heat, bio-fuels and compost. (Diego Moya, et al. 2017). As far as new
developing or third world countries are concerned, the situation is entirely
different. Here its primary collection itself is an issue, transportation of
collected waste is another issue, while it’s dumping, proper utilization and
getting energy benefits are future program to be focused by both public
and private sectors.
Lack of budget and ignorance of solid waste management methods prevent
developing countries to overcome waste management. (Azni Idris,
2004).Primary collection of waste is one of the main parts of solid waste
management system. (Mohee, R. et al, 2015).Solid waste in Pakistan
mostly collected by municipalities, whereas the percentage of collection is
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different in poor (low-income) area, it is 0 %, while in rich (high-income)
areas it is 90%. (Pak-EPA, 2005). Municipalities actually collect 51 % to
69% of solid waste, from the total waste generated in their area. And the
remaining waste percentage is 31% to 49%, which is lying on roads,
streets, drains, empty plots, which cause environmental pollution.
(Amanullah Mahar, 2014).
Getting better use of solid and all other kinds of waste is subject to new
explorations such as scientific research, getting guidelines from it,
devising pragmatic policies and programs and besides all, treating it as
wealth not waste” is yet to be focused. However, one cannot deny the
efforts being made by communities in Quetta city for its primary
collection, which is discussed as a mechanism in detail in the following
paragraph.
The Mechanism of Solid Waste Collecting:
Community arranged the process with enormous integrity that consisted of
two elements. Social arrangement as a first element intends to form
understanding, unify communities and enhance their abilities in order to
tackle, execute and manage over collection and perfectly throw away of
solid waste from their vicinities. The second element includes technical
parts of mechanism as training of equipment, bound to the system and
arranging persons for smooth running of mechanism.
Social Mobilization:
The active participation of the community in all parts has been established
in the following lines:
Participation of Volunteers:
Volunteers who seemed interested fighting against such alarming
problems were taken into great consideration to co-operate.
The argument of volunteers brought flawless development of fundamental
concept as well as it increased understanding about the problems of
inhabitants of that particular area. Their help brought organized form of
activities for perfect execution.
Change in human behaviour, value, public involvement and application
steps are as important as financial and technical part in solid waste
management.(McAllister, 2015).One of the study express that, for the
successful mechanism of solid waste, various features are necessary,
which include, public involvement, teamwork, group act, interacting
connection, judgement transparency and availability of information.
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(Marshall and Farahbakhsh, 2013). Without the hand of volunteers, it
would have remained a nightmare to complete in the sands of time.
Brilliant job was done by volunteers to work according to the planned
activities. They took starts by locating roads and streets as they were
familiar with people of those locations, they were given orders to works
down every task they had been assigned. A survey and then the meeting
with community were done about tools and much more to be used in the
process.
It has been observed that those areas where the ratio of education is high
and self-help incentive is found, people help to participate in community
development. Otherwise it is seen in other regions of the world, especially
in developing nations literature on the voluntary parameter is relatively
less. (Blackman, et al, 2013). Initially, voluntary amenability was used in
American States “which is observed having less control”. (Shortle JS, et
al, 2001). According to one report, voluntary method and mandatory
approach cannot provide required solution to environmental protection
from pollution. (Segerson K, Wu J, 2006). While, using voluntary measure
with compulsory, has been suggested to cover low sharing in
environmental conservative plans. (Wilson PN, Needham RA, 2006). The
people from low-income areas tries to improve their own services through
self-help struggles, which can be possible with efforts of social
mobilization and cooperation beneficiaries, these makes the system of
solid waste management more effective. (Ahmed. N, 2009). The above
stated references show that the volunteer option is successful with stress
on every individual of society to follow the rules for waste management.
Community Meeting:
For inhabitants of each lane three meetings took places which were meant
to guide them about the whole process as well as their participation in it.
The first meeting was held about the raising problems for people due to
undealt solid waste, as it also caused health problems. The purpose behind
this was, to bring acknowledgement about health related issues for those
living there. Participants were very much welcomed to contribute in order
to share their ideas for the purpose of dealing with matter at hand. The
second meeting was to give instructions to part takers about fundamentals
of solid waste and community participation were also emphasized. The
third meeting was held to address the organization of lane as well as office
election.
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The Structure of Lane Organization:
The inhabitants of one lane got the ability to form an association which
required every member be the part of it during the second meeting. Three
from them became the head members voluntarily.
Training Workshop:
In order that they could reach their goals, they held a few short training
sessions due to ideas they collected from communities’ meetings. Training
instructions and charts were formed backed by survey and observations.
For perfect acknowledgements in order to deliver the message, men and
women organizations were organized.
Health and Hygiene Education:
Awareness was the main thing to achieve through such form of education.
This awareness caused massive understanding both for women and men
participants. Especially regarding environment, health and living
condition.
Technical Aspect:
Even though many struggled against the problem of collection of waste,
yet there was much more to offer in regards to office of lane organization.
Disposal gave rise to the following activities step by step.
a) Aiming to Arrange Trolley and Features of Area:
In many prominent ways the features along with arrangement of areas,
special trolleys were arranged to cover the generation of waste, and many
safety precautions were taken. Tools, gloves, uniforms and equipment’s
were bought to enhance the growth of work by all means.
b) Arrangement of Waste Collector:
The duty of disposing waste was given to hired local men where they had
to collect it from households and then dispose it. The waste collector was
informed about his duties and lane residents waste collection system.
These steps towards such alarming problems brought much development
which left ever lasting effect on several generations.
c) Waste Collection Charges:
To look at the participation in collecting waste, it seemed important to
have a meeting arranged in general. This meeting consists of those who
inhabit lane in particular. Every member is required to have the
contribution of PRs 30 each, so that they may manage the salary for those
who devote their precious time to the job. Account system is simply dealt
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along with silver line to welcome the ideas by inhabitants of the
mentioned Lane.
d) Accumulation of Solid Waste:
Solid waste is gathered by collector and then deposes it nearby natural
sever, because of unavailability of communal bin in the area. Collection
of waste happens every day early in the morning and this accumulation
takes few hours a day. These collectors have also duty to clean the roads
and lane during waste collection.
Methodology:
Apart from survey, a series of focus group discussion were held with
elected representatives of different union council i.e. councilors, notables
and political workers. Key informant interviews were also held with
community and religious leaders. Based on the findings of their views an
opinion was made that guided writing of this research paper.
Result:

The above bar graph expresses that 57.33% houses waste is collected on
daily basis while 35% are those houses where waste is collected every
other day. And least number is 7.6%, from where garbage is gathered
once a week. It means most of the households waste is collected every
day.
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This graph explains the satisfaction of respondents about S.W
management services, in which 23.67 % are satisfied and 76.33% are not
satisfied. This means that majority of people are not satisfied with solid
waste management services.

The above figure reflects percentage of the monthly payment being paid
by households for collection of generated waste. The figure express that
45.3% people do not pay for waste collection. Respondents who pay,
Rs.100 to 200 are 45%, while 9.7% are those persons who pay 300 and
above.
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According to this 53 respondent says that no waste is collected from
communal bin. Whereas 100 respondents answered that 50% garbage is
collected from local bins. While 98 people said 75% waste is picked from
waste bin of community. And 5 were those persons who stated that 100%
waste is transported from waste bin. Overall result shows that few people
were satisfied from transportation.
Discussion:
It is vividly evident that community participation has developed the sense
of ownership among residents of few Union Councils regarding waste
collection as a project, which in turns help manage solid waste and
transport it to final dumping point. The sense of ownership has also
proved a well working mechanism of coordination both between residents
of areas with elected councilors and between councilors and QMC waste
collection staff.
The research also reveals that through community participation, the
community is basically empowered to find a pragmatic solution to the
issue of solid waste collection along with the decision pertaining to its
proper management as far as primary collection and its transportation is
concerned.
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Community participation, in this case, seems to have built confidence of
residents of the areas for mutual cooperation both among themselves and
with already available services of concerned department such as QMC and
elected local government representatives at third tier of governance to
address an issue
Equally important is to also highlight that such an effort minimizes ratio of
dependency over government and public sector organization with regard
to resolution of issues and problems that they are confronted with. The
essence of collective responsibility will definitely help not only to best
address a particular issue, but also to teaches us to get this mechanism
replicated elsewhere as best practice.
Conclusion and Policy Implication:
Social issues and problems are multidimensional not only by their nature,
pace and intensity, but also by their very root causes and diverse socio
economic impacts that they have over our economy, environment and
social fabrics. They do not have a simple “get fix” solution too. Therefore,
each and every social issue must be addressed altogether separately while
using indigenous knowledge and methods. However, while doing so
research based efforts must be made and documented so that an effort such
as this may not be neglected altogether and ensure the efficacy and
efficiency of available resources is converted into the concept of “best
resource use pattern”. The research paper suggests the following actions to
taken and promoted to overcome the issue of solid waste and minimize its
socio-economic impact over our society and environment.
1. Firstly, Quetta Metropolitan Corporation QMC must review its policy
critically or devise a provincial broad based policy for every district to
get the issue resolved while ensuring quality and standardization of
services that are feasible to be provided in future.
2. While developing or reviewing any such policy or devising a new
policy effort must be made to ensure participation of all stakeholders
including communities from different areas of the city
3. Once policy document is developed the case may be taken to formal
session of local bodies meeting for their approval, sanctioning,
support, coordination and future help that may be required. Also
important is to pass a bill for new legislation to higher forum such as
Provincial and National Assemblies
4. After having passed a bill, all members of third tier of governance i.e.
councilors must be given the task to take up the issue with their
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members of Provincial Assembly MPA for new legislation with regard
to promotion and protection of their efforts regarding proper
management of solid waste
5. All concerned departments (public sector) must be well informed and
communicated about the efforts in order to avoid any deficiency at
their parts
6. Pragmatic efforts pertaining to mass awareness must be launched with
provision of adequate financial and human recourses to get the work
done to all possible extent according to its initial concept
7. Media must also be involved for public awareness. Separate program
must be devised for promotion of ideas of community supported
mechanism of solid waste management in national and private TV
channels while exploring both electronic and press media.
8. Especial time and recourses should be allocated to educate masses
through newly available and easily available media such as face book
etc.
9. While exploring support for the proven mechanism of primary waste
collection, efforts must be made to involve political parties to make it
part and parcel of their election manifesto.
10. Educational institutions such as schools, colleges and universities must
also be involved to promote the idea and make it course contents of
their curricula
11. Religious institutions such as Mosques, Religious Leaders and all
other influential must be made part of the program for its wider
acceptance and operation to address the issue
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Peoples’ Perception and the Role of Government towards
Madrassha Education System after 9/11 in Pakistan:
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Abstract:
In Arabic literature the word madrassha means a place for the promotion
of education. However, the contemporary world uses the term madrassha
for a religious seminary. In Muslim world madrassha plays an important
role in providing free education, food and lodging to poor students. In
Muslim countries these madrasshas are custodians of Islamic core values.
Madrasshas became a hot and imperative topic for world after 9/11
attacks on twin’s towers of America that resulted in the death of 2700.
Western media, policy makers and analysts blamed madrassha having
links with militant organizations and deemed Madrassahs as nurseries for
the production and growth of mujahdeen, who were the countering groups
in war on terror post 9/11. Certain think tanks demanded reform in
madrassha structure. The aim of present study was to know people
perception about madrassha education and role of government regarding
reform in madrassha education system. The locale of present study was
Quetta city and 384 respondents were selected via Yamane formula for
population calculation. Simple random sampling was used for collecting
primary data in field. A close ended survey questionnaire and focus group
discussion were used as tool for data collection. The collected data was
statistically analyzed through cross tabulation and Chi-square test was
applied to analyses the data. The present study reveals that madrasshas in
Balochistan play vital role education in education in rural area than
government school. The study further highlights that introduction of new
subject like English, Science and computer in madrassha syllabus and
adoption of modern educational techniques for teaching will bring
madrasshas to mainstream education of country.
Keywords:Madrassha, Curriculum, mainstream education, Perception,
violence, reform.
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Introduction:
Madrassha pluralmadrasshas, is an Arabic word, literally used for
place of getting education in numerous field (Christopher, 2007).
However, the contemporary world uses the word madrassha for those
institutions which provide Islamic religious knowledge. In Islamic world
madrasshas are flag bearers of Islamic religious knowledge and
responsible for promoting and protecting Islamic ideology and religious
core values in society. Madrasshas in Pakistan provide an alternative
system of education in those areas where modern education system is not
available. Furthermore, madrasshas in Pakistan also have been the centre
of social welfare services, where poor students get free education, food
and shelter (Butt, 2012).
Madrasshas have been part of Islamic education system in Muslim
world for centuries. Madrasshas are considered most economical sources
for education in Muslim world and more so in the subcontinent. In Muslim
world madrasshas act as social welfare organizations where poor students
get free education, food and shelter, In addition, madrasshas provide free
societal services (Dogar, 2010).
The development process of curriculum of madrassha can be drew
out for centuries. Initially, teachings of Holy Quran and Sunnah were the
basic elements of curriculum of madrassha. These elements still have
same position in curriculum. With passage of time new subjects were
introduced in madrassha syllabus according to need of time. The standard
syllabus for madrassha education system was introduced by Mullah
Nizamuddin Sihalwi known as Dars e Nizami. Dars e Nizami (Shalby,
1954).
Madrassha became the center of attraction for the world after
advent of 9/11 attacks on twins’ towers of New York. Despite of the fact,
that neither any one of attackers of 9/11 on the twin towers of New York
belonged to Pakistan nor any student of Pakistani madrassha, but western
media without any evident blame that madrasshas in Pakistan places, used
for spreading terrorism.After the advent of 9/11, madrasshas were blamed
that they are backward and attractive places for spreading terrorism and
extremism. These traditional institutions of learning became famous for
producing religious militancy and radicalism. The media and policy maker
blamed madrasshas that they have linked with certain terrorists’
organizations like taliban. The events of Lal Masjid and Army Public
School (APS) attack also, added fuel to this issue.
A large number of studies were conducted by western and local
academicians, journalists and government bodies to trace out link between
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religious radicalism and madrassha education system in Pakistan. A huge
number of books and articles were published by different western and
local academia and print media. All of them reached to the conclusion that
madrasshas in Pakistan are hot places for catering of religious militancy in
mind of students. Law enforcement agencies, policy makers, western and
local media, academicians, journalists and analysts demanded reforms in
madrassha education in Pakistan.
The Government of Pakistan initiated all efforts to bring reform in
madrassha education in Pakistan, but failed to bring a suitable reform
policy for madrassha education system. Still a large number of
madrasshas are neither registered with government of Pakistan nor
regulate their operation under the supervision of government of Pakistan.
The present study was conducted to find the perception of people about
the madrassahs and communication gap between madrassha
establishment and government, which did not let to bring a suitable reform
in madrassha education system
Rational of the Study:
Madrassha is most economical source for education in Muslim
world. The history of madrassha education system can be traced out for
centuries. Madrasshas have been part of life in Muslim world for
centuries. In Muslim world madrasshas perform social welfare services
like free education, food and societal services. However, lack of modern
subjects and modern techniques of teaching leg behind madrassha in
global world. Due to lack of exposure to external world and social media,
these students turn out with rigid mind-set. Furthermore, link of
madrasshas with certain militant organization forced government to
reform in madrassha education system.
A poor reform policy from government and resistance from
madrassha organizers do not let effective reform in madrassha. The aim
of current study is to find out the communication gap between government
and madrassha administrators and suggest a reliable point for reform
policy for short and long term reform
Research Objectives:
• To investigate out people perception about madrassha
education system in Balochistan.
• To assess the role of government of Pakistan in
mainstreaming the madrassha education system
Literature Review:
The 9/11 attacks on twin’s towers of New York, opened a new
door of debate for media analyst and bulk of literature was generated on
countering terrorism and extremism in madrassha in Pakistan.
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According to Fatima Sajjad, madrasshas in Pakistan are nongovernmental organization (NGO) providing free education, logging and
food to poor students. This quality of free societal welfare services makes
madrasshas unique in Pakistan (Sajjad, 2013). Waqas (2006) conducted
study on madrassha reform in Pakistan. He explained that madrasshas in
Pakistan are custodians of Islamic core values and ethos. The primary
objective of madrasshas is to protect the Islamic religious integrity
(Waqas, 2006). Sultan Ali in his book stated that madrasshas on PakAfghan border are proficient source of increasing literacy rate (Ali, 2012).
At the time of independence between Pakistan and India, a very
few number of madrasshas were existed in Pakistan’s territory. However,
the number of madrasshas in Pakistan increased after Soviet Invasion into
Afghanistan in 1979. Foreign aids from US-Saudi Arabia, neighbour
countries and western countries made madrassha more powerful to use
against Soviet occupation of Afghanistan. Therefore, increase in number
of madrassha was perceived in Pakistan during 1980s (Rauf et al., 2015).
The existence of madrassha can be traced out for centuries in
Muslim world. The current madrasshas in Pakistan and Afghanistan are
associated with taliban and other militant organizations. Madrasshas on
Pak-Afghan border are involved in spreading the extremism and
supporting the militancy in Kashmir (Shabir et al., 2012).
The US secretary of state Donald Rumsfeld in an interview with
Fox news in November 2003 said that; “In world still some small places
are present, where radicalism and extremism are taught by clerics to young
men and women. These clerics prepare young men and women for suicide
attacks and target killing of innocent people…. In addition, he also
suggested for to bring reforms in madrassha education system and
encouraged to introduce modern subjects like science, math and English in
madrassha syllabus”.
The jihadist culture was introduced in Pakistan during the tenure of
president Zia. The number of madrasshas was increased by three and half
of its number in President Zia regime at the time of Afghan Soviet war.
After getting victory in Afghanistan folds in numbers, these madrasshas
turned down into militancy in Pakistan. It is undeniable truth that the
students of madrasshasperceived Osama Bin Laden as their hero (Warren,
2009).
Shahid and Qasim (2017), concluded that ancient madrasshas were
involved in producing intellectuals for serving the society. But, some of
contemporary madrasshas forgot their due role and found in producing
extremist and sectarian ideology in the mind of their students (Shahid et
al., 2017).
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The Crisis Group Report (CGR) declared America and Pakistan
Inter service intelligence (ISI) being responsible for promoting not only
Afghan jihad in Afghanistan, but also spreading sectarian violence in
country. Moreover, special books for jihad were published in centre for
Afghan studies in the University of Nebraska Omaha. The publication of
these books was funded by USAID. Furthermore, these books were also
translated into Pashtu and Dari language to promote jihad among Afghan
young generation. About 13 million copies of this jihadist literature were
distributed into Pakistani madrasshas and Afghan youth to promote
jihadist culture. The basic math was taught to young youth of Afghan by
counting the number of Kalashinkov rifles and dead Russians. For this
project the University of Nebraska Omaha was funded by US$ 51 million
from 1984 to 1994 (ICG, 2002).
Suba Chandran describe, that militancy in madrassha thrived in
Pakistani madrasshas after the end of Afghan war. The cause of
flourishing of militancy in Pakistan was change of State stance on
Kashmir issue (Chandran, 2003). Not all madrassha s in Pakistan and
Afghanistan had links with militant organization, 10% to 15% of
madrassha s had links with militant organizations (Singer, 2001).
Soon after the episode of 9/11, the Government of Pakistan
announced a plan for reform madrasshas in Pakistan. For this purpose, the
government of Pakistan decided to monitor madrassahs and renovation
the administrative, financial and educational structures of madrasshas in
Pakistan. In August 2001, the Government of Pakistan established
madrassha Educational Board. The purpose for establishment of
madrassha education board was to establis network of madrassha and to
regulate these madrasshas under the supervision government of Pakistan
(Shabir, et al., 2012).
Methodology:
Quantitative research approach was used in this research. District Quetta
was selected as universe for this study. Quetta is the capital city of
Balochistan and covered all ethnics group. So, the research selected Quetta
as universe of current study. A sample of 384 male respondents from
different segments of the society was selected by using Simple random
sampling. A structured questionnaire that contained close ended questions
was used as tool for collecting data. The collected primary data was
statistically analyzed using cross tabulation and chi square statistical
method was applied for analysis of collected data.
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Results:
Cross tabulation and Chi Square Analysis:
Table No. 1
Level of satisfaction from madrassha education system
Categories
Frequency
Percent
Chi Square P value
Calculated
Value
Agree
316
82.3
5.764
0.014
Disagree
68
17.7
Total
384
100.0
Note: Denotes significance at 5% level of significance
Table No. 1 revealed that 316 (82.3%) of respondents were of the view
that madrassha education system has great level satisfaction among
people. However, only 46 (17.7%) of respondents were disagree with
opinion. Therefore, it is said to be that people are satisfied with madrassha
education system. The chi square results are significant and show
significant difference as p-value is less than 5% level of significance.
Table No. 2
People perception about madrassha education system more
appropriate than government school
Categories
Frequency
Percent
Chi Square P value
Calculated
Value
Agree
251
77.9
0.569
0.408
Disagree
133
22.1
Total
384
100.0
Note: Denotes significance at 5% level of significance
The table No. 2 showed the comparison between madrassha and
government school. The 299 (77.9%) of respondent were of the viewed
that method of education system in madrassha is more appropriate than
government school. Whereas, only 85 (22.1%) of respondents were
disagree. This showed that madrassha education system id better than
education system provided in government school. The chi square results
are significant and show significant differences at 5% level of significance
(i.e., p<5).
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Table No. 3
Madrassha provide a sound good atmosphere of education to face
global challenges and secure good career
Categories
Frequency
Percent
Chi Square P value
Calculated
Value
Agree
39
10.2
3.560
0.040
Disagree
345
89.8
Total
384
100.0
Note: Denotes significance at 5% level of significance
Table No. 3 explained the atmosphere provided by madrassha to their
student for facing global challenges and securing good job opportunities.
The number of respondents were 39 (10.2%) who agree that madrasshas
provide good atmosphere of education to face global challenges and
secure good jobs market. However, 339(89.8%) were disagree. The above
statistical data showed that madrassha syllabus and atmosphere are unable
to provide a good opportunity to face the challenges of global world. The
chi square results are significant and show significant difference at 5%
level of significance (i.e., p<5).
Table No. 4
Registration and regulation under the supervision of government of
Pakistan
Categories
Frequency
Percent
Chi Square P value
Calculated
Value
Agree
360
93.8
25.608
0.000
Disagree
24
6.3
Total
384
100.0
Note: Denotes significance at 5% level of significance
Table No. explained registration and regulation of madrassha under the
supervision of government of Pakistan. The above table revealed that 360
(93.8%) of respondents were in favour of madrassha registration and
regulation under the supervision of government of Pakistan. However,
only 39 (6.3%) of respondents were disagree with opinion. The above
statistical table revealed that for sake of reform in madrassha education
system it is necessary that madrassha operations should be regulate under
the supervision of government. For this purpose, madrasshas should be
registered with government. The chi square results are significant and
show significant difference at 5% level of significance (i.e., p<5).
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Table No. 5
Induction of science subjects in madrasshas syllabus and modern
atmosphere will bring madrasshas students to main streamline level
of education of country
Categories
Frequency
Percent
Chi Square P value
Calculated
Value
Agree
360
93.8
25.608
*0.000
Disagree
24
6.3
Total
384
100.0
Note: Denotes significance at 5% level of significance
The table No. 4 represents the summary about people perception about
induction subjects like English, Science and Computer in madrassha
syllabus and adaptation of modern technique of teaching in madrassha.
According to the table No. 4 results 360 (93.8%) of the respondents were
agree with introducing of English, Science and Computer in madrassha
syllabus and adaptation of modern technique of teaching in madrassha.
Conversely, 24 (6.3%) of respondents were disagree. The table concludes
that induction of modern subjects and adoption of new techniques of
teaching in madrassha education system will make madrassha students
able to face the global challenges. The chi square results are significant
and show significant difference at 5% level of significance (i.e., p<5).
Table No. 6
Do you think that hate speeches against other religions or sects and
any efforts to spread extremism must not be tolerated in madrasshas?
Categories
Frequency
Percent
Chi Square P value
Calculated
Value
Agree
357
92.97
21.763
*0.000
Disagree
27
7.03
Total
384
100.0
Note: Denotes significance at 5% level of significance
Table No. 6 shows connection between hate speeches against other sects
in madrassha and spread of extremism in madrassha students. 357
(92.97%) of respondents were agreed that hate speeches against other
sects in madrassha cause of creating extremis and hate for other sect in
mind of madrassha students. However, only 27 (7.03) respondents were
disagree. The above table concluded that hate speeches in madrasshas
cause of spreading extremism and hate in mind of madrassha students for
other sects.
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Table No. 7
Foreign and local funding being offered for madrassha reformation
should be administered
Categories
Frequency
Percent
Chi Square P value
Calculated
Value
Agree
357
93
1.345
.282
Disagree
27
7
Total
384
100.0
Note: Denotes significance at 5% level of significance
Table No 7 shows respondent’s perceptions about local and western
funding for reformation of madrassha in Pakistan. The statistics 357
(93%) showed the response of respondents who were in view of that
foreign and local funding to madrassha should be administered by
government of Pakistan. On other hand, 27 (7%) of respondents were
disagree. The above table concluded that funding in ship of aid to
madrassha should be administered by government. The chi square results
are significant and show significant difference at 5% level of significance
(i.e., p<5).
Table No. 8
Madrassha education system promote violence in society
Categories
Frequency
Percent
Chi Square P value
Calculated
Value
Agree
288
75.0
2.341
0.084
Disagree
96
25
Total
384
100.0
Note: Denotes significance at 5% level of significance
The table No. 8 describes peoples’ perception about madrassha education
as source of promoting of violence and extremism in society. 288 (75%)
of respondents were of the perceived that madrassha education promote
extremism in society. Whereas, 96 (25%) of respondents were disagree.
The perception of peoples’ in above table concluded that there is
connection between madrassha education system and spread of violence
in society.
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Table No. 9
Do you think that government has good reform policy to merge
madrassha education system in mainstream education of the country?
Categories

Frequency

Percent

Chi Square
Calculated
Value

P value

Agree
109
28.4
0.613
0.257
Disagree
275
71.6
Total
384
100.0
Note: Denotes significance at 5% level of significance
The table No. 9 showed statistics of government reform policy for
merging of madrassha education system into mainstream education of
country. Among 384 respondents only 109 (28.4%) of respondents were
agree that government has good reform policy for madrassha to merge
madrassha education system into mainstream education system of
country. On other hand, 275 (71.6 %) were disagree. The table No. 9
showed that government reform policy for madrassha is very poor and
unable to merge madrassha education system into main streamline
education system of country. The chi square results are significant and
show significant difference at 5% level of significance (i.e., p<5).
Conclusion:
Madrasshas in Balochistan are common and economic source of
education in those rural areas where school system is not functional.
Madrasshas provide free educational and societal services to the society.
People believed that madrasshas in Pakistan are effective source of
education than government school in rural areas. In rural areas parent who
are unable to afford the expenses of private schools send their children to
madrasshas. Madrasshas follow traditional syllabus and teaching methods
which are not sufficient to fulfil the demands of global world. To face
global challenges and secure good job market in future, it is necessary to
introduce modern subjects like English, science and computer in
madrassha syllabus. Furthermore, induction of modern subjects like
English, science and computer in madrassha syllabus and adoption of
modern techniques for teaching will bring madrassha education system to
mainstream educational of the country. Hate speeches delivered by
madrassha administers in madrasshas spread violence and hate for other
sects in mind of madrassha students People perceived that poor reform
policy of government of Pakistan and resistance from madrassha
organizers do not bring madrassha education system to main streamline.
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Suggestions:
• A research study on relationship between madrassha and society
will helpful to understand the nature of madrassha either a source
of education or violence.
• It might be more preferable to conduct study on local interpretation
of religious belief among madrassha scholars and students in
Pakistan. This study will help out to understand the mind set of
madrassha scholars and students and make reform policy for
madrassha education system according to needs.
• A research plan on curriculum and teaching method in madrassha
will play positive role to bring reforms in madrassha education
system.
• Researcher paper on comparison of male and female madrasshas
in Pakistan will be more helpful to understand the phenomena of
madrassha and extremism and make suitable reform policy for
both male and female madrassha education system in Pakistan
according to their needs.
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Abstract:
In the present epoch, political participation becomes one of an extensive
and wide research interests as well the vital component for citizens due to
a huge responsibility for building a strong democracy. The purpose of
present study is to examine the role of two main factors of social capital
i.e. political trust and social trust. For that, on the basis of literature
support, a conceptual framework, conceptual model and hypotheses are
developed for investigation. A deductive /quantitative approach is applied
for achieving the suitable results of the proposed hypotheses. This is a
cross-sectional (one shot) study in which data is collected through a
survey questionnaire from the people who are casting their votes and
participating in politics of Balochistan. A convenience sampling technique
is applied for the data collection. Total 800 questionnaires are distributed
by personally visits. Out of 800, total 460 samples are returned back. The
response rate is noted as 57.5%. After cleaning and screening of data, 414
valid samples are applied for further analysis. Statistical Package for
Social Science (SPSS) version 24.0 for windows is applied for data
analysis, the overall; Cronbach’s alpha (α) reliability of survey
questionnaire is 0.783. Whereas, alpha for all variables (dependent and
independent) being noted within their acceptable ranges. The overall, the
findings of a study is suggested that there is a non-significant impact of
political trust on political participation. On the other hand, social trust
has a positive and significant impact on political participation in
Balochistan-Pakistan. This study may provide a guideline for the political
parties and government agents of Balochistan so as to develop the social
and political trust towards political participation of a common people.
Furthermore, this study may contribute in the literature of politics, and
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sociology of developing countries like Pakistan and specifically for
Balochistan settings.
Keywords: Strong democracy; social capital; political trust;
political participation; Balochistan.
Introduction:
In the present epoch, political participation becomes a challenge for every
country so as to sustain and develop a strong democracy. However, the
human societies which inspire for better political participation that may be
obtained through the fruitful results in the shape of regional development.
The political participation is defined as a production of general opinions
and actions for bringing out a positive change in a civil society (Abbas and
Nawaz, 2014) so as to boost such the political participation, social capital
plays a significant role through developing the networks among such the
people, and a way of intangible source of community for developing the
trust regarding the pleasant life. Moreover, an individual in society having
higher social capital it means he/she has a facilitation of social relations
(Khalili et al., 2012). The social trust’s concept has grown a great deal of
acceptance in the social sciences (Sztompka, 2000; Siegrist, Cvetkovich
and Roth, 2002; Subramanian et al., 2006; Bjornskov, 2007). According to
Gambetta (1988, p. 217) the social trust as “an actor’s belief that a person
or a collective will perform such the actions (including providing
information) that may prove helpful or not detrimental to him or her,thus,
permitting the establishment of a relationship of cooperation”. While
Newton (2001a) proposed that social trust is usually elucidated as a trust
or sureness in human society’s members and organizations like
communities, neighborhoods, and nations. It is probable to be the case that
social trust would assign diverges definitions, but in overall, social trust
reflects one’s belief that others would not damage and hurt him/her. In a
similar mode, the political trust is labeled as a belief that officials and
political institutions would achieve their roles and responsibilities with an
efficient way, and that the productivities of the institutional policies and
management would benefit the main stream if not all members of society
(Damico et al., 2000; Anderson andLotempio, 2002). In the contemporary
literature, the political trust is normally divided into two categories such as
trust in political institutions (Damico et al., 2000; Mishler and Rose, 2001)
like governments (Chanley, Rudolph and Rahn, 2000; Shi, 2001;
Anderson and Lotempio, 2002), parliament (Hetherington, 1998; Newton,
2001a) and trust in political officials such as political authorities (Nilson
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and Nilson, 1980), political actors (Shi, 2001), president and political
authorities (Hetherington, 1998).
By realizing a reputation of social capital particularly the factors such as
political and social trust towards political participation, the purpose of
present paper is to examine the role of social capital (political and social
trust) towards political participation among peoples’ of Balochistan,
Pakistan. This study may be a road map for the policy makers, planners
and politicians for encouraging the people in politics through developing
the political and social trust among the people of a civil society. Such
study may provide a guideline for the political parties as well government
agents to develop the social and political trust among common people of
human society. Furthermore, this study may contribute in the literature of
politics of developing country like Pakistan and particular for Balochistan
settings.
Literature Review:
In the last decades, in Asia, Africa, Latin America and Eastern Europe, the
existence of political participation have been increased among the citizens.
Societies which inspire better political participation that may be
getting fruitful results in the shape of regional development (Peregrine,
2017). From the perspective of Vryonides and Lamprianou (2013) the
political participation denotes to paradoxical phenomenon by the
exponents of positivistic or rational theories of human behavior.The
institutions and social capital work together in provision of dynamic
participation. Social capital substances, and its belongings are exaggerated
when accomplished agents also being available who can support the
individuals and societies that areattached with public decision-making
developments. In such a field, the various researchers have been explored
the role of social trust in stimulating political participation (Power and
Clark, 2001; Benson and Rochon 2004). According to Stolle and Hooghe
(2009) that the demographic factors such as age and gender have a
positive and significant impact on political participation. On the other
hand, gender gaps in political participation are lessening, male population
which is still further vigorously involved as compared to females
(Conway, 2001). In a similar vein, the education is a self-motivated and
energetic forecaster of political participation (Verba et al., 1995). A study
conducted by Jennings and Markus (1988) by focusing on correlation
between political participation and socio-demographic variables such as
gender, age, marital status. The results of such a study revealed that the
younger people were more active in political participation as compared to
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old age groups. The difference may be happed due to well education of
youth then old people. In this sense, the education factor is perceived as a
fundamental constituent of the formation of political participation (Verba
and Ni, 1972). In a same way, Pacheco and Lange (2010) tested a model
by examining the association between political participation and life
satisfaction. The findings of such a study demonstrated that there is a
positive and significant relationship between political participation and life
satisfaction. In the context of Vietnam, education levels, share of male
employed members, and fixed assets are positively linked with the
intensity of non-farm participation (Tran et al., 2016). Regarding Kenya,
Kivoi (2014) strongly recommended that political parties are not keen to
try and have device the least one third legitimate requirement for their lists
of candidates chosen so as to compete in elections. Lack of political
benevolence by their male politicians is to comprise with women in
structures of political governance and avoid blaming for imperfect
participation in political parties (Mitullah and Owiti, 2007).Participation in
political leadership is overbearing for women’s empowerment because
larger number of women in politics would support women’s cause at every
level (Oxaal and Baden, 1997). According to Cramer (2002) personal
efficacy and free time are foremost predictors of nurses’ organized
participation. Concerning to social capital; Chenhall et al. (2010)
completed a study about the relationship between control systems and
social capital in organizations. The findings suggested that control system
in organizations is predicted by social capital therefore the productivity
level of the control systems hinge on the level of social capital in
organizations. In organizations, the team work is formed through the
social capital and organizational networks (Nan-Lin, 2008). In perspective
of the political activism in Central America, the participation in
community development organizations dependably forecast demand
making in the six nations (Seligson, 1999). In Indian villages, Krishna
(2002) strongly stressed that social capital promotes political participation.
But, it is not necessary that for democratic participation. Furthermore, the
protagonist role of new nurtured leaders in villages use channel for
communication in high social capital villages. The social trust and
associational activism dimensions of social capital enhance the political
participation among the respondents (Pippa, 2002). Abbas et al. (2013)
explored the relationship between knowledge practices and all the
dimension of social capital. As a result, trust was a significant and strong
factor which highlighted the strong relationship with knowledge practices
as compared to other constructs of social capital. In a similar mode, having
social capital within second life is unconnected to having social capital
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outside the practical world. The steadiness of the instrument demonstrated
to be outstanding for measuring social capital within second life and
upright outside the virtual world (Huvila et al., 2010). Social capital also
has a positive role for enhancing the business performance of companies
through transaction costs, productivity and innovative activity. As a
consequence of it, the company is promoted and succeeded by such
activities through social capital (Murphy, 2013). In Sri Lanka, the sign of
livelihood is a social capital. People develop formal networks in the
community and trustworthy community-based organizations for the
betterment and prosperity (Minamoto, 2010). Regarding such an important
domain, the regression weights and graphical representation of the study
of Kaasa (2015) pointed out that the cultural dimensions capture causes
for different stages of social capital.More recently, a research conducted
by Javaid (2017) for predicting the online political participation among
youth of Pakistan. The outcome of such study investigated that social
trust, self-efficacy, age, income, time spent on Facebook and group
participation are the valuable and significant analysts of online political
participation among youth. From the above literature, it is crystal cleared
that the researchers largely have neglected the Balochistan province of
Pakistan in perspective of political participation through the social capital
(Mahmood et al., 2014; Javaid, 2017). To fill this wide gap; the present
study attempts to find out the impact of social capital (political and social
trust) on peoples’ political participation in Balochistan.
Conceptual Framework:
The political participation of the citizen is hugely responsible for building
a strong democracy Thus; the concept has highly been discussed as a focal
point of the debate among the scholars, policy makers so as to explain the
formal and informal political involvement amongst the people (Rose and
Munro, 2003; Van-Biezen, 2003). On the other hand, many people have
been tried to avoid the traditional methods of political participation like
membership in a party and vote casting (Putnam, 1993, 2000; Norris,
2002; Stoker, 2006). Though, the learning of political participation plays a
dominant role in many political science studies, in spite of unclear
meaning and concept. The political participation is defined as production
of general opinions and actions for bringing positive change in human
society (Abbas and Nawaz, 2014).
As mentioned in the literature, there is a positive and significant linkage
between social capital and political participation (Putnam, 1995; Rogers,
2006; Nahar and Humaidan, 2013; Peregrine, 2017). Based on the positive
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association between social capital and political participation, for the
current study, the researcher proposed the following conceptual model
along with two demographic variables (Figure I) for testing among the
people of Balochistan -province of Pakistan.

Gender
Political trust
Social capital

Political
participation
Social trust

Age

Figure I. Conceptual model developed by the researcher

However, a positive change in society is found possible through an active
political participation by the citizens (Abbas and Nawaz, 2014). The social
capital is regarded as “features of social organization such as networks,
norms, and social trust that facilitate coordination and cooperation for
mutual benefit” (Putnam (1995, p. 67). The social capital is an idea that
elucidates the significant roles of people’s networks. Such the concept of
social capital stands for elucidating the impact of social bonds that
designed among neighbors on city liveliness (Sobel, 2002). According to
Soithong (2011) there is a positive and significant association between
social capital and political participation. The previous literature has
examined the link between social capital and political participation with a
specific manner. In perception of Warren (1999) that people voluntarily
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tolerate the conceivable risks from irrepressible behaviors of those in
interdependent relationships through trust. The trust has a positive and
significant effect on political participation because individuals can invest
capitals or resources which were kept by trust in political related behavior.
Like other social spheres; the political area has also a lot of uncertainties
and risk factors and which the political participation of people become
worried for acceptance. Henceforth, we improve the ways in which we
distribute our limited political assets by trusting institutions and elites
(Warren, 1999). Based on the positive associations between social capital
and political participation, the researcher developed following hypotheses
for investigation in Balochistan.
Hypothesis 1:Political trust has a positive and significant impact
on peoples’ political participation.
Hypothesis 2:Social trust has a positive and significant impact on
peoples’ political participation.
Research Methodology:
This is a quantitative study in which cross-sectional data was collected.
The researcher proposed a positivism approach that isregarded as a
scientific measurement due to association with the behavior of people
(Hatch and Cunliffe, 2006). Furthermore, such approach is a phenomenon
which makes the track for credibility of data and is entirely suitable for the
social sciences (Hirschheim, 1985).
Study Context and Respondents:
The context (area) of present study is Balochistan province including
Kalat, Makran, Nasirabad, Zhob, Sibi and Quetta. The data would be
collected from general public who are participating in the politics.
Survey Instrument and Data Collection Procedure:
The survey questionnaire was applied for getting the response from the
participants. The questionnaire was adapted from the related literature of
social capital and political participation. The questionnaire was
administered in English and then Urdu on the basis of respondent’s choice.
The data was collected though personal visits of the different areas of
Balochistan. The connivance sampling technique was applied for
collection of the facts from the participants.
Study Variables and Measures:
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The present study intended to examine the impact of social capital on
political participation in Balochistan province. In this regard, such study is
based on two independent variables like social trust, political trust
whereas; the dependent variable is political participation.
Political Participation:
The political participation factor is about an independence to speak out
the capability for taking part in public matters and chance to catalogue as
a applicant be nominated and held office at all government’s ranks. Six
items were adapted from Asian Barometer Survey (2001). All items were
measured by applying five-point Likert scale ranging from strongly
agree=1, agree=2, neutral =3, disagree=4 and strongly disagree=5.
Political Trust:This is associated with confidence, belief in the principle
of honesty, belief of people in politics, officers’ efficiency fairness,
truthfulness and a belief in public interests of government or state. Twelve
items were adapted from the study of Soithong (2011). All items were
measured by applying five-point Likert scale ranging from strongly
agree=1, agree=2, neutral =3, disagree=4 and strongly disagree=5.
Social Trust:
This factor concerned with the trust in the people, feeling safe in the local
area, positive outlook towards the current situation and confidence in
receiving fair treatment from other people. Seven items were adapted from
the study of Soithong (2011). All items were measured by applying fivepoint Likert scale ranging from strongly agree=1, agree=2, neutral =3,
disagree=4 and strongly disagree=5.
Data Analysis and Results:
The data was analyzed by applying the Statistical Package for Social
Sciences (SPSS) version 24.0 for windows. The necessary tests were
conducted in order to authenticate the outcomes. In the last, the
hypotheses were confirmed through Pearson’s correlation and multiple
regression analysis.

Demography of Respondents:
The demographic information for the gender highlights that a majority of
71% (n=296) respondents were males. While, 27% (n=115) female
participated in the study. Moreover, 0.7% (n=3) respondents were others
(she males or third gender). Concerning to the age of participants, a
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majority of the respondents 45% (n=189) were in between 31-40 years of
age. Whereas, the minimum number of respondents 4% (n=20) was noted
for 60 and above years of age (Table I).

Table I. Demography of respondents N=414

Gender

Age

Group

Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Male
Female
Others

296
115
3

71.5
27.8
0.7

71.5
27.8
.7

71.5
99.3
100.0

Total

414

100.0

100.0

18-20 years

29

7.0

7.0

7.0

21-30

96

23.2

23.2

30.2

31-40

189

45.7

45.7

75.8

41-50

56

13.5

13.5

89.4

51-60

24

5.8

5.8

95.2

60 and above

20

4.8

4.8

100.0

414

100.0

Total

100.0

Descriptive Statistics and Reliability Assessment:
The descriptive statistics including the scores of means and standard
deviations were verified for observing an average evidence of the
distribution. The maximum value for means observed like 2.983 (political
participation) while minimum range, 2.228 (political trust). In a similar
wave, maximum value of standard deviation was noted as 1.9833 (political
trust) and minimum range, 1.0601 (political participation) (Table II).
In addition to this, the internal consistency (reliability of items) of the
questionnaire was evaluated through Cronbach’s alpha (α) reliability. The
overall Cronbach’s alpha (α) reliability was 0.783 (Table III). While alpha
for all variables (dependent and independent) were detected within their
acceptable ranges (III).
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Table II. Reliability Statistics
N
414

Cronbach's Alpha
0.783

N of Items
25

Table III. Descriptive statistics and individual factors’ reliability
S. No.

Factors

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Cronbach’s
alpha (α)

1

Political participation

414

2.983

1.0601

0.901

2

Political trust

414

2.228

1.9833

0.822

3

Social trust

414

2.923

1.2395

0.887

Factor Analysis:
The factor analysis was conducted to reduce the controlling an amount of
measuring items into a smaller set of new compound factors or dimensions
(Rummel, 1970; Gorsuch, 1983).
In the present study, the factor analysis (FA) was completed so as to detect
the number of items and fundamental structure of the variables in analysis
(Tabachnick and Fidell, 2007, p.26). This method is more common in
psychology and education research (Fabrigar et al., 1999; Williams et al.,
2010) and in social sciences due to its leading position to investigate the
human behavior. The principal component analysis (PCA) is a basic and
significant portion of the multivariate statistics (Klinke et al., 2010). In
this manner, the principal component analysis (PCA) was designated for
making the initial solutions for the EFA.
Communalities:
As per the observation the total variance or difference of an original
variable communal with other variables, the communalities were
scrutinized (Hair et al., 2006). According to Field (2006) when a variable
which does not segments anything with other variables as well means, it
has communality of 0 (zero) even if, a variable which has no variance and
having a communality of 1 (one). The items which display lower than
score of 0.5 (50%) communalities are considered as well thought-out to be
weak items (Hair et al., 2006). In the current study, among 25 items; some
items were below the communalities of the suggested value 0.5 (Field,
2006). Consequently, such the items which appeared with the
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communalities values of below 0.5 were omitted from the factor analysis.
The revised or residual items and their communalities scores are given
below Table IV.
Table IV. Communalities of the loaded items
Items
Initial Extraction
Items

Initial

Extraction

POON5

1.000

0.810

POST3

1.000

0.796

POON2

1.000

0.802

POST5

1.000

0.661

POON4

1.000

0.833

POST8

1.000

0.796

POON3

1.000

0.834

POST9

1.000

0.848

POON1

1.000

0.820

POST10

1.000

0.846

SOST5

1.000

0.973

POST11

1.000

0.635

SOST6

1.000

0.981

SOST2

1.000

0.959

SOST4

1.000

0.967

SOST1

1.000

0.905

Factor Loadings:
Factor loadings are considered as well thought-out as very significant in
the factor analysis. It offers the explanation of the correlations among
items and their individual factors. According to Zikmund et al. (2010) that
the reception of considerations of the factor that hinges on the factor
loadings, nevertheless, factor rotation is robust mathematical method to
condense the results of factor analysis. In the present study, range of factor
loading endured in between 0.72-0.89 which is known as an excellent
(Comrey and Lee, 1992) (Table V).
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Table V. Factor loadings
Rotated Component Matrixa

SOST6
SOST5
SOST4
SOST2
SOST1
POST9
POST10
POST8
POST3
POST5
POST11
POON4
POON1
POON5
POON3
POON2

Component
1
2
0.983
0.978
0.974
0.970
0.943
0.908
0.906
0.882
0.882
0.779
0.714

3

0.903
0.900
0.894
0.892
0.883

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 5 iterations.

Hypotheses Confirmation:
The proposed hypotheses were confirmed with an assistance of the two
steps such as Pearson’scorrelation (for determining relationship between
dependent and independent variables) and Multiple Regression Analysis
(MRA) (for confirming the effect of independent variables on dependent
variable. Such the practices are more common for testing the hypotheses
in social sciences (Kaijun and Sholihah, 2015). By applying Pearson’s
correlations and multiple regression (r= 0.248**; β=0.101;p> .01) (Table
VI& VII)the results showed that there is a positive and no-significant
impact of political trust on political participation in Balochistan.
Henceforth, hypothesis 1 (H1) was not supported. With a regard to
hypothesis 2 (H2), the scores of Pearson’s correlations and multiple
regression(r= 0.498**; β=0.3881; p < .01)(Table VI & VII). Therefore,
hypothesis H2 was rejected.
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Table VI. Pearson’s correlation (N=414)
Variables

1

2

3

4

5

Political
participation

1

2

3

4

5

---

Political trust

0.24
8*

---

Social trust

0.49
8**

0.333*

Gender

0.21
4**

0.315*

0.227

*

**

Age

0.33
1**

0.340*

0.220

*

**

---

*

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

---

0.39
3**

---
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Table VII. Multiple regression analysis (N=414)
Demographic and Independent
Variables

Dependent Variable
Political participation
β

Political trust

0.101

Social trust

0.388**

Gender

0.229*

Age

0.378**

F value

34.079**

R2

0.233

Adjusted R2

0.289

Note: p* < 0.10; p** < 0.05
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Conclusion and Recommendations:
At present era, the political participation becomes one of an extensive and
wide research interests as well the vital component for citizens due to a
huge responsibility for building a strong democracy. The purpose of
present study made to examine the role of two main factors of social
capital i.e. political trust and social trust towards political participation in
Balochistan. For that, on the basis of literature support, a conceptual
framework, conceptual model as well as hypotheses were developed for
investigation in a proper way. The proposed hypotheses were assessed
through Pearson’s correlation and Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA).
The overall, the findings of a study suggested that there is a nonsignificant impact of political trust on political participation. On the other
hand, social trust has a positive and significant impact on political
participation in Balochistan-Pakistan. Concerning to social capital
information, the state can play a significant role in building social and
political trust by providing the support and opportunities to people so as to
participate vigorously in politics and professional associations. The
findings presented in the study revealed that the social trust play a critical
role in Balochistan’s politics. In this regard, the government of
Balochistan should take suchan issue more seriously. Of course, fostering
social trust may bring out positive outcomes through enhancing economic
efficiency. More prominently, it was also revealed that people of
Balochistan have the negative perceptions regarding political trust which
discourage and affect by dint of the different political historical context. In
this sense, it is a quite clears that generating political participation having
no simple task. Though, the results of present study could be used to
provide some practical strategies. It can be recommended that all levels of
government must validate a genuine concern for political stability and
economic development. This would allow people to be pleased with the
performance of the governments and such the reason may encourage them
to participate more and more in all stages of politics.
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Abstract:
The current research has carried out to highlight the issues of
working women of Quetta city in formal sectors. Total 100 samples
of working women are selected from different formal sectors of
government and private, where 40 school teachers, 20 doctors 20
nurses, 10 university lecturers and 10 college lecturers are selected
by using stratified random sampling method. Descriptive analysis
used for highlighting the problems and numerical method used to
know the intensity of problems which faced by them. The results
suggest that doctors and Nurses are facing unscheduled working
hours and harassment and school teachers are under pressure by
work load and on other hand foe our selected samples of working
women the transport is also a major and common problem.
Keywords: Working women, Public sector, Pakistan etc.
Introduction:
Women are the most important part of any society because
without women development is just a dream without effort; in every
fields of life without women the struggle for development can’t be
succeeded. The importance of work by women can’t becompared
with their male partners because the economy of home or country
requires a great deal of ladies to instigate into the work drive. The
working women can play a key role to enhance the development of
their family as well for their state and society.
As expressed by Muhammad Ali Jinnah in 1944 that "No
country can ascend to the tallness of brilliance unless your ladies are
one next to the other with you". From the antiquated time, ladies
have been similarly taking an interest with their men; however their
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cooperation in labor drive has not been given an indistinguishable
thought from men gather from their work (Asian journal-2013).
In our society the women are marginalized and not having much
freedom as compare to developed country and due to these they are
facing many types of strict barriers and feeling hesitation to take an
interest in outdoor works like a jobs and business. In our society
they are not having much regards for their earning as compare to
men. These constraints are diminishing gradually the ordinary
position of working women and this reaction pushing them on
noticeable stage in the society.
Objectives:
This examination was plane keeping in see the accompanying
destinations.
1 To analysis the problems of working women.
2 To identify the balance of working women with their jobs and
family.
Rationale and Significance of the Study:
The women from Quetta city are facing more problems as
compare to the other developed neighbouring cities of our country,
due to lack of opportunities and strange challenges regarding the
place of job or barriers of society which creating different type of
stress among the working women, the stress also effects on their
personalities, growth, development and their families, thy are also
facing many challenges which lead to stress both mentally and
physically. Mentally they are facing stress and anxiety etc., The
socio-psychological issues are also disturbing the working women of
Quetta city because Quetta having multi-cultural population with
diverse norms and customs like Baloch, Pashtuns, Brahui, Persian,
Punjabi, Sindhi, Urdu speaking’s each having its own code of life
and on other side on government level women are not getting as
much opportunity as much as they need and having rights according
to state constitution and other declarations of international rights, If
we compare Quetta with other Metro cities of Pakistan then we
found the status of women is not much developed in the last period,
equal in urban zones, some shame full characters of our society with
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negative mind are always ready to discourage the women with their
negative approaches when women going for work outside the home.
Females in Quetta have permanently knowledgeable difficulty.
Societal, traditional, religious and less education features have
condensed the number of female incoming the job marketplace and
accomplishment less responsibilities on job place,
An evaluation regarding the type and intensity of troubles or
issues of working women has described which will be fruitful in way
of solving or at least minimize.
The lesson additionally targets to discover the problems
especially for youth crew working women or exceptional categories
over women kind of single, married, separate/divorcee, widow etc.
Understanding the troubles among a manifest access would assist us
of discovering ample solutions between reducing the problems.
Literature Review:
Ladies among Pakistan have been regarded of simply as like the
housewives whosoever cared for their spouses and introduced over
theirs Children. All as the centuries progressed, the women had not
been accredited in conformity with assume her piece as much a main
and equivalent individual beyond the standard public. She was once
namely tremendous an odd as much the man and had comparable
sensitivities and abilities. She ought to remain as worthwhile a
Tranter about the normal people as soul may want to lie (Abidi,
1976). Customary thinking about and convictions are in opposition
to the utilized female so much that by no means remain a first wife
or left out her youngsters alternatively on the premise his trial such
is presumed that assignment about ladies had auspicious
consequence over the financial fame about the household (Azhar,
1978). A now not very many varieties about ladies are confronting
the spouse's limit towards their occupations. Explanations at the
back of the people any operate bear the team yet familial pull up
instigation descent feel over self-troubles push aside regarding kids,
housework then woman sick wellbeing. Relatives (in-laws) check so
paid work on account that she feels fear their morality choice turn
abroad in imitation of keep free; those flip outdoors in conformity
with remain extremely self-reliant yet overlook their real reputation
(Hafeez, 1983). Status over ladies so rustic was once strengthened
through the peaked professional start doorways handy in accordance
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with them. They had been disheartened out of contending including
guys through their childhood and the explicit breakage it wished
after that stands over in imitation of inward the exercise showcase.
Besides unique issues, because of example, custom of the general
commons individuals, choice and unrecognizing who the deed
women experienced together with honour in conformity with their
reputation yet quantity of the economic lifestyles unfavourably
influenced the utilization of their capability or pursuit capacities
(Khalid, 1990). In this length on swelling yet rising costs, arrival in
relation to monetary strain, the Pakistan pure collar category deed
female feel, it is occupant above to them in accordance with
accumulate to their household properly creatures, calming
nervousness between the limb after mouth presences. She is
scuffling with the vivid brush about her lifestyles because of
donation the affluent or agreeable existence in imitation of her
family. (maqsood 2005)
Problems of Working Women in Pakistan:
In close extreme about the Asian nations, payable in imitation
of the descent lead communal orders female are confronting
numerous troubles between a range of fields over life. There is no
centrality about their selection working and theirs modern yet astute
thoughts, on account that they are reflected frail. They are not
authorized according to job through their usual countenance
families. Society moreover appears assignment women damagingly.
They don't come regardingthe merit. Sex consult is the giant purpose
in the back of each certain on the challenges who girls are
confronting. Nearby zones, so ladies go in imitation of work, that
wants according to confront appears or impolite remarks beside
pariahs. A-bit-corporations select female because of unique
occupations, due to the fact about female are esteemed to keep
deferential, aloof alternatively several guys bear incorrect concept
about ladies.
Presently of that existing function section according to the
destitution tier bright ligament category assignment women desires
in imitation of rule their neediness measure between contributing
theirs endeavours between Pakistan. They are charity the higher
being about their households then it's very difficult errand because
of her to tend both family yet profession. Due according to the
unstable regarding her life women overlooks their sentiments
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feelings or it's became among the quintessential aspects over their
terrible health
In Pakistan in actuality ladies tier in an agreement family then
that are successful then agent on their mother of vile and contriver of
mean then by way of some means then some other expand
household framework he hold extensively extra measurement of
their relatives. After heaps concerning years, women had now not
been appropriate in accordance with give her tasks as like an equal
quantity regarding the universal community around the world.
Ladies have massive simple task so the men yet had the virtually
identical emotions yet capacities.
In Pakistan, the bias concerning female employment exorcism
has not been performed in labour fittingly among view on unwell
combining inclusion, non-existence on direction, necessity of
situation shots, associative foundation then poor pecuniary reasons.
Working ladies want to do extra action physically and mentally. Her
job because her household is greater large then contrasted together
with her employment outside. It is principle suspecting that deed
backyard concerning women influences her responsibilities into the
domestic yet she is mirrored a wrong piece about the standard
public. Despite whole limits, Pakistani women recognize as regard
apply of work yet she is now not kidding in conformity with action
for themselves, their families or their country.
Research Methodology:
Qualitative research method has been adopted because of the
study. Universe is Quetta metropolis or tools because of facts series
solution facts interviews yet questionnaire beside distinctive fields
regarding formally deed women.
Sample regarding a hundred formally employed women are elected
beyond exceptional public-sector departments so 20 nurses, 40
college teachers,20 doctors, ten college lecturers then 10 university
lecturers using stratified random sampling. Descriptive evaluation is
used for highlighting the issues faced via pursuit women in said
departments.
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S.N0

Major Problems

Frequency

1

Conveyance problem

22%

2

Work load

17%

3

Gender inequality

4

Harassment

13%

5

Health problem

10%

6

Un schedule working hours

08%

7

Balancing work and personal life

6.5%

8

Husband’s cooperation

05%

9

Child care and Husband satisfaction

03%

Total

15.5%

100%

Table: 1.1 generalized table showing type of problems and their
Intensity in percentage.

Results and Discussions:
The samples of working women taken from different field of
work which describing 09 main problems of working women of
Quetta city and also the magnitude of the problems being described
underData in Table show that overall 22% of the respondents having
Conveyance problem 17% facing Work load, 15.5% Gender
inequality, 13% Harassment, 10% Health problem 08%, Un
schedule working hours, 6.5% Balancing work and personal life,
05% Husband’s cooperation and 03% are facing Child care and
Husband satisfaction issues. (Table 1.1)
1) Conveyance Problem:
Conveyance problems are very considerable problems for
working women of Quetta city because Quetta city is not so much
developed that is why here we don’t have metro services and also
don’t have other government facilities of local transportation, the
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private transport is not suitable as well not having coverage in whole
city, many women’s use auto Rikshaw which is very costly and not
safe, due to this situation the women facing problems to go and back
from home to office, this situation also decrease the level of
confidence in women to work outside the home, the results of
observed problems shows this problem is biggest and covers 25%
out of 100%.
2) Work Load:
Work load is also one of the biggest problems of working
women of Quetta city; because they have constant time pressure due
to heavy load of work and this become results as tire or depression.
The over burden of work also not allow her to easily full fill the
requirements of house hold and their professional life, at the end this
causing self-ignorance and different health issues.
3) Gender Inequality:
The Private and Government sector of Quetta city are not much
developed and still having gaps for this issues, the men are given
unfair advantages over women under certain circumstances. Many
employers have an unofficial policy not to hire women because
they'll either get married or have babies leave etc. This is downright
discrimination and robs the women good opportunities,
In Quetta city we observed this type of mind set in
organizations having conservative thoughts about women who
thinking that the woman's place is in kitchen instead of offices,
an employer should not treat men differently simply because they're
men.
4) Harassment:
The most shocking challenge for working woman of Quetta city
is harassment. Until and unless the working environment is not safe
and secure the woman cannot easily work anywhere. Some men with
negative thoughts from our society makes the working ground tough
for woman and women feels un secure moving from home to
offices, in some offices the organization culture is not suitable for
female which easily create a chance for men to harass the females.
Many awful men consider such women an easy target.
5) Health Problem:
Mostly working women are facing some serious health issues
due to lack of time for their self and also due to over-load and stress
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they become mentally and physically spoiled fluctuation of blood
pressure ,anxiety ,depression are common in most working women
even someway due to the heavy stress some women are facing the
problem of conceiving child.
6) Unscheduled Working Hours:
Mostly working women have the issues of unscheduled
working hours somehow they are not satisfied the policy of
organization regarding flexible timing. Especially doctors nurse
and the women who working in banks.
7) Balancing Work and Personal Life:
This issue is very serious issue among the working women of
Quetta city and they are worries about this because the struggling in
between professional and personal lifecycle are making them
exhausts, the professional work and home have several demands
which needs to fulfill. The women from Quetta if having double life
like professional work and house hold work at home in this situation
their first priority is home.
They also have no freedom of life even they missed family
functions in this manner their in-lows taunt and clashes between
them let's just say things are not easy for them.
8) Husband’s Cooperation:
Most working women are facing issue of non-cooperative
behavior from their husband, therefor they are mentally and
emotionally exhausted, in this situation they are not able to achieve
their goals and success, the result of neglected behavior making
them deprived part of our society.
9) Child Care and Husband Satisfaction:
This issue is also a serious issue for working women of Quetta
city because due to officials hours they have less time for their
families and babies, behind of this issue the reason is un availability
of baby cares at work place which increase the problems for working
women’s and this problems ultimately creates clashes between
husband and wives which also make them mentally disturbed.
Conclusion:
The results of the study are to highlight different types of 9
main problems of working women in formal sector of Quetta city.
The descriptive analysis and numerical results described that the
conveyance is biggest problem for working women of Quetta, as
well Work load come on sharp second which is also in disturbing
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situation, the Gender inequality and Harassment is shame full act
which is still exists in both government and private sector further
more Health problem and Unscheduled working hours are also
playing vital role to increase the problems of working women of
Quetta city, the working women of Quetta city needs balance
between work and personal life. in some cases the employs are also
unsatisfied by wages for their work, so the results suggest that the
enrolment of maximum women in government, private and as well
in business sector needs to eliminate or minimization of this
problems, and this will also give the fruitful results in the way of
development.
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Abstract:
Iran and Saudi Arab are two aggressive revivals in the region. After Arab
spring the blame game between the reaches at peak. Each of both
countries made accountable for Arab unrest. In the course of Middle East
history both the rival began to find regional proxies and covert alliance
and counter alliance turned the region into more insecure zone. Arab
uprising marked the region change in the region. But Saudi kings
tactically tackled the issue of internal eruption. In various time from 2011
to 2013 Riyadh blamed Iran for interference of Saudi affairs. But Iran
foreign office strongly rejected the claim and called such allegation as a
‘diplomatic intervention’. Most notably Tehran becomes more vigilant
after Arab nominal revolution. She becomes more aggressive and limited
her foreign policy toward Shia countries like wise Syria and Lebanon.
Iran apparently change its relations toward Sunni dominated countries in
the region. On the other side Saudi makes more relations with Sunni
government of the region and openly declared ‘Limited relations with nonShia Regime’. Such foreign policy approaches by both responsible
countries could lead the region in a religious war. The entire Middle East
was at chaos and whether to join Saudi camp or to seek refuge under
Iranian umbrella. The rest of the region faced polarization, economic
down turning, social unrest, poor economic growth and raising petroleum
prices in the region. But Saudi and Iran could not realize the intensity of
insecurities and future repercussion. War was inevitable by irresponsible
foreign policy making of both and region could obviously left in an eternal
war.
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Introduction:
Iran and kingdom of Saudi Arabia historically confronted on the point of
tradition and religious rift. They have failed to formulate an environment
for mutual harmony. Confrontation is the part of their diplomacy and both
countries refuses to step back on the point conflict. In the veracity of that
both countries are regional rival and the point of compromise would be
considered as violation of sovereignty.
In such a situation the rest of region is facing the repercussions. Regional
economy is getting slower and petroleum prices are hiking and even
production of LNG is badly affected. Iran foreign policy addresses all
regions of the world, but Iran overwhelmingly focuses on the Near East
region, including on U.S. operations, allies, and activities in that region. It
is the Near East where all the various components of Iran’s foreign policy
interact. Iran’s foreign policy also seems to be directed at influencing the
policies and actions of big powers affected. (Elizabeth 2011)
Foreign investment is considerably decreased and international
businessmen are not taking interests in regional trade. It is notable that
after Arab spring the regional economy is downed with 35% percent on
concern of trade and investment. It is obviously due to Saudi and Tehran
poor cooperation on economic fronts. Both countries are finding markets
in region and beyond region and openly opposing each other. Such
approach between two main power of the region left enormous problems
for regional stability and peace. (Abi 2012)
The region aftermath of revolution becomes more insecure on line of
religion and race. It was divided the region to Shia and Sunni branch of
Islam and both claim to be the regional dominated populations. Hence the
rift between both nations is fueling the blame game and creating imminent
regional war in near future. Currently, both nations are busy to blame on
regional conundrum and Saudi allege that Iran at the back of Russia
brought the region in the fold of civil war. The same Iran viewed on Saudi
that at the back of West and America Riyadh regime is responsible for
present condition of region. (Shahram 2012)
Arab Uprising and Foreign Policy Changes:
The series of violence initiated from Tunis and immediately spread
throughout Gulf countries. Soon the rising got much popularity and public
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supports in the whole region. The first aim of uprising was to sash of
monarch office to general people through election. Secondly it aims to
introduce democracy in the fertile land of Arab countries. The resolution
was mainly lead by youth and majority of them were unemployed. They
were fed up from the menace of unemployment. (Bessema momani, Ennis
Crystal 2013)
Arab resolution resultantly changes internal and external affairs of the
countries in the region. The various demonstration, protests, riots, coups
and civil war left the region in various problems. The public eruption soon
gained access to five Arab countries likewise Libya, Egypt, Yemen, Syria
and Bahrain so on. Regional turmoil badly affected regional economy and
business. (Staff 2014)
Obviously the foreign policy of two rival countries were continued to
change. Aftermath of revolution Saudi limited her foreign affairs with
intraregional countries likewise European countries and America. But Iran
being non monarch state of Middle East and had no danger of takeover
and promoted regional access and got more sympathy from the rest of
region. Saudi lost regional support to tackle the issue of uprising with
mutual cooperation with them. Riyadh such withdrawal on regional affairs
left her role less on regional scenario. But Iran mutually deals the
changing situations of Middle East. (F.Salloukh 2013)
Hence Iran got much regional fame in the region on tackling combined
regional issues. While Saudi isolative policies on regional enigma created
many grievances on its shoulder. The regional diplomatic persuasion of
Iran brought more sympathy for Tehran artistic role for vibrant remedies
of regional issues. Thus Iran successfully tackled regional issues without
investing single money and scored the active actor on regional issues.
Since the Arab Uprisings, the two have become increasingly embroiled in
proxy conflicts in Bahrain, Syria and Yemen, in addition to hostility in
Iraq. The attack in Iran seriously challenges Riyadh's allegation that
Tehran is behind all acts of terrorism in the Middle East.
Iran and Saudi Conflict on Eve of Arab Revolution:
The regional polarizations begin with the wave of numerous means
violence in many countries. Obviously the division was between Iran and
Saudi Arab. Saudi regime was vigilant on Arab spring and danger of
buyout was possible to its traditional ruling club. Riyadh regime blames
Iran for Arab conundrum and agitates regional countries against Iran. But
Iran practical presence on the spot of resolution made her a responsible
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regional state. Saudi diplomatic quest badly failed to find regional ally due
to it’s beyond regional diplomatic march. (F 2014)
Iran covertly tried to change Saudi crown elites ruling to a democratic
regime. But Saudi limited regional diplomatic exchanges and could not let
such influence on its internal matter. People internally were given limited
liberty and poor access to modern communications and most of regional
TV channels were banned to broadcast regional news. Saudi on one hand
tactically refrain external trespass and Iran obtained regional proximity.
The rest of regional countries relied on Tehran diplomatic dealings on
their affairs. The Saudis will miscalculate if they take much solace from
Trump’s support for their regional policies. Regardless of what the United
States does, sharply increasing the vitriol towards Iran while at the same
time laying siege to fellow GCC member Qatar will likely weaken the
Saudi position and what is left of an already compromised Arab political
order. Intended to take Iran down a notch, these actions instead will likely
strengthen Tehran’s hand.
Saudi Arab becomes more violent on Iran successful diplomatic
achievements toward other Gulf countries. Arab states rapidly become
Iran centric on economic and political concerns. Iran supported those
countries which were badly affected by revolution and supported them to
crush their demonstrations and protests. While Saudi was busy on
protecting its survival and its regime was at sever threat from mass
uprising. It was good fate of Sheikdom of Saudi that the revolution could
step in their soil. But Saudi lost diplomatic opportunities of the region to
quell the uprising and many regimes were abdicated by popular elections.
(Monica 2013)
Iran Stance on Arab Conundrum:
Iran viewpoint on the Arab civil war was neutral apparently. But she
performed as an arbitrator between masses and regime of the respective
revolutionary torn countries. Iran tactically supported Tunis masses for
regime change without widespread bloodshed. Although a long number of
death and casualties was caused from Arab spring. But Iran made it
limited while the quashing mass violence and restrained civil war among
various governments and general public. But Riyadh called ‘Iran
diplomacy is to control regional countries in order become sole regional
power’. (Dr. 2016)
The bloodshed was the immediate consequences of Arab rising but Iran
stop it with making agreement among masses and governments of
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respective countries. Iran stance was always maintaining of regional peace
and internal harmony. But uprising took place suddenly and lost very long.
Most importantly, it was spreading throughout the region if Iran could not
interfere to tackle the issue on peaceful mean. Iran offered both the
protestors and regime of Libya, Syria, Egypt and other countries to adopt
peaceful manner for immediate solutions of the problem. Thus the
respective regimes become flexible to deal the issue according to wishes
of common people. (Rene 2013)
Iran approach on the eve of Arab unrest was quit remedial toward the
prevailing issues of civil war. Without Iran intervention on civil war of
Arab rising could not be possible to stamp out Arab nationals strife. Iran
understood the gravity of problem and made policy plan to deal the issue
accordingly. Iran made three fold policies, included immediate measures
to address youth issues of Arab region. Secondly Tehran regime
recommended the respective government to bring reforms in education
sectors and creation of jobs opportunities. Thirdly the system election to
be introduce for vibrant democratic norms and principles.
Iran Policy toward Saudi during 2012:
The flexible foreign policies of Iran tackling regional civil war were
poorly supported by Gulf Arab countries. More especially Saudi Arab
openly opposed Iran move toward region and called at ‘Regional
hegemony’ of Iran. But Iran policies toward Kingdom were peaceful and
tried to make regional bilateral relationships. Saudi poor response could
not develop brotherly relationships with each other. Tehran government
offered Saudi elites to visits for mutual cooperation and more
coordination. At the beginning of 2012 Iran prolong its foreign policy
toward Saudi elites. From very beginning they had showed interests on the
offer but later they backed out from the promise of goodly relations.
(Ghadah 2014)
Some diplomatic exchanges taken from Iran side but Saudi Arab could not
response appropriately. The failed diplomatic relations brought immense
confusion between Iran and Saudi relationships. Iran quest many ways to
formulate goodly relations with kingdom. All the Gulf countries were
taken in consent by Iran for lowering regional civil war and other regional
issues. Other Gulf countries also tried to soften the relationships between
Saudi and Iran. Consequently all the measures were failed to bring both
countries closer but they become more aggressive. Thus both countries
failed to frame cooperative relations with each other.
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Indeed Iran eagerly bashes to get closer with Saudi. It was the glorious
year and Iran was so flexible toward Saudi. Iran offered Riyadh
government for more economic and political relations. The offer was quit
beneficial for both the countries and kingdom refuse to enlarge its
relations with Shia dominated state. Such stance of Riyadh was so hurting
for Tehran and prompts her to become more limited on its own ideology.
Henceforth, in 2012 Iran compromise with its ideology and try to establish
goodly relations with regional sole power.
Iran and Saudi from 2013 to 2015:
On the beginning 2013 Saudi regime once again shows some keenness on
relationships with Iran. But due to traditional opposition the kingdom
could not formulate goodly relations. Some lower diplomatic exchanges
taken place by the Saudi side but could not discussed bilateral issues
openly. The limited meeting of Saudi envy could not become fruitful for
bilateral relationships. Iran welcomed the diplomats wholeheartedly and
gives them opportunities to discuss the issues. But both countries could
not converse the prevailing issues between them accordingly. Hence the
limited visits between them in initial phase of 2013.
Iran maturely sends her diplomats after Saudi envy visits. Same was
expected from Saudi Arab and the representatives of Iran came back
without achieving single goals. The immediate goal of visits of Iranian
side was to formulate economic, political, social and cultural ties. But
none of single goal was discussed between them in a result oriented
means. The representatives of Iran came back without gaining single
objectives. Thus diplomatic centric relations failed from poor response of
both countries. “The region’s strategic balance is at stake,” write experts
Hussein Agha and Robert Malley in the New York Review of Books. As a
sign of alarm over a sectarian shift, Riyadh sent its troops into Bahrain to
support the Sunni-minority regime, arguing that protests were orchestrated
by Tehran to support the rise of Bahrain’s Shia majority.
At the end of 2013 Omen and United Arab Emirate played vital role for
closer ties of Iran and Saudi. But Saudi polarized policy against Tehran in
regional and international front failed for formulating result oriented
relations. Thus they have failed to frame goodly ties after Gulf arbitration.
Additionally, Saudi and Iran become more hostile on concern of mutual
relationships. The acerbic foreign polices of both nation reach at drought
and could not reach at result centric. (Stenslie 2013)
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At the early phase of 2014 Iran once again offer Saudi Arab for cordial
bonds. But Riyadh regime could not showed keen interests on the offer.
Tehran government offered for economic and cultural ties respectively.
But poor response of Saudi foreign office openly negates the proposal. It
was new beginning and with various hopes for regional peace and
stability. The rest of Arab countries supported the move of Iran and
criticize Saudi for appropriate reply.
In the mid of 2014 Saud showed some interest on making economic ties
with Iran but Tehran was not in position to agree on the offer. Iran
reasonably rejected the relations offer due to Saudi covert and deep rooted
relations with America. Iran viewed that it may disturb internally with
relations sheiks elites in the mid of 2014. The political upheavals once
again initiated and hinder regional economic drawbacks. (Bank 2014)
The regional rifts grew very high and with the passage of time. In the last
days of 2014 Iran openly defies Saudi and called it ‘Diplomatic warfare’
and cold war begin at peak. The war of words between them resultantly
worsens the ties and brought ‘diplomatic blockade’. The regional media
called it “new cold War of 21 century” between Iran and Saudi. European
media called it Diplomatic vows for the rest of region and American
media termed it Iran regional hegemonies for the region. (Helia 2016)
During 2015 the relations become very friendly and offered each other for
deep economic and political relationships. Some diplomatic exchange took
place for trade and mutual investments. Most notably the point of religious
differences between them was the headache. It was the biggest hindrance
which could not let both countries for mutual relationships.
Saudi Military Alliance and Iran Grievances:
Saudi military alliance formulated on 15 December 2015 with initial 34
memberships for counter terrorism policies. Iran was not offered for
membership and other Muslim countries were joined for the cause of
future against Muslim nations. The initial aim of alliance was to counter
ISIS and other terrorist networks which were thriving against Muslim
countries. But Iran called the alliance is against its security and
sovereignty. (Ali 2016)
After joining of Omen in 2016 the total memberships reached to 42 and
Iran called the alliance is an open aggression against its sovereignty. But it
was only Pakistan that it had softened the harsh relationships between
them. Pakistan Prime Minister Muhammad Nawaz Sharif and General
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Raheel Sharif visited the both countries for addressing the contradictions
and satisfy Iranian authorities that the Alliance is not against Iran and will
never aims to ambush Iran.Some Iranian analysts believe that because of
the Sunni-Shia divide and the geostrategic goals of Tehran and Riyadh in
containing each other's regional power, easing of relations between them
will not be an easy task.
But the point of difference widens and Iran cut its diplomatic ties with all
countries which are the members of alliance. But Saudi Arab could not
compromise on its military alliance and supported by Western countries
too. Iran becomes more vigilant and porous borders on Arabian side were
deployed with bunch of military forces. Saudi Arab have taken the
benefits of time and criticized Iran on such approaches. But Iran was clam
on the point of deployment and could not argue on the point of military
parades. (Stenphenson 2013)
Iran diplomatic stagnation toward Arab countries left the region into
enormous problem. The first and foremost was the regional proxies were
given more funds and weapons to threaten Saudi and Iran respectively.
Iran supported Shiite forces to destabilize the Sunni dominated countries.
And on the side Saudi bolstered Sunni dominated militant organization
against Iran. Thus region was entered in a new sort of war to counter each
other through proxies and militant organization. (Fatima 2016)
Current Analysis:
Iran and Saudi religious rifts is the main drawback on making cordial
relationships. The card of Sunni and Shia conflict left the region in
diplomatic stagnations and do not let the region to thrive diplomatically. In
the veracity of fact, that both countries have enough resources to become
world active player with mutual cooperation’s. In the point of religion
both country wanted to dominate the region. Saudi overtly protecting the
cause and ideology of Sunni sect of Islam and Iran made the Shite as the
state region under its constitution. It is mandatory that the head of state of
Iran should be a Shia. (Simon 2017)
Secondly, cold war soon after Iranian revolution of 1979 and continue till
the date. Sometime relations become very tensed and reached at the brink
of total war. But sometime they adopt the policy of truce and peaceful coexistence. From the brink of cold war between the both nations the entire
region is facing enormous regional crises and economy is lowering
comparatively. Gulf cold divided the region into two aggressive rival’s
camp which are polarized on line of culture and region. Hence, the war
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inflamed the region and problems are leading more problems on regional
prosperity. (Harrison 2017)
Iran nuclear program is the current headache of Saudi plutocracy and
rising international objections. On the other side Iran rejected the claims
are useless and there is no intension of Iran on nuclear testing. Iran argued
on this claim of Saudi Iran boarder aim is energy and civil nuclear vision
of Iran would benefit the rest of region. Iran gained much international
support on this objection of Saudi; the IAEA, UNO, NPT, Russia, China
and to some extent EU countries rejected Saudi bogus allegations. (Conor
2017)
Iran and Saudi presently have very poor relations on line of economy and
the poor investment of both side affected both nations economy. It is
known fact that economic interdependency is the need of both countries
and beyond. But naturally both countries do not accept each other for
economic dependency. Although, both countries can gain much benefits
on formulating economic ties.
Although the Iran 2 percent population is Arab but majority of Iranian can
speak Arabic language due to their cultural affinity and social proximity.
But they are aggressively divided on line of culture and language. This
division brought more gaps between them. Indeed Arab is the largest
group comparatively in the region and following the Persian is the second.
Arab biased approach toward Iranian birth is known to everyone and it is
adopted a violent mode. (News 2016)
Presently Iran and Saudi Arab are polarized on issue of Yemen and Iran
openly called Saudi Intervention is “great intervention of this decade”.
Saudi Arab challenges the rift of Houthi rebellion movement and termed it
“Saudi security is in question”. Secondly, Saudi Qatar conflict brought
more opportunities for Iran to help Doha government regionally. In the
rest of region it was only Iran which supported Qatar in the time of
Diplomatic row with Gulf countries. Thirdly Saudi alleges that Iran is
supporting ISIS and Bashar ul Assad regime in the backdoor. Lastly, Iran
point out Saudi covert relations with Israel which is existential threat for
Muslim nation in the region. (staff 2017)
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Recommendations:
Iran being the main player located the crossroad of Asia’s three most
important regions of Middle East, South Asia, and Central Asia. The peace
of the Middle East is directly and substantially depends upon Iran. Tehran
government should open its diplomatic doors for the countries of the rest
of region. It should enlarge its policies toward Gulf countries especially
Saudi Arab. She should Saudi for more diplomatic relations for restraining
future war.
The ISIS and other terrorist networks of the region are eternal threats for
the both nation security and sovereignty. It is the need of hour for the both
countries to draw plans for tackling and stamp outing these threats for the
rest of region. Hence, both nations should shows on the point of
eradication of terrorism in the region and beyond.
Saudi and Iran should stop to support proxies against each other. In fact,
currently both countries are supporting militant groups against each other
and so on. Saudi claimed that Iran is overtly supporting Hezbollah and
supporting near around 100 shite organizations directly or otherwise. On
the other hand Saudi enlarges its support to Jundullah of Malik reki group
of Iran claimed to be Sunni dominated factions. Such support and counter
support to be strictly stop for future collision.
Saudi and Iran should open diplomatic relations on the point of Yemen
issue. Riyadh regime should avoid further military measures against Shia
group of Houthi. They should with the consent of Yemeni authorities,
Houthi leaders and other regional actors to talk the issue on peaceful
settlement.
Both country should draw a collectively plan for regional economy and
politics. It is need of time for the each country to respect each other
ideology and culture. Thirdly, Iran should avoid further nuclear tests for
regional peace. They should develop the concept of peaceful co-existence,
respect of mutual regional and international interests and provide equal
opportunities of development and prosperity.
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Conclusion:
Iran porous border with Iraq left it vigilant for internal peace problem. But
Tehran tactically brought a Shiite regime in Bagdad. This becomes a
question of insecurity for Gulf countries and Saudi elites on Shiite
government of Sunni populated country. Iran raised same question of
Bahrain which is approximately majority are Shia. So the question
becomes balance and Saudi regime could not reason raise this question
again. In fact, Iran not used Iraqi regime for its single purpose.
Saudi future quest is to maintain Sunni status quo in part of Arabian
region including Iraq. It may create another uncertainty for the rest of
region. It is the need of time for maintaining balance of power among each
other to not interfere on the affairs of other nations in the region. The
policy of non-intervention and safeguard of each other sovereignty is
immediate requirement for Iran and Saudi Arab.
Thus, both nations are being the main actor of the region and have
stronger economies comparatively to other countries of region. This is
responsibility of both nations to formulate closer ties for the sake of
regional protection from war within and beyond. Hence, security and
regional rift among the nation is in several threats.
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Abstract:
The Muslim women’s activists in Malaysia and Pakistan fall in two groups
namely traditionalist and reformers. The reformers believe that a fresh
exegesis of the Qur’an by Muslim women is necessary in order to motivate
social change within the framework of Islam. Traditionalists, however,
discourage the involvement of Muslim women and adhere to the classical
Islamic tradition that favors men to exercise control on the interpretation
work. This study engages in analyzing the discourses and strategies of
reformers in Pakistan and Malaysia. The study finds that in some areas
reformers are well received and in others they are criticized. There are
different factors that shape this perception, for instance, the choice of
words reformers use while doing advocacy on women’s rights and their
eligibility and expertise in interpreting the Qur’an.
Keywords: Islam, State, Malaysia, Pakistan, Women, Feminism etc.
Introduction:
Women’s position in Malaysia and Pakistan has been the subject of a long
heated debate involving the state, religious fundamentalists and women’s
organizations. With the rise in fundamentalism globally, women’s rights
activists have become very important agents in the struggle for gender
equality. The debate between reformers and traditionalists is rooted in the
phenomena of Islamic revivalism occurred in the 1980s that gave birth to
fundamentalist movements in the Muslim word thus posing a threat to
progressive Muslim women groups involved in promoting human rights,
particularly Muslim women’s rights (Afary 1997; Mahnaz 1995; Shaheen
2000). Women groups in both Malaysia and Pakistan are active to counter
Islamic fundamentalism and the oppression of Muslim women all in the
name of religion (Sleboda 2001; Othman 2006; Foley 2004; Anwar 2005,
2001).
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The views advanced by the traditionalists and the reformers vary
greatly. In the traditionalist’s approach, there are specific instructions for
Muslim women regarding their dress: particularly to adopt hijab (Veil)
(Alamgir 2014). There are few common characteristics that represent
Islamic fundamentalist groups throughout the world and these are: their
interpretation of the Qur’an is conservative; they only consider traditional
views on Islam; believe that their interpretation of the Qur’an is final and
unchallengeable (Munir 2003). In addition, traditionalists discourage
Muslim women from being participants in various social activities (for
example, in sports, media and the film industry) which makes them
unequal to men. In contrast, the reformers advance a modern exegesis of
the Qur’an that affords equality and fair treatment to Muslim women.
These scholars question the imposed restrictions on women, reject
polygamy and oppose the mistreatment of women (Moaddel 1998;
Moaddel & Talattof 2002). Both groups arrive at a quite different Islamic
notion of what constitutes women’s rights and status in a given society;
but both maintain that their opinions are rooted in Islam.
An important approach that reformers employ in promoting
women’s rights is to reinterpret the Qur’an historically and culturally by
referring to the early years of Islam. They reinterpret and reread the
Qur’an as women and Muslim feminists and advance an exegesis that is
more affirmative of women’s rights (Sleboda 2001). Moreover, the
reformers also believe that the oppression of Muslim women across
Muslim societies mainly comes through patriarchal doctrines and the
Islamic laws that are propagated in terms of culture and religion (Imran
2013). Indeed, there is a wide array of literature on the topic of women in
Islam and many recent contributions on gender in Islam. Ideologically,
the literature on both has been charged with the central argument of the
interpretation of texts as the main cause for female oppression (Barlas
2006; Wadud, 2005 1999; Anwar 2001). Therefore, the reformers both in
Malaysia and Pakistan support reinterpretation of the Qur’an by Muslim
women and the reform of the Islamic Shari’ah law as they believe that its
formulation is not divine but a product of human engagement.
This study is grounded in a comparative analysis of educated
elite’s perception in Malaysia and Pakistan about reformers and issues of
their advocacy namely interpretation of the Quran, reformation of the
Islamic Shari’ah law and restrictions on polygamy - to ascertain the
extent to which it is translated into the local cultures of Malaysia and
Pakistan. The study finds whether there is a difference of perception
between Pakistani and Malaysian respondents on the reformation of the
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Islamic Shari’ah law, restrictions on polygamy and interpretation of the
Qur’an by Muslim women in terms of location and field of study?
Several research works exist on the reformers discourses and
exegesis of the Qur’an. For instance, Sleboda (2001) and Nagata (1994)
analyses a reformer group in Malaysia named Sisters in Islam (SIS)
historically, culturally and politically. They argue that SIS has been a
potential force in bringing women’s rights as an agenda of national
interest that supports the government’s rapid economic development. This
is because SIS is seen as representing a progressive image of Islam in
Malaysia that helps to attract foreign investment in the country.
Furthermore, Anwar (2005) and Othman (2006) analyze the emergence of
Islamic resurgence and fundamentalism in Malaysia and their impact on
Muslim women with a particular focus on SIS. Similar studies have been
conducted in the context of Pakistan. For instance, Jailani (1986) argues
that the reformers agenda was in fact the beginning of the women’s
movement in Pakistan. Furthermore, the historical and political
achievements of women’s organizations have been documented in several
works (Weiss 2012; Haq 1996). Furthermore, several works focus on the
Islamic laws in Pakistan and its impact on women (Mehdi 2013; Qureshi
2013). These studies are important in analyzing the discrimination that
occurs to women due to the enforcement of Islamic laws.
However, studies have not been conducted on Islam and women’s
rights both in Malaysia and Pakistan from a comparative perspective.
Furthermore, the previous studies are purely qualitative in nature and no
quantitative study exists to support their results. Therefore, this study is
significant in a variety of ways: it is a comparative study of Muslim
women’s activism in Malaysia and Pakistan; the quantitative research is
useful to evaluate the extent to which, reformers are well received by
educated Muslim women in their respective countries and examines the
Islamic feminist approaches being deployed in advocating Muslim
women’s rights.
Islamic Feminism:
The discourses on Islamic feminism are based on an informed perspective
of women scholars being oppressed by specific monotheistic religious
beliefs. In that direction, Islamic feminist’s scholarships is important
because it provides a critical understanding of religious practices, beliefs,
rituals and cultural practices that sometimes challenge gender roles.
Islamic feminists mainly engage in discourses concerned with the
reinterpretation of the Qur’an and the reform of the Islamic Shari’ah law
within the framework of Islam. They demand equal rights for Muslim
women by offering a fresh vision of Islam – one that critically examines
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traditional interpretations of the text that define a limited role for Muslim
women in a given society (Mohsen-Byadsi 2009). In addition, Islamic
feminists argue that the traditional interpretations of the Qur’an are manmade (Stowasser 1998; Anwar 2005) and therefore such interpretations
have endorsed patriarchal principles that are discriminatory to women. To
counter the traditional interpretation of the Qur’an, Islamic feminists use
hermeneutics as a method to analyse the Qur’anic text. The hermeneutics
method involves a thorough reading and understanding of the words and
the context in which the words have been used – this helps to understand
how the words or texts should be translated. Central to the Islamic
feminist’s philosophy is the argument that it is not Islam that discriminates
women but man-made interpretations oppress Muslim women. For Islamic
feminists, neither religion nor its practice is problematic but the problem is
male-dominated interpretation of the text (Barazangi 2004).
In dealing with the Islamic feminist discourse, Muslim feminists
institute native forms of gender activism within a redefined Islamic
framework by employing the rational and spiritual basis of Islam. Feminist
scholars like Hassan, Wadud and Barlas contend that Muslim women
ought to retrieve the Qur'an's intrinsic message of equality and fairness in
order to endorse a less prejudiced and more genuine version of Islam.
Amina Wadud argues that there seems to be no contradiction
regarding gender-based equality and the Qur’an. She engages in worldly
discourses of rights while maintaining a foundation in Islamic thinking
(Wadud 1999). She contends that the traditional interpretation of the
Qur’an made by men mainly depict the male perspective. When present,
the female voice is reflective of the male vision, viewpoint and longing.
On the same note, Asma Barlas criticizes men-made interpretations of the
Qur'an in order to counter the chronological tendency of interpretive
reductionism that has, time after time, allocated a secondary status to
women in Muslim cultures. She emphasizes that we “need to keep in mind
the historical contexts of its interpretations in order to understand its
conservative and patriarchal exegesis” (Barlas 2002: 4). Moreover, Riffat
Hassan argues that male-dominated interpretations have manipulated the
sociological and theological status of the Muslim women as inferior to
men. She suggests a reading of the Holy text based on a human rights
framework (Hassan 1999; 2002).
Facing a critical and offensive situation, Islamic feminists who are
proponents of the universal rights-based model are endeavoring to merge
their religious mores in ways that can justify the criticism being levelled
against the rights agenda. As the Islamic Shari’ah law is different from
modern concepts of rights that stress the equal legal status of men and
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women (Anwar & Rumminger 2007), these activists see an urgent need
for Muslim women to contribute to the restructuring of existing
legislation. In doing so, their main effort has been the conception of
jurisprudential models suited to the democratic considerations of Islam. In
their effort to transform religion from within, the chief reform efforts have
been to bring together Islam to the rights dialogue by reinterpreting the
Qur’anic text in order to bring out the dynamics of total equality between
men and women.
Ismalic Feminist Engagement with Islamic Fundamentalism:
Perhaps the strongest weapon in the arsenal of fundamentalists is the
emphasis on a threatened Muslim identity that goes hand-in-hand with the
concept of nationalism and women as symbol of this national/religious
identity. In this context, a new experience or a new idea such as women’s
greater role and authority in religion on the part of civil society is taken as
a conspiracy to destroy the harmony at home and to promote the norms of
Western society (Jaffar 2007). These aspects of fundamentalism can be
seen at work in Malaysia and Pakistan. For instance, the Islamic
fundamentalist groups in Malaysia can be seen in the form of political
parties such as PAS and Islamic revivalist movements such as ABIM
(Angkatan Belia Islam Malaysia or Islamic Youth Movement) or JIM
(Jamaah Islah Malaysia). These Islamic fundamentalist forces share a
common ideology with that of many Islamic movements in Arab
countries. Central to this Islamization project are Muslim women, their
status in the family and in society. They seek to establish a society that
encourages gender segregation and controls sexuality. For example,
throughout the 1980s, the Islamic fundamentalists in Malaysia promoted
the wearing of tudung (hijab) and jubah (a long dress that covers women’s
full body) as Islamic attire compulsory for all Muslim women (Othman
2006).
Furthermore, when PAS took over the reins of power in the State
of Kelantan in 1990, they placed a regulation of dress code for Muslim
women in public spaces. Not only that, they also promoted ideas like
gender segregation that is in contrast to the traditional Muslim culture in
Malaysia (Ibid). These segregation efforts included: separate seating for
men and women in public events, separate payment counters in markets
and banks, banned unisex hair dressing saloons, and barred female
employees from night shifts. Their typical mindset is based on a belief
that unveiled women bring immorality to the society. For them, modern
dressing increases the incidences of rape. The primary role of Muslim
women is as obedient wives and dutiful mothers (Ibid). Women always
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require the permission of a husband for outdoor activities, namely, for
shopping, visiting her parents or mingling with friends (Neo 2003).
In response to the Islamic fundamentalists, Zainah Anwar
(Malaysian feminist) argues that instead of forcing Muslim women to live
a life of segregation, Muslim men should be made responsible for their
action. If men are lustful and not in self-control, why should women be
made responsible for it. She further explains this point in the light of the
Qur’an (Surah an-Nur, 24: 30-31) that commands men to lower their graze
and prevent immorality in the society (Anwar cited in Neo 2003).
Furthermore, she contends that Qur’an teaches us that modesty is an inner
thing prelude to one’s God – consciousness which cannot be imposed;
therefore laws and tudung should not be enforced on Muslim women. A
Muslim women’s piety should not be judged from her dress and they have
the right to decide on their own dressing (Ibid).
In the case of Pakistan, Islamic fundamentalism emerged in the
1980s from two different directions: (1) General Zia-ul-Haq directives to
Islamize the country by enforcing Islamization laws; (2) traditional Islam
appears as a major source to govern public life. The Deobandis, Ahl-iHadith and the Barelvis each with a large following are rivals and engage
in debates on theological issues. Islamic fundamentalists in Pakistan
contend that women’s rights organizations promote a western agenda and
they are enemies of Islam and Pakistan (Jaffar 2007). Fundamentalists
oppose modernity and equate modernity with vulgarity that promotes
immorality in the Pakistani society. They define Islam as anti-modern and
anti-democratic. They define a very limited role for women, for instance,
any sort of education that goes beyond reading the Qur’an is forbidden for
them; wearing of hijab is compulsory; a woman’s primary job is of a
house wife.
Given the increase in popularity of fundamentalist thought,
especially in the notion of a threatened Muslim/national identity, the
question then becomes, what is the effect of fundamentalism on women’s
rights groups in general and the women’s movement in particular? To
reiterate the dilemma faced by women’s rights groups and advocates, “all
attempts to struggle on behalf of women’s specific interests are viewed as
treasons: treason towards the nation or the community, towards religion,
towards culture, in short towards the ever-threatened identity and collusion
with the external enemy” (Helie-Lucas 1993). Clearly, the question of
religion and a Muslim identity is not one that can be avoided by women
organizations.
Many Muslim feminists are involved in reinterpreting the Qur’an,
or highlighting those passages that give women more rights but have been
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neglected. For example, Shahidian points a verse from the Qur’an “Men
have authority over women because Allah has made the one superior to
the other and because they spend their wealth to maintain them”
(Shahidian 2002: 44). For Shahidian, this verse by no means refers to
men’s superiority over women, but reveals a social reality and men’s
position in marital life. In other words, men should be treated as women’s
“keepers” not superiors (Ibid).Reinterpreting and clarifying common
misconceptions about the Qur'an is a popular approach taken by activists
in many Muslim countries (Moghadam 2003).
It is apparent from the preceding discussion why women’s
organizations and activists turn to Islamic feminism. The threat from
fundamentalists, the fear of marginalization by not only the religious
community but the masses is all valid reasons for turning to Islamic
feminism. Furthermore, the need to counterbalance the image as western
agents, as well as the desire to promote an “indigenous” solution to
women’s issues that not only addresses women’s concerns but also
simultaneously challenges the negative stereotypes of Muslims in the
West, also push women’s organizations and activists in the direction of
Islamic feminism.
Strategies and Programmes of Reformers:
Reformers both in Malaysia and Pakistan believe that the oppression of
Muslim women is not because of Islam but due to the use of Islam to
justify various practices that embody Muslim men as superior and Muslim
women as subordinate and inferior (Shukri & Owoyemi 2014). This
occurs because Muslim men have been exercising command and control in
interpreting the Qur’an. In response, reformers advance an exegesis of the
Qur’an that is more supportive of Muslim women’s rights (Ibid).
In addition, reformers argue that when it comes to the Shari'ah
system, Muslim women suffer, particularly, when they look for legal
remedy regarding their problems in the Shari'ah Courts. For instance, a
woman has to wait years before her plea for a divorce is heard in a
Shari’ah court (Alamgir, 2014). Furthermore, it is also argued that the
Shari'ah Courts have made it difficult for Muslim women to receive a fair
hearing (SIS 2006; Jilani 1986). That is why many Muslim women believe
that the Shari'ah system has been ineffective as a neutral intermediary in
women’s disputes with men. Such beliefs are based on a few reasons.
Firstly, there is blatant gender prejudices displayed in judgments made by
the Shari'ah Courts. For instance, whilst a man can divorce a women
simply by pronouncing the word ‘talak’ (divorce), a woman has to suffer a
long and tiring process of initiating and obtaining divorce in the
Shari'ahCourts even though there are adequate verifications/conditions
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under the law that makes her qualifies for divorce (Shukri & Owoyemi
2014).
Secondly, a woman suffers continuous impediment to acquire a
separation. There is no deadline set at any stage of the application process.
A husband may fail to go for counseling sessions, attend courts hearing
punctually and to attend arbitration proceedings which usually prolong a
woman’s application for divorce for years. Moreover, polygamy is also an
issue that affects Muslim women. Regardless of the claims made by men
that polygamy is permitted to them by Islam, reformers deny this claim
and maintain that polygamy is not Islamic and that Islam neither invented
nor encouraged polygamy. They further argue that the Qur’an’s provisions
on polygamy are restrictive rather than permissive (SIS 2006).
Furthermore, the issue of Hudud is controversial both in Pakistan
and Malaysia. Reformers believe that Hudud contains in it the possibility
for vast prejudices. The Islamic political parties in Malaysia and Pakistan
justify and advocate Hudud as an ultimate Islamic law that promotes
equality and justice. However, reformers stress that Hudud is
discriminatory to women in a sense that a woman’s worth is considered to
be half that of a man (Anwar 2001; Imran 2013).
When reformers discuss Islam, their credentials and authority to
discuss such matters has come under scrutiny. In their quest for Islamic
reforms, these organizations have been criticized that their agendas are a
product of a Western tradition (Alamgir 2014). Islamic activists constantly
undermine the authority of such organizations to discuss religious issues
by questioning if Islamic feminists in Malaysia and Pakistan respectively
are the legitimate authority to discuss them (Alston and Alamgir 2012).
The established tradition is that only the Ulema may engage in public
discourses regarding Islam. Those who lack traditional, religious
education are not seen to have the authority or the right to discuss religion.
In response to such critics, reformers believes that “when Islam is
used as a source of law and public policy with widespread impact on the
lives of a democratic country, then any attempt to limit writing and debate
about Islam only to the Ulema” (Anwar 2005: 8) is undemocratic. They
raise the questions of why all citizens possess the rights to engage in
discussion on politics and economy but religious matters are confined to
males only. Not only that, “the opinions of the Ulema on matters of public
law which affect the relationship between state power and citizenship
rights must be opened to public debate” (Anwar 2005: 8).
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Conclusion:
From reformers point of view, there are certain factors that encourage
Muslim women to reread and reinterpret the Qur’an. For instance, in
Muslim societies the notion of equality between men and women has
been a controversial one – as historically women have not been treated as
men’s equal (Anwar 2005). This system of inequality has been imposed
by certain administrators and rulers and unfortunately it is often justified
in the name of Islam. Before the advent of Islam, Arabs lived in a
tradition-bound and male-dominated society – where women were treated
as men’s property with the right of marriage and divorce by will.
Moreover, women were denied the right to have a husband of their choice
and female infanticide was common.
With the advent of Islam, women’s position and status improved
considerably. Muslim women could have a husband of their choice,
limited practice of polygamy, no female genocide, inheritance rights and
equal respect and treatment as that of a man. Although, Islam treats men
and women equal however the traditional interpretations of the Qur’an
and Sunnah could not help to change the dominant position of men in
Muslim societies (Othman 2006).
These aspects of Qura’nic interpretations can be seen at work in
both Malaysia and Pakistan as discussed in the literature review. Such
interpretations of Qur’an do not favour women and mainly depict a male
perspective. Therefore, reformers favour an interpretation of the Qur’an
that protects women’s equality in Islam. By doing so, they seek to spread
the universal message of the Qur’an that guarantees women rights and
equality.
The findings of this study contribute further to the above debate.
The findings suggest that there are areas where reformers strategies are
well received by the respondents of the study. For instance, their efforts to
address the administrative issues in the Shari’ah system both in Malaysia
and Pakistan are well received by the respondents of the study. However,
the findings also suggest that respondents are not in favour of reformers
groups to involve in the interpretation of the Qur’an. The main reason
given is reformers ineligibility towards Arabic language and not knowing
the rules of interpretation. A common perception about reformers in both
Pakistan and Malaysia is that they are not trained theologians and
therefore, respondents are not in their favor interpretation of the Qur' an.
Another factor that creates perception about reformers is the
language of their advocacy. For instance, they interchangeably use words
like 'ban' and ‘restrict’ while doing advocacy on polygamy. In case, they
use the word ban, the perception goes negative because respondents
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believe that banning polygamy is never an option as it is against the Quranic instructions. But when they use the word restrict, support is more
positive as respondents believe that Qur'anic instructions on polygamy as
restrictive.
To conclude, throughout this research, I made an effort to disclose
the complications that Muslim women activist face in both Pakistan and
Malaysia. While doing so, I reached a conclusion that the rights accorded
to women in Islam are impressive and somehow comparable with
universal human rights, for instance, right to life, liberty, justice, speech,
work and privacy. I am also convinced that Qur’an supports the equality
between genders and that it is the patriarchal interpretations that are
oppressive of women. I have reached a conclusion that Islamic feminism
and its fundamentals are negotiable and there is enough room for debates.
Such debates will not only help us to understand that we should take into
account the religious, cultural, political, economic and social realities to
work within the set boundaries but also make common grounds
appropriate to social change within Islam and with particular reference to
women. For women’s rights activists, it is not easy to bring about a change
in gender relations both in Pakistan and Malaysia where the traditional
approach is still dominant; however it is possible to take whatever steps
they can in a right direction – regardless of how big or small these efforts
are.
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Abstract:
The research article traces the French occupation of Egypt by
Napoleon Bonaparte in 1798. The initial French aspirations were of
building a French Empire in the Middle East. Napoleon as a young
General embarked on the conquest of East which had a profound impact
on Middle East and Europe. The French expedition was a massive failure
but it paved the way for future European invasion of Middle East. The
French intellectuals that Napoleon took with him to Egypt had the most
lasting impact. The Research mostly used secondary sources.
Keywords: Colonialism, Empire, Expedition, Egypt, Pyramids, Rosetta
stone
Introduction:
Napoleon’s invasion of Egypt was the first great incursion of a
modern European power in the Middle East. The occupation led to the
eventual Colonialism of Middle East and shaped the perceptions of West
with regard to the Middle East. Militarily the expedition as it was called
(not occupation) was a colossal and expensive blunder. As we have read
Napoleon’s campaigns had many outstanding successes and big failures.
The failures of Russian Campaign in 1812 and the defeat at Waterloo in
1815 were much bigger in terms of numbers but the Egyptian campaign
carried an important episode of Middle Eastern history. Politically it was a
watershed for Europe and for a shaken Muslim world (Binyon ).
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It was in fact a collision of a modern and ancient world. Europe
had been transformed by the Renaissance, scientific revolution and
Enlightenment and the Europeans were exploring the far corners of the
world, whereas Egypt belonged to the ancient world where things changed
according to their own mechanical laws. However, Napoleon founded the
Institute of Egypt with libraries and laboratories and carried out
geographical and historical surveys, etc. As a whole it was a collision
between old and new which transformed the Middle East in many ways.
Causes of the French Occupation:
Mamluks were the slave boys of the thirteenth century Egypt who
had overthrown their masters. They had been defeated by Ottoman Sultan
Selim the Grim in 1517 but had managed to survive. The Mamluks
tyrannical rule had alienated the Egyptians and Napoleon thought that the
French would be welcomed as liberators. The last years of the Mamluk
rule was disastrous for Egypt and the constant infighting with outrageous
taxes ruined Egypt’s trade (History of War).
Napoleon Bonaparte, only twenty eight years old had already made
a name for himself in his exploits in Italy in 1897. The ruling Directory in
France asked Napoleon to invade Britain. Napoleon being a shrewd
planner knew defeating the largest naval power in the world would be
practically impossible. He proposed to attack Egypt, to harm the British
Empire at her weak under belly, in her colonies (especially India). In India
Tipu Sultan of Mysore was waging his own strategic struggles against the
British. Napoleon envisaged joining Tipu Sultan in the fight against the
British in India.
Napoleon was only twenty eight years old but had visions of
following his hero, Alexander the Great. He wanted fame and glory and
had said that this tiny Europe’ was a molehill and that all great men have
gone to the East.
The nineteenth century witnessed the further Colonization of Asian
and African countries by the European powers. The French were long
traditional rivals of British and they wanted nothing less than an empire of
their own. The French were also planning to build the Suez Canal that
linked the Red Sea with the Mediterranean. The Suez Canal would be
eventually realized ad built by a French engineer Ferdinand de Lesseps in
1869. The French were also fancying a large African market for the export
of French goods. They sought nothing less than an empire that would rival
that of British Empire in India and the Americas.
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Occupation:
On July 1st 1798, Napoleon embarked on the conquest of Egypt
with 400 ships and an army of 36000 soldiers and 1600 sailors. The
utmost care had been taken to ensure the secrecy of the mission. Once at
Sea, Napoleon disclosed the aims of the expedition to the troop’senroute
to Egypt, Napoleon occupied Malta and the forces helped themselves to
the plunder of the city.
After a six months journey, Napoleon’s forces landed at
Alexandria. The French narrowly missed the British fleet commanded by
Admiral Nelson. The defenses of Alexandria were decrepit and the
garrison small (History of war). Napoleon’s forces had no difficulty in
overpowering the Mamluks at Alexandria.
From Alexandria, Napoleon’s forces marched inland towards
Cairo. On the way, the stifling heat, diseases debilitated the enthusiasm of
the French forces, while the French impression on seeing the cradle of
civilization was uninspiring. By the time the French arrived, prosperous
towns such as Damietta and Rosetta had lost over half of their population,
Cairo had shrunk by 40,000 people.
The Mamluks in Cairo had been informed by the British of the
advancing French forces and they were confident that they could repel the
French. However, in reality the Mamluks, were no match for a superior,
modernized army and for a military General who was on the verge of
making history. It was a battle of old and new, A Europe transformed by
intellectual and scientific movements against a Civilization of the bygone
era.
Battle of Pyramids:
On the 21ST of July 1798 the battle of Pyramids was fought
between the French and the Mamluks. The battle was slightly far away
from the Pyramids but the battle got an imposing name as the ‘battle of
Pyramids’. The Mamluks costumes were exotic, armed with daggers,
pistols and axes (Gadway ). Napoleon always had the feelings of destiny
and inspired his men by saying, “Forty centuries look down upon us….”
The battle was close to the Pyramids, and all the history of thousands of
years and a sense of being part of that great age, it was a time to make
immortals of ordinary men. Napoleon knew he was making history by
following his hero (Alexander the Great).
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Napoleon tactically formed his army in squares and the Cannon
could be protected inside the squares. The Mamluks were fierce
cavalryman and they charged the French infantry. The French unleashed a
response with devastating force and the Mamluks were routed by
Napoleon’s cannons. The French lost a meager thirty men while the
Mamluks losses were more than three thousand. However, the battle of
Pyramids was not the end of the Mamluks, many of their leadership
resurfaced after the French rule until it was annihilated by Muhammad Ali
in the early nineteenth century.
Triumph and Disaster:
Napoleon was aware of the sensibilities of religion and being a sly
tactician he issued a proclamation to the Egyptians before entering Cairo.
He portrayed the French as liberators and even devout Muslims with the
following statements:
“That I have come to restore upon rights, which have been invaded
by usurpers
- That I adore God more than the Mamluks and that I respect the
Prophet
Muhammad and the Noble Koran” (Armstrong p-112)
The declaration did little to satisfy the Egyptians and the Ulema, however,
they had very little options left but to accept the French rule. The same
themes of moralizing, enlightening, liberating will be played out in the
occupied countries during much of the proceeding centuries by the
Colonial powers. In 2004, during the occupation of Iraq, President Bush
mistakenly said that they were brining civilization to the Iraqi masses. The
aftermath of the battle saw Napoleon in command of Cairo and with it
most of Lower Egypt (History of War).
On Aug 1st, 1798 disaster struck the French fleet anchored at Abu
Kir Bay in Alexandria, Admiral Nelson had been searching desperately for
the French ships and found them at AbuKir. Without any delay Nelson
launched an assault that quickly destroyed the French fleet. Nelson had
destroyed the French fleet, leaving Bonaparte, his soldiers and scholars
trapped in Egypt (Tignor, p-201). The British had in fact destroyed
Napoleon’s dream of conquering India. It was the single largest naval
disaster of the time for the French. When news of the destruction reached
Cairo, it was met with absolute disbelief.
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In October, 1798 the French faced a severe revolt by the
Egyptians. The Egyptians disliked the behavior of the French soldiers,
occupation of their houses and Napoleon’s imposition of taxes. Napoleon
responded with brutal efficiency and the revolt was quickly put down.
Despite the setbacks and the French losing their whole fleet,
Napoleon decided to occupy Syria. An army of 13,000 was assembled but
the undertaking proved to be a disaster. The French were constantly
attacked by the Ottoman and British forces and the final defeat occurred at
the siege of Acre. Napoleon’s dreams of occupying vast tracts of the East
for a French Empire were in ruins.
French Intellectuals:
The most outstanding nature of the French expedition to Egypt was
the 167 French Savants (intellectuals) that Napoleon took to Egypt.
Among the Intellectuals were mostly young men from varying fields of
Archaeology, Botany, Engineering, art etc. Napoleon had regular
discussion with the intellectuals and he founded the Egyptian Academy.
The work carried out by this academic expedition probably had the most
long term impact, at least in Europe (History of War).
The biggest success of the academics was the discovery of Rosetta
stone. It is a piece of stone on which were found writings in ancient
Egyptian and Greek languages. It led to the discovery of ancient Egyptian
history and an interest in Egyptology in Europe. The works of the
intellectuals were published in multi-volumes in 1829. Al- Jabarti, an Arab
Historian of the time, had mixed emotions about the French rule in Egypt.
He was impressed by the advancement in Science and Scientific
equipment of the French. But the inner agenda and ventures of French
were mostly for the military necessities.
Conclusion:
Napoleon remained in Egypt over a year and in hindsight we can
say that the expedition was a colossal disaster. Napoleon’s dream of going
to India and establishing a French colony in the Middle East were utter
failures. Although later on the French continued to occupy many African
and Middle Eastern countries in the nineteenth century. Napoleon left his
forces in Egypt and some of his close associated went back with him to
Paris, where much greater events and victories awaited them. After losing
Egypt to Britain, it was turned into an expedition for glory and adventure
and terrible defeat was sold as a great victory. The French forces remained
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in Egypt for three years until they were finally defeated in 1801. They
claimed that their presence had a civilizing effect on natives. The
occupation of Egypt led to a series of Western intervention in the Middle
East which continues to our present day in different forms such as direct
military presence, by proxy and Neo-Colonialism.
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Abstract:
Pakistanis & Saudis witnessed after religious, financial, social and
security ties from 67 years. Both nations wanted to progress widespread
marketable, national, spiritual, politically aware, and planned relations
from the day of founding of Pakistan. Both nations created flexible
dealings when Pakistan came into being. They are compassionate since
the liberty of Pakistan up to date; their relationships faced a lot of
difficulties but remained good friends at each stage.
Energetic & financial contribution of both nations prolonged by
means of humanoid principal fundamentals of Saudi Arabia. Also the
necessity of Pakistan for economic assistance took both states closer. The
growth between both countries relationships engaged them broadly not
only in Islamic world but in whole world. Both states continue on doing
suggestions on topics of regional & global safety matters. Similarly, they
keep on focusing the approaches related to their countrywide benefits.
There several variables which are the reasons of both countries
closeness. These variables helped in development of Pakistan in Persian
Gulf safety at first stage.
Though examining the constituents which retained Pakistan and
Saudi Arabia relationships strong all over the ages, also, this study
discourses the complementary explorations: How governmental, fiscal &
armed relations between the two countries generated in the 67 years.
Keywords: Challenges, Terrorism, Opportunities, Investment etc.
Introduction:
This section is conducted in order to evaluate the different challenges
faced by both Pakistan and Saudi Arabia. Both countries helped each other
in the time of difficulties. Many authors wrote the impacts of those
challenges which are socially, economically and politically. Therefore,
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researches have shown that the impacts were not much severe but still they
are for both states. But there are some studies whose work has also shown
negative impacts but these are very little. We are living in an age where
every country needs to cooperate with other country for in certain aspects
like import and export. Now, social and political ties need to be stronger
than before. For well growing and prosper country, it has to establish last
longer and well known relations with other countries. Each country has
been civilized and well reputed. King Abdul Abdullah said that Pakistan
and Saudi Arabia are very good friends and partners. Mutual cooperation
is based on both countries interests. ( Mehmood)
Challenges:
The Issue of Afghanistan:
Specifically, since the Soviet-Afghan war the interests of both Saudi
Arabia and Pakistan are good in Afghanistan. They provided support to
the Afghan mujahidin and later the Afghan Taliban. The objective of
finishing was given by Al-Qaida, the Pakistan, U.S, Saudi Arabia, from
Afghanistan. In the 1990s, the provision Saudi & Pakistani to the Taliban
administration in Afghanistan and Iran faced a lot troubles. After 1998, the
Saudis’ belief in the Taliban tends to reduce. Saudi and Pakistani
preserved ties with particular Taliban clique and frontrunners subsequently
the drop of the Taliban government.
Both countries provision the reuniting of Taliban of Afghanistan to their
Afghanistan administration now days. Due to the India influences in
Afghanistan, Saudi Arabia needs at least particular parties of the Taliban
within the Afghanistan administration to security Iran’s effects.
The cracks in Taliban association, and got growth subsequently the
Afghan government & Taliban’s current declaration the death of Mullah
Omar (Taliban leader) whereas, the letdown of administration of
Afghanistan to get a radical reuniting with the Taliban might more
confound matters. If IS stimulated groups were to attain position within
Afghanistan, it might expanse increase to an unsafe situation. The
administration of Afghanistan will have to face problems if it will fight
both the IS inspired and Taliban groups. Those will challenge the safety
condition within the nation and additional deteriorate the authority of
nation.
Countering Terrorism and Sectarianism:
Due to the internal security concerns, the decision of Pakistan to stay out
of the Yemeni crisis. Several stated the anxiety that referring troops to
Yemen might inspire the resident fighters and protestors groups in
contradiction of which the military of Pakistan is fighting. Also,
confrontational crowds might yield participation in Yemen as national
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strategy to go there and combat “jihad”, causing in the opportunity of
enlarged employment amongst the spiritual collections. Those
wereinvolved in complaints and marches in provision of the Saudi
commanded aggressive in Yemen. In recent times, condemnation of socalled aid of madrasas of Saudi Arabia and intense sectional sets in
Pakistan increased, mainly when Pakistan declared the NAP to counter
terrorism. As the broadcasting gossips, a set of specialists suggested to
NAP agency in order to end aid to the excluded spiritual sectional groups
in Pakistan by UAE, Iran, & Saudi Arabia. (Pakistan and Saudi Arabia)
Opportunities:
Investment:
In the coming five years, theAl-Baaj company of Saudi Arabia is trying to
invest its 1 billion dollar money in hostel, energy automobile and
construction.
Also, Saudi wants to do FTA (Free Trade Agreement) within Pakistan.
Similarly, there are more than three hundred and fifty investors in
Kingdom and they got licenses from SAGIA (Saudi Arabian General
Investment Company).
They developed many firms in different field of services and construction.
Economic Relations:
• The Joint Ministerial Commission of Pakistan and Saudi Arabia’s
9th session proved beneficial regarding to increase the economic
ties of both countries should be increased more than before.
• Both countries wanted to increase their economic ties through
investment, banking, education, health, energy, agriculture, etc.
• The bond strength of both countries increased in many ways like
due to affinity of same religions, historic trade, geographic trade,
etc.
• Both countries are enjoying their last longer ties and connections.
• They always support each other either problem is on national or
international stage.
Infrastructure:
As Saudi Arabia supported many times with funds to Pakistan, it is
helping for Pakistani Neelam Jhelum Hydropower Power. For this, Saudi
Arabia is giving 131 million dollars for NJHP development with Saudi
fund.
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Insurance Companies:
There is a proposal is also given for financial and insurance fields by
Saudi Arabia.
Pharmaceuticals and Textile Companies:
Saudi Arabia and Pakistan are also cooperating in Pharmaceuticals and
Textile running Companies of both countries in order to give benefit to the
public.
Solar Panels & Energy Plants:
As, there are energy crisis in Pakistan which are not reducing therefore, Al
Baaj group known this fact that’s why it constructed many power plants.
They have production capacity of 1500-200MW. It also gave the
production of solar panels, installation & back up services to the customer.
Cement Industry:
A joint venture which is named as, ‘Dandore’ which will start for cement
industry by Al Baaj in Pakistan 350 tons per day is the current capacity of
Dandore. Due to the joint venture it will be increased up to 7500 tons per
day. ( Safdar, 2015)
Conclusion:
Both countries bliss their relationships those are noticeable by shared
opinions of joint benefits. The quickly altering geo-strategic & political
situations in the state and Mid-East load larger stages of joint connotation
and cooperation on each stage. Both countries have pursued to develop
wide strategic, cultural, commercial, and religious relations. Similarly,
Pakistan should support Saudi Arabia in strengthening its defense
capabilities and Saudi Arabia should support Pakistan address its energy
and economic issues.
This should include supplies for ordered political considered discussions
& synchronized strategy activities on each overall difficulty of joint
means. Pakistan & Saudi Arabia must conclude fine understood out and
constant discussions to expertise. Furthermore, they should need to do
contracts for shared venture.
As a whole framework, the contract of planned partnership should
comprise joint collaboration on each political economic and planned
importance on both local & global stages. Thus both countries also need to
sign agreements on investment-oriented-and-trade economic cooperation.
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Abstract:
The research article endeavors about China Pakistan relationships
historically and currently. Beijing and Islamabad formulated allegorical
relationships in the trace modern history. None of nation state successfully
developed such ties bilaterally. Hence the diplomatic goals of each
country for each other are mutual, unprejudiced and long run. They both
serve and protect the cause of each other before international community.
The ever best achievement of China and Pakistan is CPEC. The project
becomes a true dream due to long run diplomatic relations, which was
started in 1950s. The relations gradually developed in different regime
with various diplomatic exchanges between them. It is the fact of history
that there was no deadlock of bilateral relationships between China and
Pakistan. The relations between them were always remained peaceful and
co-existence on respect of territorial integrity and sovereignty. China in
its regional approach priorities Pakistan the ‘Best ally’ which provides
proximity to CARS countries, Middle East and Indian Ocean.
Notwithstanding, Pakistan also give China the status of ‘time tested ally’
and eternal friend. The mutuality between the two nuclear neighbors is a
good omen and India is trying hard to sabotage relationships through
creating internal insurgency in Pakistan. But China Pakistan economic
corridor paves the way for stronger bonds in economic, political, social
and cultural fronts. This is the corridor of opportunities, employment,
energy sectors and infrastructure and son on. Thus research would justify
that how CPEC proved time test and all weather allies of China and
Pakistan.
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Introduction:
China Pakistan economic corridor justifies the mythical concept of allweather ally into an undeniable reality. It paved the way of numerous
opportunities for Pakistan industrial and energy complex. China
unanimously can gain much from this mega project and its super power
status will remain existentially. The history of CPEC goes back to
diplomatic relations from 1950s and developed in different phase of
retrospective. China justifies that Pakistan is the all-time and time tested
friend for China regionally and internationally. Today China relations with
Pakistan reached at the peak and have relationships in all aspects of life.
(Naser 2017)
China aims to develop Pakistan in all aspects of developmental sectors.
The main priority are energy, infrastructure, industries and human
developmental sectors likewise job opportunities and various technical
training scheme. China long run vision is to build numerous roads to
connect Asia with Europe, Russian federation, and Africa and even
beyond. This corridor may change the Asian geography respectively and
would become most developed region of 21 century. China eyes are at
CARS countries along with petroleum resources of Middle East on way of
Pakistan. Without Pakistan China cannot meet to its future goal of
supremacy. (Andrew 2015)
The concept of permanent ally is developing longer and finding more
ways for eternity. On the planet China and Pakistan are two most
important nuclear powers which are living side by side with and harmony.
China Pakistan economic corridor is the greater achievement between
them for deep rooted alliance in near future. Thus future relations of both
nations will be stronger and cannot be broken by any power on face of
earth.
The provision of economic corridors between the interconnected regions
can bring prosperity and trade. They bring about investments by foreign as
well as local investors that can boost economic engine in geo strategic
regions. The Kashgar- Gwadar Economic Corridor (KGEC) has capacity
to generate economic revival for Pakistan and prosperity in the western
region of China.
“Friendships with a man of charter are like pure water; friendships of both
states are like pure water”. Indeed the CPEC will carry three fold concerns
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likewise economic, political and social. Both nations can be benefited
from various settled projects under umbrella of CPEC. This is not a
corridor only but opportunities for Pakistan and china both. Hence, the
project is made to deepen the relationships between two natural neighbors.
(Shulin 2015)
China future foreign policy is totally Pakistan centric and it will develop
Pakistan economy and communication sectors. China via Pakistan would
achieve greater interests in South Asian regions including Middle East and
Indian Ocean. Beijing quest of markets is mandatory for its future
supremacy and Pakistan is the best target for China long vision of
international relationships. China knows that Pakistan would support
China in each and every international forum. (Danel 2015)
Theoretical Framework:
The research article is purely based upon Qualitative cum Quantitative.
Various books, research publication and general article are concerned to
analysis the data.
CPEC as an Opportunity not a Project:
China aims to make Pakistan a most developed country among Muslim
world and in South Asia. Pakistan may become a next continent where
various routes would passes to connect economic resources region of the
world. Explicitly Pakistan will be the land of opportunities and per capita
of people will be higher beyond we think now. It will increase
international investments and foreign trade. People adjoining areas of
CPEC route would be the main beneficiary and they be given all products
of CPEC. (French 2015)
Pakistan majority youths are unemployed and they are facing enormous
problem in recent decade. But China vision is to produce 30 thousand jobs
up to 2019. It will employed majority of educated youths to address their
grievances. Without China corridor Pakistan might face a bunch of its
population unemployed. But it is China while struggling to provide jobs
opportunities to every Pakistani. Henceforth, it is one among the multiple
aim of China to create jobs for Pakistan every classes of society. (Xiguang
2016 )
The project is called “the destiny changer” which will lead Pakistan on the
height of development. It is multiple routes plan which included Sea lines,
land and aerial routes. The most important on this mega project is it
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attracted both regional and beyond regional countries. China aims to trade
with world markets via Gwadar which is gateway if central Asia and
China too. Hence forthwith, the mega project will reach 50 billion within
15 years which makes 4 billion per year. (Sareen 2016)
The dynamic of relations of China and Pakistan are constant and
comprehensive. In the rest of globe the relations of both nations are
cordial and mutual. China and Pakistan never compromise of on their
mutual security and interests in international and regional forums. From
this China supported Pakistan in SCO memberships and China supporting
Pakistan stance on Kashmir conundrum. Thus relations of both countries
are to serve the interests of each other as like true brothers. The culture of
trade agreement and treaties, status, delegated legislation, and customs that
govern and guide trade relations, institutions and structures, or movement
of products, services and information in geographic vicinity among people
in and across borders.
CPEC Proved the All-Weather Concept of Ally:
China Pakistan economic corridor is proved the all-weather ally in its all
means. China aims to invest 24 billion of Pakistan energy sectors to make
it energy rich country of South Asia. Presently Pakistan infrastructure is
very poor and has no proper roads and railways tracks. China mega project
is target to consume 4 billion to make Pakistan a country of infrastructure.
The two aspects of CPEC are in the immediate target of China to initiate
trade with Pakistan and connect Pakistan with many regional countries.
Hence China mid-term objective is to make 30 special economic zones in
Pakistan. (Hushemy 2016)
China Pakistan economic corridor is the shortcut trick to become a
successful economic power. It will make multiple dams including large,
mid-size and small dams for energy storage. The corridor aims to
formulate industrial parks for Pakistan industrial development. The all
settled targets of CPEC are to be completed by 2030. The
multidimensional projects of CPEC expectedly produce annual growth
rate next ten years 5.0 percent. Thus it is a project which would lead
Pakistan toward economic boom. (Asia 2017)
China foreign on OBOR via Pakistan is the sign of Beijing sincerity and
commitment with Pakistan. The immediate of one belt one road is to
develop Pakistan social structure in modern means and introductions of
new technology of Pakistan future needs. The road also benefits the rest of
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region on line of trade and business. In reality China Pakistan economic
corridor is the development of international law for regional stability.
Gwadar Kashgar is around 2500 to 3000 km and expected to be completed
in 2030. The regional countries called it “it is a new economic paradigm”.
Indeed, it the trade bridge of China toward Europe, Africa and CARS
countries. China aims to develop all the underdeveloped regions of Asia
and beyond. She wants to emerge as soft economic and military super
power with aim of human protections, their fundamental rights and
eradication of terrorism from earth on its all forms. (Naseer 2015)
The Mega Projects Serve the Mutual Security:
The mega project would provide strategic benefits on regional and beyond
regional prospects. It will bring both the countries closer and ever closer
on economic and social lines. Pakistan provides China strategic access to
Middle East, CARS countries, Indian Ocean and so on. Without support of
Pakistan, China dream for regional connectivity of intra continental
communications is not possible. But the corridor is severing mutual
interests of both countries in regional and extra regional interests. (Lee
2016)
China aims to develop Pakistan underdeveloped region like Balochistan
and some areas of KPK. It also vision to develop China region of
Xinxiang and Uyghur which are still underdeveloped region of China.
Additionally, CPEC is the up gradation of relations in new level from high
level of political to military relations. Thus in future China and Pakistan
protect each other on political and military sphere. Hence the relations are
closest and friendliest after the agreement of corridor projects. The CPEC
is not a project of just one road but it’s a network of multiple roads, which
will go from Gwadar to Khunjerab and the government is only
implementing the first phase of the route
Pakistan is honored to become the first Islamic country which formulated
relations with China and second in South Asia after India. China also
served the interests of Pakistan to veto Bangladesh in 1972 to block the
entry in UNO. During 1962 Pakistan and China first time started conflict
on Askai Chin area but Pakistan serve the mutual interests to handover the
area to China without prolonging the dispute. During 1971 war with India
China openly favor Pakistan stance and opposed Bangladesh separation.
All these and many more mutual support led the both neighbors toward
ever closer ties. (Alok 2015)
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Respectively it will increase China GDP to 7.3 percent and Pakistan will
enjoy the increase of 2.1 percent increase of GDP. It is the fate changing
project which will change Pakistan future into a bright and secure. China
after completion of this project serves Pakistan security challenges,
internal threats and terrorism. China would use all the measures to protect
Pakistan from any kind of aggression internally and externally.
Henceforth, it deepens the relations in all means and brings Pakistan
among top Asian economy and Asian tigers. (Dr. 2015)
Economic Pluses for Both Countries:
CPEC is the project of economy, trade, investment, and exports and
imports from regional level to international markets. This is the
introduction of China market of 21 century and aims to connect the rest of
world via old silk and new silk routs. Pakistan would develop on regional
communication lines and transportation and trade lines. China will
introduce new railways lines, road lines for land communication between
China and Pakistan. Both countries people will visits each other without
visa and cultural transition between them be the priority for long run
future relationships. (Tahir 2016)
The relations currently between Pakistan and China are deeper than Indian
Ocean and could not be broken easily. China Pakistan economic corridor
strengthening the friendships with numerous other goals to be achieve in
future. China recent Gulf distance is 45 days which is a most insecure
route and danger of pirates is always exists. But Gwadar decrease the
distance into 10 days to shorten the route up to 1600 km, which is safer
and cheaper for China. Another milestone to be achieved by the CPEC is
2500 km gas pipeline from Gwadar to Kashgar. Thus under the treaty of
friendship 250 agreements were signed by both countries including long
and short term projects. (Muhammad 2016)
Pakistan by 2030 would become the eighteen largest economy of world
after the completion of CPEC. It would maintain China eternal supremacy
and regulate its market in continuous growth. CPEC flourish China
Market globally and by 2040 it would control the rest of world markets. It
is the veracity of fact that China will move toward permanent global super
power. CPEC is the like line of China global supremacy and military
powers. Therefore, despite mutually gushing statements about all-weather
friendship, described as “taller than the Himalayas” and the Pakistan’s
prime minister´s comment that “Pakistan considers China’s security as its
own security,” the picture may be cozy, but it is not entirely rosy”.
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China long run aim is to find new exports zones (NEZs) for more exports
of goods to introduce its market from each corner of the world. China
wants to establish land based silk route and maritime silk route to access
world markets. These both routes provide strategic communication to
Europe and Africa. Without these two routes China could not reach to
these regions. Hence it is possible through Pakistan and Pakistan can
provide safer and reliable routes for china future trade and investments.
(Anderseas 2017)
Greater Regional Communication via CPEC:
China Pakistan economic corridor aims to connect the rest of world. The
project included three lines of communications; land line, air and sea lines.
The land lines aims to connect China with Pakistan, Middle East, CARS
countries, Russian federation, European nations and Africa. The aim of
China is to bring the world closer for formidable human communications
and contacts. From such communications China aims to establish peace
and security among diverse nations. (Ahmed 2017)
The naval route of China proposed to link Gwadar with Arabian Sea, India
Ocean, strait of Harmoz. When the route connects India Ocean it means it
will flow to Atlantic Ocean and Pacific Ocean. It definitely links the rest
of African continent, Australian continent and the both South and North
America. The Naval communication of world is possible through Gwadar
Sea and it would link the entire world regions geographically,
economically and politically. Thus naval access of China is to reach
undiscovered market of world where still the Chinese products could not
reached abundantly. (IANS 2016)
The objectives of these routes are to provide industrial opportunities to a
Pakistan and beyond. China geopolitical ambitions are multi prong to gain
regional and international favor. Regionally it wants to connect SCO
countries, ASEAN nations and SAARC countries for better peaceful
future and international harmony. Without China this move the world may
lead a third world war sooner or later. But most importantly, China has
restraining the menace of third world on the face of earth.
China current international politics is based upon China economic corridor
which is utterly the life line of China future. It will protect China
geography, economy and international superiority. China long dream is
become a super power in all definitions and none country interfere on
affairs of other states. Hence the routes purpose is the China vision to
become sole police man of international politics and economy. Thus these
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routes provide China a powerful economy and a military which could go
anywhere easily than that of America and NATO forces. (Louis 2015 )
Some Hindrance on the Way of CPEC:
1. Internal Conundrum:
China Pakistan main routes which would passes to link China with
Pakistan are in Balochistan which is currently engulfed with militancy and
insurgency. In order to tackle the issue all segment of people should be
taken free consent for appropriate redress. The problem is thriving day by
day. Many time Chinese were also attacked by such banned organization.
Such conundrum may create repercussion for CPEC vibrant functions.
Thus, the problem is taking keen for future success of China economic
corridor. (Jausue 2017)
Another menace which, Pakistan is facing is terrorism which is taking
strong roots. In many ways it is hindering CPEC and to failed this mega
projects. Taliban and other such groups openly negate this project of
China with Pakistan. Such nullified organizations may create disturbance
for future of this projects.
Thirdly religious extremism and biasness among different factions of
Pakistani society is creating internal lawlessness. China on the other side,
need peaceful environment for making this project vibrant. Without
exterminating such thing and ideology Pakistan might face some
hindrance on China corridor. (Alam 2017)
Most importantly Pakistan is facing the menace of corruption and
malpractices in its various institutions. CPEC funds and investment may
be used by administrator and politician on corrupt means. It is mandatory
for the responsible authorities for bird eye view on all projects of CPEC.
(Laurence 2016)
China is also facing the problems of Uighur rifts and religious extremism.
The immediate goal of China is to develop such areas which are yet to be
developed. China could not focus on these areas due large distance from
Chinese capital city. The corridor would meet to redress the issues like
terrorism and extremism in part of China.
2. External Enigma:
India is the existential threat on the way of China Pakistan economic
corridor. It regionally and internationally rejects the project and called it
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“sovereign threat” for India. India is trying hard to create diplomatic
deadlock between China and Pakistan and sabotage the projects. Another
notable intervention of India is fueling resistance movement in
Balochistan and covertly supporting terrorist network in Afghanistan.
Afghanistan is the land of multiple war and some groups operating in
Kabul aimed to destabilize Pakistan regionally. The Kabul too negated this
project and called it Pakistan China hegemonies on the region. Kabul
government also demands international support to dismantle this project
for regional peace and security. (Arif 2017)
Iran chabar port is the rival port of Gwadar which is just 43km away from
Pakistan seashore. India is investing billions of amounts to make
operational the port to counter CPEC. Tehran regime also forwarded her
grievances on the China economic corridor which will destabilize the
regional security orders and peace. (Khuram 2017)
Recommendations:
Pakistan should be vigilant on the malpractices on CPEC projects. She
should introduce the mechanism of check and balance on all projects
which are under construction of CPEC agreement. Without check and
balance Pakistan could not gained much economic benefits from the
projects.
Islamabad regime is in immediate need of appointing of economic experts
to properly plan for CPEC outcomes. Presently the agreement is lacked of
policy making on line of economic pluses for Pakistan. Thus economic
intellectuals are the need of hour to make this agreement a life line for
Pakistan. (Dan 2017)
China and Pakistan need to offer more countries for the participation of
this project. The project becomes more vibrant when the active
involvement of all regional countries becomes possible. It is the need of
hour to brought rest of regional countries under the umbrella of CPEC
projects. Thus, CPEC would increase consciousness among regional
countries towards enhancing regional connectivity and economic
integration.
China economic enlargement should be for the rest of world. The
immediate focus should be on underdeveloped areas which are still
deprived from modern infrastructure and communications. CPEC should
be widening from Asian region to African region for the interests of
people interests. (Polina 2017)
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The people of Gwadar and adjoining areas of CPEC routes should be
given top priorities and should be provided enough opportunities. Without
due concern on them CPEC might face some operational problems in such
areas.
Pakistan and China should collaborate on line of eradication of terrorism
and extremism. Without cooperation such menace could not be efface on
the face of region. Both the nations need to strengthen relations on line of
politics, economy, culture and social for better future ties.
Conclusion:
China regional quest to find more markets for its economy is obvious.
Pakistan is on frontline to be benefited due to their iron brother concepts
of relationships. The Chinese premier while visited in Pakistan on April
called it as if he is visiting his brother home. The visits in Pakistan as if
the visits in my brother house and this stance of Chinese premier brought
more cordiality and mutuality. Pakistan is more than a brother and China
believe a stronger economic and military Pakistan is the vision of China
Pakistan economic corridor.
Pakistan also called the China friend in all season and a friend who die but
not deceive. Such level of trust between China and Pakistan is flourishing
Pakistan China relationships toward peak. They are formulating
relationships in all cultural, traditional and social lines which the best sign
of modern international relationships. None of state in the world ever
made such bilateral relationships as Pakistan and China formulated.
Thus, Pakistan China is the time tested friend and they never let the third
party to disgruntle their bilateral ties. Pakistan is promoting China
interests in the region and beyond. On the other side, China protecting
Pakistan interests in the region and toward international community.
Hence, both nations formulated allegorical relationships on the face of this
planet.
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Abstract:
There are various causes of the instability of Middle East. From the last
century Middle East has been going through political and religious
violence. It has badly affected the routine life of the whole community. The
journey towards peaceful life has halted. Their life and property is always
on stacked. “Violence in all its forms, direct or structural has a deeper
cause to it. This is the incessant benefits powerful elites reap at the
disposal of weak and impoverished due to the existence of violence.
Violence originates from war and modern day technology which propels
its lethalness and it is promoted through a powerful network which
exploits resources globally. Media happens to be an equally responsible
institution by controlling and shaping views of audiences. Finally violence
takes birth from fear instilled into minds of the weak through cultural
beliefs and ideologies”. (Pilisuk Marc& Jennifer. 2016. The Hidden
Structure of Violence: Who Benefits from Global Violence and War)
Keywords: Middle East,Violence, Politics, Instability, Monarchy
Introduction:
The event of 9/11 has changed the whole political scenario of world. War
Theater has been shifted from west. Underdeveloped countries have been
kept deprived of their natural resources such as oil and other minerals. To
promote the arms factories and their product inter rivalries of Middle East
are poured with oil and further inflamed by supplying more and more
lethal weapons and ammunition.
It has been shown as if the world has divided into two major half Muslim
and non-Muslim whose survival in the same world has become
impossible. Life of one is considered as death of the other half.
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Interference in the internal affairs of poor, weak and under developed
countries has been given the color of legal actions by the powerful
countries of the world. They consider it their due right to skim the
resources of poor countries as result the sense of insecurity is being
developed by weak countries and once again grouping and blocking of
world is underway for their survival and rights protection. To coupe the
atrocities of United States in Syrian territories Syria has shacked a warm
hand with Russia. Iran, Lebanon was already in alliance with Syria. Thus
to restrain the US in Middle East new block Under Russia is coming into
its existence. The very prove is Survival of Bashar regime in government
yet
In the same perspective to get rid from the “Do More” policy of United
States it seems as Pakistan is changing its ally and the war against
terrorism has cost him much more than its capacity. Afghan war has
prolonged more than four decades which is not good sign for the adjacent
neighbors. Fuel on fire is the presence of United States in Afghan territory.
As result of long and unprotected, porous border is sign of constant
horrification for Pakistan. Due to Presence of countless councils of India
on the Pak-Afghan border the internal peace and serenity of Pakistan has
suffered a lot. Thus it seems as Pakistan after signing the Economic
Projects with china such as China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
and construction of Gwadar Deep Sea port has understood that economic
survival seems only in the retreat from war against terrorism
Pakistan, Russia, china, Iran and Syria seems as the future allies. All these
members of the group are directly or indirectly horrified from the one and
only power of the Present day world.
Suffocation from Monarchy and Tyranny:
Most of the countries of Middle East are having monarchial form of
government where political, civil, social and other fundamental human
rights are dream for the inhabitants. The political rights make them compel
to rise up their voice but most of the time they are nipped in the bud.
Economic inequality in the region of Middle East is another alarming
cause of political unrest, where shah and shah’s family are playing in gold,
while the young hawkers are made economically such deprived that they
commit suicide while burning him as protest against the unfair attitude of
their rulers.
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The magma of inequality tries again and again to come out and burn each
and every things of its surrounding informs of volcano but supplied out let
makes it cool and powerless.
The day revolution of starvation converted into revolution of thoughts it
will be the real emancipation of Middle East from the cruel clutches of
power tycoons and theologian in shadows of monarchy. It is because in
the revolutions of starvation personalities are although scarified they are
changed from one tyrant to other but the real infrastructure of that system
remains lush green and produce more and more.
Arab Israel Conflict, Thorn in Flesh of Middle East:
Arab Israel conflict is one of the most important and prolonged conflict of
modern world. It is the basic constituent of war in Middle East. It has two
different angles. First and utmost important is Palestine war with Israel
and second is Arabs wars with Israel. This clash originated back to the end
of nineteenth century. When International Zionist movement imagine the
idea of building a national home for Jew in Palestine this project was
objected by all Arab countries regardless of their distance form Palestine.
It resulted as conflict between Arabs and Jews. This was later converted in
ethnic movements for possession of Palestine. Resultantly there were two
nations and one state.
Palestinians were supported by neighboring Arab states in 1930. When
Israel was created in 1948, burden of the clash enlarged from local level to
inter-state level. It was further convoluted by Israel when west bank was
incarcerated from Jordon in 1967, the Golan Heights from Syria and Sinai
Peninsula from Egypt.
Policy makers are making the world horrified by their policies which is
real threat for the survival of the peaceful world community, “Donald
Trump is the most irresponsible president of America for his ulterior
motive he has made the peace and security of the whole world at stack.
His cabinet consists of four Army Generals which is called as a war
cabinet by the think tank of America. The superiority of America has been
challenged by Russia and china and small country like North Korea has
always threatened America with Atomic attack. It is thought that to
maintain its superiority, America wants to make another world war and
defeat china and Russia. For this ulterior motive America is grouping the
countries strategically, to restrain China in South China Sea America is
making a group of Australia, India and Japan. Similarly America is
interchanging the territorial integrity of all Muslim countries of Middle
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East and Africa such as Nigeria, Somalia, Sudan, Iraq, Syria, Lebanon,
Iran, Turkey, Pakistan and Afghanistan. America is forcefully occupying
Afghanistan where it has made nine under ground stations so that at the
time of its need Pakistan, China, Russia or Iran may be intervened”.
(Nusrath Mirza. The Daily Jung, 15 January, 2018 “Trump: Threat for the
future of the World”)
To change the territorial boundaries of Muslim countries, America has
made its planning. Colonel Peter Raulf Planning, according to whom the
boundaries of Syria, Iraq, Turkey, Iran, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Egypt
and other Muslim countries were to be changed . America has destroyed
four Muslim countries such as Iraq, Syria, Lebanon and Sudan but it could
not disintegrate Syria and Iraq. As a result the progress towards the
formation of Greater Israel is facing problems. The hurdles are Russia and
Iran. It established Al Qaida and Daesh like organizations. It is the first
time that terrorist organization Daesh, the lethal weapon of America faced
terrible defeat at the forefront of Syria and Iraq and it was felt that the
adverse effects will affect the greater plan of Greater Israel. Therefore,
America puts its weight in Israel’s side by declaring Al Quds the capital of
Israel and torn the declarations of United Nations Organization disturbing
the peace of the whole world in general and weak Muslim countries of
Middle East in particular
Territorial Disputes:
In Middle East there are certain unrecognized or partially recognized
states. Palestine consisting of Ghaza and West Bank announced its
independence in 1988. It is currently recognized by one hundred and thirty
four countries as independent and sovereign state. Yet it is not the member
of united nation organization. G8 countries have not recognized it except
Russia. In the same way, disintegration of former USSR results as
formation of Abkazia, Nagorno, Karabakh and South Ossetia. All these
are located in Caucasus region in vicinity of Armenia, Azerbaijan, and
Georgia and present Russia. They declared their independence in 1990.
But their independence was recognized partially by the international
community.
Northern Cyprus declared its sovereign status in 1983. Turkey was the
only state to recognize its sovereign and separate status.
The landmarks and demarcation of Middle East are not as sharp and
distinct. Rather some boundaries in the Middle East are difficult to be
defined. As result of different conflicts and disputes among the
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neighboring countries the territorial disputes among countries exist, such
as Abu Mussa an island in Persian Gulf is administrated by Iran but its
jurisdiction is owned by United Arab Emirates.
The sovereignty of Syria was annexed by Israel when Golan Heights were
captured during famous six days war. It is yet disputed. Kurdistan has
independent and autonomous status but administrated by Iraq.
Legacy of Colonialism:
Middle East truly observed little aggression and warfare in its ancient
history. It was politically, economically stable than Europe and most other
parts of the world. From the last century this region has seen widespread
conflicts. The root causes of conflicts are similar to that elsewhere in third
world countries. They are basically inherited from the imperialistic world
Such as fake territorial boundaries, tyrant regimes, militarization, financial
discrimination and economies based on export of raw materials for refined
goods. No doubt all these dark aspects of social life exist in Middle East. It
has the worst autocratic regimes, militarization, economic inequality and
trade biased on export of fuel and import of basic commodities than any
other region in the world.
Hassan Afif EL Hasanis political Analyst who writes “ according to
British Historian Jonathan Schneer, 1916 during world war first British
Foreign Secretary Sir Edward Grey, was articulating what might be called
the white man burden to allow the dark skinned people including Arab, to
give themselves. At the same time the French and British diplomats
Francois George. Picot and Sir Mark Sykes were redrawing the Middle
East Map”( Hassan Afif El.Hasan .The Weekly Al Ahram dated
29.04.2015. “Legacy of colonialism”)
Until the Second World War the governments of Britain and France were
powerful enough to maintain the regional control of the Middle East. As
the boundaries of distribution they had marked. Soon after the Second
World War they were granted freedom but all its control was still in the
hands of imperialist powers. When imperialist power retreated from
Middle East, America stepped in to fill the vacuum created by Imperialist.
They put forwarded their interest at the priority. Even after the laps of
hundred years of the imperialist power the Secretary of the State
Condoleezza Rice put the seeds of division in Middle East by destroying
Iraq on the base less propaganda of “Weapons of Mass Destruction”.
President of America George W. Bush recommended that ingenious
confusion was required in the Middle East as key for the formation of
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“New Middle East”. People living in chaos cannot be creative enough for
making so called New Middle East. This creativity came to be explored in
the sinister intentions of United States.
Since then the Arabs are engaged in civil and sectarian war. Brutal civil
war is going on in Syria, Iraq, Yemen, Libya and Lebanon while Egypt
Tunisia and Algeria are in the state of trouble from the so called “Arab
Spring”
Tycoons of Power Support Dictators:
Power broker of the contemporary world never likes democracy and
people free in their matters. As the South Asian people were exploited on
the name of unawareness and illiteracy. Similarly Middle Eastern people
are also like wise exploited.
If cursorily go throw the history of Middle East it will become clear with
the names of dictators, tyrants or theologian such as Raze shah of Iran,
Mummer Qaddafi of Libya, Saddam of Iraq, Hosni Mubarak of Egypt,
Saudi family of Saudi Arabia. Similarly Yamani President has ruled for
thirty two long years. All these rulers have direct or indirect support of
power brokers.
J.S Smith, “Once minute pathetic states are recognized. It is not easy to
convince their leaders to quit their powers and from those many dependent
states into one financially capable nation conversely. It is easy for exterior
command to hold one manipulative group to maintain it for its ulterior
motive. None of this can ever be openly admitted to or the neomercantilist world would fall apart, the fiction of sovereign government,
equal rights, fair trade est. must continue. To be candid is to invite
immediate widespread rebellion and loss of control’ (SmithJ.S “Economic
Democracy, The political struggle of Twenty First Century “World
Wasted 4th Edition ).
Rich Resources of Middle East:
Middle East is well known for its vast reservoir of natural resources due to
which it is always proved as bone of contention between the powerful
rivals of the world. Middle East has world largest deposit of oil which is
almost 55 percent of world reserves; it has 32 percent of the world know
natural gas reserve. Reportedly it has waste reserves of phosphate;
Morocco has more than half of world Phosphate reserves.
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Petroleum and its products are the major source of income for Middle
East. It is not sufficiently present in other developed countries of the world
to overcome their needs. To get grip and control over that oil rich
politically weak states , west is webbing these small states in such
difficulties and hurdles so that it become easy for them to exploit their
resources.
Middle East has remained quiet important geopolitically due to its rich
resources. Particularly the rich oil reservoirs. It has become the back bone
of wealth for many countries today. To maintain control of these resources
has been of paramount importance. The notorious Sykes-Picot agreement
of 1916 divided Ottoman Empire between France and Britain giving them
the rights to control over all natural resources specially oil. It was because
the large and cumbersome armies were switched over from coal to fuel.
The thirst for fuel was at once felt throughout the world. To quench this
thirst the struggle for controlling this piece of world started with lunatic
zeal.
In early twentieth century the British oil company discovered oil in Iran.
During the year 1908 it began the first commercial drilling project. The
government of Iran was persuaded enough to sell exclusive rights of
exploring and drilling for oil in Iran to a company named Anglo Iranian
Oil Company (AIOC). During the First World War the Iranian oil was
British most important strategic assets. This deal was clear exploitation of
Iranian resources which ultimately resulted in frustration; resultantly it
was nationalized by Musadiq regime in 1953. Later on the nationalist
government of Musadiq was over thrown by CIA lead coup. Raza shah
Pehlawi was installed in the government as it was friendly to the western
interest in Iran
After Second World War British and France left the territorial control of
Middle East as it was not affordable for them to control the vast territories
of Middle East economically or politically. Thus without waiting for a
single second the vacuum was filled by a new world power, “United States
of America”. The American demand for oil was increasing rapidly and it
was even difficult to overcome the domestic demand only. Therefore the
very first field where American came was Saudi Arabia. Standard oil of
California discovered oil in Saudi Arabia in 1936 for the first time. When
it was revealed that the neighboring Persian Gulf was even richer the
American came with all its bag and luggage at once.
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The American domestic and military fuel demand is fulfilled by the
Middle East particularly by Saudi Arabia with lowest prices throughout
the world market. Therefor the US Foreign Policy extremely supports the
initiatives to support the Pro US government in Saudi Arabia and other
Middle East countries. Anti-American block formation and any conflict
that increases the tension and potential arm conflict in that region against
the interest of America is discouraged. The very clear example of this
foreign policy was the sentiments of American think Tank after the event
of 9/11 when it was openly discussed by Americans that the master mind
and ring leaders of Al-Qaida has close ties with the Saudi Arabia but the
flames of these sentiments were pour with cold water and this chapter was
closed once for all.
Hence presence of power broker in Middle East is for stability of oil flow
to their countries. These resources could be used in different ways which
is naturally a threat for those benefiting nations or states.
Former Saudi Intelligence chief and Ambassador to Washington said in an
interview “Prince Turki, who was a consultant at the imperial court in
1973 when king Fysal took the oil stoppage verdict, the king was not
traumatized by US pressure and stand firm. The ban was used as tool to
motivate American government to find a rapid and just key to the Arab
Israel clash. King Fysal and other Arab leaders were enforced to take this
step as result of America’s unparalleled support for Israel during (1973
Arab-Israel) war. The prohibition resulted in almost quadrupling the world
oil price in what is termed the “First oil Shock”. Prince Turki exposed that
American officials talked about the possibility of attacking Saudi Oil Field
and this was leaked in US newspaper. Reportedly the them secretary of the
state Henry Kissinger warned Shah Fysal that if the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia did not lift the Embargo the US will take every measure to protect
its interest at any cost”. (“Prince recalls US threats against Saudi Arabia
1973 oil Embargo by Arab Muslim countries”. Daily Dawn. May, 05th
2008)
King Fysal was allegedly punished with murder by these power brokers
for violating the lines of action prescribed by them.
In the same perspective the presence of American Army in Afghanistan is
described. The so called Terrorists assisting Taliban Government has been
forcefully stepped down but even than American Army is present for the
security of the possible route of the Gas Pipe line from Central Asia to rest
of the world. Reportedly by the end of 2050 the land locked central Asian
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countries will supply more than eighty percent of the oil circulated in
America. Therefore security of pipelines passing through Afghanistan to
distributing countries will be of increasing importance for America.
Strategic Importance of Middle East:
Middle East is strategically occupying the most important location it is
cross road between the continents of the world. It is center point among
Africa, Europe and Asia. International politic depends upon the politics in
Middle East. The economy of whole world is always dependent upon
export of black gold from Middle East. Oil trade route is going through
Middle East. The oil fields of Middle East are stretching from Iran, Iraq
around the Persian Gulf. These are the largest discovered oil field of the
world yet.
Suez Canal the main route for supply can ever be closed during any war in
future. It is as clear as crystal that western country cannot survive any such
blockage of oil transport. Whatever the reasons might be it is just a
political black mailing that during any future war or any emergency the
western world can survive without the supply of oil from Middle East.
Factually Oil of Middle East is the major economic factor in the developed
economy of Western Europe. The need for the oil in Western Europe has
increased steeply from the last twenty years and will further increase with
more speed in the next coming years. There is no such alternate of oil as
source of power, research and studies shows that nuclear energy can be a
supplement with fuel energy but never replace oil.
Other than oil Middle East has another importance; Middle East is the
highly important communication Hub. It plays the center role in the three
continents of the world. The global air routes from Europe to the Far East
crosses through Middle East. Radio communication lines are passing
through Middle East which is the back bone of communication system. As
the fourth generation war is name given to the propaganda. Thus it is the
key to communication, trade and transport of the world.
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Conclusion:
Political as well as religious violence has severely affected Middle East in
all aspects of life.
For obvious reasons, the terrible (Socio-economic) impacts can be felt as
well as perceived in the region.
After 9/11 the terrible wave of violence moved from west to Middle East
bringing heavy supply of weapons and that paved the way actually
disturbing the whole region.
Also, the term “Do more” consistently inflicted upon Pakistan by
America, brings in the “Paradigm shift” in the region as Pakistan too
actually has suffered deeply in all aspects of life.
Presence of United States as well as India in Afghanistan actually compels
Pakistan to go all the way achieving the task of economic mega project
(CPEC) along with China as quickly as possible. Russia, Iran and Syria
too, seem to be playing major role in coming days for sure.
Monarchy, in the region, as what the common people already feel, is really
not going to benefit them anything “good” at all.
Arab-Israel dispute too still exists and in fact bringing more chaos in
Middle East due to Donald Trump factor as he shows his clear intentions.
Lastly, the major factor that makes the Middle East really “vulnerable” is
its location as well as possessing the “Black Gold” (Oil), as Western
countries cannot survive with blockage of oil transport in future having
their economy completely dependent upon Middle East oil.
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Abstract:
This paper contains an investigation of lawful and political changes of
Federally Administered Tribal Areas amid by the Asif Ali Zardari's
government from September 2008 to September 2013 which are comprised
on political, managerial and legal changes. This step was taken to
enhance the poor level of political changes, low level of training, political
shakiness, decrease of neediness, advancement of monetary and social
division, activities to enhance the human rights and future of FATA.
The FATA which consists of the larger part of Pakhtun population,
constitutes 27,220 sq. km along the Pak-Afghan border with having the
population of 3.5 million. Khyber Pakhtunkhwa is in the North and East of
the province of Balochistan, in the South East of Punjab. After the British
control the government established the North West Frontier Province
(now Khyber Pakhtunkhwa), and promulgated the Frontier Crimes
Regulation (FCR- 1901) in FATA, which was also called the dark law.
However, after the inception of Pakistan, the Administration of Pakistan
adopted the same law without presenting significant alterations in FCR
after the segment. Just few changes have been consolidated in the content
of the control, yet its substance on a very basic level remained the same.
The disaster is that this authoritative peculiarity is ensured under Article
246-247 of the Constitution, 1973. This was called black law due to
inexistence of Human Rights and the personal rights. For the reasons
given, one can infer that stakeholders in this regard are liable to remain a
precarious state with a frail organization and disempowered individuals
who are continuously at war with themselves, unless we perceive the
issues and right size them. It was required to go through the FCR act
according to the needs and requirements of the area and also these
1
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changes would be the most essential measures that can convey peace to
the area and fortify Pakistan.
Keywords: FATA, Terrorism, implementation, FCR Reforms
Committee
Introduction:
After the independence of Pakistan the inhabitants of FATA raised their
demand for reforms in FCR laws. It was now becoming hard to live with
these brutal laws. The inhabitants of FATA also wanted to enjoy the
freedom of rights like other Pakistani nationals.
The former President Pervaiz Musharraf started work on FCR during his
reign and tried to bring change in it. In April, 2005 a committee for
reforms in FCR was formed to run the process in proper way, under the
chairmanship of Justice (Retd) Mian Muhammad Ajmal by the Governor
of KPK. The Committee members were the general population from
different fields of life including the senior citizens of tribal areas. After
taking the responsibilities as governor of KPK on January 7, 2008, Mr.
Owais Ahmad Ghani welcomed Justice (Retd) Mian Muhammad Ajmal
for the step taken in the amendment of FCR and took practical steps to
proceed the work after taking the briefing on the proposals drawn by the
"FCR Reforms Committee", thus PPP government succeeded to bring the
everlasting change in FCR. After taking the general decision the Pakistan
Peoples' Party (PPP) government established a “Cabinet Reforms
Committee” which set up changes in FCR. It proposed that the label of the
Frontier Crimes Regulation should be replaced by the title of Federally
Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) Regulation, 2008.when the central
government reported changes in FCR through “FATA Regulation 2009”,
akin actions were made in 2009.These changes in legal executive structure
of FATA gave some necessary civil rights to the inhabitants of FATA
made by the government of PPP, when the President Asif Ali Zardari
marked Frontier Crimes (Amendment) Regulation 2011. It was a
remarkable success because changes in FCR were occurred by the
administration after one hundred and ten years in the history of FCR. This
Presidential Order has obtained important modification in the old version
of ibid law including adjustments, replacement, insertions and
segregations.
In the year 2009 when the PPP government took oath the law and order
condition of Pakistan was worse. Pakistan’s security position was grave
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and economy position was deteriorating. Though countering the effects of
a decade of dictatorship required bold actions. The main goal of this
democratic government was to implement the democratic policies which
can bring improvement in the lives of Pakistani nation. To achieve this
goal FATA reforms was a great step taken by Mr.Asif Ali
ZerdariGovernment.
Before the year 2011 reform package by the PPP government, the political
parties were not allowed any kind of political activities in FATA and
independent candidates were directly elected to the National Assembly.
This situation helped the Maliks to exploit the rights and gain their chief
interest, so for their best interest they deprived FATA people from
political mainstream. Moreover, the independent parliamentarians from
FATA in the National Assembly could not influence any legislation
regarding FATA as legislative authorities rests with the president of
Pakistan according to the Article 247 of constitution of Pakistan, 1973.
However, in 2011, during the PPP government the Political Party Order
was introduced in FATA allowing the political parties to pursue their
political activities in the area.
Objectives of Study:
The objective of the research was to understand the amendments and
their impact on peace and development in FATA. The author reflected
on their merits, demerits and way forward.
a) To examine the inter and intra-generation impacts of the recent
conflict,
b) To propose policy measures for peace in the area and to reduce
negative impacts of conflict.
Justification of Study:
The main purpose of this research is to evaluate the disruption and
disruption in FATA. The estimated result of this research will make
significant participation by improving education, motivation and moral of
FATA people. It will also provide guidance or guide line to absorb
information which is related to FATA reforms.
Significance of the Study:
This report will undoubtedly enhance importance to the prevailing
knowledge base and instantaneously provide aptitude and inspiration to
coddle in supplementary advance explores in the arena of political
sciences.
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Scope of the Study:
This research was limited to FATA people.
Total population of FATA is 3.5 million out of which
Point of views of 30 people was taken.
Limitations:
One may not cover all population of FATA due to lack of time and
resources.
Many respondent feel vacillate or hesitant to fill the questionnaires
because they thought it as a waste of time as they have hectic routine.
Time Horizon:
This study took about duration of six months from June 2016 to Nov 2016
Assumptions of the Study:
The research assumed that all the respondents of this study were
cooperative or supportive. The research also assumed that sufficient
resources were accessible to carry out study and access respondents in
time.
Theoretical Frame Work and Methodology:
The information was composed via regression, my sample size was 30.The
mainstream of respondents were masculine (95%) plus female (5%).The
standard respondent was 22 years of age,have graduate credentials.
Research Questions:
Did People of FATA negatively affected by disruption?
Will disruption be overcome by improving the level of Education?
Agenda of Fata Reforms:
The FATA which consists of the larger part of Pakhtun population,
constitutes 27,220 sq. km along the Pak-Afghan border with the
population of 3.5 million. After the British control, the government set up
the North West Frontier Province (now Khyber Pakhtunkhwa), and
promulgated the Frontier Crimes Regulation (FCR- 1901) in FATA, which
was also called the dark law. However, after the inception of Pakistan, the
administration of Pakistan adopted the same law without presenting
significant amendments in FCR. Though few minor changes have been
consolidated in the content of the control, yet its substance on a very basic
level remained the same. The disaster is that this authoritative peculiarity
is ensured under Article 246-247 of the Constitution of 1973. This was
called black law due to inexistence of Human Rights and the personal
rights. For the reasons given, one can infer that stakeholders in this regard
are liable to remain a precarious state with a frail organization and a
disempowered individual who are continuously at war with themselves,
unless we perceive the issues and introduce reforms. It was required to go
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through the FCR act according to the needs and requirement of the area
and also these changes would be the most essential measures that can
convey peace to the area and fortify Pakistan. During the Musharraf's
regime the process of change in FCR initiated. To run the process
smoothly, "FCR Reforms Committee" was constituted in April 2005,
under the chairmanship of Justice (Retd) Mian Muhammad Ajmal by the
Governor of KPK. The members of the Committee were comprised on the
general population from different fields of life including the senior citizens
of tribal areas. After taking the oath as governor of KPK on January 7,
2008, Owais Ahmad Ghani greeted Justice (Retd) Mian Muhammad
Ajmal for the step taken and asked him to brief the proposals drawn by the
"FCR Reforms Committee", thus the interest taken by the PPP Govt., the
process of changes in FCR finally took place. The purpose of FATA
reforms was to introduce accountability process in financial management’
e-governance, grievances addressable system, one window facilitation
center for various services with the help of NADRA border management
system in consultation with the Prime Minister of Pakistan, review current
legal and institutional system in FATA and to propose improvement in
existing laws and develop legal reforms for implementation of approved
initiatives, review the effectiveness of FCR in changing circumstances are
also included in the mandate of the commission”,
President Asif Ali Zardari has pronounced that FATA reforms process is
aimed at empowering people of the region and it should continue for the
sake of better future of tribal people. The President was in the view that a
suggestion was made to launch the reform process after restoration of
peace in FATA and to implement the reform package simultaneously. He
further added that terrorism is the problem of the whole country and not
just of FATA and various local and international elements was involved in
FATA unrest.
The government of Pakistan was confronting the challenges of reform in
FATA. In April 2006, the President’s Task Force on Tribal Reform
submitted its report which aimed to suggest measures for the renewal of
the authority of the political agent for meeting the security challenges in
tribal areas. The task Force submitted its report evolving on the following
issues:
•

FATA got disturbance after the war against the USSR from 197988.
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•

The establishment of training and refugee camps in FATA during
this period disturbed the tribes.

•

It was the requirement of the time to evaluate and amend the FCR.

•

FATA should be given responsible local government.

•

The government should reinstate the Commissioneriate system.

•

The development budget of tribal areas needed to be increased
many fold. A new development authority should be created.

Many of the recommendations of the Task Force have been implemented.
The most important is the grant of a $ 2.3 billion development plan, called
the Sustainable Development Strategy. Only $1 billion has been released,
the remaining amount is yet to be released. A development authority has
also been created. A partially empowered local government system is
functional, which does not meet the aspirations of the people. There is no
progress regarding political or empowerment reform, which is crucial for
isolating the radicals.
However, as in the past this committee too could furnish concrete and
viable proposal for early merger of FATA into NWFP. It failed because its
analysis of the causes of the decline of the Administration of tribal areas is
flawed.
Proposed Fata Reform Highlights:
Following are the highlights of FATA reforms:
•

Strong advocacy program should be launched in FATA for the
development of its inhabitants.

•

Before any step taken Consultations with all factions of the tribes
and within the Pakistan should begin prior to the introduction of
the reforms along with the implementation of a Peace Plan.

•

Steps should immediately be taken to merge FATA Secretariat
into the provincial secretariat with a strengthened capacity.
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•

Simultaneously, the Political Parties Act should be extended to
FATA.

•

FCR should be replaced by a liberal FATA Regulation providing
more fundamental rights along with rights of judicial appeal and
review.

•

Fully empowered Local government should be introduced and
elections held under it.

•

In 2010 election of FATA members to the Provincial Assembly
should take place.

•

The nomenclature of the political agent should be changed to
Executive officer.

•

While undertaking Fata reforms, simultaneously Fata should be
merged into NWFP.

•

Constitutional amendments are required to be inserted to replace
Art 246‐247 reflecting the changes that will be inevitable after
following the process indicated below.
Risks and Challenges:
To bring reforms in the tribal areas is the biggest challenge faced by the
Pakistan. Following are some points which will be faced by the
government of Pakistan:
•

The religious parties and the TTP (Tehriq e Taliban Pakistan) will
insist that instead of mainstreaming it by amendment of FCR and
other political reforms, Fata should remain under their control as
in the past and Shariat should be introduced instead. The TTP
which is fighting the state has made this demand already.

•

Many parts like Waziristan will resist the ending of tribal isolation
since it helps in the creation of resistance and in fighting the war
in Afghanistan.

•

The tribal vested interests within its patronage based small elite
will also agitate the protection of status quo.
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•

The main supporters of the reforms will be the young generation
and those who are educated.

Conclusion:
This paper contains an investigation of educational changes of Federally
Administered Tribal Areas amid by the Asif Ali Zardari's government
from September 2008 to September 2013 through bringing changes in
FCR, which comprised on Educational, Political, Managerial and Legal
changes. This stride was taken to enhance the poor level of education, low
level of training, political shakiness, decrease of neediness, advancement
of monetary and social division, endeavors to enhance the human rights
and to enhance the future in FATA. The Education reforms will bring
positive changes in the lives of the FATA people and will bring effective
changes in the lives of the people.
For the motive given one can finish off that Pakistan is likely to remain an
unstable state with a weak administration and a disempowered people who
are constantly at war with themselves, unless we distinguish the problems
and rectify them. Reforms in FATA will be the most important measure
that can bring peace to the area and build up Pakistan.
Reforms will be defy and challenged but then no serious reform is ever
downy. It may be argued that let reforms be discussed when there is peace.
It is however felt that the reform process itself will be an efficient
involvement which will accelerate peace building and will give a chance
to the distressed to carry out their discussion within the boundaries of the
Pakistani state institutions by getting elected and negotiating in the
assemblies.
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Abstract:
Pakistan's new counter-fear based oppression strategy evaluate the
National Action Plan (NAP) – has produced blended outcomes. The NAP
is another planning tool used by Pakistani approach creators subsequent
the fear based oppressor assault on a military-based school in Peshawar
on December 16, 2014, that executed 132 young children. A basic
investigation of NAP would enable strategy producers to check its
victories and disappointments, and reconsider and re-dissect the counterpsychological warfare approach system that exists in Pakistan. Sadly
nevertheless, no basic examination at an administration level has been
led. Either the arrangement creators are excessively wary of their
activities or they have not possessed the capacity to get a positive action
from the army. In either case, the individuals of Pakistan stay under the
danger of fear mongering.
Keywords:Pakistan, Action Plan, Military, Analysis etc.
Introduction:
Pakistan has been attempting to marshal the coarse stories, which it
acquired because of changes both at national and worldwide level. These
accounts brought forth a few sorts of radical philosophies that came about
into fanaticism, sectarianism and fear based oppression. To dispense with
them all, Pakistan propelled a progression of military operations, and
restoration and de-radicalization program (Salahuddin, 2016). Regardless
of these stern activities, perplexity about how to manage psychological
oppressors won until the point that the heartless Army Public School
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Attack joined the country. Thus, the legislature reported National Action
Plan, NAP.
Any activity is a communicated need, so is NAP. It looks to lift ban on
execution of fear-based oppressors, build up military courts, and wipe out
furnished volunteer armies in the nation. It encapsulates the political will
to stop re-development of restricted associations, religious mistreatment,
partisan brutality and glorification of psychological oppression. It goes for
countering abhors material and presenting madrassa changes. It
additionally goes for acquiring changes FATA, actualizing compromise
process in Baluchistan, formulating a strategy for Afghan Refugees and
improving the criminal equity framework (Salahuddin, 2016). In a more
extensive sense, the National Action Plan is an overwhelming endeavor
which tries to address the issues in the national religio-ideological talk,
settle vexing authoritative bottlenecks and take care of issues in the sociopolitico milieu of Pakistan.
As a result, there is hidden fear that hostile to terror laws might be utilized
against political laborers; regardless of whether they are not utilized, there
are sufficient deception calls to depict such utilization. Henceforth, there is
a suggestion inside mid-level political units over the political gap to go
moderate on NAP. Another nearly related obstruction begins from the
conduct of political representatives in law upholding agencies; they are
more faithful to their naming identities and less to pay ace the state.
20-Points of NAP:
The principal of the 20 points in the NAP was the raising of the ban on
capital punishment in Pakistan, which had been rising since 2009. As of
June 23, an aggregate of 176 individuals including two persons who may
have been proclaimed as juveniles have been hanged in Pakistan, putting
Pakistan on course to organize the country with the most number of
executions. On Jan. 5, 2015, the 21st Legitimate Amendment and the
Military Act Amendment were reliably passed, giving the lawful and
customary assurance for military courts to summon youngsters. The army
courts have gone under huge feedback for setting up a parallel legal
system, in this way signifying the justice system in Pakistan has failed.
Several focuses in the NAP manage prohibited outfits (#3), their processes
(#7), correspondence systems (#13, #14), and financing sources (#6).
Advance on this front is negligible, as almost 60 restricted outfits still
work straightforwardly, and have challenged district court decisions under
various appellations. One solid advance the legislature has taken is to
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attempt and enlist all cell phone SIM cards available for use and count
them in contradiction of the client's NIC number, in this manner carefully
following SIM use.
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The data reveals the facts in thousands against the countries.
Source of Data:http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/03/29/mappedwhich-countries-suffer-the-most-from-terrorism
Since March 10, 2015, 57,335,550 (Saeed, 2017) SIM cards have been
enlisted. Be that as it may, by one estimate, Pakistan has 132 million
telephone clients, more than twofold the number enrolled so far(20 Points
to Pakistan?, 2015).The NAP likewise contains other counter fear
mongering steps including fortifying the (NACTA) (#4), setting up a
dedicated antiterrorist squad (#8), and in addition broad-based objectives
(#15) for taking out fear mongering like Operation Zarb-e-Azb in North
Waziristan, however it was propelled on June 15, 2014. The NAP
additionally endeavors to address neighborhood clashes in the (FATA)
region (#12) and other parts of the country. The FATA struggle is being
tended to incompletely by driving out the aggressors under Operation
Zarb-e-Azb. In any case, to date there has been constrained discussion
about FATA changes (20 Points to Pakistan?, 2015). Karachi, Pakistan's
biggest, most complex city is likewise its generally fierce. Indeed, even
with Operation Zarb-e-Azb, Karachi demonstrated the most number of
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fatalities from savagery in all of Pakistan in 2014.Balochistan, which is
largely ignored and disappointed area since Pakistan's beginning has seen
various inborn uprisings against the legislature in the course of the most
recent quite a few years.
Activity against despise writing particularly is an overwhelming
undertaking, as there is no instrument to screen or control its scattering (20
Points to Pakistan?, 2015). For instance, the administration forced a
boycott on22 magazines after the 9/11 assaults. Nevertheless, a
considerable lot of these distributions were back at magazine kiosks
fourteen days after the fact; either under an alternate name, or now and
again, evens a similar name. Another illustration is Masood, a pioneer
from the activist gathering Jaish-e-Muhammad, needed by specialists and
sequestered from everything since 2009, yet he some way or another
figures out how to distribute with disturbing recurrence under the nom de
plume "Saadi." Lacking a headquarters, control, following, and
distinguishing proof instrument, this is one of the hardest indicates in the
NAP actualize.
Media Role:
After assault on APS Peshawar media joined the entire country and give a
stage to resident and civil society individuals to battle against fear
mongering with Govt., and Armed powers of Pakistan. Media secured 20
purposes of the NAP in news areas and most extreme space on assessment
pages and syndicated programs. Media persuade the country to help the
NAP 20 Points. Some political gatherings and religious gatherings made
protest on a portion of the focuses. JUI (F) and JI protested words "group
and religion" utilized as a part of the Army Amendment. As indicated by
Army Amendment "any individual who is known to have a place with any
psychological militant association or gathering utilizing the name of
faction or religion, submits an offense, say in National Action Plan
Points(Counter Terrorism Policy Measures: A Critical Analysis of
Pakistan’s National Action Plan, 2016). On the off chance that these
words were not removed, JUI (F) will not vote on the threatened
modification.
Media deniedtheir objection and give a message that now an opportunity
to join against the terrorism. Media Start battle for execution of national
activity anticipate regular routine through news content greatest space,
political syndicated programs and daily papers publications(Counter
Terrorism Policy Measures: A Critical Analysis of Pakistan’s National
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Action Plan, 2016). Media persuaded the Government on these issues.
Driving Urdu and English daily papers make crusade to help these 20
focuses. Media abolish the sectarianism, Religious hate substance, they
did not distribute or communicate the announcement, and strings of fear
Year

No of Incidents

Killed

Injured

2013

1,717

2451

5438

2014

1,206

1,723

3,143

2015

625

1,069

1,443

2016

441

908

1,627

monger gatherings. Driving English daily paper Daily Dawn enormous
battle his assessment and article pages .Urdu Newspaper Daily Jang
likewise give space in their Front-page features.
NAP- Progress & Challenges:
The government keeps up a rundown of 63 restricted associations,
however this rundown has been around since a long time before the NAP,
and just the Islamic State (ISIS) has been added to it since the NAP
became effective in the principal year. Two extra associations were
included for the current year, Jamat Ul Ahrar (JuA) and Lashkar-e-Jhangvi
Al Alim (LeJA). Be that as it may, being a banished association has small
significance, as there are reliable reports of their individuals moving
uninhibitedly, holding revives and open social affairs, transparently
affecting disdain and fanaticism, and being given broadcast
appointment(Counter Terrorism Policy Measures: A Critical Analysis of
Pakistan’s National Action Plan, 2016). The fourth schedule ought to
become effective, confining their developments and interchanges,
however it is seldom connected. As evidence, the nation was stunned by
the triumph in a by-race of Masroor Nawaz Jhangvi, a veritable individual
won the election and started playing a significant role in the political
system of Pakistan. Though the executions declined the occurrence of
terrorists attacks in the country but the highest number of executions i.e.
327 in the year 2015 also place Pakistan 3rd after china and Iran having the
highest execution rate in the world in 2015(Cornell law university, death
penalty database, the center for research and security studies, 2016.
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Counterterrorism, justifiably, is a major part of the NAP, which subtle
elements ventures to fortify the National Counter Terrorism Authority
(NACTA), builds up a committed counterterrorism power, and sets bland
objectives and particular objectives for development in the general
security circumstance. NACTA remains a noteworthy test as the political
will expected to reinforce the association is transient, best case scenario
(Salahuddin, 2016). The administration keeps on asserting, without
verification, that NACTA is operational and practical, bringing up issues
about its dedication and seriousness. Since the establishment of the NAP,
there has not been a solitary summit of the NACTA leading body of
councils, and in spite of the late portion of assets, it has neglected to
establish a Joint Intelligence Directorate.
Registration of Religious Seminaries:
There is no correct number accessible to check what number of religious
theological colleges as of now exists in Pakistan, however the nearby
gauge is 22,052. With a specific end goal to address the issue of illicit
madaris, the government is as of now examining regardless of whether to
make an Islamic Education Commission so as to direct the religious
theological schools in the nation. Strangely, the Saudi Arabian
government, the essential financer of religious theological colleges in
Pakistan, has allegedly chosen to stop specifically subsidizing these
religious theological colleges as it has done truly. Rather it intends to
devise an instrument to specifically help the Pakistan government instead
(Salahuddin, 2016). Despite this, profoundly planned and bald-faced
assaults in 2016 demonstrate that while aggressors and radicals have been
without a doubt debilitated, their ability has not been lessened regardless
they have the two assets and access. In August, the legal advisor group in
Quetta was focused on, slaughtering 72 of every a frightful suicide assault.
The NAP likewise has stipulations for battling scorn, sectarianism, and
bigotry (Saeed, 2017). A report from August uncovers critical
development toward the achievement of these objectives (Salahuddin,
2016). Law authorization organizations captured 15,259 pastors, religious
educators, and petition pioneers for conveying abhor discourse and
prompting brutality, and enrolled 14,869 cases (Syed, 2017). A huge
number of captures were additionally made in brushing operations the
nation over, while near 6,000 bodies of evidence were enlisted against
shop proprietors for offering despise materials. The number of individuals
who died because of prejudiced clashes in the country lessened from 616
out of 2013, to 420 out of 2014 to 304 out of 2015. In the initial seventy
five percent of 2016, up until now, this number stands at 147. This
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demonstrates a stamped and verifiable decrease in prejudiced violence
crosswise over Pakistan. While not totally disposed of, this level of
moderation is a positive sign.
Conclusion:
The progress of the NAP has up to this point been halfway effective. As
expressed before, this might be expected to some degree on the grounds
that not the greater part of the significant partners (military and civil
government) has achieved an accord with respect to methodology and
strategies. Some arrangement creators might be excessively mindful,
making it impossible to disturb existing conditions, or act in opposition to
the military's advantages. In either case, it is the Pakistani regular people
who keep on facing the dangers from fear mongering. With no
appropriately outlined, encircled, and solid counter-fear based oppression
strategy it creates the impression that Pakistan is a long way from
accomplishing any significant triumphs(Counter Terrorism Policy
Measures: A Critical Analysis of Pakistan’s National Action Plan, 2016).
The best counter-fear based oppression hones come from methodologies
figured with agreement, and actualized with fervor. The present planning
has put the huge dominance of the encumbrance of counter mental
fighting on the military. From the usage of energy to instructing and legal
commitments now, remain with the military power. The course of action
needs clear benchmarks for achieving its objectives. It needs
straightforwardness and duty. In addition, it should break into short-,
medium-, and completely deal destinations. Propel sanctioning would be
required to examine the issue in more detail. It is delighting that sheets of
trustees are made to examine each one of these issues yet a segment of the
concentrations would require long contemplations and accord: for
instance, the enrollment and seeing of Madaris and its outside sponsoring,
changes in FATA and political bargain with protesters in Baluchistan.
Recommendations:
Recommendations are as follows:
a) Political leadership must play their effective role in
implementation of NAP, only the armed forces should not be
overburdened.
b) To achieve more results from NISP and NAP to curb terrorism in
the country, it is necessary to maintain full cooperation between
centers and provinces.
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c) NACTA should be enhanced and strengthened to address transprovincial issues like sharing of data, assess progress of deradicalization process and gauge NAP performance in a better and
systematic manner.
d) Coordination among the stakeholders is needed regarding sharing
information intelligence during the operations made (Military and
civil administration).
e) Police is the basic unit of gathering the intelligence information at
gross route level (The police station). The present police has not
the ability to fight against terrorism but they are confronting it,
which needs proper training, modern equipment. Police should be
completely depoliticized because impunity provides to criminals
from punishment on political pressure destroys a criminal justice
more than anything else. Many reforms in police were introduced
during Musharraf regime in 2002 but reversed when elected
government took over in 2008. The Baluchistan police situation is
more complicated among other provinces of the country because
the jurisdiction of police is limited to towns and cities; the
remaining 90% of remaining provincial jurisdiction are policed by
local levies in conjunction with local chiefs. Addressing the
situation in Baluchistan, police requires serous attention efforts to
reforms in Baluchistan police were underway under Musharraf rule
but soon the Government took forsaken but no comprehensive
steps.
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Abstract:
The Sino Pak relationship had always been predominated by great
powers, USA, Soviet Union, United Kingdom and the growing regional
economy India, which had always pressurized Pakistan to keep China
beyond South Asia and Indian Ocean. The mutual understanding has
always been above the change of Geo-Political Scenario Developed in the
World that could not affect mutual geostrategic interests, since we share a
common rival and threat. After the fragmentation of Soviet Union, the
Chinese government took initiative for strengthening economic ties
stabilize relations with New Delhi. Change in Afghanistan brought China
closer to Pakistan as the Sinkiang Autonomous Region, a Muslim Majority
Province flexing muscles for sovereign Muslim State, that seemingly will
remain a gigantic potential challenge eventually take effect from Taliban
uprising.
Chinese’s noninterference policy is much-loved by Islamabad. In
the wake of Indian belligerence persuaded Pakistan that China holds a
polestar position in foreign policy contours and a trustworthy strategic
partner. The American foreign policy to leave Afghan people at the mercy
of none, after 1991, caused a big vacuum to fill up, which stemmed an
unending lengthy civil war by the local warlords aiming at Kabul. There is
an urgent need for American foreign policy makers, to reassess their South
Asia policy. American romanticism with India led the NATO failure in the
fight with Afghans another Blunder on the part of US. Chinese
Development of the Gwadar Seaport a free economic zone, which has
reached to the warm waters of Indian Ocean, as their potential competitor
of the 21 Century USSR, the role of US is being performed by China.
Keywords:Regional-Issues;Major-Powers; C-PEC; Terrorism; Pakistan.
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Introduction:
Sino-Pak relations take their roots ever since the inception of Pakistan
in 1947 and after the Chinese Cultural Revolution in 1949 it has gained
more impetus (LIM, 2015). The two countries havestayed as Iron Brother
by the western analysts according to their mutual understanding and need
in the time of test. China trusts us as equal allay friend on the other hand
the America and West think another way, the change in international
political situation our role and position is changed. The Chinese
preference and huge investment also is good omen. The equilibrium is
retained in the region by China not America, in providing Pak the Fighter
Planes and other Military hardware. Pakistani provided diplomatic
channels that Hennery Kissinger did the secret visits to China and
Ultimately China had succeeded in securing her Permanent membership in
United Nation Security Council with flourishing relations with USA
(Kissenger, 2011-2012). The neighboring Communist Super Power of
Eurasia initially displayed great interest in Pakistan, but very soon, both
the powers had differences developed after the Cultural Revolution
(Malik, 1994). The Sino Soviet Split appeared in the 1953 Summit
Conference in Beijing and the Chinese Leaders cold welcome ignited a
cold war within the Communist bloc mainly because of deviation from
Karl Marx Ideology (Li, 01-Mar-2013). The Western powers,including
United States in particular, wanted Pakistan to be in its sphere of influence
to keep distant from the Red Giant, having very little to do with Pakistan
and China relations in that early era but after the demise of USSR and rise
of Chinese economic power in current situation as the Sino Pak relations
have been flourishing, the Western powers including USA and India
having fears in this regard. “Pakistan is China’s Israel” (General Xiong
Guangkai). This statement obviously indicates the gravity and depth of the
two nation’s mutual understanding as the Israel is enjoying in the Middle
East by the United States of America. The Communist party of China
visions a pipeline of oil from Pakistani city Gwadar to China and to the
Chinese coastal cities to further facilitate the East Asian nations and her
interest to the Islamic World through Pakistani Good Offices and
expending her economy (Small, 2015).
Besides all the factors the key players in international affairs, that had
been dependent on their defense industry always tried to create an
atmosphere of bitterness between the neighboring countries to get an
opportunity of their weaponries sale out, to the belligerent states as we see
in the case of India and Pakistan where one bloc supported Pakistan while
other strengthened India in the war in 1965 (Ray, 2011). Contrary to this
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Indian Leader Jawher Lal Nehru was against the India going militarizing
as he said that if we have to fight Pakistan we fight them with our lathis
(Sticks). There is no military solution to the core issues of Indo Pak but
the political dialogues. The Arms race in the world could not at all lead to
a peaceful earth rather an alarm for the poor nations who have been
spending their taxes on the military equipment which expire after twenty
or thirty years and again to spend money to overhaul them. By the year
1990 at the end of cold war the total cost of the defense budget of America
was $3.7 trillion that would be enough for re-buying everything in
America accept the Land, one of every sixteen person was engaged in
defense industry, Pentagon cannot cut its spending on defense it because
that would result in thousands of millions jobs losses. (Eugene R.
Wittkopf, 2008)
To keep Pakistan away from the Chinese influence also marks that the
main weapon exporting powers want to engage Pakistan in buying their
costly military hardware instead of going to search in cheap Chinese
weapons, Missiles Technology preserve stability in the South Asia, this
change in policy of Pakistan is not liked by the United States of America
as the Trump administration has been busy in making good relations with
India, in the area where Pakistan has reservation as like in Afghanistan
(Price, 2016). Countering the Indian foreign office statement over
reservations on C-PEC route which goes through Azad Kashmir a disputed
territory, Pakistan Foreign Office Spokesman very politely cleared that
China Pakistan Economic Corridor is not only for Pakistan and China but
the entire South Asia including India, West Asia can also benefit from this
(P K Singh, 2017). China would not sit silently if India makes problems
for Chinese firms and investors in Pakistan, Where China has planned to
invest initially $46 billion to make Gwadar Port functional and resolving
our energy crisis and build a rail and road to Chinese autonomous region.
In case of any misadventure in Sea of China as the American Naval
presence there may stop or blockade the entire region which may cause an
economic dilemma and this new way out for China energy route help her
remain stable, as the annual business in the area is almost $5trilion which
might hit the financial markets hard(Chandran N. , 2017).
The US and India Military agreement may not make her feel
endangered in the region where she is engulfed by three sides by China,
Pakistan and Myanmar (China ally) all having a disinclination for India.
This new episode in Indo US relations may not only harm China Pakistan
but it also leaves Russia uncertain, her cold war friend above all her most
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of the military equipment is imported from Russia (Praveen K. Chaudhry,
2011). These supplements need to be repair and overhauling by the
Russian technical experts and her air force totally dependent upon the
Russia so is her artillery. New agreement would leave India a vessel state
of US not an equal to China, which is a thriving economy, New Delhi
need to live amicably among her own neighbors like China, Russia,
Pakistan, and Central Asian States (Patranobis, 2016). Moreover, their
good relations with Pakistan these two huge powers having shared an
opponent America in the region making it further firm bond to their
interactions. As China the biggest Arms importer from Russia and
Chinese Air force to a great extent needs Russian arms to make its air
force restructured, Russia edging over USA, after the Soviet Union
exporting sophisticated arms to the buyers and at the same time using the
same technology for its own military while US sales out dated and used
weapons to the purchasers limiting current technology only for its own
armed forces. In 1995 America warned Russia and Ukraine on the transfer
of sophisticated Missile technology to Beijing. (Anderson, 1997).
The American most recent engagement and testing the new military
equipment in Afghanistan raised eyebrows in the region and the simple
reason USA and its allies not efficacious in the Afghanistan due to the
Indian unnecessary appearance in the war on terror without the troops on
the ground. India Pakistan in the region hastheir own vested interests and a
history of wars. The American think tanks could not give well an insight
to their leaders in this military interference and its aftermaths. The war on
terror had been deviated by India to gain the maximum opportunity to
destabilize her traditional rival by supporting the Taliban in the Federally
Administered Tribal Areas, (FATA) also dispatching trained miscreants in
the front line state and a systematic propaganda to change Western
opinion. Her desire to carry out surgical strikes in Pakistani Administered
Kashmir, by replicating US drones, which has been resented by Pakistan,
warned a full-scale war and she would be responsible for igniting a
nuclear war in Subcontinent. The American allies under NATO not only
fighting a single front in Afghanistan i.e. war on terror and Extremism but
they at the same time launched a low level cold war with the Regional
powers like Russia, China, Iran and Pakistan. To see this new India US
amity China Pakistan got on same page and begin to minimize Indian
influence in the area. China assisting the growing economy of Pakistan,
the Gwadar Port and C-PEC initiated. Russian envoys also visited
Islamabad as the USA started influencing the EX-Soviet Republics, which
distract the US attention from the war on extremism(Tanha, 2015). The
US withdrawal from Afghanistan is seemingly a unilateral ceasefire from
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NATO and Western allies to avoid a long lasting war increasing
causalities, and avoid the World calling them for not a finishing war and
get justifications (Jetly, 2009).
Methodology:
This is a longitudinal research based on secondary data, which include
reviewing of published Books Reports Magazines, Journals of
International repute, Newspapers, Internet Websites and International
leader’s speeches and recorded Interviews of key Political personalities
foreign analysts and diplomatic.
Literature Review:
Looking through the History, Pakistan had been in trouble by a hostile
neighbor. The Indian National Congress Influenced British Masters,
Muslim Populated areas had not been handed over to Pakistan, most
obvious of that is Kashmir. Our entire foreign Policy is designed with
special context of Kashmir. All the Major Powers have exerted their
influence over the Issue of Kashmir. The situation had reached to a no
return, after the war of 1971, which justifies, keeping a strong military to
balance with India, spending more on her defense (Ashley J. Tellis, 20052006). As the only Nuclear Muslim Country Occupies a Geostrategic
position, the ambition of China to become the World Naval power
accessing the Mideast oil fields. In this regard, we get special attention in
the future planning of China to reach out the energy giants of Middle East
and targeting at the European markets, vast economic centers of East Asia
(Small, The China-Pakistan Axis, Asia's new Geopolitics, 2005). After the
withdrawal of Soviet troops, in a vacuum of power all the warlords of
Afghanistan started fighting among themselves. Pakistan played her role
in her limited resources. Pashtun having a majority in Afghanistan not
accepted the government of Persian Speaking Northern Alliance. Religion
was the only epicenter acceptable to all, all over the world the
sympathizers of Muslim goodwill and Al-Qaida leaders also reached there.
Sensing the extremism, the Chinese government communicated its
displeasure over the activities nearby her western borders that might
influence the Muslim population of the adjacent region. The US turned
towards Iraq, left Afghanistan unattended in 2002 and the problems slowly
got out of control. (Hammes, 2006). Now leaving Iraq war unfinished
again entered Afghanistan, an ally against Soviets turned enemy.
After the Soviet Union Indian suffered, leadership had to search a
new friendly Nation, in the unipolar world where Sino Pakistan united
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against her. Pakistan and Soviet Union besides having a proxy war a
battleground in Afghanistan, also engaged directly to destabilize each
other by raising the weaker segments of each country. The enlightened
approach of the new Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev’s disengagement
policy in the South Asia resulted in withdrawal of Red Army from
Afghanistan. Russia making understanding with USA frozen all the
Military assistance to India the American pressure to India through Russia,
not to test Nuclear weapons. The Russo-Pak joint Military exercise
“Friendship 2016” further fragile the Indian dreams and she was alone in
the International affairs (Nikolas K. Gvosdev, 2013). US Suspended
military aid to Pakistan under Non Proliferation Policy and imposed
military sanctions over her under the Presseler Amendment on 1 October
1990 (Foreign Assistance Act.).
The American victory birthed so many complications one of them that
led a US U-turn shifting focus from Pakistan, linking military Assistance
by the ratification of the American President each year (Akhtar, 2017). He
had to submit a report in the Congress that Pakistan does not possess the
Nuclear weapons. This unfriendly posture sowed the seeds of hatred in the
mind of people, we struggled to resolve Afghan issue alone and America
left South Asian platform unfinished and got engaged in the Middle East
issues. Being the only super power America waged a ruthless war against
the states that were confrontational to West and were in the Soviet bloc
(Dimitrakis, 2013).
The Chinese assistance to Pakistan for its nuclear program is the
result of Indian aggressive attitude and a desire for a regional power. After
the Sino Indian border confrontation in 1960s China made a policy of soft
balancing of the region by making India realize that Pakistan is also a
power, although publically rejects all the claims that she is targeting India
while equipping Pakistan with M-11 missile , that reacted USA provided
Fighter Planes to Taiwan in (Schofield, 2014). Pakistan found a great
friend to counter the Indian hegemonic intimidations in the region.
(Shahid, 1987).The Central Asian States are making a choice between
China and India in the region, having no geographical access to later.
The bitter experience of American seventh fleet not reached to East
Pakistan (London, 1974). The Kargil conflict is the upshot of the Indian
supremacy and hegemonic approaches and her occupation of Siachen, The
Pakistan army had come up with a best strategy to bow India down and
vacate the Siachen on Pakistani terms, and however, the civil government
shattered the excellent opportunity of reclaiming the areas. Nawaz Sharif
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Foreign Diplomacy failed to convince the world and could not dictate the
terms to India (Dettman, 2001). The current policy of the Peoples
Republic of China towards India is deterrence and low level engagement
in shape of promoting Pakistan. The Chinese leadership having a vision of
strong Pakistan which is not only necessary for huge Chinese investment
but also keep the Islamic radical elements at a distance from the Chinese
Muslim entity East Turkistan, she wants a strong and friendly India which
must keep America away from their neighborhood and also interested in
its interests secured in the region (Fravel, 2011).
The US hunt down of Al-Qaida head in Abbottabad, China was the
only Major Power that openly supported the Pakistani establishment, that
they had no information about the hideouts in Pakistan. The Chinese
affirmation after the Pakistani Premiers visit to China that Pakistan had
made massive fatalities in combating terrorism by selecting to stand with
international confrontation against the terror therefore her sovereignty
independence and national integrity must be respected. It is essential for
International community to stand with the People of Pakistan in its efforts
in combating the terrorism within the country, which eventually put the
State stability at risk; in that case she requires economic assistance and
military aid (Pant, 2012). PRC desires to make it sure that Chinese
interests are safe in the region by constructing a railway line and a road
leading to Gulf. The Chinese oil transportations at present take almost a
month to reach the Persian Gulf (Harrison, 2010). When high-speed rail
and road links through Gilgit and Baltistan are completed, China will be
able to transport cargo from Eastern China to the new Chinese-built
Pakistani seaport at Gwadar, Pasni and Ormara, just east of the Gulf,
within 48 hours (Bhola, 1986).
Study Area:
The neighbors of Pakistan, South Asia, Muslim Republics of central
Asia and the key players in the International Politics. The Soviet Russia,
United States and their allies and, China Pakistan all weather friendship
and the ongoing China Pakistan Economic Corridor.
Consequence and Discussion:
Soviet Occupation of Afghanistan, Vacating and Consequences:
After the Soviet troops entered in Afghanistan, the situation was
normal but very soon the West succeeded in convincing the Muslims and
China continued supporting Pakistan over Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
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USSR had encircled China from Three Sides, From Kashmir to North
Korea, having 4300 KM Border. The downfall of Soviet Russia had been a
great blessing for China, providing an opening to the west and the
landlocked Central Asian States. According to new plans the government
Funneled $25 billion development of human life and rail and roads in the
Xinxiang. After almost a half-decade of no apparent government in
Afghanistan, the Taliban came and reached to Kabul held 95% of the land.
The 9/11 attacks by Al-Qaida nexus with Taliban, NATO found an excuse
to intervene. The US premature Swing in Policy by wedding India against
China and leaving Pakistan at that stage is a policy abrupt shift.
However, sharp and visionary the US Policy maker and Diplomats
may be, but this is a policy catastrophe at the hands of US foreign policymakers, they do not read books and analysis made by their own brethren
and foreign scholars, political scientists, that they left Afghanistan after
the Soviet Withdrawal the US foreign Policy Makers and Diplomats sat
and enjoyed the ecstasy of the Soviet disintegration, they had no idea that
the terror would be a bigger threat than the State of Soviet Union, totally
controlled by the wise politicians as compared to the rogue elements.
The East Turkestan the biggest Chinese populated Muslim
autonomous state, the region between the Caspian Sea and Great Wall of
China, Siberia, Iran and bordering Afghanistan, Pakistan and Tibet, land
of Turkic people, also called the cradle of Islamic Turkish civilization. In
the era of Abdul Malik Marwan, the Turkish accepted Islam and after that
where ever they went they took the banner of Islam in the world. The
unrest in the Turkistan is another reason for Chinese to like Pakistan as we
turn a blind eye towards the Chinese and the Uyghur People of Xinxiang
for the last seven decades, the Human rights violations are the routine
work and forcibly breaking the people fasts at noon by the PLA in the city
square, since the formal Chinese Occupation in 1949 named it Xinjian
means New Borders. The home of all the Turkish people who hailed their
history from here and settled around the world after converting to
Muhammadan Faith spread Islam as far they went. This Region is also
known as the Kuwait of the central Asia and China its huge oil reserves
minerals Above and beyond this the gateway of Central Asia Russia and
road to Persian Gulf connecting by Karakorum Highway, China’s Window
to the West (Alikuzai, 2013).
The Chinese purposefully retain India balanced by Pakistan
and focusses on its own growing economy, such as she kept North Korea a
constant headache for the region particularly for US and Japan. In South
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Asia she almost has encircled India from East West and North by
Pakistan, Myanmar and its own border, the proposed Naval Base at
Gwadar could help her to counter Indian Naval power, and India would
not put her own security at danger in case of blockading Pakistani coastal
area as she had done in 1971.
Pakistan’s Nuclear Program, Test, Sanctions and the Support of
China:
As currently India has positioned her half of military in occupied
Kashmir alone, disputed Kashmir question, which resulted in war and
hatred in the region, the freedom fighters for Kashmiri and terrorist for
India. After withdrawal of British, India being the bigger and resourceful
had always been busy in upsetting Pakistan. The creation of Bangladesh
left an unrecovered scar in Pakistani peoples mind that India could never
be their friend. These were the unbiased reasons forced Pakistan to initiate
her Nuclear Program and the Indian atomic tests in 74 at Pokhran
accelerated the program to achieve as soon as possible and at that time the
West was against the Pakistani Nuclear program and forced France not to
transfer the reactor to Pakistan and China helped Pakistan to achieve her
objectives to balance the power in South Asia and realize India that
Pakistan is not alone and weak. China wanted to contain Indian military
expansion, by making Pakistan as equivalent to India for driving her under
check for claiming of Tibet, border disputes at skim and the 1962 border
war. China is now improving her relations with India for economic
development. America and West are giving India more preferences as
compared to Pakistan and her role in Afghanistan in the war against
terrorism.
Pakistan’s growing population is worsening the energy crisis and
China had a huge Investment in the energy sector, and ongoing projects on
fighting Energy shortfall (Rong Wang, 2014). China under the C-PEC
development aims at increasing the Pakistan Electric power generation
from roughly 16,400 Megawatt to 33,000 Megawatts in 2018, from the 14
construction projects, produce electricity in the future, which is more than
the shortfall of 4,500Mw. According to the studies that currently Pakistan
has the potentials to produce 60,000 MW of electricity on hydroelectric
power Generation bases, the Demands of Energy could be 39000 MW in
2025, report by International Energy Agency (Tiezzi, 2016).
The Pakistani Politicians exploited the energy sector to gain the
sympathies of the electorates and blame each other for the crisis; some
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went to the extent that in the coming one year they would generate enough
energy to eradicate the Power shortage in Pakistan, where the severe
climatic conditions can’t be handled without producing electricity. Besides
this the textiles factories shifting to the Bangladesh, as the government
offered them cheap electricity and gas in addition to this 30 European
states without taxes. Although Bangladesh has power shortage but they are
managing it well and have planned to give better opportunity to investors
in textile sector to come and install their plants. (Paul, 2011).
The China Pakistan Economic Corridor and Its Impact on Region:
The Global Politics always takes a new shape as the states and
emerging powers of the region gain more strength and have a say in the
World Affairs or having a larger influence on turning the International
Policies more friendlily towards their economic fields. This new economic
breakthrough came before the limelight in the year 2015 when the Chinese
President paid an official visit to Pakistan (Panda, 2015). Pakistan and
China had agreed to continue this contract for a period of 40 years. “The
Sino-Pakistan relationship has now moved beyond the 'higher than
Himalayas and sweeter than honey' phase. Chinese strategists are openly
taking of Pakistan as their nation's only real ally. (PANT, 2016).” Being a
nuclear state, emerging as a new regional power at a strategic location
necessarily proves a great trust for China. The Huge Investments of China
in Pakistan and development of Gwadar Port by creating another energy
root in case of any blockade in the China Sea and strait of Malacca, China
could also develop the port of Chhabr in Iran but China opted for the
Pakistan port for a reason as a strong friend and having no UN restrictions
against Pakistan and the common foe at their borders. To counter the
Chinese presence in Indian Ocean India also playing her Cards by
developing Chhabr overtly seeking an access to Central Asian Markets
through Afghanistan (Fazil, 2016). The de facto control of 40% of
Afghanistan is in the Hands of Taliban, which pose threats to Indian
investments as well as Indian presence; she is required to justify its
presence in Afghanistan besides the interfering in the local issues of
Pakistan. China and Pakistan had no competition in any ground but the
Iran and Indian having mutual clashing interests, which the Persian
authority never let, be by-passed as Iran also wants her goods to make
their way to central Asian states and India. Pakistan handed over the
control of the Gwadar port to Chinese authorities while Iran would never
give the control to India, her investments under constant threats because
America and Persia uneven relations, while Chinese investments benefit
both the Nations and the region in a broad spectrum. The unrest and the
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suicidal attacks in Afghanistan can limit the Indian economical brainchild
and lead to failure to make herself equal to China. US again sending fresh
troops in Afghanistan and training to the Afghan counterterrorism forces
but it seem so difficult to achieve so soon. A state like Afghanistan having
so many states involved cannot be peaceful and no stability no economic
improvement (ALMUKHTAR, 2017) .
Conclusion and Recommendations:
Since 1990 a series of mega events in the region hashappened the
Soviet invasion and Withdrawal from Afghanistan (25 Dec 1979 – 15 Feb
1989). The nuclear tests by India and Pakistan, The Kargil clash and the
US led war on terror after 9/11. We believe both the super powers were
defeated by Pakistan and both the Super Powers lost their battle because of
alliance and giving India an unjustified role in the war. It’s a patent fact
that the states maintain their relations through the help of their diplomats,
leaders, the vision of the foreign analysts and political scientist’s
observations regarding the state interests. Since Pakistan and China had
been facilitating to each other from the very beginning until now, being an
Islamic Ideological State, had never objected the Secularistic and
Communist government of China, unlike Soviet Union. Islamabad
supported restores the Sino US relations. In the background, the expertise
of Hennery Kissinger had been in the struggle to reach out to a mutual
understanding and contain Soviet Union by China. This was a great
achievement, PRC successful in regaining her lost seat in UN Security
Council falls under the Pakistani credit. The systematized propaganda
against USSR that she had intentions to stretch over Pakistan to Indian
Ocean, had not been an appealing rationale, for the Warm waters although
she had Caspian Sea Black Sea, Mediterranean and Sea of Japan, all are
not frozen. No people can be made fool but fooling a Nation raises
questions. Fighting a proxy war for American against Soviet Union was a
mistake, the first foreign Minister of Pakistan admitted after almost half
century.
Pakistan is residing in an important Geostrategic position having a
vast coastal area in the World energy neck, Persian Gulf. The article here
under takes that the China Pakistan all time cordial relationships needs to
be growing and no other Nation be given space in between, to disrupt the
positive development in the region which is in the greater interest of both
the Countries.
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It is commendable that both countries are required to bring into
focus, their regions that had been unnoticed. Politicians at home required
being intelligent in tackling the International Affairs, show vigilance in
dealing with the friends and foes (Haqqani., 2013). Human resource in the
country need to be well managed by the vibrant educational policy,
Pakistan foreign policy needs to be explicitly understood by the world, it
is mandatory to politely reject the pressure of the powers to compromise
its own greater interests. A prerequisite for Pakistani Politicians to revamp
their Political Institutions, and the government necessarily take serious
steps in formulating and understanding foreign policy, keeping in mind the
greater National Interests. An effective mechanism needs to be redesigned
in the arena of education, redefine the value of people polls, required to be
deliberated at all stages, Madrsas, Schools’, Colleges and Universities.
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Abstract:
The main objective of this study is to elaborate Habib Jalib’s struggle for
masses’ rights and his views about peace in the society. Habib Jalib used
his poetry to sensitize people about their social and political rights. His
kindling thoughts provided life blood to the poor condition of common
man. Another quality of Habib Jalib was that he remains loyal to the
people all his life which gained for him the title of “Poet of Masses”
(shaair-e awaam). Unlike his contemporary politicians and poets, Jalib
never compromised on the ideals of masses rights which he recommended
for himself. Habib Jalib views about peace testify his genius and his
cosmopolitan outlook. This study will highlight the role of Habib Jalib for
masses rights and also point out his views about peace.
Keywords:Habib Jalib, Poet, Masses, Rights, Peace etc.
Introduction:
The history of Pakistan, especially for common man contains miseries and
upheavals. In every field of life the deplorable condition of masses was
not up to the mark and is still in the state of decay. Several reasons
functioned for such usurpation of masses rights but the dreadful shackles
of martial laws regimes and remaining years of so-called democratic
governments jolted the whole social fabric. In such a sorry state of affairs,
it was Habib Jalib who stood firm against all those encroachers who one
way or the other exploited the sentiments of multitude. The name of Habib
Jalib will always be at the apex of those supporters of masses rights who
render their life and work to see the better life conditions for common
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man. In a same manner, among the messengers of peace the name of
Habib Jalib will remain distinguish from his contemporaries by his
missionary and effects oriented poems. Habib Jalib openly negated the
forces of terror and denies their supremacy.
Habib Jalib was among those exceptions that became a beacon light of
courage for the downtrodden have-nots class. Jalib raised voice against
military cum civilian usurpers and struggled for more than three decades.
His political affiliation was attached with National Awami Party (NAP)
and became the only literary figure of Pakistan who was member of the
central executive committee (CEC) of a political Party (Mujahid Barelvi,
2011). He spent most of the time in Jails, where He continued his struggle
without any obstacle.
Habib Jalib was not merely a spectator, but a vigorous and progressive
individual of political struggle and his struggle was for dominated poor
classwhich created a sense of political awareness among public. Jalib, as a
political activist, used his poems as a mean to struggle against social and
political ills. His poetic works when perceived collectively appears like a
political history of Pakistan. His struggle for raising the capacity building
of multitude was in his own distinct style, a style that was based on simple
awareness and mobilization messages in the form of poetry.
Infect, he not only raised voice for masses rights but also in favour of
peace and tranquillity in the society. Habib Jalib poems were not only a
ray of hope in that era but a milestone in today’s atmosphere of terror. As
a matter of fact, Habib Jalib was among those few voices who spoke
against the forces of terror whether in the shape of military rulers of
Pakistan or the big bully America. Habib Jalib possessed true signs of a
pacifist who believed in a terror free society.
To keep his righteousness with his cause and to avoid any clash of interest,
he never got favor from any regime. He spent his life to spread awareness
among common citizen of their political rights and had strong belief in the
voice and empowerment of masses through continuous struggle,a struggle
that was against the unjust system of tyranny as well as for the betterment
and good of common citizen. This made Jalib a true political and human
rights activist as well as a leader and a representative of the common
people.
Taking all this into account, quality research is needed to further
explore Jalib’s dogma about the better life condition of public as well as
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his charismatic contribution for peace in society. This paper will enable
the student of political science about the salient features of Habib Jalib
struggle for masses rights and his glowing thoughts about peace not
only in Pakistan but in the whole world.
Habib Jalib’sStruggle forMasses Rights in Politics:
Habib Jalib was a renowned Urdu poet of Pakistan who got the title of
‘Poet of Masses’ from all quarters of society. Further, there is no denying
the fact that he was the perfect custodian of masses rights. Habib Jalib
devoted his life for the political sensitization and awareness of common
man. As a matter of fact, he possessed a sociable heart & soul for the
oppressed class. He started his political career from the platform of
peasant movement (Hari therik) under the leadership of Hadiar Buxh Jatoi
in 1954 (Saeed Pervez, 1996) and till his death associated with those
parties who were deeply connected with masses. If one ponder on the
history of Pakistan one finds that Habib Jalib was so much caring about
the interest of general public and played the role of Good Samaritan.
Habib Jalib father Sufi Inayat Ullah once said in his book ‘Gul hai
Aqedat’ that: “God Almighty has bestowed a sympathetic heart to my son,
he is the friend of poor, labour and farmers; he is not purchasable at any
cost” (Thair Asgar, 2009). In a same manner, Habib Jalib has specified in
his book ‘Harf e sar e dar’ that: “I have heard from my elders since
childhood that may God lay down us in the grave with belief, and now I
got the meaning of this phrase that the one is called poet of masses who
till death holds in the promise of commitment with masses” (1987).
Habib Jalib holds the devotion of loyalty with masses in such a manner of
commitment,
blunt rhetoric and memorable title of poet of masses that
with these tributes he left this world. The training of Pakistani masses in
Political spheres will always be indebted to the poetry of Habib Jalib,
who’s every poem educated the common man in countries political
domains. In fact, from taxi driver to academic scholar and from politicians
to lay man all sections of social fabric were his field of poetry, therefore,
he sensitize them in the day to day political activities. For many decades,
Jalib views were puzzling the might and majesty of military despots and
so-called democrats who were encroaching masses rights and give the
courage to say NO to these usurpers.
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(Habib Jalib, 1993)

Jalib became the voice of masses sentiments and give them message
how to free themselvesfrom these military and civil autocrats.
Habib Jalib through his poetry achieve two fold goals, first impart
asense of political cognizance among multitude and second offered a
real face and image of those tyrants to the public. In one of his poem
Habib Jalib uncovered the bitter faces of our ministers who are slaves
of their foreign masters and dollar. These ministers have no
consideration towards the poor and troubled masses.

(Habib Jalib, 1957)
Similarly, in other poem Habib Jalib presented the real meaning of
Pakistan. He declared that we all are Muslims and there is no need to
explain us that we are Muslim, the foremost purpose of state is to offer the
livelihood needs i.e., education, food, clothes and shelter to everyone.

(Habib Jalib, 1993)
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Jalib once rightly said that “there are always two institutions in the world,
one is ruler’s court and the second one is of public court and it is my
commendable luck that I always remain part of masses court” (Tahir
Asgar, 2009). In this regard, Habib Jalib never got favor from the
governing powers. Famous journalist and writer Mujahed Barelvi said
about Habib Jalib that “he was a blank cheque who can cash himself any
time from any party at any cost” (Mujahed Barelvi, 2011) but he never
cheated the public and remain associated with them all his life.
Another distinctive quality of Habib Jalib was that he not only condemns
dictatorship rules but also showed his hatred against so-called democratic
governments, who in power always exploited the sentiments of masses.
The despotic regimes of Gen. Ayub khan and Yaya Khan that encroached
people’s rights were severely targeted by Jalib (Ayesha Jalal, 2014). He
also criticized Z. A. Bhutto democratic government because he felt that
the rights of multitudes are not fulfilled and only false announcement are
made with people. Bhutto also dethroned democratically elected
government of NAP which was harshly criticized by Jalib. In a
samemanner, Jalib harshly criticize Zia ul Haq martial law, which
subjugated all the rights of masses, so Jalib was again blacklisted by
government circles (Rosetta Sethna, 2015). Benazir Bhutto government
and declared that only the conditions of ministers are changing day by day
and life of poor common man is in the state of decay and aggravated every
day. Jalib further said that every son of soil is like the son of ruler but he is
under debt and every women of country is Queen but she is leaving
acrimonious life.

(Mujahid Barelvi, 2011)
By the same token, Nawaz Sharif (IJI) government also faces the same
fate from Habib Jalib. In one of his poem Jalib said that Nawaz Sharif
only makes deceitful declaration with public that he will give his life for
masses, Jalib rejected Nawaz statement by saying that don’t give your life
rather give one of his mill and the money of this country which he has
misused.
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(Habib Jalib, 1993)
Habib Jalib remain firm supporter of farmers, labors, woman, minorities
and all others oppressed classes. Habib Jalib was always fought with those
tyrants who subjugated the rights of public one way or the other. These
political cum military orphans used the sentiments of people by using the
name of ‘religion’ and sometime cheated them by using name of national
interest and democracy.
The main subject matter in the poetry of Habib Jalib was Poor labor class.
Jalib got the title ‘Poet of masses’ mainly he supported these oppressed
classes which constitute bulk of society. In the writing of Jalib one finds
poems which shows the deplorable labor condition and warn those
subjugates of labor rights by their wrath. Jalib also wrote poems about
women rights and desired that women must empower themselves in all
sphere of social life and take part in the political activities. As a matter of
fact, Habib Jalib showed the real face of these debased ruler’s to the
people. His poetry sensitize the masses of their rights, though it was in
plain language thus became a missionary tool. Jalib poetry pointed out the
black sheep’s of Pakistan politics and improves the capacity building of
multitude to elect the real represented of masses. Jalib wanted that
everyone should become vigilant and choose that representative who
believe in true democracy and are masses friendly.
Views ofHabib Jalib about Peace in Society:
A peaceful society is the desire of every individual and poets like Habib
Jalib are the real messengers of peace. Though many contemporaries of
Habib Jalib were writing about peace and serenity in society but what
made him different from them was that he had a sympathetic, friendly and
lofty heart and soul for fellow beings irrespective of cast, creed and
colour. Peace was another feature of Jalib’s poetry. Jalib was of the view
that it was impossible to remainpeaceful in a society without the system of
justice. He desired for peace and prosperity not only for his motherland
but for the entire world.
In the first martial law of Gen. Ayub Khan, no one was speaking about the
despotism and there was atmosphere of terror created by General and
Nawab Kala Bagh (N.K.Vikram, 1994). There was only Habib Jalib who
raised voice against dictator (Saadia Toor, 2011) and payed heavy price
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for his book ‘sar e maqtal’ which was banned in 1968. After this act, Jalib
negated the act of usurper in his poem. This poem identifies the greatness
of Habib Jalib who appeared as a ‘Good Samaritan’ and a pacifist who is
optimistic about better future. This poem elaborates Jalib as a scholar with
a progressive mind-set and who is conscious of the authority of writing.
He is not worried from autocrat and cruel rulers, because he is worried
about peace in the world and these (rulers) are self-centric. In the final line
of poem Jalib give a clear message that dawn is my destiny;

devastationyours.
(NasirJalib, 2013)
Habib Jalib poetry is basically focused on peace far and wide. According
to Habib Jalib, it is the hegemony of few on the resources which has
created the situation of destruction and havoc. Habib Jalib was surprised
to see that how one is not familiar with love, despite he is the devotee of a
kind-hearted Prophet Hazrat Muhammad (PBUH).
.

(Habib Jalib, 1993)
Habib Jalib asked the masses to take the flag of peace and love every
human being. Similarly, it was the manifesto of Habib Jalib to love every
human being.

(Habib Jalib, 1993)
Habib Jalib was of the belief that one is not human if he hates fellow
beings thus, no discrimination between race and colour. Jalib challenged
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all those wicked forces (especially America) who are enemies of peace
and executioners of affection need to be wiped out from the map of the
globe.

(Habib Jalib, 1993)
Habib Jalib dreamed a war free world where everlasting peace flourishes
without any sight of lamentation. Jalib poems were for that peaceful
society, where no one argument in favour of war. Habib Jalib believed it
the only cause of disparity in the world that only few possessing the rights
and the rest are oppressed.

(Habib Jalib, 1993)

Habib Jalib wrote many poems on peace which shows the stature of Habib
Jalib illuminating thoughts. These poems will bring awareness in the
students of political science about the contribution of Habib Jalib for
peace.
Conclusion:
From this article one asserts that poet like Habib Jalib is the
products of centuries because his contribution for masses rights and peace
are sincere and apparent. As a matter of fact, this new approach to present
Habib Jalib as the spokesman of masses rights and pacifist stalwart needs
further study. Unfortunately, Habib Jalib was all the time considered as a
poet and his thoughts about masses and peace were not given due
consideration in government circles as well as on academic level. In fact,
it is for the first time that Habib Jalib views about masses rights and peace
came forth on academia level. Though it is first effort yet his struggle for
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common man and his sparkling thoughts on peace deserve many
researches which can bring awareness in the students of political science.
There is no denying the fact that Habib Jalib gives concrete commands of
bravery to the general public about their basic rights. Jalib infused a sense
of saying no to the ruling order which is the main worth if exist in the
multitude and the atmosphere of peace which is the dire need of this
terrorized society. Habib Jalib declares America as the only responsible
for this terrorism. Though Jalib poems against America were written four
decades ago but one finds them still relevant in the so-called war against
terrorism.
If one ponders on the nature of human beings one finds that they have
diverse approaches to understand the problem of masses but there are
some icons who take pain for masses and society. Habib Jalib was
altogether different from his contemporaries who always took pain for the
matters of his fellow beings. Habib Jalib observed that in Pakistan all
domains of body politics have been collapsed. There seems disorder in the
politics and leader have become self-seeking and want to fill their pockets
but Jalib’s stood firm about people rights and became a ray of hope for the
down trodden masses.
As a matter of fact, Habib Jalib views about masses rights and peace in
society are genuine. But on the same time one finds that still there are
notorious forces that are exploiting the rights of people and disturbing the
peace of society. In such a sorry state of affairs, Habib Jalib sparking
thoughts are sign of hope not only for people but also for bringing peace in
the society. Jalib poetry has the power of sensitizing the public to say
goodbye to these political orphans and demagogues.
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Abstract:
Female education has extremely affected in rural areas of Balochistan due
to several factors. For instance parents has less interest to send their
daughters to far away educational institutions especially for coeducation
system except a very few number of families. The prevailing culture is
inflexible about purdah system (female going out freely) for girls/ women
which has affected girls education. The female social life also bothered by
patriarchal society. Lack of girl’s schools and Gender gap is another
factor in this regard. The objective of this study comprised on cultural
impacts on female education in Ziarat is to find out hurdles in the way of
girls education faced by strict culture and to suggest the ways for the
improvement of girl’s education.
Keywords: Female Education, Gender Gap, Rural Areas, Culture etc.
Introduction:
As society is made of two sexes male and female and both are having
equal rights and position in social and religious set up. Both the sexes are
having equal rights to education regardless of their cast, color, nationality,
culture and religion. Basically there are two type of education formal and
informal education. Formal education is supervised by state and
government while informal education is supervised by culture. Education
provides a right path to society and socializes the people. As culture has a
strong hold on social set up that’s why it control some ways of life or
behavior of people. In conservative culture and rural population no one
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wants to violate the cultural values because the society punishes him on
the violation of cultural valves. So that’s why people are strongly
following and connected to their culture. To live according to the culture
is as necessary for a man as obeying the state law and constitution for a
citizen. Like the constitution and law control the state rules and regulation
same is the culture which is an important factor and having a strong hold
on society discipline. Culture and education are both dependent on one
another. In this regard every society gives freedom to their women
according to their own culture because culture interfere the individual life
of women and men. So due to inflexible culture it has strongly affected the
female life. As a result women freedom of speech affected, women are
prohibited from going out homes, purdah system for women remain strict,
Economic, social and political life also distressed. Female going out from
homes is considered an insult for their family members. That’s why a huge
number of girls remained limited to their homes. As a result women
development in every field including education became a far cry.
The progress of whole the society depends on educated females. Without
educated female no any society or nation develops. Women can develop
the society socially, politically and financially. (Wolfensohn, 1995). Girls
education and literacy rate is very low in our society. Obeiously there are
some reasons which has caused low female literacy rate. While state has
not still forbade girls from getting education nor any religion. Every state
gives first priority to education equally for both girls and boys. Islam
insisted on getting education for both men and women equally but
unfortunately in some cases some religious scholar have misinterpreted
the religious education for their own benefits. Which has not only defamed
religion but also created a doubt in people mind. In a society in which we
live is the core of social valves.
Women folk had remained backward and has deprived of basic
rights since history. Female position remained inferior to male. In history
women are used as a child bearing machine and were only limited to
perform the duty of serving their male member of family. Historically
women are treated as a menial animal and were deprived from basic rights
like food, health and education. Female infant had buried alive because it
was consider an insult for father and family later on islamic teaching
forbade people for burying their female infants. In some costumes females
were burnt alive religiously on the occasion of her husband death. They
for centuries have been excluded from position of power both of political
and economic (Kerber, 1997). With the passage of time modern invention
and life style affected all the sphere of human life as well as culture and
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tradition. The necessities of time changed the life style of people. By the
changing culture female education is supported because it was checked in
past by conservative mind set of people and rigid culture.
Contribution of UN and NGOs:
The human rights commission of pakistan HRCP has kept a long
time on the human rights violation a close eye on and on balochistan
situation particularly on the violation by both the state and non state actors
it claimed the rising insurgency has threatened female education in
balochistan(Pakistan, 2013). Being the marganalized segment of society
the states and world are taking measurment for the improvement of female
position and education. Since several decades UN united nation, world
organizations and NGOs are claiming a lot for the improving women
position especially regarding education but women position and education
is not as much improved as so it is needed. Despite education being the
first priority there is a huge gap between male and female education
(Oladoyin and Dauda 2004). In 2000 united nation set 8 goals MDGs
including education, gender equality, women empowerment up to 2015 by
global agreement. 191 countries signed the target including pakistan. But
unfortunateily targets were not fully achived and targets again set to 2030
as SDGs. Same is NGOs claiming for working women rights to education
but just limited to urban population (Notezai, 2013).
Culture is the way of life of special area/group in which included
values, customs, ideas, beliefs, language, dress, art, institutions and
festivals. Balochistan population consisted on multicultural system. There
is a tribal system in Balochistan which has an effective role and power on
social affairs. People do not have a facilitative life in tribal areas. Most of
the families are connected to agricultural and livestock activities. The
people of Ziarat are shifted in winter season to other areas. In the pashtoon
culture of rural areas female are limited to their home and are inferior to
male. The taking care of children is the responsibility of mother and
sisters. The girls become merry in early age. In most of the rural areas
women support their male members in agriculture.
Once a girl reaches adolescence they may be at risk for sexual harassment
and strict purdah system, early marriage and child bearing stops female
from education. On the other hand female are consider as the honor of
male member of the family so male do not want to go out their female
members of homes because on the violation of purdah system they are
consider a dishonored family. Most families fears of sexual harassment
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(Thompson, 2003). An abject condition of female education descourages
the girls for further continuation of education which increases the dropout
rate. The girls students fails in class several time by the poor condition of
schools. The class repitation compel the girls student to quit education
because she can not live any more in the same class (Nekatibeb, 2002).
Balochistan faces an extreme poverty which has affected all the spheres of
life includind education. Almost families are unable to provide qualiyt
education to their childern in such a miserable financial condition. The
overall literacy rate among the poor is 28% while for non poorer 49%. The
net enrollment rate is 37% for the poor as opposed to 59% for the non
poorer (Bano, 2008). including education women health also affeced by
early merriage which becomes unable to carry on education. Almost such
kind of trends pevails culturally in urban population of balochistan. After
merriage she forced to quit education. In such a condition she perform the
duty of child bearing and household responsibility which also hamper her
social life. A common perception is there that education leads women to
autonomy as it well be a challenge for husband (Asya,mustafa, and, 18
may 2004).
Culture and Female Education:
Culturally the responsibility of male and female are quite
different from one another male are the bread winner of family. Including
the responsibility of bread winning man performs his out of home duty
like political, financial and contract with society. Being the male member
and head of family train his boys well for the competition of others than
girls. It is obvious that parents also having more interest in their son strong
future rather than a daughter. The status of women in Pakistan is somehow
different from that of western countries. Home is the legitimate
ideological physical space where she performs her proactive role as a
mother and wife while a man dominates the outside home activity. A
female member imparted domestic skills to be good mother and wife
(Imran, Saeed, 2009)
Girl’seducation after primary level becomes depress. School
distance, coeducation, gender gap and lack of female teachers are the
involving factors for low female literacy rate. Most families do not want to
send their girls to coeducation after primary level (Dr.faiz ,Dr najam,
november 5, 2004).
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Research Questions:
What is condition of female education in district Ziarat?
What is the perception of the respondants regarding female education?
What are the impacts of culture on female education?
What can be strategies for the improvement of female education in district
Ziarat?
Research Methodolgy:
The universe of the study is union counsil ziarat and ziarat town. Baba
kharwari, koshki, malikat, sara khaizi, walair kani, murdar kach, cawatra,
sakhobai and ziarat town is sellected for the study. District zairat has the
total population according to the 2017 census about 160422 in which male
82302 (51.30%) and female are 78017(48.69%) (Satistic, 2017)
the students girls and boys, teachers, and education related authorities
were intervieved. Asimple random sampling technique was used for the
data collecting
The total number of respondents are
respondents sellected randomly.

120. From each village 15, 15

The instrument used for data collection is survey from students, teachers
and education related authorities. The study conducted on cultural impacts
on female education in district ziarat.The study based on quantitative
method of research.
Literature Review:
By nature individual lives according to the prevailing culture
and tradition culture has effects on the individual life both negative and
positive. So in rural areas strict culture has checked the girls from
education where strict culture jeopardized female education. The
prevailing strict culture is responsible for jeopardizing female education.
Every citizen has the rights and obligations on state while state is
responsible to provide them free and compulsory education. Here in rural
population of Balochistan the condition of female education is very
disappointing. The literacy rate as a whole is 80%. The cooking food,
domestic works and child bearing are responsible for low female literacy
rate in rural areas of Balochistan (Naz, 2003).
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In recent past there created hesitation for girls education.And also
religious education has misused by some religious scholars. While the
religious education in its true sense encourage female education equally to
male. There is only a single university for girls in balochistan which is far
from rural areas and difficult for girls to attend because culture hesitated
people (Notezai, 2013). According to a report literacy rate is estimated
50.5% in which (male is 63% and female 38%) in Pakistan. Furthermore
the literacy rate of urban and rural areas is 30% and 70% respectively
(Economic, 2001-02).
Due to enormous illeteracy in rural areas the number of female teachers
are very few. On the other hand the famale teachers are not ready to go for
rural areas nor their families allow them. As a result very few number of
gils student attend schools. The study shows only 15% of female aged 10
and above in balochistan have ever attend school that’s why female
literacy rate in rural areas is 18% while in urban balochistan female
literacy rate is 49% there prevails a huge gap in rural and urban literacy
rate (Jooseop kim h. a., 1998)
Due to less allocated funds girls became most victimized segment of
society and unaware of life necessities especially in rural balochistan. A
study conducted in FATA shows that the factor which check the girls from
education is the enrollment gap in rural and urban is very huge where 64%
rural population are related to agricultural activities in which the students
also involue due to an abject poverty. Second factor is less numbers of
schools for girls as compared to urban population . third factor is
inadequate facilities for girls schools. Forth factor culturally most families
consider their girls education is wastage of household resources. A study
conducted in KPK shows that physical infrastructure is a consraint in the
way of female education (FWU, 2013).
Literacy rate is only 46 percent as compare to 59 percent of Punjab, 56
percent in Sindh, while 49 percent in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. According to
the Gender Parity Index (GPI) scores for Balochistan is (0.35) which is
very less than Punjab (0.69), Sindh is (0.61) while Khyber Pakhtunkhwa is
(0.49) (Economic, 2009 2010).
Accordin to amnesty international the girls enrollment rate is very low
only 28% girls go to primary school and only 11% of older girls go to high
schools. The dropout rate is very high due to early merriage the household
works are the main issue for girls to busy them (Udin & Khan, 2008).
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Pakistan and its Neighbouring Countries Budget on Education:
Pakistan spends a smaller amount of its budget on education as
compare to its neighbouring. Despite an increase in education budget in
2015-2016 pakistan current expenditure on education is the lowest in
south asia. According to a report world data sheet GDP expendituer on
education in other countries are as under Bangladesh 2% Afghanistan
4.6% Bhutan 6% India 3.8% Iran 3.1% and Maldives 5.2% while Pakistan
spends 2.5% which is very less for fullfilment of basic necessities of
education. The literacy rate of pakistani women is among the lowest in the
world because education neglected by successive governments. girls are
far more deprived in rural areas than boys (Sandhu, 2012).
Data Analysis:
Condition of Female Education District Ziarat:
The condition of girls education is very backward than boys education in
district ziarat. According to the study it is going on progressing.
According to this research conducted in the ziarat more than 50%
respondents replied that it is going on progressing while 40% of
respondents replied in backward girls education and up to 20%
respondents replied that it is improved.
Figure.1 shows the condition of female education
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The above bar shows the condition of female education in zirat which is
backward but progressing. These lines shows that the female education is
not imroved.
Perception of Respondents Regarding Female Education in Ziarat:
According to the research there almost the girls quit education due to lake
of girls school because most of the girls do not want to attend coeducation
schools. There is lack of fecilities for girls school. Most of the respondents
show a positive response regarding girls education. In a question reply
75% respondents wants to educated their girls upto university level and
only 3% wanted education to girls upto primary level.
Impacts of Culture on Female Education:
Culture has effect on female education when the equal enrollment of girls
and boys is tested there became a gap in both in a samle size of 120
respodents 48 respondents replied that it is equal while 72 responden
dnied of equal enrollment of girls and boys.
Graphical display of different factors that are disturbing the Female
education in district Ziarat

Affecting

Not-affecting
116

93
54

66

27
4
Religious

Political

Cultural

In respondents reply on above three factos ( religion, politcis and culture)
shows that 27 respondents mentioned the religion as an affecting factor, 4
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mentioned polititcs while 54 espondents have mentioned the culture as a
main factor which has negative impacts on female education in ziarat.
Strategies for the Improvement in Girls Education:
For the improvment of girls education most the repondents suggested that
there is no girls school In rural population of ziarat so there is the dire
need of girls school. And if there are schools it is far away from
population so th school for girls are not enough according to the
population.
Discussion:
The present study aims to determine the cultural impacts on female
education at school level in district Ziarat. The culture and education are
having effects on one another. Culture has not only effects on the
education but also on every field of life. The culture and costumes is
strongly followed by people. Especially in backward areas the people are
connected with the conservative thoughts. The backwardness is the sign of
conservative minded society. So here prevails the patriarchal society. The
patriarchal society has ruled since the centuries. The prevailing patriarchal
system has widened the gulf between male and female literacy rate. Still
women are not fully authorized in her private life. Most of the parents are
having no interest in their girl’s education especially after primary
education. In some villages of rural population there still not persist girl’s
schools. In those villages where there is no girl’s school the girls are going
to boy’s school. This absence of schools caused very low girls literacy rate
because after primary schools parents do not sent their girls student to
boys schools/ coeducation schools. Instead of lack of girl’s school the
remaining schools are not fully facilitated. Lack of laboratories, school
poor condition, and lack of water and absence of female teachers are the
leading issues.
Conclusion:
Overall female education in Balochistan is highly backward and affected
while the condition of girls education n Ziarat is progressing. The
prevailing culture is strict regarding the purdah system for girls and
women going out of home freely. According to the research 27
respondents replied that religion is a factor in the way of girl’s education,
4 respondents replied that politics is in affecting factor and 54 respondents
mentioned the culture which has negative impacts on female education. In
another question response 83% respondent replied that there is a
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deficiency of girl’s school and only 17% of respondents replied for girl’s
enough schools. Despite of promoting the educational budget girls
education is still far more than the selected target. The strict culture is the
main reason in this regard. The male dominated society and culture has an
effective factor for deteriorating the female education. There is a less
number of girls’ schools where after primary education a very few
numberless of parents allow girls for education. There is lack of awareness
in people about girls’ education. Still people feel hesitation about girls’
education. The budget for education is very less by which education sector
cannot progress well.
Recommendations and Suggestions:
As by the research it is cleared that the girls’ schools are not enough in
this regard government should build more schools for girls especially after
primary education because most of the girls cannot attend the school
which is far from their homes.
Facilities should be provided in girls’ schools Ziarat weather which is
extremely hot so schools should be facilitated according to the weather
and other facilities such as laboratories and buildings. Female teacher
should be provided to all the girls’ schools and the teachers should be
trained for teaching to remove girl’s hesitation and promote girls
education. The girls’ teacher should be well educated and able to teach.
There should be separate schools for girls because most of the parents do
not send their girls students to coeducation system schools. Parents should
give girls education equal preference to boys. Transport should be
provided to students because the population is scattered in rural areas
where there is a dire need of transport girls.Religious scholar’s role is
necessary for promotion of girl’s education because in conservative mind
set in backward areas misinterpretation of religionhesitate the people from
girl’s education.
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Abstract:
Marrying at the very early age is a serious violation of human rights
accorded to women by CEDAW. Such initiative including other challenges
posed by early marriage, it also contributes to mortality. Community and
parents have direct involvement in early marriage which influences the
education and economic status of girls and women. This study focuses on
consequences of marriage at the very early age. The study used both
primary and secondary data. Primary data was collected through survey
and structured interviews while secondary data was collected from books
research article, journal, policy documents and NGOs reports. Finding
discovered that lack of education is the main cause of perception held by
community and parents on practice of early marriage. Furthermore there
is no legislation to prevent or discourage the repugnant traditional and
cultural practice. As per findings, the study recommends legal policy
framework through advocacy and registration of marriage with
government institution in order to avoid the curse of early marriages.
Keywords:Early Marriage, human rights, Lack of Education, Economic
and Education Status, Policy Documents, Research Articles, NGOs
Reports, Cultural Practice, Policy Framework, Government institution,
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Introduction:
In Worldwide marriage is an approved tradition to adjust and
normalize the life of human being. This pattern is approved socially that
two or more than two people can start a family. Marriage as an
institutional pattern is specialized for brining unanimity and
interdependence for maintaining the familial affairs (Bankole et al, 2004).
Early marriage is a common phenomenon in South Asian
countries. In Pakistan this practice is very mutual in rural and urban areas.
Early marriage couples especially girl suffer underprivileged
psychologically, educationally, physically and economically. They also
suffer from whole their life. Here we defined early marriage where girl
and boy get marriage before the age of 18.
In our societies parents feel worry about the marriage of their
daughters,and the concept coerces them to get free of this responsibility as
soon as possible. The following traditions Sawara, Vatta Satta, Wanni,
Wulvar 1 in Pakistan playing very important to role to get this practice
repeat in various societies. There are many stereotypes and mind-set that
considers girls Amanat 2this must be return.
This is also practicing in our societies, that grooms are paying hug
amount to marry a girl. Mostly they give benefits back to the family of
girls. Boy’s families are also responsible to bear the entire expenditures
essential from girl’s family.
According to constitution of Pakistan (1973), “Primary Education
is the basic right of every child living in Pakistani society”, if we compare
the literacy rate of Pakistan with the other South Asia countries, we see
it’s very low and Lack of education contributes negative impacts of early
marriages. It is also very difficult for women to practice the
responsibilities of mature relationship at early age.

Wani or Sawara is a cultural custom found in parts of Pakistan and Afghanistan whereby
a young girl is forcibly married as part of punishment for a crime committed by her male
relatives
Vatta Satta, is a custom found in Pakistani societies where families the families
exchange off their girls to one another in marriage
2
Amanat (urdu word) is a cultural stereotype the meaning of this stereotype is, all girl
are property of other male and will be return one day
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Child Marriages Restraint Act 1929 1 exists in Pakistan. At the
other side marriage registration system in Pakistan is also dysfunctional.
In our society we don’t have knowledge about these two regulations, so
that mostly peoples get marriage before the age of 18 years.
This is very hard for a girl to have responsibilities of baby in very
early age of 17 &18. According to "Pakistan Demographic and Health
Survey (2006-07)" This was also reported by many social organization
and media interventions that 75 couples got married between the ages
from 6to 15-year-old
As per report of Institute for Social Justice (ISJ) Pakistan 200809,around 1054012 cases of early marriage reported between the ages
from 6 to 17. This figure is more than as many of the cases in rural area
are not reporteddue to lack of information and documentation the actual
number of early marriage is not available.
In mostly development countries among the world the costumes of
early marriage are very common. This took place because of many
situation and community level. This situation directly affects girls and
directly family. (Kabir, 2006).In Sahran Africa, South Asia, East Africa it
is very mutual practice in forthcoming societies. (UNDESA, 2000).
Civil marriage registration is enactive globally in many countries.
The purpose of this system is to show to actual age of the marriage
couples. This is the main reason the influence for early marriage.
According to UNICEF Worldwide Report 2016,around 15 million teenagers got married below the age of 18 and the ratio for early marriage is
28 cases per 60 seconds. There will not be any future for girls at all, if we
not try to end early marriage which is totally again the violation of women
rights. Young girls should be given right to choices” gilrsnotbide.orgreport”if we take a view on “UNICEF Innocent Research 2012”will be
able to see that the marriage in very age is very public Africa and South
Asian areas. It is also expressed that this tradition is very common in
North Africa and Middle East regions. In some case young girls are just
inform once the decision became final by their parents or someone from
family members. The teenagers do not have right to choose their partners.
1

Child Marriage Restraint Act 1927 (Also known as the Sarda Act), passed on 28
September 1929 in the British India Legislature of India, fixed the age of marriage for
girls at 14 years and boys at 18 years which was later amended to 18 for girls and 21 for
boys. ... It was a result of social reform movement in India
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At family level female are dominating to male. They don’t have
power to include their desires in decision making process. Our society is
circled with unnecessary costumes like Watta Satta 1 or exchange
marriages. In mostly cases we also use young girls to spread peace among
to two families or to reconcile the disputes exist among two families. Male
also marry a young girl just to keep gender based control on. It is well
known that young girls easily can be control according to the desire of
male.
Child marriage is one of the social issues which practiced in the
rural areas of Balochistan. According to "UNICEF Innocent Research
2012" there is no updated data available regarding early marriage in
context of Balochistan, but mostly cases reported on the social media
belongs to rural areas of Balochistan.
End Childhood and Risk of Domestic Violence:
Early age marriages end the childhood of a girl, restrain her
education and at the same time, limits her economic opportunities. We
have a misconception to get marry their girls in early age, parents are
protecting their daughters, which is off course, not correct. Under age
brides don’t have understanding of sexual practices and it leads them to
domestic violence and most often to death. Most of the girls, got married
in their early age (below 16 years) are died during their first childbirth.
Government of Punjab has taken the initiative to discuss this in cabinet
and increase the minimum age from 16 to 18 for marriages, constitutional
changes in family laws etc. It is highly recommended to similar practices
to be followed in other regions of the country and a proper legislation to
be done against the under marriages.
Man has different phases of life. Childhood is one of them having
its own glories and characteristics. If girls are got to be married in their
early ages, it ends their childhood with its all self-deserved glorification.
As it is very clear that age, from 10 to 16 years, is quite significant in
human life in term of acquiring knowledge and education,hasty marriages
also interrupts children`s educational career especially of girls who are not
mostly allowed to carry on their education after marriage. As a result they
remain illiterate. Illiteracy increases the risk of their domestic violence
which is not less than red card challenge for girls for life-long family
relations.
1

Vatta Satta, is a custom found in Pakistani societies where families the families
exchange off their girls to one another in marriage
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As stated above, child marriages limits their skills, resources,
freedom, mobility, education and other basic rights,young married girls
have very little power in their relations with husbands and in-laws which
lead them to domestic violence. They are, therefore, extremely vulnerable
to domestic violence, abuse and exploitation. Violence may include the
physical, mental, sexual and psychological abuse. Girls with low
bargaining power in the household are more likely to experience violence
by intimate partner women with low levels of education and youth ages
are at high risk of violence than better educated or older women.
End to Leisure and Participate In Cultural Life:
Early age marriages end the childhood of children and take them to
practical lives indeed. It also ends their participation in different cultural
activities, rest and leisure activities too. Children enjoy their freedom more
in their parent’s houses instead of in-laws (especially girls). In context of
Pakistan and especially Baluchistan, people are having very little
opportunities of such events for many reasons i.e. poverty, social
restrictions, security and far distances. Most of the population is living in
small villages and deprived from their basic facilities like education,
health and livelihood resources. Top of it, children are got married in their
early ages which make them more practical and end their free lives.
Early age marriages of children is much challenging for both
spouses since they are not quite experienced in contributing to the society
with productive outcomes. The married life is itself a constant flow for
them. There is not any productivity and contribution of the positive
outcome to society, through their children is not possible. In experienced
and young couples are totally occupied with their cultural and traditional
rituals they have no potential remained for utilizing in the upbringing of
their children. And the whole cycle continuous for future generations.
The defined gender roles of our society suddenly change the life of
a girl when she became married. There are certain responsibilities which
becomes her domain like overall domestic work. She doesn’t have time to
entertain herself through games or any other activity. Same is the case is
with the boy who has been married in early ages but the suffering of girls
is higher than the boys.
Increase the Risk of Early Divorce and Separation:
Children are inpatient, having less experience of practical life,
having no vision, unable to foresee the consequences of their actions, no
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or less educated, unable to see the Bigger Picture, unable to make any long
term decision. These are the root causes of an unsuccessful life and when
they got married in their early age, they face such issues which end their
marriage life and leads to early divorce and separation.
In Balochistan perspective divorce and separation does not exist in
case of forcible early age marriages of children in some tribes. The males
have right to remarry on the basis of issues in present married life, while
the female in this situation compromise with their husbands and in-laws
since they have no one to support them in case they demand divorce or
separation, if they do so they are blamed for violation of dignity of the
family and even can become prey to their character assassination.
The above mentioned overall scenario creates different kinds of
psycho social issues for the couple who is not able to deal with the routine
life issues on such certain age. The situation leads to domestic violence,
separations and even divorce. The families ruin the lives of their children
in an early age which affects their whole life afterwards. The sad part of
the story is that these practices are being practiced repeatedly from ages
and still there are families who believe in these customs of early age
marriages.
In the society and communities of Balochistan, divorce is not liked.
It is disrespect for both the families. Early age marriages are not reason of
divorces. Lack of understanding between the couple can be cause of
divorce.
In Baluchistan perspective divorce and separation does not exist in
case of forcible early age marriages of children in some tribes. The males
have right to remarry on the basis of issues in present married life, while
the female in this situation compromise with their husbands and in-laws
since they have no one to support them in case they demand divorce or
separation, if they do so they are blamed for violation of dignity of the
family and even can become prey to their character assassination.
Negative Impacts on Mental and Emotional Development:
Child marriages are a serious violation of human rights, child
rights and women’s rights and having negative impacts on mental and
emotional development of that child particularly. Child brides become
pregnant in their early age and it leads to high risk of delivery
complications and mortality of child. It further impacts of their domestic
lives. Under the age of 13-18, child brides face the sexual violence from
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their husbands which has serious impacts on their mental, emotional and
psychological growth.
Being deprived of education bearing responsibility of households
at young age while on the high risk of violence treated as a possession
what else is expected? Off course this occupies child mind and will have
negative impacts on it stopping mental development in every way.
Marriage is a part of life and our door to enter a new world, but
when this entry has been forcefully made earlier than we expected, then
that is the time of life when the difficulties and problems start arising.
Rushing to get married is not at all appreciable from any point of view, so
wait for the time when you reach a mature age to cope up with the
challenges with your partner and enjoy a successful life ahead.
A child who is married in childhood has great deal of negative
impacts on her mental and emotional development as she is faced with all
kinds of harassment and then she gets into psychological problems and
attains no medical treatment, which gets complicated with the passage of
time and one day reaches to the position of complete mental disorder.
At an age where a child should be basking in innocent games and
gaining education, young girls and boys are married off before they are
mentally, physically and psychologically prepared for the responsibilities
that a marriage brings. Child marriage perpetuates the cycles of poverty,
poor health, illiteracy, and violence that have negative impacts on overall
development, prosperity, and stability.
Obviously human mentality and emotions are based on gradual
process to develop in term of age. On this connection external inference
plays its vital role to interrupt the entire mechanism of feelings and
emotions. Such as; early marriage is a social and long life burden for
children especially for girls because in order to become to become a
successful mother it needs to bear great responsibility with an exciting
performance. But in immature age, it looks quite impossible to be
implemented. So an early married girl loses soon her strong nerves while
practicing such harsh conditions. In this way unbearable challenges
gradually leave negative impacts on mental and emotional development
which result serious physical and mental ups and downs.
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Conclusion:
In rural area of District Kharan traditionally mostly marriages are
arranged by the elder and head of the family. The concept of marriage in
rural area of Kharan is just a social requirement which must to be
concluded. There is big identified regarding the empowerment individual
identity of girls and family and community level. Girls are just seems as a
homemakers and rather than an individuals.
Suggestions and Recommendations:
•
•
•
•
•

To implement the early marriage law, it is important to register all
the birth and marriages on time.
There is lack of awareness among community about the early
marriage laws, there should be advocacy for mass awareness
raising at community level.
Punishment for the violation of early marriage should be hard so
that no one try to violate the laws of early marriage.
New legislation on early marriage and there is need to enforce the
mechanism of early marriage to ensure the minimum age for
marriage as per early marriage law.
Community social organization can play vital role for mass
awareness raising at community level, awareness should be raised
through community social organization.
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Abstract:
The CPEC is considered to be the most crucial project of the Asian
countries including Pakistan and China. It not only enhanced the
importance of the Gwadar region of Pakistan but also remove the
problems of the people of Baluchistan. The present research has entailed
the effect of CPEC on the local community of Baluchistan. The key
findings were elaborated through the primary and secondary research
data. The review of the literature suggested the non-availability of the
actual facts and figures and till the completion of CPEC; it will be difficult
to describe the accurate figures. Although the CPEC will profit Pakistan
in enhancing the regional cooperation of Central Asia however, the
primary data which was collected through the interviews of local people
explained the importance of CPEC for the growth of Baluchistan and
Pakistan as well. It was also described by some intellectuals that the
Governmental policies must evaluate the CPEC paradigm and utilize it in
the proper manner. The future options are recommended to design a
mixed method approach along with a large number of conducted surveys.
It will provide a larger picture in regard to CPEC and its impact.
Keywords:CPEC, Gwadar Port, Regional Cooperation, Economic
Development
Introduction:
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is a flagship project between
China and Pakistan under the Chinese grand design of One Belt One Road
(OBOR) with a vision to connect China through the entire region and
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beyond with massive infrastructure development.China–Pakistan
diplomatic relationship formalized in 1963 which has evolved over the
decades into an all-weather friendship grounded on shared interests. Both
China and Pakistan consider themselves to be a key ally of each other. On
April 2015 this decade-old partnership has entered into a new phase of
cooperation when China and Pakistan formalized CPEC, initially
comprising of fifty-one agreements and memorandum of understanding
having a total worth of $46 billion, now valued at $62 billion over the next
10 to 15 years (Sial, 2014).Through CPEC it is envisioned to enable and
promote connectivity across Pakistan by raising up an entire system
infrastructure of highways, railways, ports, fiber optic cables, oil and gas
pipelines with energy, industrial and several other mega infrastructure
developments projects and to resolve stern energy shortfall to enable a
steady economic development and growth (Mirza, 2015).
As per funds allocated through CPEC, Baluchistan emerged as a
second most attractive region with the primary allocation of $7.1 billion
out of initial $46 Billion as per the statics of the Ministry of Planning,
Development, and Reform (Long Term Plan by Ministry of Planning,
Development, and Reform).Gwadar, due to it’ geostrategic location, is
being developed into a fully functional deep-sea water port that will
connect China and Pakistan to Asia, the Middle East, Europe, and Africa.
Several industrial zones are proposed in Baluchistan under CPEC which
comprises of major cities in the province including Gwadar, Quetta,
Khuzdar, Hub, Dera Murad Jamali and Uthal.
The multidimensional component of The CPEC is a great design
that not only fulfills the mode of connecting the region from Asia to the
Middle East to Europe to Africa but also brings the stable financial fruits
of the regional economics with greater cooperation and integration in the
whole region that will produce immense opportunities for materializing
peaceful economic revolution (Finance Division, Government of Pakistan,
2016).
Literature Review:
According to Ritzinger (2015) report, the Pakistan-China
friendship is regarded as “All-Weather friendship”. In accord with the
geopolitical ambitions of China, Pakistan has become a stronger base for
producing dynamics in the regional alliance against US (Sial, 2014).
However, China has also proved to be a reliable alternative for Pakistan to
the United States. Furthermore, Ali (2015) enunciated that CPEC is a
flagship initiative of China’s One Belt One Road vision for initiating the
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link ups between various countries and enhance the trade opportunities.
The China Pakistan Economic Corridor, in this regard, is regarded as the
multi-billion-dollar infrastructure project which has heralded as a game
changer for the economic situation of Pakistan and hence, enhances the
regional cooperation (Wolf, 2016). However, in CPEC China is committed
to investing $46 billion to develop the local network of roads and energy
projects for the development deals. China added more $8 billion during
the summit, which held at Beijing (May 2017) which was termed as the
largest direct foreign investment in Pakistan.
Keeping in the view, the effects of the CPEC would impact every
sector of the country. It can be conceptualized that the CPEC will have a
side effect on generating awareness about education among the people of
rural areas and can effectively attain the prospects of literary individuals.
In this regard, both the countries have agreed to the terms of developing
their poverty-ridden areas and improvised the livelihoods. The generation
of job opportunities and hiring of most Pakistanis would ultimately lead to
the decrease of a burden on the government and thus, the unemployment
rate would also be reduced. It would have effect in significant control of
the crime that is the outcome of the unemployment in the country.
The supposition is made on the income generation through CPEC
will be thrice. As per the report, the toll income of China Pakistan
Economic Corridor only will be equivalent to the three folds of US 50billion-dollar national budget of Pakistan by 2030. In regard of Zulfiqar
Ali, the director of Board of Investment (BoI), during a press brief has
enunciated that the national investment agency has strived for enhancing
the Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) on the mark of 250 billion-dollar for
development of infrastructure along with different industrial activities by
2025 with joint venture between China and Pakistan. Further, it was added
by the director that nine more SEZs have approved on a priority basis for
boosting up the economy and generation of income (Salim, 2017,
Report).Special Economic Zone (SEZ) is a location specially designated in
a territory to enhance and boost industrial growth with more relaxed
regulations with respect to economics and tax in comparison to general
economic policies in the country (Markey & West, 2016).
Pakistan formalized SEZ laws in 2012 (Jain, & Bimal, 2014). SEZ
Act facilitates setting up SEZs either by Central or the Provincial
Governments or with private sector partnership or exclusively by the
private sector. Several Industrial states have already been promoted to
SEZ by the Government of Pakistan. Planning Commission of Pakistan
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has revealed plans of setting up 27 SEZ across the country under CPEC by
making Gwadar SEZ as a model spread over an area of 3000 acres on the
special discretion of China. The number of SEZs is Eight SEZs in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, Seven in Baluchistan, Seven in Punjab and Three in Sindh.
In this regard, the Federation of Pakistan Chambers of Commerce and
Industry (FPCCI) is indulged in an agreement with The Belt & Road
Service Connection (BNRSC) for the promotion of mutual understandings
on the enhancement of successful businesses.
In the business process, as explained by a report (DAWN), the 34
countries and international organizations have signed the intergovernmental cooperative agreements in the “Belt and Road” initiative
(Report, The News, 2016). The China Pakistan Economic Corridor is
building a new chapter in the history of business development by
providing the cooperation, assistance, and mutual bindings in terms of
outsourcing of material across the globe.
Pakistan and China had recently inked more than three-dozen trade
agreements for exporting goods to Beijing, valued at $325 Million to
overcome the apprehensions of the private sector for negative inferences
of trade deals on a government-to-government level. The agreement
between Pakistan-China Trade Cooperation Projects was signed at
Islamabad, a total of 18 Chinese companies were present making the 38
trade deals official worth $325 Million (Hussain & Hussain, 2017).
Enhancing Pakistan’s exports are crucial to lessen the country’s
debt issue and strengthening the economy (Rizvi, 2015). CPEC will
facilitate the local businesses with a reduction in the cost of production
and transportation due to the construction of new transporting facilities as
well as continuous power supply. This will not only give attractive
opportunities for new investments but also lead to job creation in the
economy of Baluchistan as well as Pakistan.
Research Design and Methodology:
In consideration of the current study, the researcher has designed
three objectives which are elaborated as under:
1. To analyze the Economy of Baluchistan from 1970-2014
2. Importance of CPEC in perspective of Baluchistan.
3. Impact of CPEC on the Economic development of Baluchistan
For fulfilling the objectives, the researcher has gathered the primary
and secondary research data. The secondary data concerned with the
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available literature and explained the gap in the findings which were
analyzed and addressed.This research design is based on the qualitative
research methodology. The questionnaire is in the form of semi-structured
interviews which are elaborated and discussed. The researcher had itself
carried out the interviews with various intellectuals, government
personnel, and technical people. However, the study parameters were to
analyze the responses of the answers which were enunciated by the
intellectuals. The study had obtained its sample from non-probability
sampling technique that is referral or recommendation technique had
adopted. Further, the researcher had selected 14 individuals or personnel
which included research scholars, professors, assistant professors and
government functionaries. Furthermore, it contained 17 questions of which
13 were close-ended questions and rest were the open-ended questions.
The semi-structured interview was done with the 15 participants whose
opinions were collected after signing of the consent form.However, the
interview had consumed an estimated 10-15 minutes which would be
assessed and transliterated into various situations.
Table 1: Questions in the proposed study
Close-Ended questions
S.No. Questions
1
2

3

4

5

6

Scale of questions
Strongly
Disagree=2
Disagree=1

CPEC is beneficial
for Pakistan
CPEC will Change
the
future
of
Pakistan
CPEC has
potential
promote
economic
development
Baluchistan

the
to
the

CPEC
encourage
investment
Baluchistan

will

of

in

You are convinced
about the Federal
Government claim
about the Western
Route of CPEC
CPEC will bring

Agree=3

Strongly
Agree=4
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Baluchistan into
the
mainstream
after
the
implementation
7
Thebusiness
community
will
get benefit from
the CPEC route.
8
CPEC will reduce
the
issue
of
poverty
in
Baluchistan.
9
CPEC
will
increase the per
capita income of
Baluchistan.
10
CPEC
will
generate the job
opportunities for
Baluchistan’s
Youth.
11
CPEC
will
encourage regional
trade
12
CPEC will result
in
amajor
transformation in
the life of people in
Baluchistan.
13
People of Gwadar
will be the main
beneficiaries
of
CPEC.
Open-Ended Questions
14
Will CPEC reduce
the
provincial
disparities?
15
Some politicians
and intellectuals
believe
that
Gwadar
port
project and CPEC
would
bring
unfavorable
demographic
changes
in
Baluchistan. Your
Comment.
16
What role can

Comments
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17

local government
play in economic
development
of
Baluchistan?
If you have any
suggestion
regarding
this
project then feel
free to mention it
here.

Results and Conclusion:
The results of the present study have stated positively. Majority of
the participants including a governmental functionary has supposed to
describe the role of CPEC in the betterment and improvement of
Baluchistan. It is critically evaluated in the research that the CPEC would
casta far-reaching effect on the people of Baluchistan. A concern of
changing of societal norms and conditions was attributed to the CPEC
affectivities. The participants explained that the Chinese infiltration in the
region can induce the change in the societal structure. The participants
endorsed that the initiative of the CPEC if the impact on the society
positively then the change must be acquired and adopted.
It is concluded that the role of the CPEC will put a positive impact
on the growth and development of Baluchistan. According to the literature
review, it is explained and reiterated that the CPEC would be a ‘Game
changer’ if the Governmental policies drive the outcomes of CPEC in the
right direction. The future options of the current research are to enlarge the
sample population and the survey can be conducted online to gather the
opinion from a variety of resources.
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The Role of Pakistani Women and her economicl
Problems
��*�وج

�*ڈا���ادہ�ز
Abstract
This research paper have been discussed numerous
studies on Empowerment of Women in Pakistan covering
variety of problems and issues, micro, macro and regional
levels, and almost all general aspects of related to women
empowerment have been studies by social, economical and
political scholars.
As apparent from the preceding detailed discussion on
the existing literature on the empowerment of women at
different levels in Pakistan, attempts made so far suffer
discerningly although with the following significant limitations:
(i) All the studies reveals a predominant bias of being macro
level studies. Such studies by their very nature do not touch the
core of reality, since it is not possible to know from the inner
base of the mountain, the problem. The correct approach
necessary is to dissect the problem into small pieces and then
make an intensive effort to assess the reality; (ii) In the present
development context in Pakistan, rapid changes are taking place
on the economic scene, which bring in their trail, far reaching
changes in the social, cultural, and political aspects of life.
______________________________
*ا��ا�������ن����ن
*����ما������ن
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Therefore, even though a number of micro-studies
existing, initiating of a new study in this area would have
undiluted importance as such an attempt is bound to throw up
several new facts in any empirical exercise having a bearing on
policy issues. Thus, on its own, the necessity of a new micro
study remains evergreen.
Keywords: Economical Problems of Women; literature on the
empowerment of women; social, economical, cultural, and
political aspects of life.
 �� اور ��� �� وا�ل � � � اور،�� � ا�ن � دو�ں �ں

�� � ��� �� �� ��ت � � � � �� � ا� � � � � �رت � دا�ہ �ر
�۔ �رت � � او� اور �دى �ض � � وہ ��ر ��۔ �رت � �رت � ا� ��ں

� ��  � و� اور � و�� � � �زوں،�� �ازا � � � �و� وہ �ں � �ا
اس �ح � ا�� � � �ر�ں � �� � �� د� � �۔

�رت � �� �� � ار�ز � � ��ز ر� � �ورت � � �� � دو�ا �م اس

�� �ا� � ادا� � � � �� ��۔ �� وہ �ر� � � � � �ں وہ ا� زا� و

� �� ا� �ق ���ں � و� �� � � ��ے � � اور �د � �� �ں۔

� � �� � ��� ذ� دار�ں � � ا�� �دات � � �ر�ں � � �ت � را
� � وہ ا� �� ذ� دارى � ادا� � �ار � �ر � ��۔

���رت � رزق �� � � � آزاد �� � ا� �ح اس � �م و�� �ل ر

� �� �۔ ا� اس � رزق �� � �� ڈال د� � � � � وہ � � � � � ا� � رزق
� � �� � �� � � �۔ � �ش � آزادى اس � دى � �� وہ ا� ذ� دار�ں

� �� وہ ا� ��ى دار�ہ �)�(� � � ا� �م اور ذ� دارى � � �� �ورت
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�ڑ � �۔ ا�ض �رت � � �ورت و� � � �� � � ��ى اس � �� � �

� �رت وہ �م �� � � � ا� �ا � � � � � اس � �� � اور � �

�� � ا�ل ��د � � دو�ى �ف �دت � � � او�ف � �ورت �� � وہ اس

� � �۔
�� �:

�� � اس � � � � اس � � � � ر� � � د� � �۔ ار� ِد �رى
﴿ َوﻗَﺮْ نَ ﻓِ ْﯽ ﺑُﯿُﻮْ ﺗِ ُﮑ ﱠﻦ﴾)(١

’’اور ا� �وں � � � ر�۔‘‘

ا� � �’�ن‘ ا�ل �ا � � ا� � � اس � �ار � ��ذ �ار د� �
ن
اور � � ’’ و�ر‘‘ � اور ا� اس � �ار � � �� � � ٰ
عىى �ں �’’� � ر�‘‘ اور

ا�’’و�ر‘‘ � �� � � ��’’�ن � ر�‘‘۔دو�ں �ر�ں � آ� � �� � � �رت

� ا� دا�ہ � اس � � � ،اس � اس � دا�ے � � رہ � ا�ن � �� ا� �ا�

�ا�م د� ��۔)(٢

ا�ص � �ں �� � �:
﴿ َوﻗَﺮْ نَ ﻓِ ْﯽ ﺑُﯿُﻮْ ﺗِ ُﮑﻦ﴾� ا� �
ؒ
))وﻓﯿہ اﻟﺪﻻﻟۃ ﻋﻠﯽ ان اﻟﻨﺴﺎءﻣﺎﻣﻮرات ﺑﻠﺰوم
اﻟﺒﯿﻮت ﻣﻨﮭﯿﺎت ﻋﻦ اﻟﺨﺮوج(()(٣

اس � د� � اس �ت � � �ر� ا� �وں � � ر� � ��ر � اور ان �

�� � � روك د� � �۔

� ا� �ل ا�� آ�ىؒ ��� �:
))اﻟﻤﺮاة ﻋﻮرة(()(٤

�رت �م � �دہ �۔

))اﻟﻨﺴﺎءﻋﻮرة ﻓﺎﺳﺘﺮوھﺎ ﺑﺎﻟﺒﯿﻮت(()(٥

�ر� �دہ � ان � � � ا�ر ر�۔
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�ر ا�س ﷺ � ار� ِد �ا� �:
))واﻟﻤﺮاة راﻋﯿۃ ﻋﻠﯽ ﺑﯿﺖ زوﺟﮭﺎ ووﻟﺪوھﯽ
ﻣ ٴﺴﻮﻟۃ(()(٦

�رت ا� �� � � وا�ں اور اس � او�د � �ان
� اور اس � � ان � �ز �س ��۔

ار� ِد �ىﷺ �:

))ﮐﻠﮑﻢ راع وﮐﻠﮑﻢ ﻣﺴﺌﻮل ﻋﻦ رﻋﯿﺘ ِہ(()(٧

� � � � � ذ� دار � اور �اب دہ �۔

�� و�ىؒ��� �:

’’�ت � �رت � �� دارى � ��ں اور ا� او�د �

�ورش � � �ا � �۔ اور وہ � و�دت اور ر��
� ا� � � �ر�ں � � �� ر� � و� �
ان ��ں � � ��� � ،د � � �۔ ��� � �

�� �� �رت ادا �� � وہ � � � �رت ��
�� � � ،اور ا� او�د � �� �� �،ا� ا�

�� � � � � � �� �� � وا� � ��
� � �� � �۔‘‘ )(٨

��� ا� ا� ا��ؒ ��� �:

’’�رت � ا� �ان � اس � � � � � ��  ،اس
� � � � �ورت � اس � � � ��ں �

�� � � � � � ��  � �� ، �� ،اور

� � � �� ا� � و �ل اور �ؤ �ر � ��
�� �� ��� �۔‘‘ )(٩
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ؒفرماتے
�:
�ہ و� ا�
ض
’’او� � :رت � اعضااءو ا�ب اور ر� ر� � �ا�
ض
� اور �د � اعضااءو ا�ب � �دا� � �ش ��
ئ
ض
� ى
د� � �۔ �� :ان � اعضااءو ا�ب � ��
اس ا�از � � � �  ،ا� � �ع � �� �
��ت � ر� د� � � �ا� �ا�م دے

�۔‘‘)(10

ا�م � ا�ز و �ل � � � وہ �رت � �رت � �م � ر� � اور اس � اس �

�ى ��ں � �� �م � � ا� �ت و �� اور ا�ام و �� � � دار �� � �ف
اس � � �� �ب �رت � اس � �ى دا�ہ �ر � ا�ڑ � ا� �دوں � دا�ہ �

� �� � اور � ا� �� �د � � اس � �م � �۔ � �دوں � �ت � � �
�� � � �ا� � �ت � ���س �� �۔

ا� �� � �رت � ا� �د ��ت اور �ص ��ں � �ازا � � ا�

اس � و�ٴ �ت � �� � اور اس � �ِ ز�� � رو� � د� �� � � � �ور
�� � �ر �� � � �د � �ان � � �رت � دا�ہ ا� اور �� � �� ��۔
ا�� �ر� � �رت � �� �دار

ا�م � �رت � دا�ہ �ر �ف � � � ر� � اس � �واز � � � و�

� � � �۔ وہ � �ح � و ادب � راہ � � �� � � � ا� �ح �رت � �
�ں � ا�� اور � � � و ا�� ��ت � ا�م د� � � ا�زت �۔

ا�م ا� �ى د� � اس � �رت � اس � �ى دا�ہ �ر � ر� �� ا�

�ت و � � �� �م � � �۔اور ا� � و �� � �ا� �ا� � � � � �

� � وہ ا� � ��ں � ا�� � � �� ��ہ � ا� � �ر �دار ادا �� �۔
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ا�� �ر� �اہ � ��ت اور �ون او� � �ن �ر� ا� ِر �� دارى � �وہ

د� ��ت � �  � ،و �د � � � � ااور ا�� ��ہ ان � راہ � ��

� �ا۔ �اہ �ب � �� � � ا�� �  � � � �� ،ا�ان �� � � �� ،ا�� �� �� ،

� اور � دور � � � �ن �رت � � �ورى � و � � � ر� � � اس � �

ا�ور � � ز�� � ا� �ود � ر� �� ��ں ��ت �ا�م د�۔

�دى �ر � � �ش � ذ� دارى �د � � � ��ت و وا�ت � �� �

ا� � ذ� دارى �رت � � آ�� � � ا�م اس � �ع �ار � د�۔
ار� ِد �او�ى �:

َﺼﯿْﺐ ’‘ ﱢﻣ ﱠﻤﺎ ا ْﮐﺘَ َﺴﺒُﻮْ ا ط َوﻟِﻠﻨﱢ َﺴﺎٓء
ﺎل ﻧ ِ
﴿ﻟِﻠﺮﱢ َﺟ ِ
َﺼﯿْﺐ’‘ ﱢﻣ ﱠﻤﺎ ا ْﮐﺘَ َﺴ ْﺒﻦَ ﴾)(11
ﻧ ِ

’’�دوں � � ان � �� � �� � اور �ر�ں
� � ان � �� � �� � � �ں ا� � اس
� � � د� �� ر� �و۔‘‘

� � � � �رت � � �� ،ت ،زرا� اور�رت � ا�ر � �� ��

� � � � � �� ا�ن � �راك � ،س� ،ن  �� ، � ،اور ��� � �ورت �۔

�� و �ن � �ر �� �� ا�ن � ا��ت � ا� �ر ا�� �� � �� �ف �ط �
� � � و� �� � ا��ت � �ود � ��ل � �ے۔

روا�ت � �� �ب � �� ��ے � � �ش � �روں ذرا� �رت،

زرا� ،د�رى �� ،اور �دورى وا�ت ا�ر �� � آزادى �� � اور وہ � � ان

� ذر� �ل ودو� �� �۔�ف � �� � � � � اور � �ف � ڈ�� اور �

�� � � � � ���ہ دو�ى � �ل � � �۔ � � وآزادى اور وا� �ر� �
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�ى � � اور �� دور � � ا�ار ر� اور �ا� ان �روں ذرا� � آ�� �� �� اور

دو� � �� ر� ان � �ت �� ؓ � �رت � وا� �ر و �وف �۔

اس � ا�م � �اج اور ر�ن � � � � وہ � � �� � �رت ا�� ���ں

� �� �رہ � � � ر� اور ا� دا�ہ � �� � �� �م ا�م � � دے �� �ف �

� ر� اور اس � ��ن ز�� � �دى � � �رت � �ى آ�� � � و � � ،و

را�� ،زك � اور � � �ا� � ��ت �ا � �� �۔ � ��ب �� �و�

� �� �� وا� �رت � � � ،د� اور ا�ل � �ت � �� � �� � اس � ا�ازہ
اس وا� � � �� � �:

’’ا� �� � ��ﷺ � �رى � � � �د

�� وا�ں � � �ا ا�اور ان � �� ذ� � � ام

�امؓ � آپﷺ � در�ا� � � د� � ا� ��
� � ان ��ں � دا� �دے۔ آپﷺ � اس

�دت � �وہ � ان � �� � د� �۔ �

آپﷺ � ���)��ن � �(�را �ر �� �
�۔‘‘)(12

�ر � ! �د اور وہ � �ر �ر � � ،ز�� � � � ز�دہ � آز� اور ا�ر و

��� � �� � ،اس � �رت � �� � �رﷺ د� �� ر� �۔ ��� �د اس �

�ض � �۔ اس � وا� �� � � ا�م �رت � اس �� �� ا� � � وہ ز�� �
�ا� � ا�ل � �� �� � � �� ا� �ض � �� � �رت � �دہ اور �

� ز�� � � دى �۔
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� �ى � �ا� � �رو�رى د�

١۔

�رت

� �ى � � � �ر� �رت � �� �۔ �ت ��ؓ � �رت �م �

�� � � � �ے � �ل � �رت
و� �� � �۔ �ت �� ؓ � ا� � �ت ؓ

�� �۔ ر�ل ا�ﷺ � �ت �� ؓ � �دى � � � ان � ا� ا� ��
اور � � �ت � ا� � �رث �� � �� �زار � ان � �م �رت � ��ت �
�۔)(13

�ت �ؓ � �رﷺ � �ض �:

))اﻧﯽ اﻓﺮاٴة اﺑﯿﻊ واٴﺷﺘﺮی(()(14

’’ � ا� ا� �رت �ں � � �وں � � اور

��� � �ں۔‘‘
ث
ا� �ح �� ،م�ىىكہ ،ثقثىفہ اور ام ور� و�ہ ��ت � �رت �� �۔ا�ء� ��ؓ

�ت � �روقؓ � دور � � � �رو�ر �� �۔

٢۔

�� و ��رى
شن
�� � ا�اء� � �ر� �دوں � �� بببشاا� �م �� ر� � �� � و�

�دوں � �اد � �� � �ر� ا� �� اور وا� � �� �رہ � �� وار ��روں �

�ں � �ا� � ��ں � �ل ر� � ،وہ � اور دو� � و� �ں � �� ��
� اور دو�ے �م �� � اس � و�� �ت ��ؑ � � � �� � � وہ �

�ڑ � �� روا� �� � ا� دو ��ں � � ا� �وں � �ا� � ر� � اور �وا�ں

� آ� � � ا� ��روں � � �� � �� �� �۔)(15

15

�ت ��ؓ � �� � � �ن � � � � � ا� �ﷺ � �ت � دوران �

اس �ت � ا�زت دے دى � �ؤ �ر � در�ں � � ا�رو �� � � �� � دو اور

�اب � �ار �۔)(16

�ت �� � �ؓ �� � �ر و�وف � ان � �و� � ان � ا�ر �

اور وہ دو�ں �ﷺ � �س � � در�� �� � � آ� � آپﷺ � �� � � د�

� � � اس � � � � �� � �زل � � �� � ا� �ى � ا� ر� �ى � �

:

))ﯾﺎ رﺳﻮل ٰ ّ
ﷲ ﻣﺎﻟہ ﻣﻦ ﺷﯽءو ﻣﺎ ﯾﻨﻔﻖ ﻋﻠﯿہ اﻻ
ٴون(()(17

ان � �س � � � � � � � ان � �چ ��

�ں)� وہ � � ا� رہ � � �ح ز�� �ار�

�؟(

� �ىﷺ � � �ا� ا� �دوں � �� � �ڑى � اس � �� ��

� ان � �ں ���روں � ر�ڑ � ا�� �۔ ان � ��وں � زرا� �� �ے � �
�م ��ت � � � � � �� ��ت � ��وں � �� �ص �۔

�� �رہ � ا�ر � �م �ر� ��رى �� اور �ص � ��ں �� �۔�ت

ا�ء� ا� �ؓ � � �م �ج � �� � اور ا� �ں � �ڑے � �رہ اور �ر � �ں

� � �� �� �۔

٣۔

�� اور �ا �
ث
�ؓ و�ہ � ��وں � � � � � ا�ر � �م �ر� �� �
�ت �� � ب ى

�م �� �۔)(18

�د �ا�  �� ،اور ا�� دو�ں ادوار � �ا � � �م �� � اور � ��

�وں � � �� �۔ �ت ��ؓ � ا� �دہ اور ا� �� ا� �ح ��ى �۔ ا�
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��ں � ا� �در � � �� �ى � �� � �۔ �� �روان �� � � � �ا� �

�ت �ت �ت � اور �ے � � � � اور ان � �� �ہ آ�� �� �رواں � ��

�۔� �� �رواں �� �،وہ �ر � � � �٢م � � � اور � ��م ���ن � �

� ز�دہ ��� �� �۔

�� �امؓ � � � ���ں �ط � � �ا � وا� � ��� ،رى �� ،اور
�ق
ا� � � �م �ر�ں � � �۔ا�م �رىؒ � �ب ا�س � �ب � وا ىى�ى � ��
ا�ب � � � � قسى ىہق�ى ر� �ا �م � � � � آ� �۔)(19

٤۔

� و ��

�ر� �ر�� � �� �� � اور د�ن �� � � ا�زت � �ورت � و�

�رت � �� � � ��۔ ا� �رت �ہ � � ،� � ،اس � �� �رى و�ہ � و� �
�ل ر� � � � � � وہ �� �ور�ت � � �رو�ر � �� � � ا�ر �� �۔��

� �رو�ر � ��ہ � �۔ ��� اور �ل � ،ا�ر � �� �۔ �ت ��ؓ � روا� �

� ا� � ر�ل ﷺ � � د� � � �ت �� وا� ��روں � �ل � د�� � �
ا�ل � � ��۔)(20

�� ؓ ��� � � � �گ �� � �ا� � � � �آ�تﷺ � ��

� �رے آپ ﷺ � ان � �� � � اس � �ل � ا�ل �ں � �� ا�ں �

� � � � �ت �ى � آپﷺ � ���:

’’ �� اور �ں در� � � اس � � � �ك � د�

�۔‘‘)(21

آ�تﷺ � زو� �ت �دہؓ � د�� � � � اور ��روں � ��ں � د��

د� �� �  � � ��� ،ا� �� �رى ا� � � � اور � � �زہ ا�ى �� �ل �
�
د�� د� � اس م ىىں ھ�جوور� � د�۔)(22

17

� � � � � ا� � ر�ل ﷺ � �م �� وا�ں � � �� ا�ا� ���

� �� �د � ں � �ر� �ں۔

�ت � ا� � �دؓ � �ن � و�� � وا� � اس � ذر� ا�

اور ا� �و� اور �ں � ا�ا�ت �رے �� �۔

�� اور �ا�
٥۔
كب ث
� اور �ا� � ر�ہ ،اس��ى ىہ ،ام �ع ،ام ببہ� ،� � � ،ذہ � ،ا� ،ر�
ن
� �ذ ،ام � ،ام � � ز�دہ �رت �� �۔ � � واصن � ��ں � �ج اور
ز�ں � �� � � �� �  ،روا�ت � ��ر � �:
’’ر�ہ ا�ر� � اس��ى ىہ  � ......ر�ل ا�ﷺ � ���
ا� ر�ہؓ � � � � �ؤ � � � �س �۔��

�� �� � و� � � ان � �دت � �وں ،اور وہ

�ن ز�ں اور ��ں � �ج � � �� �۔

‘‘)(23

� �ا� � ور �اح اور � � � � ا� � � �� �۔ � � ا�

�ج و �� � ��ت � �وات� ،ت � � �ود �� � �� وہ � ��ت � � �

� � �� �� � � ز�� ا� و ا�ن اور �م ��ت � �ج �� ا� � ورا� ذر�

آ�� � روا�ت �ت و �ر� � �م �� � � �� اور ا�� دو�ں ادوار � �ا�

�� � آ�� �� �� � �� ،دوادارو � �ج �� ا� �م � � � اور � �

�ا� � ا� �دوں � �� � او�ت �رى �ج � ��ت ا�م دے � � � � ا�
� � �� �۔
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٦۔

ر�� � ِر �

ا� �ص �ا� ذر� آ�� اور � و�رو�ر �� � �۔ ز�� �� � �ب �ج �
م
� ور ��ت)دودھ ��ں(� ا� � � ا� �� مىىں � آ� �۔� �� و �� �ت

�روں � ا� �ت ا� � �ز� آ� � �ار د� � � � � � � ،دودھ � � ا�

ر�� �ںاور�ں � ���ں � �� �� �� ا� �ز اور � � �م � � �د
ا�د و �ون � ر�ںمتىں ��ھ د� �۔ � �� � � ا�� اور � �ى � � �رى ر�
اور ر�� �ؤں � ا� � ان � ذر� آ�� �� ر�۔ اس � � ا� � و� � ا�ازہ اس

� � � � � � � �م ا�اف � � اور �ں ر�� � � �د�)د�ت(�
�ور � �� � اور اس � � �وى �� و �ن � � �س � �� ،ى ��ں � اِ� ُد�۔
ضض
• �ر �� � عہ �ت � ��ؓ � � ر�ل ا�مﷺ � ر�� �ں � اور

آپﷺ � �وہ �د دو�ے ا�� � � ر�� � ذر� �� � ان ر�� �ں

� ���ں � ان � �� �� � �ازا �۔ر�ل ا�ﷺ � � ان � اور

ان � او�د � ا� �ا� اور �� � �� �ل �۔� دو�وں � � �� �۔
ضض
• �ت ��ؓ � ���ہ � عہ � � � � �� � � �� ا�م د� �۔ا�ں

� � ر�ل ا�مﷺ اور � دو�ے ا�� �� � �� � � اور ان �

��� ��ان � � �� � ��از � �۔

• �ت ام �دہؓ ر�ل ا�ﷺ � �ز� �ت ا�ا�ؓ � ر�� �ں � ان �
�� � ر�ل ا�ﷺ � �� � �� ان � �� � �ض دى �۔)(24

�۔

٧۔

ا� �ح ا�ت ا�� � �ت �� اور �ت �ؓ � ��ت � ذ� � �
� دو�ے � اور ان � �ا�
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�ب �� اور � ��ں � � دو�ے � � � اور ان � ز�دہ � �ر� �

وا� � ان � � �رت � �� و ��ت � �� � � � �� ،ان � � �ر�ں

� � �� دى �� � اور � �ى �ت � �۔
i۔

��

د�ں � ��ص اور دو�ى �ا� � ز� و ز� اور آرا� � � ا� �ص �
� � �م و �ص �ا� � �ط�ى �� � � ا� � � �� �ر� �� �۔ز�� � وہ ��ں

�� � ا� �� � ذ� � � � �۔�ت ��ؓ
ؓ
� �ار� � �م � �� �۔�ت
اور دو�ى �ا� � � �ہ اور ر� � �ا� � �� � ذ� � �۔

ii۔

��

�ں � و�دت � � دا�ں � ا� � �۔ � ا� ��ان � �ى �ڑ�ں � �م

�ور ا�م دے � � � ان � �وہ �� � ور ��’’دا�ں‘‘ �� �۔ �ت �ؓ ان

� � ا� � �ں � �ت �� ؓ � �م �ں�،ں � و�دت � �وہ ِ
�ت ��ات

اور دو�ى �ا� � �ں � و�دت � دا� � �م � �۔� دو ر � ام ا�ر � �عؓ ا� دا�
� �۔)(25

iii۔

��

� �ں اور �ں � د� �ل اور �ورش � � �ب �ج � �ر�ں � ا� �ص

� ��)ا�(� � �۔ ان � ���ں � �وہ ا�ت � �م �� وا� آزاد �ا� � �۔

ا� اس �ت � �ت و � ر� �۔ ان � �وہ ر�ل
ر�ل ا�ﷺ � ا� �ت ام ؓ
ا�ﷺ � �ز��ا� �ت ا�ا�ؓ � � ا� دا�  ،ا� اور �� � � � ذ� �� �

��ں � آ� �۔ ��� ان � �� ��رى � �م �� � � وہ �د ا� � �م �� �۔ ان
� ا� � ا�ازہ اس � � � � � � ر�ل ا�ﷺ � ا� �ز� د� � � ان �
ا�ب � �۔
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٨۔

��رى ��ى

�م �� � ا�� � �رت � �� � � ���زك � اور ا� �ت � �ظ

� � ا� � � � ��ن �ا�ں � ،ں اور دو�ى ��ات � � �م � � ر�ل
ا�ﷺ � ان � � � � � �� �ور �� �۔

�زار � ا� � � � ر�ل ا�ﷺ � ا� ��ن � �ر � � ا� � ا�

اور دوررس �� � �� ا�ام � �د ر� �۔ � �� �ت ا� �ت � � �زار � ��

�دا� �ر� �رو�ر � د� �ل اور ا�م و ا�ام � � آپ ﷺ � ا� ��ن � �ر �

� وہ � �ت �ئؓ � �� �رہ � ا� �زار � ا� �۔

٩۔

�� ��ت

�ون و� � � � �ا� �� ��ت �ا�م د� ر� � �ر � � � �

� � ا� � ��اد�ں ام ا� اور �� �س �ب � �س ا�� ا�اج � �� �ر �
�� � �ف �رچ � ر� �۔

�ر� � دور � � � �اد�ں �ڑوں � ر�ا� �� اور ��ں � �ان �

� � �۔� �ى � � �د � �� اور ��� � �� � � � � ��ت
�وف � � آ� �۔ام �رہؓ � � ا� � �رﷺ � د�ع � � �دوں � �
�� �� اور � �� و�� � ��ہ � � ا�� ا�ا�ى اور ا�ر � �� � � �ﷺ

� ان ا�ظ � ام �رہؓ � �� ���:
))وﻣﺎ وﻟﺘﻔﺖ ﯾﻤﯿﻨﺎ ً وﻻ ﺷﻤﺎﻻً اﻻ واﻧﺎ اراھﺎ ﺗﻘﺎ ﺗﻞ
دوﻧﯽ(()(26

ر� � �ذ ؓ � �ن � �:
ٰ
))ﮐﻨﺎ ﻧﻐﺰواﻣﻊ رﺳﻮل ّ
ﷲ ﻧﺴﺘﻘﯽ اﻟﻘﻮم وﻧﻐﺪﻣﮭﻢ
وﻧﻮد اﺗﻌﺘﻠﯽ واﻟﺠﺮاھﯽ اﻟﯽ اﻟﻤﺪﯾﻨۃ۔(()(27
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’’� �ﷺ � �� �د � �� � اور �رى ��ت
� �� � � ��� � �� �� ان � �� ��۔

� � �م آ� وا�ں اور ز� �� وا�ں � ��

10۔

���۔‘‘

�ا� � ��اہ
�ظ
� �ر �س � �ں � � �ى �ا�’’و�� ا �ظاا�‘‘ � ��اہ �۔ � �

ا�ا� �ؓ ��� �:

’’� �ر �س � وا�ہ ��ں �  � Appealsاور
ان � ��ت � ازا� �� �۔‘‘)(28

�ر� ا�� � �ا� � � �ں � �م � ر� � �ں ان � � ا�� ��

�د � � � � � �� �� � � � �ىﷺ اور ا�� ادوار � �ا� �

�رو�ر �� اور � ا�ر �� � � �� � اور اس � � �ا� � � �ب ا�ل �
�۔

آ�تﷺ ا� ز�� � � � ا� �ر�ں � � � � �وں � �� �

� � �رو�ر �� �۔ � آپﷺ � � ا� � � ���۔ اس � � � �� ��

� � �� ��ت اور �� د�ؤ � � ا� �ر�ں � �رزار ز�� � �م ر� �ے � ا�

� � � �� اور ان � � � � �� �� روز�ر � � � �۔
�رت � � �ش � ا�ب

آج � د� � �ر� �دوں � �� �� � �ان � �م � ر� � � �� ��

�۔� �� ا�� � آ� � اس � � � اور �ص �ر � دو�ى � � � � � �ہ

�ر�ں � � � �� �� ��وں � ا�ادى �ت � �ان �ا �� �۔ان � ��� �
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�د� اس � �وہ �� �رہ � � � وہ �ا� � �� اور ا�دى ���ں � ز�دہ �

ز�دہ �� � �۔ �ا� � �� �و � � �ت �� �� � �ال � �ا �� � �
ا�� ��ے � �رت �ز� �ں �� � اس � اور ��ان � �� �د � ذ�

�؟

اس � � � � �رت � �� �و� � آزاد ر� � � �� وہ ��ان � �

اور �� � ا� و� �ف �� � � او�ت ا� اس �ح �ن � �� � � وہ دو�ا ��
ئ
�م �� � � � ر� � اس � � �� �و � � �م را� � � ى
د� � � �

ا� � �ل � ا�� �ر� � �� � � �ر�ں � ا� �وں � �وہ ��ى �و�

� � � ڈا� � آج � �رت � ا� �د � �� �ون �� �� ��ے �
�وف � � اس � �� � � � � ا�ب � � � � ��ں اور ا� ا�ب �
��ہ اس � � �� �� �ں۔

١۔

��� � ،ر� اور �� � �� �ون

�رت � �ز� �� ا�م � �� �م � روح � �دم �ور� �� ا� �ام

�ار � د� �� �ص �ر � � � �ز� ذا� �رى اور ��ت و�ادث � د�ؤ � � �

�ر� � � � � ا�م � � � �� � � �� � � �� � �ورى � �ت � ��

� �� �� � ا�� � �ان � �ر � �� � �رت � �� ر�� ا� �ر �� � �
آ� �ھ � � اور �� � � �� � � �را �� � � اس � �ت � �رت �
�م �ں � �� � �� �ا�م دے۔

ا� و� � �ورت � � ��ہ ا� ا�ار � �� � اور � �د � � � �ر

��� � � آ�۔ا� �� � � � آ� � � �پ �ڑ� � اور اس � �ف �ں

� � � � � �� � اور � � �� �� د� �ں � � �رے � �� اور
�ڑ�ں � �� اور � � دال رو� �� � � اس � �ا �� �رہ � ر� � � �
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��� ،ا�س ذ� دارى ر� وا� اور � �� �ز� � � ا� ��ن �ز� ا�ر

�ے � ا� �� � �� �� اور ا�� �� � �۔� �ز� �� وا� ��ن � دل

� � ا�س ر� �� � � � ��ل � � � �� � د� � ��ى �ص ��ت � � اس

� � روا �۔ اس � �ل �ت �ؑ � ز�� � � � � � وہ �د �ڑ� � اور �

� �� � � � � ان � دو �ں روزا� �� � �� �� � � �� � � � ا�
دن ان � ��ت �ت ��ؑ � � �� � �ت ��ؑ � ان � اس �ل � �ے
�� � و� �� � ا�ں � �اب د� � � اس ا�ر � � � �گ ا� ��روں � �� �

� � �� � � � � �� � �� �را �پ �ڑ� اور �ور � وہ �ں آ� � ��

� � وہ �� �ل � � � � ا� �رى ڈول �ل � � �وا� � �� � � ان � � �

�� � �� � � � � �ڑا �ڑا �ل � ا� �� � اس � �ت ��ؑ � ا� �د
�۔)(29

٢۔

� �� �ق � �و�

��� ��ہ � �ر�ں � � ورا� اور � � �� �� � � � �� �

�� � ا� �پ � ا� ز�� � � ��اد �ں � �م � �� � ��ں � �د�ں اس و�

� � � �� � ��واد دو�ے �وں � دا�د � �� � �� �۔ � دن � ا�

��ن � �� � ان � ا� � �پ � ا� آ� �وڑ � �ا�� � ا� � �ں � آ� آ�

�� رو� د� اور � �ا�� � � �� �م ر� � �ں � �م �د�۔ ا� و�ت �

�� وہ � � � �س ر� � �� رہ �� وا� ��اد �د�د اس � � � اس �ح �ں

�ں � آ� �وڑ � ��ا � �ف آ� آ� �� رو� �۔

ا� � � � �رے ��ے � �م � � �� � �ن و� � �ل �

�ى � � � ��ں اور د�ار�ں � �� � اور � �ر�ں � �� �ق �� �

��اد � � ،اور ورا� و�ہ � رو� � � �� � ان � �� � � ،اور �ورى �
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ا�س �و� �� � ا� ا� � � اور �ور � � �� � � �ر� �د �ز� �

� �وں � �� � آ� �۔
ئ
��ے � �ح و �د � � � ا�� ��� � � �رت � اس � �ق ى
د�

�� �� �رت � ا�� � �� �ہ �ت � � ا� اس � �ق � � � �� � �
اس � �� �� رو� �ں � اور �� �ر � ��ہ �ڑاور ا�ر � �ر � �� �۔

اس �ال � �اب � �  � :و� � � آپ �ز� �� �؟� ��18اب �

� ��� ��د � � � � � � ��� � � � � %6ور �  � � � � %65ان

� ��وں � ���ں � آ�� � � � � � �ارہ � � � �� �ز� ��
وا�ں � �اد � %4۔ %5ا� �� � ا�ل �� �� � � � %18ر� ا� ذوق � �

� �ز� �ر� � �� �ا� � �� � �ر�ں �۔)(30

٣۔

��� ر� و رواج

�رے �و� ��ا� �م � �د دو �ت � ��اد اور د� � �دات � � �

�� ��ں � ��  ،د�� اور �� � � �و� �م � �� �� وا� � �ا�ں �

� � �� �دات �ر�� � آ� � �رے ر� ورواج � و� � � � ،ڑ �د�ں�� ،ان

� �� �دى � �� ،� ،و�ر� ،ارہ � ،و�ہ � �دى � ��ا اور د� � �دات �

� � � اوت �� � � ا�دى د�ؤ �� � �� �� ان �ا�ں � �� ا��

��۔)(31

�ر�ں � �� �ا�� � �ت �� �� ا� ��ن � �:

’’� � � ا� �پ � � � �� � � � �م

�م �ج �� � �وں � � � ��ں � � �
��ار �� � اس � �و�د ا� رو� � � آ� �

� � � �ہ دى �� � � دو�ے � � �� ��
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� �ں � ا� � � �� � � � � � ��

� � � � � ا� �ق � �ت �� � � دى ��

�  �� ،ا� � �وں � � � �ں �ر ت ا�

�ق � � آواز � �� �۔ �� ��ا�ں �

�ر�ں اور � � �ں � � �اوارى �� � �� �

� �م �ج اور � �دورى � � � � �� � �� �
� �� �� �� �۔‘‘)(32

� � ذ� دار�ں � �وہ �دى � �� � �� � � �� � �ڑى �� �

�م � �ٹ اور � �ا� ر� داروں � � � �� � �س � � �� � �،

�وں � � �ں ،د�ر � � �� �� اور � �ى �اد � �ا� ر� داروں �
� � �ڑوں � �� ��� �دى � �ز� � � � �رى ذ� دارى �� � �وا�ں � �۔

اس � �وہ ا� �ات � �� � �ر �� �� � � �� �۔
٤۔

��� �� اور �ور�ت

ا� �ب � � � �� � �م � �و ��دى ا�اض �� � �ا �ب �

� د� � � � اور � �دى �� � وہ ا�ن � �ف �ش �� اور �ا�ت �

� � � د� � �ا وہ �و� � � �اہ)� � � �ا� اور �ورت(�ار د� �

�� ��ں � � �� � � � �ز�ں � �ل � �دے � دى � � ان �

�رى وار � � ان � �ش � دروازے � � د� � � ا� � � �ض ان � �ز�ں
� �� د� �۔

آج � ���� � دور � ا�� �م د� � ا� �� �ا� � �� � اس �

ئ
� ���ے ور� �� آر��� � � � وہ � �� � دا� � � و�ں ا� ا� ��ت
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� �� � � � � وہ ا� �رت � � � � � �ا� �وں � �� �ز�ں �

�ل � � ��د �ں ا� �ر� �دہ دار �ں اور �وں � � وا� �ں � ان � �دات
�رے � �� �� وہ ا� �� �د � �� � �ر�ں � �وں � �� �� �� �۔
ا� ا�م آزا ؒد � �:

’’�ں � � � ذر� �ز� �� � �ا �� اور

٥۔

��ہ �م اور �� � � ��۔‘‘)(33

�ز� � � ذ� دار�ں اور �دار

�ں �� � � ذ� دارى � � وہ �ز� � �ا� � �م � � اور آ�ن

�� � � ان � �� �ون �� و�ں �ز� �� وا� �ا� � او� � � ا�� ا�
اور �ورى ذ� دار�ں �� �� �۔

� � � � � � �� ��ن � � � � اس � �ز� � � �� � �� �

�۔ � اس � �ورت � � ز�دہ �؟ � � � �ن اور �ز� �� � ��ہ �ا� �؟

دو�ں � �ازو � ر� � �� اور � ا�ف � � ��۔�ا� � � �� ���� � �

�ض � � ا� � � �ل � � �ز� � �ا� � � ِر ز�� � � � � � ��

� �ق ا� و� � �ح �ب � �رے � ��ے � درآ� �۔�رى �� �� ، � ،ں

� ،ںس بب ا� �� � � � �� � � � � د�� د� �۔ ��ان � ا�� � ��ار

ر� اور � � � �� �� � � �ورى �م �۔� � �ال ا� ا� � د� � اس �

�ن � ر� �  � � ،آج � � ٠٥ل � � � � � � � � �م �ر � � �ا�

� �د � �ر ا�� ���� � �� � � �ن � � �رے � � � � � ا�ادى
�چ اور � ��ر � � � ا�� �چ � �� � � �� � � � اور � �ڑ � � �

� �۔
٦۔

��ں � � �ش � � �� اور ا�� �ود
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�ز� �� وا� ��ن � � �ز� � � وہ �ر� ذ� �� اور ا�� �ود �

�ل �ے۔

i۔

د� ا�ن � �� ��

د� و ا�ن � �ن �رت � � � � �ع � اس � �ر �� د� � �ت
ئ
ج
ج
� ��� � �� �دت � �� � �� وا� ،ا�ن � � � ا� �� ہہااں رہ � د�
ا�ار � � � � ا� �ڑ� �� �رت � �زم �۔

ii۔

ا�ق � ��ارى

�رت � �ا� �ر و � � ا�ق � � � �� � ا� �ز� ا�ر ��

� � � �� �� � � �� � � �م � ا� �م �� � و�ں ا�� ا�ار � ��ارى

آ�ن او ر� �۔� ��ﷺ � ���:

))اﮐﻤﻞ اﻟﻤﻮﻣﻨﯿﻦ اﯾﻤﺎﻧﺎ ً اﺣﺴﻨﮭﻢ ﺧﻠﻘﺎ ً(()(34

�ا �ز� ا� �� �� � ��ے � ا�� ا�ط � �� � اور � وہ �

�� �رت � ��� � � � � � اس � ��  ،ا�� ��ى ،ا� � اور اس �
ا� �دار � �� �� �۔

iii۔

�دہ �ب � ا�ل

ار� ِد �رى �� �:

﴿ﯾُ ْﺪﻧِ ْﯿﻦَ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِﮭ ﱠﻦ ِﻣ ْﻦ َﺟ َﻼ ﺑِ ْﯿﺒِ ِﮭ ﱠﻦ﴾)(35

’’� وہ � �ورت � �� � � � � او� � �در
� � ��۔‘‘

ار� ِد �رى �� �:
ﺎر ِھ ﱠﻦ﴾)(36
ﺖ ﯾَ ْﻐﻀُﻀْ ﻦَ ِﻣ ْﻦ اَﺑ َ
﴿ َوﻗُﻞْ ﻟﱢ ْﻠ ُﻤ ْٴﻮ ِﻣ ٰﻨ ِ
ْﺼ ِ
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�ن �رت � �� � وہ � ا��ن ا� �ہ � �� �ے اور آ�ں � ذر�

� ا� � � � �ے � � � اس � � �ت �ا �دے۔

iv۔

آزادا� ا�ط � ا�ب

اور � � �ش �� �� � � �د � �� � � �۔�� � آ� �:

’’ �� �د � �رت � �� �� ا�ر � �ے �� ،ان دو�ں � در�ن �ا �ن ��
�۔‘‘)(37

v۔

ا� ِر ز� � ��

ار� ِد �رى �� �:

﴿ َو َﻻ ﺗَﺒَﺮﱠﺟْ ﻦَ ﺗَﺒَﺮﱡ َج ْاﻟ َﺠﺎ ِھﻠِﯿﱠ ِۃ ْاﻻُوْ ٰﻟﯽ﴾)(38

’’اور �� �� � �ح ا� �ؤ � ا�ر � �و۔‘‘

ا�م � �رت � �م ر� داروں � �ود ر� � � � �رﷺ � � وا�

� � � �م �اد� �� ��ں ا� آپ � �ار � � � ��ں � �� ا�ل﴿
ﻻﯾﺒﺪﯾﻦ زﯾﻨﺘﮭﻦ ﴾�� ��۔

vi۔

�� � ا�زت

� � �� � � � �ز� � � �رت � �� اس �ت � را� � �� �� �

ا�� و �� ازدوا� ز�� � �� � �وہ آ�ت � � �دت � � �رت اس ز�

� �ز� � �ے � وہ �د � �ا� �ے � ا�ن دو�ں � ا� � � � �ا� �۔

�ا �ز� �د � �ر�ں � �ون � �� � �� ا�ر � �� � � �د � �ر ��
� � �۔�ى � � �� � ر��ى �� � اور ا� � � � �پ � ر��ى �� �۔

vii۔

�� ذ� دار�ں � ا�س

�رت � ا� ذ� دارى � �� اور �ں � �ورش و �� � ا� اس � �ز�

� و� � اس � ا� ذ� دارى �رى � � �ر� اور � � �ن و ا�م �ہ � �� � �
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اس � ا� �� � �� � ���� ا� � �ز� �� ا� اس � �� �ورت � � وہ

�� ا� �م �ے � وہ � � �� ا�م دے � اور �� � � � و � � �م �
� �ارا ��۔

ا� ا�م � �رت � � آزادى دى � � وہ �� �ان � � � � �ں

اس � �ان � � آ� � ا�زت دى و�ں اس � � ���ں � �� � دى �۔ان ���ں

� � اس � آزادى � �� � � �رت � � � د� � �ا اس � ا� ذ� دار �
ش
� � ا� ى
�� �دار ادا �� ��۔
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٢۔

٣۔
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٥۔

ص78:۔
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ا� � �ص،ا�م ا�آن �،وت ،دار ا�ء ا�اث ا��1994،ء ،ج،٣:ص360:۔

� ا� �ل ا�� آ�ى� ،ب ا�أۃ��،ہ � ،ا�اث ا���1986،ء ،ص108:۔
�
ا� �� ،ن ا��ر ،ا مججلدد ا�ا� ،ا�ء ا��� ،ب ا�ء� ،ب �� ا�ء و���،

�رى � � ،ا��  ،ا�� ا�� ،ب ا��م� ،ب � ا� �� ا� ا� وا� ا��ل
٦۔
�ن
�
واو� ا�� ن م7138:�� ،۔

٧۔
٨۔

ا�� ،ب ا�� ،ب ا� � ا�ى و ا�ن٣٩٣:�� ،۔

�� و�ى ،ا�أۃ ا� :�� ،ا� ا�م آزاد� ،ن �رت�،وت ،دارا�

ا���،س۔ن ص80:۔
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����ن��ء������م
Literary Status of Interpretations regarding Ullemas of
Northern Balochistan:
 �� �د1

�� �و�ڈا��ا�ا2

Abstract
Allah has created this universe and for guidance of people
and he has sent his different holy books and with those books he
has sent different holy messengers. The messengers of Allah came
to this world and preached the message was written in his books.
There are four Holy books namely Tawrat, Injeel, Zaboor and
Quran. Quran is the last holy book of Almighty Allah. The holy
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) gave the details of this book to his
companions. After his demise this duty was given to his
companions and after them it was given to the scholars. Scholars
are very honest and efficient in their duty.
Among all these scholars some of them worked hard for
writing and teaching the holy Quran to other people. Scholars of
north Baluchistan also explained the holy Quran in different
languages like Arabic, Pashto and Burahvi. They have written
altoof information about Quran. There written books are
available every where. Some of these Scholars are :

1

����ر� آف ��ن،��ا��ر�چ ���م ا

���ان� �ما����ن

2
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Moulana Muhammad Yaqoob Sharodi, Moulana Sifwatullah Agha,
Moulana Nakhbatullah Agha and Moulana Ubiadullah Qandhari.They
have written explanatory books of holy Quran like. Kash-ful-Quran,
Sifwat-ul-Bayan, Nakhbat-ul-Bayan and Tafseer-e-Ayobi.
I will deliver in my present article some information about all
of their written books.

�ا�آن�ا�ىز�ن�آ���وں������ب�ودى

�ا�آ���م

ء(���۔آپ���ادے���ا��ودى)��وز���ت2007ء۔1930)��م

��ن(�اس�اردو����۔������ر����روڈ���۔

�����ا�آن���اور��ا�از���ت��اور��ا��ت�و

������ذ����������۔

��ف ��اوراس
� ا�ا ِل
ئ
وہ��ے ����ں������رے��را�ا�ل����� ۔��ں،�لفئئ

(1)���ِ��اور�ورى��ں��چ���اس����ن �����د��� ۔
����ؑ����د�� ��ت���ت

���ا�اُن���ت�ؑ�دو�ا�وہ،��ں��د��ت�����ں

(2)���ز����ت��اا�اور���۔
ا���ا��م؟اور� ���و�؟

���� وہ�ے�د��خاور��اس�اس��ا،�ا�ا��ا��م�ا�ٰى

���ت�دو�ے،������������آن����رﷺ ��ز���ا،��

�سا����ت�ىذ������۔

�اسو�ا،�����اس��رے��و��آن،��ا����ى��اُم

اوراس��ىا��و�لاور�زو�وں،��اس��اوراس���ا��وج،���ا��وں
��ا�ر������۔

اوروہ،��و�اُم��ز�رات��ى�ىر،���او�ى��وا�م���وع

�ا�����اس��اور�����و،��������)ﷺ(��ف�چ�وں

�����������ں،���ز�رات��و،��ا�س�و���ڑى�ڑى��ج

���اُ�����۔
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ا�د�ا��ا���ر��ىاس���اورر�����اورا��ںر�ر��

�ت����اور "ﻓِﻲ ِﺟﯿ ِﺪھَﺎ َﺣ ْﺒ ٌﻞ ِﻣ ْﻦ َﻣ َﺴ ٍﺪ "�������ت�و��اس��دق
َﻀﺒِ ٖہ ۔
آ� اَﻋَﺎ َذﻧَﺎﷲُ ِﻣﻦ ﻏ َ

�اد���وہ�ا�ٰ���ا�����ز�دہ�ر�ا����

" َﺳﯿَﺼْ ﻠَﻰ

ﺐ "�د�اُس�����اس���ظ�ا�����و��،ںا�ماُس�
ﻧَﺎرًا َذاتَ ﻟَﮭَ ٍ

ﺐ "� � ۔
َذاتَ ﻟَﮭَ ٍ

"ﻧَﺎرًا

�رش���

�رشآ�ن������ر��رات�دل��������۔
ظ
" َواَنزَﻟﻨَﺎ ِﻣﻦَ اﻟ َﺴ َﻤ ٰﺎ ِء ۤ َٓﻣﺎ ًء "���ىا� ظسے��م�����رشآ�ن�����

��دا�ں����ز�اور�ر��راتاُ���دل��ا�ر����دو� ����
���رض�آ���اسا�ل��اب��:

�ا�����رےا�ب���ا���و��وہ�������
ث
دو�ے�و���ب ً�ا�ن�اس���ارت�ا��� ���م�ماو ��ے�����
ت
اس�ح ���������آگ������اوراس�ح���م�م�ا�� ُكسشئہ�ت
��۔

دو�ا�اب��د���� :

اور�ت��ىؒ ���ابد��)اور َرﻋﺪوﺑَﺮ ﱡ
ق �����اُن�����(�

آ�ن��ف��اد�" ِﻣﻦَ اﻟ َﺴ َﻤﺎ ِء"��دآ�ن�اد�۔

�ا��

�ىاور��������ء������اس�������
ن
ن
� ِء�� ٰ
� َ
ک"��ں ِ َ ا
عىى�دل�����اوراُ������ ۔
لا
ﻓَﮭ َُﻮ َﺳ َﻤﺎ ُء َ

ﮏ
" ُﮐ َﻞ َﻣﺎاظَﻠَ َ

ر�
ش
د�ى����د���وا�����اب���دو�ت��ابآر��ا���ہئ بہ
ٰ
ح م�
�������د�ٰىا���� م����ﷺ �ا�ا�اع�اورا�وہا�����ف

�ب�ر��اور����ا���اور

�ل�وں�د��ر��اُن��ر���ان��م��رو�ز���� ۔)(3
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�تو�ا�
�:

���ا�آن�تو�ا���ان���ا����و���ں�ن���

�

���ا�ارادے���ا��ر��اورا������اور������۔اور
ت
ق�
ِ
��������م��اس مكے���ص�������ن���اور��ا�����
���ص�۔)(4
�

ا����ور� ء��را�ف�د��� ل �و ارثاس� دو���ف ،اوراندو�ں
ث
�ا���ف�د���،اب������۔ �ںا��رى����اُ��ث ً�اان��ا��

�ف�د�دو�ے��ف�� �،اس�رت����ص��ا���ى����ف��
�وا��آد��ن�������۔)(5
�

)د��ن�( � ���اُ و���ارد�ر�دس�اردر� �۔اور�آج���و�وزن

��ظ�����ى�ا������ �������را�ن�دو�ار������آ�����ى

����������آ���۔ )(6
�

��������رت�د�اور�ن�د����اس�حا�آ�����اور���

�و�������ص������اوروہ���و��زمآ��۔ )(7
�

ئ
�ل��ن��اث����د�����ل���وارث�وہا�� ں �

���ار�۔)(8
�

�ص�������ا��ا د�در����وارث�ا�ا���ف�دے�

�ص�را����۔)(9
�
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������������ا�ازى�������ق�ا�ب���

�مو��اُن���ا�ازى����اور�ر��ر��۔�ا �������ا�ازى��

���ء�����م�آ�و�اُ�����������ا����ا�از ى���م�

آ�و��پ�اُس��۔

اور��ق�ا�با�ا�ر ىىمں�ہووں اُن���ا�ازى����زم��� ��اد

���ز���ا�ازى�زر�اُس�������اور�و���اب�ا������

ا�ازى���آ��ا�ق�ا�ح��� �،ا�ح��������� ���
را��ا�ق���وا������اس�����۔)(10

�ۃا����م

�ۃا�ن��ز�ن�دو��وں��ت����ۃا�آ���) 1365ھ��ل( �

��۔����دارا�م���رعآ������ن�۔

���ۃا�ن���آ�ءا��ءاورد�آ�ء��ا���ت�ن�����

ا���ت�ا�د���ا�دے���������ذ����������۔
���ا�م��ات

��������ا�م��ات�������:
اﻟﺘﺴﻌۃ ای اﻟﻌﺼﺎء واﻟﯿﺪ اﻟﺒﯿﻀﺎء واﻟﺴﻨﻮن واﻟﻘﻤﻞ
واﻟﻄﻮﻓﺎن واﻟﺠﺮاد واﻟﻀﻔﺎدع واﻟﺪم واﻟﻄﻤﺲ اﻻﻣﻮال۔) (11
��،��،�:ز�ن���دور����،��،ن��،ں�،ك�،ناور�ا�ال۔
���ا�م� �

������ت���ا�م�����ں�����:
ﻣﻮﺳﯽ ﻋﻠﯿہ اﻟﺴﻼم ﻣﺎﺋۃ وﻋﺸﺮﯾﻦ ﺳﻨۃوﺑﯿﻨہ وﺑﯿﻦ ﯾﻮﺳﻒ
وﻋﺎش
ٰ
وﺑﯿﻨﻤﻮﺳﯽ ؑ واﺑﺮاھﯿﻢ ؑ ﺳﺒﻊ ﻣﺎﺋۃ ﺳﻨۃ۔) (12
ؑ◌ ارﺑﻊ ﻣﺎﺋۃ ﺳﻨۃ
ٰ
���:ت��ؑ�ا����120لز���ارى،آپؑاور��ؑ�در�ن�ر��400لؑ��،

اورا�ا�ؑ�در�ن�ت��700ل�ز���۔
��ن�ا��م

�������ن �ا��م ���ں�����:
اﻟﻔﺮﻋﻮن ﻓﯽ ﻟﻐۃﻣﺘﻤﺮدا وھﺬا ﻟﻘﺒہ واﺳﻤہ اﻟﻮﻟﯿﺪﺑﻦ ﻣﺼﻌﺐ ﺑﻦ رﯾﺎن
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وﻓﺮﻋﻮن ﻓﯽ اﻻﺻﻞ ﻋﻠﻢ ﺷﺨﺼﺜﻢ ﺻﺎر ﻟﻘﺒﺎ ﻟﮑﻞ ﻣﻦ ﻣﻠﮏ ﻣﺼﺮ ﻓﯽ
اﻟﺠﺎھﻠﯿۃ وﻗﯿﻠﻮﻋﺎش ﻓﺮﻋﻮن ﺳﺖ ﻣﺎﺋۃ ﺳﻨۃ وﻟﻢ ٰ
ﯾﺮی ﻣﮑﺮوھﺎ ﻗﻂ۔) (13

����:ن�������،اور�اس���،اس��مو����ر�ن���،ندرا�
ا����م�������ز�����ى�د�ہ����������،ن��ت�

�700لز���ارى�اور��وہ�د��۔
�ر�و��

َﺼ َﺮ ُﻛ ُﻢ ﱠ
ﷲُ ﺑِﺒَ ْﺪ ٍر َوأَ ْﻧﺘُ ْﻢ أَ ِذﻟﱠﺔٌ
َوﻟَﻘَ ْﺪ ﻧ َ
ﻓَﺎﺗﱠﻘُﻮا ﱠ
ﷲَ ﻟَ َﻌﻠﱠ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﺗَ ْﺸ ُﻜﺮُونَ ۔)(14
وھﻮ اﺳﻢ ﻣﺎء ﺑﯿﺮ ﻣﮑۃ واﻟﻤﺪﯾﻨۃ ﮐﺎن رﺟﻞ ﯾﺴﻤﯽ
ﺑﺪرا ﻓﺴﻤﯽ ﺑہ وﮐﺎﻧﺖ واﻗﻌۃ ﺑﺪرا ﻓﯽ رﻣﻀﺎن۔)(15
��:وہ�اور���در�ن�������م�ا�آد�����ر����ا���م���م

�ا،اور�ر�وا�ر�ن��ا�۔
�ر���ں��ولاور�اد

�ذ�آ�ت�ر������������:
ف ِﻣﻦَ ْاﻟ َﻤ َﻼﺋِ َﻜ ِﺔ ُﻣ ْﻨﺰَ ﻟِﯿﻦَ ۔ )(16
إِ ْذ ﺗَﻘُﻮ ُل ﻟِ ْﻠ ُﻤ ْﺆ ِﻣﻨِﯿﻦَ أَﻟَ ْﻦ ﯾَ ْﻜﻔِﯿَ ُﻜ ْﻢ أَ ْن ﯾُ ِﻤ ﱠﺪ ُﻛ ْﻤ َﺮﺑﱡ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﺑِﺜَ َﻼﺛَ ِﺔ َآﻻ ٍ
ْ
ف ِﻣﻦَ اﻟ َﻤ َﻼﺋِ َﻜ ِﺔ
ﺑَﻠَﻰ إِ ْن ﺗَﺼْ ﺒِﺮُوا َوﺗَﺘﱠﻘُﻮا َوﯾَﺄْﺗُﻮ ُﻛ ْﻢ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﻓَﻮْ ِر ِھ ْﻢ ھَ َﺬاﯾُ ْﻤ ِﺪ ْد ُﻛ ْﻢ َرﺑﱡ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﺑِﺨَ ْﻤ َﺴ ِﺔ َآﻻ ٍ
ُﻣ َﺴ ﱢﻮ ِﻣﯿﻦَ ۔)(17
����������:
ﺗﻌﺎﻟﯽ ﻓﯽ
ﺗﻌﺎﻟﯽ ﻓﯽ اﻟﺒﺪر اوﻻ اﻟﻤﻮﻣﻨﯿﻦ ﺑﺎﻟﻒ ﮐﻤﺎ ﻓﯽ ﺳﻮرةاﻻﻧﻔﺎل ﺛﻢ اﻣﺪﷲ
اﻣﺪﷲ
ٰ
ٰ
اﻟﺒﺪر
ﺗﻌﺎﻟﯽ ان ﯾﻤﺪدﮐﻢ رﺑﮑﻢ ﺑﺜﻠﺜۃاﻻف
ﺛﺎﻧﯿﺎ اﻟﻤﻮﻣﻨﯿﻦ ﺑﺎﻟﻔﯿﻨﺼﺎر ﺛﻠﺜۃ اﻻف ﮐﻤﺎ ﻗﺎل ﷲ
ٰ
ﺗﻌﺎﻟﯽ ﻓﯽ اﻟﺒﺪر ﺛﺎﻟﺜﺎاﻟﻤﻮﻣﻨﯿﻦ ﺑﺎﻟﻔﯿﻦ ﺻﺎرﺧﻤﺴۃ اﻻف
ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻼﺋﮑۃ ﻣﻨﺰﻟﯿﻦ ﺛﻢ اﻣﺪﷲ
ٰ
ﺗﻌﺎﻟﯽ ﻣﻦ ﻓﻮرھﻢ ھﺬا ﯾﻤﺪدﮐﻢ رﺑﮑﻢ ﺑﺨﻤﺴۃ اﻻف ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻼﺋﮑۃ
ﮐﻤﺎ ﻗﺎل ﷲ
ٰ
ﻣﺴﻮﻣﯿﻦ۔)(18
���:ر���را������ں�ا��ار)��ں�ذر�(�د������رۃا��ل�

��ر���،ر�دو�ى��ا������ں�دو�ار��د���،اس�ح��ار����

ا��������رےرب���ارا�رے���ں�ذر��رى�د�����،ر��ى
��ا������ں�دو�ار��د���،اس�ح���ار����،اس��را�ا���

�����رےرب����ار�نزدہ��ں�ذر��رى�د���۔
�رى��ں���ں

37
ا�آ����ا�اور��و��������ں�����:
واﺧﺘﻠﻒ اﻟﻌﻠﻤﺎء ﻓﯽ ﺗﻠﮏ اﻟﻌﻼﻣﺎت ﻓﻘﺎل ﻋﺮوة ﺑﻦ اﻟﺬﺑﯿﺮﮐﺎﻧﺖ
اﻟﻤﻼﺋﮑۃ ﻋﻠﯽ ﺧﯿﻞ اﺑﻠﻖ۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔ وﻗﺎل اﺑﻦ ﻣﺮدوﯾﺘہ ﻋﻤﺎﺋﮭﻢ ﺳﻮد۔ )(19

��:ان��ت���ء�ا�ف��،وہ�ز��������دار�ڑوں��ار�اوران

����ر���۔�ر�ا��اورا��سر�ا�������ان������

ان�������۔�م��وۃاور������ان����ر����ان���
����۔�دہاور�ك�����ان��ڑوں���اوران�دمر��ہرو��ذر�

ﷺا�����ر�دن����ن�ؤ����ں
�نزدہ�۔ر�لا��روا���آپ �
��رو��ا���ں�نزدہ����۔اور�����ز�ر�ا������ر�دن�

ر���،ا������زل��،اور������ں����ت�ا�آپ��نزدہ�

���۔اورا��دو������ان�����ر���۔
�نا�ء�ام

�����آ�������نا�ء�ام�ذ�����۔
ﺣﺪﺛﺖ ﻋﻦ ﮐﻌﺐ اﻻﺣﺒﺎر ﻗﺎل ﺧﻠﻖ ﻣﻦ اﻻﻧﺒﯿﺎءﺛﻼﺛۃ ﻋﺸﺮ
ﻣﺨﺘﻮﻧﯿﻦ۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔وﻣﺤﻤﺪ رﺳﻮل اﻟﻠﮩﺼﻠﯽ ﷲ ﻋﻠﯿہ وﺳﻠﻢ۔) (20
���:ا�ر�روا�������ا�ء�ام���ہ�ن���ہ�ا���

آدمؑ،

�ؑ،ادر� ؑ
ؑ�،ح�،م ؑ
ؑ،و�ط،و��ؑ�،ؑ�،ؑ�،ؑ��،نؑ،ؑ�،اورر�لا�ﷺ،اور���
ظ
ف
ت
�������ان��اد�دہ�۔آدمؑ�،ؑ�،حؑ�،دؑ�،ؑ��،طؑ�،ؑ�،ؑ�،بطلہآ��انؑ،ا�ب
ل��
ا�اس��،اور�ر�لا ہص�ىا��و�۔
ا�م�ر

������ر�ا�م�ں�ن�����:
ﺗﻌﺎﻟﯽ ﻓﺮﯾﻖ ﻣﻨﮭﻢ
ﺑﯿﺎن ﻓﯽ اﻗﺴﺎم اﻟﮑﻔﺎر اﺣﺪھﺎ ﯾﺬﮐﺮ ﺑﻘﻮﻟہ
ٰ
ﺗﻌﺎﻟﯽ ﻣﻨﮭﻢ اﻣﯿﻮن اﻻﯾۃ۔) (21
ﯾﺴﻤﻌﻮن اﻻﯾۃ واﻟﺜﺎﻧﯽ ﻣﻨﮭﺎ ﯾﺬﮐﺮ ﺑﻘﻮﻟہ
ٰ
����:ن�ر�ا�م��رے��ان��ا�ا�����ل" ِﻣ ْﻨﮭُ ْﻢ ﯾَ ْﺴ َﻤﻌُﻮنَ "�
اوردو�ى�ا���ل" ِﻣ ْﻨﮭُ ْﻢ أُ ﱢﻣﯿﱡﻮنَ "�ذ�����۔
اﻟﺘﺤﺮﯾﻒ ﻓﯽ اﻟﻘﺮآن ﯾﮑﻮن ﻋﻠﯽ اﻟﻘﺴﻤﯿﻦ اﺣﺪھﻤﺎ ﻟﻔﻈﯽ ھﻮ
ﺗﻐﯿﺮ ﻓﯽ اﻟﻔﺎظ اﻟﻘﺮآن واﻟﺜﺎﻧﯽ ﻣﻌﻨﻮی ھﻮ ﺗﻐﯿﺮ ﻓﯽ ﻣﻌﻨﯽ اﻟﻘﺮآن۔) (22

38
���:آن�ك���دو���۔ان��ا������ا����آن�ا�ظ�

���،اوردو�ا���ى��ا����آن������۔
�اور���ا���ق

������ا��������:
ْ
ْ
َ
َﺎب
ھﺬا ﻣﺮﺑﻮط ﺑﻘﻮﻟہ
ٰ
ﺗﻌﺎﻟﯽ" إِﻧﱠﺎ أ ْﻧﺰَﻟﻨَﺎ إِﻟَ ْﯿﻚَ اﻟ ِﻜﺘ َ
ﺑِ ْﺎﻟ َﺤ ﱢ
واﻣﺘہ۔)(23
ﻖ ﻟِﺘَﺤْ ُﻜ َﻢ "۔۔۔۔۔۔۔ واﻟﺨﻄﺎب ﻟﻠﻨﺒﯽ ﷺ
����

�ذ�آ������������������ذ�ا�ال���

�۔
ْ
َ
ﱠ
ﺎر ًﻛﺎ َوھُﺪًى ﻟِﻠ َﻌﺎﻟَ ِﻤﯿﻦَ ۔ )(24
إِ ﱠن أ ﱠو َل ﺑَ ْﯿ ٍ
ﺎس ﻟَﻠ ِﺬي ﺑِﺒَ ﱠﻜﺔَ ُﻣﺒَ َ
ﺖ ُو ِ
ﺿ َﻊ ﻟِﻠﻨﱠ ِ
وﺑﻨﺎء اﻟﮑﻌﺒۃ واﻟﺒﯿﺖ اﻟﻤﻘﺪس ﯾﮑﻮن ﺛﻠﺜۃ اﻻﻗﻮال
۔۔۔۔۔۔ﺛﻢ ﺑﻨﯽ اﻟﺒﯿﺖ اﻟﻤﻘﺪس ﺳﻠﯿﻤﺎن ؑ۔) (25
��:۔�اور�ا�س�����ا�ال�۔ان��ا��ل������

��ں�����اس����ل���ں��ا�س���۔ان��دو�ا�ل�
�����آدمؑ�����اس����ل��ؑ��ا�س���۔ان��

�ا�ل�������ا�ا�ؑ���اس����ل��ا�س��در���

�نؑ��ا�س���۔

ا�ا�ؑ�او�د

�����او�دا�ا������:
اﻟﺜﻤﺎﻧﯿۃ اﺳﻤﺎﻋﯿﻞ ؑواﻣہ ھﺎﺟﺮة اﻟﻘﻄﺒﯿۃ ۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔ وﯾﻮﺳﻒ وﺑﻨﯿﺎﻣﯿﻦ۔) (26
�رى
��:۔ا�ا��او�آ��ا��ؑاوراس�وا�ہ��ہقطببب ىہ،ا�قؑاوراس�وا�ہ ٰ
ئخ
خ
�،��،ا�،ئىق اان،ز�ان،سشئىق�،خاوران�وا�ہ�ر�ئىقطئىن��،اور�بؑ�او�د����،

�بؑز�دہ�)او�د(�و����م���،آپؑ�
ش
ب ى�
ى
رو��،ن�،وى�،ودا،ر��ن� ،برر،دان�،��،د،آ�ؑ��،اور���۔
�رہ����
ا�ء�ا�ا�

������ا�ا��ا�ء���ن����:

39
ﮐﻞ اﻻﻧﺒﯿﺎء ﻣﻦ ﺑﻨﯽ اﺳﺮاﺋﯿﻞ اﻻ ﻋﺸﺮة ۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔ وﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﺻﻠﯽ ﷲ ﻋﻠﯿہ وﺳﻠﻢ۔) (27

��:۔�ك���اور��ا��سر�ا���روا�����ا�ں������ما�ء�
ا�ا������ا�اندس��حؑؑ �،ؑ�،د�،ؑ��،طؑ،ا�ا�ؑ ؑ
،ا�ق،ا��ؑاور��ا��

و�۔

�����ں��ر��:
ﺎلُ :ﻛﻞﱡ ْاﻷَ ْﻧﺒِﯿَﺎ ِء ِﻣ ْﻦ ﺑَﻨِﻲ
ﻋ َْﻦ ِﺳ َﻤ ٍ
س ﻗَ َ
ﺎك ﻋ َْﻦ ِﻋ ْﻜ ِﺮ َﻣﺔَ ﻋ َِﻦ اﺑ ِْﻦ َﻋﺒﱠﺎ ٍ
ُ
ُ
ً
َ
ْ
ﺻﺎﻟِﺤً ﺎ َوﻟُﻮطًﺎ َوإِﺑ َْﺮا ِھﯿ َﻢ
و
ًا
د
ُﻮ
ھ
و
ًﺎ
ﺒ
ﯿ
ﻌ
ﺷ
و
ﺎ
ﻧ
:
ة
ﺮ
ﺸ
ﻋ
ﻻ
َ َ
إِﺳ َْﺮاﺋِ َ
ﯿﻞ إِ ﱠ َ َ ﻮﺣً َ َ َ
ﺻﻠﱠﻰ ﱠ
ﷲُ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِﮫ َو َﺳﻠﱠ َﻢ۔ )(28
َوإِﺳ َْﺤﺎ َ
ﯿﻞ َو ُﻣ َﺤ ﱠﻤﺪًا َ
ﻮب َوإِ ْﺳ َﻤﺎ ِﻋ َ
ق َوﯾَ ْﻌﻘُ َ

�ا����م

�ا�ن�ت����ا�آ�) 1946ء۔2013ء(���ز�ن���2وں����

�۔����دارا����و��دارا�م��)ا��روڈ�د��روڈ(���۔

������ا���������ب�������ں�آپ��

���������و�ںآپاس����اندے������������

�ر������۔

��ا�آن
ﻓﻔﯿہ اﺧﺘﻼف ﻗﺎل اﻟﺸﺎﻣﯽ وﻋﯿﻨﯽ واﯾﻀﺎ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﻔﻘﮩﺎءﺑﺎن اﺧﺬاﺟﺮة اﻟﺸﺌﯽ
ﻋﻠﯽ ﺗﻼوة اﻟﻘﺮآن اﺻﺎﻟۃ اﻟﺜﻮاﺑﺤﺮام ﻟﻼﺧﺬواﻟﻤﻌﻄﯽ وﮐﻼھﻤﺎ آﺛﻤﺎن
۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔ﻓﺘﮑﻮﻧﺎﻻﺟﺮة ﺟﺎﺋﺰة ﻻﻧہ ﯾﮑﻮن ﺑﺎﻋﺘﺒﺎر اﻻﺣﺘﺒﺎس۔) (29
��:اس��ا�ف�۔ ����ؒؒ�،اورا��ح�دو�ے�ء������آن�ك�

�وت������اب����اورد�وا����ام�،اوردو�ں��ر�۔��ء�

�م�ا�ف�م�������وت�����������ل���

����،ا�ا���������ل����وت�آن�ا�ت����،ا�ں�ا�"�ب

ا��دونا��رۃ"�ذ���۔اس��م����اس�رے�ا�ف�ا�ق��،اور��م
�از�ا�ق�۔�زا�رى�������ز��اور�ن���اسو��ا�ت���۔

�ا�آن����ردا�ر�����:
ﯾﻎ ﻓَﮭ َُﻮ
از ﺑِ َﺤ ِﺪﯾ ِ
ﺚ ْاﻟﺒُﺨَ ِ
َو َﻣﺎ ا ْﺳﺘَ َﺪ ﱠل ﺑِ ِﮫ ﺑَﻌْﺾُ ْاﻟ ُﻤ َﺤ ﱢﺸﯿﻦَ َﻋﻠَﻰ ْاﻟ َﺠ َﻮ ِ
ﺎرﯾﱢﻔِﻲ اﻟﻠﱠ ِﺪ ِ
ُ
ﺎر ُﻣ ْ
ﻄﻠَﻘًﺎ َﺟ ﱠﻮ ُزوا اﻟﺮﱡ ْﻗﯿَﺔَ ﺑِ ْﺎﻷﺟْ َﺮ ِة َوﻟَﻮْ
ﺧَ ﻄَﺄٌ؛ ِﻷَ ﱠن ْاﻟ ُﻤﺘَﻘَ ﱢﺪ ِﻣﯿﻦَ ْاﻟ َﻤﺎﻧِ ِﻌﯿﻦَ ِاﻻ ْﺳﺘِ ْﺌ َﺠ َ
ﺎويﱡ ؛ ِﻷَﻧﱠﮭَﺎ ﻟَ ْﯿ َﺴ ْ
َاوي ۔)(30
ﺖ ِﻋﺒَﺎ َدةً َﻣﺤْ َ
ﺑِ ْﺎﻟﻘُﺮْ ِ
ﻀﺔً ﺑَﻞْ ِﻣ ْﻦ اﻟﺘﱠﺪ ِ
آن َﻛ َﻤﺎ َذ َﻛ َﺮھُﺎﻟﻄﱠ َﺤ ِ
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ا�ادا��م���آن�������:

"����اس������د��ر��ا��ھدے۔")(31

�وى�د����آن���ں�����:
ٰ

ا�ل�اب���آن�ك��ا��ر�و�����در��،اس��اب�

����ہ��������،اس�����۔ا�ا��اور�اء���ا�����اور��
ئ
در��۔�د������ت������ا���ا���اور�������� ى
د���
��در���،ں���د��اب��دو�ا�م�د�۔) (32

ا� �روزہ�����
ﺳﻮال:اﯾﻔﻄﺮ اﻟﺼﻮم اذاﺗﺪاوی ﺑﺎﺑﺮاﻟﺪﻣﻮی
اوﻋﺮﻗﯽ ام ﻻ؟۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔ ﻻﯾﻔﻄﺮ اﯾﻀﺎ۔) (33
���:ال�:رگ����ا��روزہ�ٹ�����؟

�اب���،�:ء���ت��م�����وہ�����ا����ا������
ڈالدے�اس�روزہ����)در�ر(���������ف���د�،اور��
ذ ذ
�بفدد���اور�������۔)ردا�ر(�ب�ب ىفسددا�م،ص ��(���،137ف�د�غ��

�ى�را�ں����ك�،ن،د��اس�رت��ف�د�غ���اس�روزہ�ٹ�۔ا��ف�

د�غ����ى�را�ں��وہدو�ے����اس�رت�اس�روزہ���

��۔)ا�ا�،ص (�،���،93اورا��ح�ء������ا����ا�آ����دوا�
خ خ
ڈا��رے�����اس�روزہ������،آ�اورد�غ�در�ن�بفدد)�راخ(�
�،اورآ����ح��۔دا���ت����������،ے�����ے

)�ا��ب����ءو�رۃ(ا��وہا���ذا��س����،روزہ�����۔��

�اج���ر�۔ا��������م�ا�اس���دا�����د�����،
�را��۔�فط�روہ�����دا�����ق����������،ےا�ا�راس�
�ك�س��،اس�رت�اس�روزہ����۔) (34

�وىر�������:
ٰ

"دوا�ر�ا�ر�ں����م���د�م���فط�ر
��ف،د�غ��ہ���ورى�اوروہ�ں�����۔ ")(35
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�وى��������:
ٰ

"�ء�ام��رات�وا���������اس�ا�ات��ن���فط�ر�م��
��اسو��فط�ر�م���دذرا���ن�دا�����د�غ�����،ت

�رو��ا��ا�ات�ہ�د�غ�����ر�ں��ل���ن�را���

�ذر���اس�اس�روزہ����������،ا����د�اس���
ا�)�اہرگوا����م(�روزہ��������س�و���ت�ذر��ودت�
��فط�ر�م����ا��نروزہ����رگوا�ا��ا�ب���۔ " )(36

�وى������ر��:
ٰ
� مج
"وا�ر��ا��اہور�ى�� ىاور�ى��م����،ا�
�دوا����ر���ت�����ر���۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔�وا�ر�
�رگ��������در���وں����۔ " )(37

�� � �روزہ�����
اﻧہ ﻟﻮادﺧﻞ ﺣﻠﻘہ اﻟﺪﺧﺎن اﻓﻄﺮ ۔۔۔۔۔۔۔وﯾﻠﺰم اﻟﺘﮑﻔﯿﺮ ﻟﻮظﻦ ﻧﺎﻓﻌﺎ ﮐﺬا دﻓﻌﺎ ﺷﮩﻮات ۔ )(38

��:ا�اس���د�اں��روزہ����)ردا�ر(���و���اوراس�����
�،روزہ�����وا��روزہ�ٹ���،ا��ح�ت����اور�������ن

��رہ�زمآ��۔

������آپ���اوران�����:

"روزے�����������روزہ�ٹ���اور

ا����ن�������و�رہدو�ں�زم�ں�۔ " )(39

��ر���������:
پ ئ
"��گ����دى�ںوہروزے�����ا� ىن�ان��ءاور�رہدو�ں
وا��ں�،اس�حا���ا���ا�����دى������ے

��روزے��ا���اس���ءاور�رہدو�ںوا��ں�۔ " )(40

�وى���������:
ٰ

"�دىآد��روزہ���اور����و�رہدو�ں�زم�۔ " )(41

ﻣﻮﺳﻮﻋۃ اﻟﻔﻘﮩﯿہ ﮐﻮﯾﺘﯿہ������:

42
ُوف أَ ْﺛﻨَﺎ َء اﻟ ﱠ
ﺼﻮْ ِم ﯾُ ْﻔ ِﺴ ُﺪ اﻟﺼﱢ ﯿَﺎ َم ِﻷﻧﱠﮫُ
"اﺗﱠﻔَ َ
ﻖ ْاﻟﻔُﻘَﮭَﺎ ُء َﻋﻠَﻰ أَ ﱠن ُﺷﺮْ َ
ﺎن ْاﻟ َﻤ ْﻌﺮ ِ
ب اﻟ ﱡﺪ ﱠﺧ ِ
تَ ،ﻛ َﺬﻟِﻚَ ﯾُ ْﻔ ِﺴ ُﺪ اﻟ ﱠ
ب ،ﺑَﻞ
ﺼﻮْ َم ﻟَﻮْ أَدْﺧَ ﻞ اﻟ ﱡﺪ ﱠﺧﺎنَ َﺣ ْﻠﻘَﮫُ ِﻣ ْﻦ َﻏﯿ ِْﺮ ُﺷﺮْ ٍ
ِﻣﻦَ ْاﻟ ُﻤ ْﻔ ِﻄ َﺮا ِ
ُون ﻗَﺼْ ٍﺪَ ،ﻛﺄ َ ْن َﻛﺎنَ ﯾُﺨَ ﺎﻟِﻂُ َﻣ ْﻦ
ق ﻟَﮫُ َﻋ ْﻤﺪًا ،أَ ﱠﻣﺎ إِ َذا َو َ
ﺑِﺎ ْﺳﺘِ ْﻨ َﺸﺎ ٍ
ﺻﻞ إِﻟَﻰ َﺣ ْﻠﻘِ ِﮫ ﺑِﺪ ِ
ْ
ْ
ْ
ﯾَ ْﺸ َﺮﺑُﮫُ ﻓَ َﺪﺧَ ﻞ اﻟﺪﱡﺧَ ﺎنُ َﺣﻠﻘَﮫُ ُدونَ ﻗَﺼْ ٍﺪ ،ﻓَﻼَ ﯾَﻔ ُﺴ ُﺪ ﺑِ ِﮫ اﻟ ﱠ
اﻻﺣْ ﺘِﺰَا ُز
ﺼﻮْ ُم ،إِذ ﻻَ ﯾُ ْﻤ ِﻜﻦُ ِ
ﺎرةُ ۔")(42
ﻀﺎ ُء َو ْاﻟ َﻜﻔﱠ َ
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ﺻﻠﱠﻰ ﷲُ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِﮫ َو َﺳﻠﱠ َﻢ " ﯾَ ْﻜ َﺮهُ ِﻣﻦَ اﻟ ﱠ
ﺸﺎ ِة َﺳ ْﺒﻌًﺎ :اﻟ ﱠﺪ َم،
ﷲِ َ
ﻋ َْﻦ ُﻣ َﺠﺎ ِھ ٍﺪ ﻗَ َ
ْ
ْ
ْ
ﱠ
ﱠ
َ
ُ
َ
َ
ارةََ ،و َﻛﺎنَ ﯾَ ْﺴﺘ َِﺤﺐﱡ ِﻣﻦَ اﻟﺸﺎ ِة ُﻣﻘ ﱠﺪ َﻣﮭَﺎ
َو ْاﻟ َﺤﯿَﺎَ ،و ْاﻷُ ْﻧﺜَﯿَﯿ ِْﻦَ ،واﻟﻐ ﱠﺪةََ ،واﻟﺬ َﻛ َﺮَ ،واﻟ َﻤﺜﺎﻧَﺔَ ،واﻟ َﻤ َﺮ َ
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Abstract
We never ignore the significance of Seerat ( )ﺳﯿﺮتin Balochi
culture and tradition. The religious ethos of Baloch is based
on Islam, and it has been entertained by Balochi culture.
Because we find Baloch cultural sources are as closed with
Islam.
In this paper I will focus on the significance of Seerat in
Balochi literature. I found the actual demand of Seerat in a
certain historical epoch when it not only fulfilled a historical
demand but also it had sustained religious ethos against a

����ن،���،�ا��و
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reaction opposite religious preaching which tried to
established machinery school of thought in Balochistan.
I will discuss the essential role Makhtaba-i-Durkhani that
played a vital role to react against the opponents and it
found Seerat Negari a basic source to eliminate alienated
preaching.
I will also discuss the role of Balochi literature that makes
religious ethossustained through the Seerat Negari.

����اروں��ں��وہز�ن��� �ى�رتا� ��ى
ت غ
ب
ٹ
غ
� � بب�عن�رد�مںب3���د���اسو���� �� ى
�ء�ر��۔اس�ر���ا1883 ڈ�ڈر��م��در����زد
�ب������در���۔���ا دى���ن�ء�كو��اور
ت غ ئت
ب
ب�د�۔�در������ت
 چ� ��فد ى ى بa��ب� ى� بب��ى
�
�مںبر�وا��ا��اور��ں
������در�����ف��ن ب
ت
��ئ م
��اور�ب��آ،دى �ور�ت� ئ���ر���ادر��ان�ھ
��������� اورا��ر����ض��ر�در
�اما�س�د ى ى ر
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در����رم�مںرر� �۔�مںرر��دا��ہ�اماور�ء�����������
ا��و���و���ر��� و���رتمں وو����ن�����
������ادا����ا�دارادا�۔)(1
غ
ت غ �
ج
� �ئئب�عاااورا بل�س��ا���ا��ڈا��ا���ا��
��ن��ے
ن
ںن
�ہ ہ :
’’ا��وں�ر ���ت����ا����ں�دلد�غ��

�� �۔�م��ں��ا �����ح�ہہہو��آ�ز�د �۔��
���ت���

ا�ىلىو� ��ا�����ا��در���ا�ا
ئت
�ہ� �را�رو�۔�د ر���وا��ء����ح�ان�
���ا۔‘‘ )(2

ذڑ
�در����ف��ںد ������ت��رحوں�ئبںاا����و�

اسادارے� �ا�از������آن�م���اور�ا��ز�ن���ا�ا�

���ر�وا��ء��ہہںئ۔�آن�ٓ���������ر�� ��
ت
اور�ا���������د ى نپ و
�رى��ا۔�آن�م���اور�ا��مںب��ا��

�ا��ڈا�ا�ما����ہہںم:

’’آپ)�����د ى نپ و
�رى ( ����ا�ر���آن�د��ا��

ز�نمںے���۔اسو� �ر�� ى��نمںاا�ر ى����
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ئت غ
�ن � ش
ج
ب
ئب�غمںل����۔ا�ں� 1907مںررا ش��ا������
�د��۔�����د ى نپ و
�رى��آ ن���� ١٣٣٤ ��1914ھ
ت
ئ
�ا� ں��ڈ�ل���ا� ر��ح۔����ر�
مںدد�� و
����آن���فو�����ز�ن��س۔‘‘)(3

�ن� ت� � ��1948ا����ء�رغ�����ن
اس�ر�� م
ئ ز
ئب��
��ںكا�حاورا��
ى
������د �ا�م� بجاور�������و�

�ور�ت��را������ے۔ان�ء�ام��ںا ��فدرسو�ر �و
ت غذ
ى
ببب� ھ�ذر�د �ِا�م��و �و�دو� ى�ف�����ت��د ى
���
��اور�ا��ز�ن��ا����ر��������،ت��ذاد��

�و�و����م��ا�مد�۔

ہ
�در������ہ���اد��ا���آراء�����۔

��اور�ا��ز�ن���ر�رخڈا��ا��ن�ا��ان��اد�ار��

�

��،٣١٣

��ہہںى۔���ا�در ى�����اسادارے��ا���
�بںچپھاا�ہہںم۔ڈا��ا�زاق��ان��ا��را��ا�ر��ہہںہ،ان�
مںاا  ٢١٥ى
ظ
���در�������اد ٢٨٠ہہںظ۔�مںك�ا���،٩١ ���،١٢٠اردو�
ہ
���،ر��������،دساور���دو����٣۔)(4
شت
ئخ ت ت ت
��� ب�ر����� ى�ر�����و�ں� ئجب� ہبہہںب۔�آن�ق���
ز�نمںاا��ر�����ا�ا������۔�� ى��ف��ردر�
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نظ
ظ
�ب�ورى����������ى۔�������مںى�اس���مىں�ن ووم

���ر۔ا��ح���ىا��،ا� ،رو�ا��باور� �ا�د����ز�ن�
ف
�در��ہہںى �����،ف�ا�ہہںى�� فمںم��� ��� �،ب�بہہاا �،ك�ر ى
ت
ت�
���،ا�ا�ىاورا�لا�ۃآپ��م� ممںاا�ہہںت۔)(5
ىخ
�
����ر���وہ���ا �ن�ہہںوو� ب ہن��ز�ن��ر �مىںہى

ا�از����ا�ں��ں�آن�و���ر��ز�ن���،و���ز�ن
خ
ز
پ
ت�رى�روا ��ا�
�ں���
ںج
ہ
�
�
وہ
�۔
�
�
ذات
�
ہںى
ہ
�ن
ر
مںر
ہ
ب ت بز
ز�نمںاا�ورِ�� ﷺ��ا ِ
�ر����ز�نمںچپ ��ل۔ان��ر ص �ى’’
ت س� ٹ
م
ِ
�ات� ���‘‘ ١٣٣٠ھ��ن چپ � ����ر����در��ڈ�ڈر�

����۔ ��ب�ت� ﷺ��ر�ات���۔ا��ت��
ت
اس�مںج�ا��،ت����ں�ز�ہ��،دودھ��ِ �مںب��،در�ں�
ث
�ں�ہ
��،ڑ�اُ�،ا��رك�����ر ى��اورد ��ات�ا����ا�ازمںشن
�ن�۔)(6

�تخخ
�
ا�ى��ى���ز�نمںرر قاا��وا��� ى�’’���‘‘ ��م�
شت
ت
�ب�ى�( �۔ ب�ر��ا��ام��� � ’�‘ ���۔اسز��مںت

�� �كو��������نمںرر��ر�ز�ن��رى��را��۔در�ز�ن
بش ت
�ر�و�������ر��ءو�ا��ام�ر�ز�ناوراس���واد�� ى

روا���آ��۔ا�ا�ب��������� ى�م��ر�� ىروا��
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ز�ا��۔��مںہ��ز�ن��ى ت�ر���و�چرا���۔���� ى�
ش
��ع�
روا�ا�ز��مںئ�وان��۔���� پ
��
�
�
�ا
�ص
اك
ر
ر
مں
ى
�
ر
ا
تن ت
�����ت�����دو�ے���تمںں��وں�ا�امںك�� ،عىہہى،

�ر�ند ����ا������۔ا��
او�شا�اور
آل� ��،�،را� � ،ء
ِ
ِ
تض ض
دا�نا�گ� ؓہ����،ت�ؓاور
وا�تاوردا� ںض�،رﷺ��چتو�دارِ ،

د�روا �ں��ر�������چ�اءآ�ہ���ا����تمںرر��
شت
���ت��۔ ب�ر��اء��ر ﷺ�� تاوران�ذات�� ىد �

وا�ت��م�رت��ان�و�۔�ں���ؔ�وا��اج���مںگ���
ش
����ا�س��ر� پ����۔
�ء�ا ر
�ء��و َ
ا�ء��ں َ
آن َ
ب ت
� َء��د� َء�ار
دو� ُء�ز� ُء ب
ش
� ُءوسںے��ں�د�ن���ر

�ئ
د�نء�ءا���ات��ؑ ر
� َ
نن
��ات��ا� لَء� ِء���ر
ز
ت
ہہتپتآز�ن َء���ب ب
����ار
�ںرسات�دار���ںدرء�ورد�ر
ش
� ُءو�ا�م�ز�دا���ر
ت
اتكگات�ں�ز� َء� ِء�كںررڈ�ر
ت
ن
��نىں�ن�ار���ات��ل�وار
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��:

ت
�� َء�م��رفبگ�اج��ار
ت
ف
�رر)(7
��آر��دو�ںہہئپئفااقںن �
ا�����
مم
��� جج��آ

�دو���عےرو�و�آ
�� ب ب
دوں�ا��وا�ام��ر

ا���ا����ا��ؑ��
ہ
��ؑ� ہ�س��ر��ِ���ر
نز
�تآ� ںے�ارى�ب��ؑ��م
���دا ِر��د ِر�ورد�ر

�وا�ام������ر
آن����كز��
راتو��
ت
و��راتسك�ل

��������اج�
دو�ںاور�ر��

� شش
ب� خششںں����ا���ر۔
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�����������ت ب
مںج���روا
ن ت
بن ت
ن
تع��
�ر��و
�فن��ا��� � ،ہناور���رواج�م�۔ عىہہاا�� ى ؐ
����ا��ا تاور�دار��ا�����۔��ز�نوادب�� ��ر� نن
ا��
���د�۔اك�م

�س�د��مںہا��م�آبو�ب� ىاُ�ںاور��ں�����آ��۔��

��وى���ا�
ز�ن�����’او�ن‘��م��ورى1951مںرر�ا����ى�س
شت
مںاا��۔�� ب�رم��اد�و�����ت�����۔اس�� ��
ت
�����ت�����روا ��ا�����ادارتمںب�آ��۔��ں
�ر�ء�ا��چ���

�ہ��و ى���د���ا���اوران�د
� �ز
تش
س
�۔�مںم��ں� ج��� پسك�۔� ���ادبوز�ن��ر �مںل��ى
خ
ب
�ر��ز ت�ر ى����
�����وہ��ہہںج�ں���ز�ن� ؐ
��وع�م۔او�ن��رے�ر ى 1952مںہ’�ت ا� ‘��م�ان��ن

���ا۔���� �ادب��ر �مںاااو��در�ر��۔�ضت���ان�د �

��۔مںوو’�تر�ل‘و�‘ ��ذ���ہہںدد���ز�ن�او����او�ن

مںاا��ہہںوو۔اُن��وہ���ا����،ا��وا����،ا�ر م��،ا �
�ر�ز�����ت���ز�ن ب
مںجرو�س
ا���،ا���اورا�ا���� ؐ

�ا��� ��ا�مد �۔�ا�����او�ن��وہد �ا�ر��مىںسے،اُو�،ز��
ن
����،تاور�������ا �ر��ہہںن�مںرر�ات�ر ى��ا��
ئض
�ا�
ى���ہہںاا �،ت
نڑڑ�وں�� ل��۔�مںوو�����ر
�

ز�چا��،د�� ى��،آزات،ڈا����اور�ا�م�رف��ذ�ہہںں۔
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ئخ
ئپ ش�خخ
�رت�رى���ان�� ل��ا�س ��ہہںق۔

ت ت ن
�ر����ا�ع�� ہ ننو� ِء�ركو�كںاا�اوقب�� ہب ّ ب� ِ
وت�جا��
ذ ت
س تبگبتبز ت
�نفض�تذذذ ءِ
ِ
�ت��ت ِء��) �(٤٠ل� ب۔ا� ء
ا��ش ِ
ز
ز
شزت
��اِ���ت ّ ب�و��ر�ےز�� ِء��مںاا ّ ب�ا ں��و�ز�
ز
ش
ِ
� ُد�ن ������سگ
�۔۔�ت ّ ب�و���ن�ےز���
�خ
ئن ت
ت۔�ظ�ار�ّ��ت��شو��ن����ہ ہ �ووپ
�لآد � َء
ت ت
ئز ت
�م�بگب۔� ��رت�ت َءراِ� ُ�و�ت۔���ت ِء�ا�گ
خ خخ
���وا��در�ر��دل�شكئں َ ب
�ا
��و��۔�ردى
و��ء ُ پ ّ
َ
�
� �ت َء����۔�ت َء�ا�� ُ �ب�ےڈو���۔�� ��ا�
ت
ہہ
�و� چ�نچ ىں ِ
�ت�َ�لكب۔��و�د ��مد�ا ����ر ى ِء�ز
ت
ِ
ار��۔��ت��ا�و�وعفتےاے����و ِلدا��
�دا�۔)(8

��:
��ر�� �ؐ��كو�رك���ت��ج��ى�اُسو�وہ
ف ز� ت ت
�ن ض بب��� �
ز�����سك�ر ��ار��۔ا�ا��ا� ِ
���ت�ت���ز��مںاا�ما�ھ ء��و�ز�د

�۔�ر��ت���ز���آ�ت��ح�فو�ف
ر�
ؐ
�ارى�ز��مںرراُن���شو��ن��ت�ا ِ��م
�۔�ك
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ف
ن
�
����� ��رتا�ہہںہ�ر ىدےر��۔��ا ھں وو���ر�
�
�۔��اور�مںاا����وا��در�ر�ں�� �ہ ھلل�د
ض
ض
�
� ا�
�۔�ر��ا������ل�ك�،وہ
ا
ا
ہں
ہ
�
ا
ا
ہں
ہ
ؐ
ا���ت�����اُسز����ر

ى��زار�م

���،ر���ا��،و���� ����ا ل�دا���
ؐ

داغ�۔

ب تخ
�ا��ں���در�اور�ر

ﷺ��رے���ز�ن���ر
ز
ںض
اد����ا����ا��ن’’ �ن� ‘‘مںمر�ازہ ہ :
غ
ا�ء���۔���’ پ ب
و�ء
�ر� �اءر�و َ
�� ِءدر�و�ن� َ
ت
ٹز ت
�ب۔ودراہہںب�ن�ورد�ر ِءر� ِءآرزو�ا���،ب ِء�مودر�
ض
ہ
ئ
�
�ا�۔ہ چووش��ت��� ���ل َء���ا�۔�
� خ
نت
خ
�ر�لا�ربا� مئن��ا���را�� ى�۔)�رى(�� ِء
�ت��ع�ہہااا�م َء�ض��اےرب۔��د ں۔و�ت�
��ا�ع�ہہااو�حببببعا�۔
بف
نى ىننض ضحب ك� ت
ز
ت
ب
�
َ
�
ا� ىموا ب ببب)��ا��( ضبببددو �ب ِء���ق
�َمَااا�فَو َوق َب َع ِ
ا�۔

ئضت
ٹت
و�ء ِء��
��ء �ار�د�����ا���� ِءر����و ب ب
ا� َ
ٹت
ا�ا�۔���وتآ� ِءر����۔ )(9
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��:

بت
غ
ب
پ
���در�و�ن �ں�فں���م ب
�ر��ا�ر���ہہںہ ،اور

�م�ن�ورد�ر�ر��آرزو�ہہںى۔��ب��مودر�

�ا �۔�ت��� �ؓ�اس�ل����� �ر�لا�رب

ا��آ��ا�ں��را���� ى���۔)�ر ى( ا �د�
�ت��ع�ہہااا�م��ض��’’اےربمںكك�م�ر�ں۔اور
ہ
�ت��حببببك�۔
بف
ى ن
ك� ت
ز
�
ت
َ
َ
�ق
�۔و �ب�����
ا�ىموا �جبب�ے)��ا��( ى�ر ب ب
�َمَااا�فَو َوق َ� ِ
�
�۔ا����ار�د�� ��وہ�����ر����اور ب ب

���������داس�ر����۔

ت
جم
پ
�رﷺ�ا��ر�،ان�اس�صبك�ا������ا�����ا� ج��
ض
ہ
�ر� ُ�ورا�‘‘ مںم��:
��ا��ن’’ ُ
حى
دو�ن ِء�دار ب ب بم�ورد�ر�ت���ا�ع�ہہلو��راں�
ن
��ر ِءاَت ى ى
�آد�م ِء�آ� َء�ہ�راَت۔د� �رو�ش��ر��
نت
�ىا�ا��د�ر��۔ )(10
�
�رات۔و��نى

��:
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�دار�ا�ورد�ر�ت��ا��ءو��روںمںوو
بب
دو�ن�
ِ
ن
ںب ى ى
�� ������ر�،د�امںووآ�
د�ح
وہ
�
�ا ��رہ ہ  ،ب
ٰ
ہ
�ىا�ا��د�ر�رہى�۔
�
�اور��و ى
����ر� ُ
�آور ىاور�ت����ا�����ا��
�رﷺ�اسد�تمںگ�
ںى
��اس�ح�ہ ہ :

ى
�ر ى� ���وا� ُء�گ َء��م���ر�داردو�ں،ر�
ا�� ،و� ِء��دات�ا�و�َ ّ
و� ِء� ا�گ َء��و� �اے
�ركںب
��ر�ت��ر��ر� ِءآ�ا��ن�لاكا�۔�آ� ِء
ب
�م��۔�ا�ب ِء�ز�د �ںو����م�ا ���وع�۔�
ت
�رگںبرب َءرا��م
�آ�كںوو����ان ِء��ىاگ ب ب�ا۔�
ب
ت
ى
ى
ات۔��م��ان ِء��جاگ بن۔ور�� ِءا�م�د �ا�۔واے

�ءا ��ا�۔��� ِءاےرازا���ٰ���ر �
�ج�م َ
ت ت
��ا�ع�ہہىو� ِءوا��� ہہكبگب۔�آدرا� َء�اول�آ� َء
ت ت
��ودر� ِءوا��ىن ��بگب۔)(11

��:
U

� ��ں�����م�����ر�داردو�ں،ر�
�ر ى ى د
� ىخ
ع�ہہ
���دات�ا� جو���ا ا����� ��ت
ا� � مو ِ
�ر����رِ��ر�ِآ�ا��ن� ��ر�ہہںدد��رك�م
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�����ب�����ں�ا� �ں��م�ر��وع��

��وہ�ك��رے��انمںاا�كا�۔�رب�رگ���م�
����ان�� ا��اورر���ا�م�د ى ىىاور ��ج��

����۔��� �رازا������ر�ؐ�وا���ى ہ

ر���درا�وہاول�آ�ا��اوردر������

�۔

مںب���ا�دار��ر��و�ا��ر�
�ےت
�رى�روا ����� ب

نڑڑںوں��ادمںىان���ں��ر ﷺ�� ت���ت�
�،اب��

ا����������ہہںم����اس�ر�۔
نت
1۔ا�ار�،در�ہ�،ا�� ��،ت،ا�،٩١،ت١٤�١٣،
2۔ا�ار�،در�ہ�،ر ِءر����،ت،٩١،��،ت٢٥،
۔�را�م ِءا�ق��،ت�،رى،٩٣،ت٢١�١٩،
ؐ
3

4۔ا�طببك���،زواجا�ؐ��،ت،٩١��،ت١٦�١٥،

5۔ادارہِ ؐ��،ء�ن،ز���٤ورى،١٩٧٩،ت٢،
6۔�ؐ ِءز�آد �،او��رى،١٩٨٢،ت٣٩،
ت تف
7۔رح�تہا��� ف،او�،��،د�،٥٨،ت٤٥،

8۔ار�ن،��،ر�ل�� ِء�ہ��،ت�،ورى،١٩٨٣،ت١٨،

ز��،كںبدور،٦٤��٢٤،ت٢،
9۔ا��،ا��،وا�ِ �،ء�
ب
ت
10۔�چ�،ا�ومِ�،ر�ل�،كںتدور،٦٩�٢٤،ت٣،
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11۔�اج�،او�،ا��،١٩٦٠،ت٥�٤،

ىں ز��ؐ،ز���٤،رى،١٩٧٩،ت٢،
12۔�پہ ہك

13۔�ا���چِ ؐ�،ءز��،ز��،د�،١٩٧٤ت٢٢،

14۔�چ�،رى�،ا�ؐ�،اج ِء�،او��،١٩٧٢،ت٢١�١٩،
15۔�چ�،ز،ؐ���،او���،د�،١٩٨٦ت١١�٨،

16۔��م)ؐ���،ر�،ا�د�چ(ز���ورى،١٩٨١ت٢،

17۔���ؐ ِءدر��ر)،ر�،ا��،چ(ز��،١٩٨١��،ت٢،
غ
18۔�آ�دى��،ا� پ ب
ا��،رعا�م��،ت،ا��،٩١،ت١٨�١٤،
غ
19۔�آ�دى��،ا�ا� پ ب
ا�م��،ت،١٩٩٤،�،ت٢٣�٢٠،
�،رب
غ
20۔�� �،پ ب
��،ر� ا�م��،ت�ورى،١٩٨٩،ت١٢�١١،

21۔�نتا���،ىت،او��١٩٦٥
ت
22۔ڈا����،رح�تہا�ٰىن،ز��١٩٩٣،�١٤ ،
ت
23۔ڈا����،رح�تہا�ٰىن،ز��١٩٩٣���٢١ ،
ت
24۔ڈا����،رح�تہا�ٰىن،ز�� ١٤ا��١٩٩٣،
خخ � ٹ
ا�ِ ؐ���،ءا�ق،او���،د�١٩٨٤
25۔ ٹى��ر����،عء
خخ � ٹ
26۔ ىن� ر����،�،ءا����،رى،او�،��،د�١٩٨٥،
����،ا��،ر�ل ِء�د،او���١٩٦٥،
27۔در��
ؐ
ر�ل،او��رى،١٩٨٢،
28۔د�نرىُ ،�،در� ؐ

ر�ل ِءا�ق،او��١٩٨٢
29۔د�نرىُ ،�،در� ؐ
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ت
30۔ر�نا��ُ �،ںت�ك ِء�ون��،ت،د�١٩٨٤
31۔ر�ن ،ججم�ا ا��،م�ت��،ت،ا��١٩٨٧

32۔ز�د،ا��،ر�ل�ك��،ت١٩٩١��،
�م
ج
د��،دو�نر�،او��رچ١٩٧٣،
ِء
33۔ز�دا� �،مد
�م
ج
ِ
م
د��،دو�ن�دہودم،او����١٩٧٣،
ء
34۔ز�دا� �،د
غ
35۔��زى���،ا�،وا� پ ب
� ِءرب�مدو���،ت�،رى١٩٨١،
ا�،ر�ل ِء�ى���،ت١٩٩٢��،
36۔���،ر
ؐ
ت
37۔��ا��ا�در،ا�ِ ،رح�تہا�ىن،او��،ر ى١٩٨٢،
بن
١٩٥٦
،ر�ل ِء�ا ںگ�ر،او�نا��،
38۔�����،ا��
ؐ
ن
39۔�����،ا�� ،ر�ل��ؐ ِء�ان�ر،او�ن��١٩٥٦ ،

�دار،او��ورى١٩٦٧،
40۔�����،ا�� ،دو�ن ِء ؐ
41۔�����،ا�� �،ن�،او���،د�١٩٦٩

42۔�����،ا�� �،ن��،او��ورى�،رچ ١٩٧٦

43۔�رق�،�،دار ِءدو�ن��،ت� ١٩٨٢
ھ
44۔��،ا�ا مى��،�،ت١٩٨٨��،

ر�ل��،تا��١٩٩٣
45۔���،ار�،در� ؐ

46۔����،ى���،اتا�،او�ن�رى١٩٥٢،
نن
47۔����ى��س دد �،تر�ل،او�ن،ا�١٩٥٣
ت ت
�س
48۔����ى� �نح ،وصتّت،ر�ل،او�نا�١٩٥٣،
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49۔�دل�،ا��،ر�ِ����،ت�،رچ ١٩٩١

50۔�ر� �،دل�،رو�ل��،ت�١٩٩٣
غ
ب
51۔�رف،ر��،مدردورا� پ�ر��،��،رچ١٩٨٧،

۔�رف�،ا�م،آ�ت��،ت�،رى١٩٨٣،
52
ؐ

53۔�رف��،����،ت ِء�ن��،ت�،رى١٩٨٥،

54۔����،ى���،ن�ؐ��،ت�،رى١٩٨٢،
55۔��ا��،كںاا�ؐ ،او�١٩٧١�،

56۔�در��م،وا��ؐ،او�ا��١٩٨٥،
ئ
��ار��،ت�،ر١٩٨٣،
ى
ںب���
57۔����ا�،دوئ ب
58۔��،ڈا�ا�ما���)،��،م،ز���رچ١٩٧٥
غ
59۔�ا��،ا�،آ�ى پ ب
�ر�،ز���٤،ورى١٩٧٩،
ت
غ
ب
ب�
60۔�ا��ا�ب ّ م،آ�ى پ ب
�ر�،او��ورى�،رچ١٩٦٧،
پذ
61۔��ہ�،�،اں�ہہببںدد ب
،او��١٩٧٠،
�ر�
غ
�كںب پ ب
،او��ىن١٩٧٨ ،
62۔��ہ��،
�ر�
ب
ئ غ
63۔����،ا�،آ�ىئںئ پ ب
،او��ورى١٩٧٨،
�ر�
64۔������،�،ا��رء��،ت�،رى١٩٨٦،
ئن
65۔�ى�،زِ ؐ�،ءرھئب دد،او����١٩٦٦،

66۔�ى��،نِ ؐ�،ءا�ق،او��رى١٩٨٢،
ٹ
67۔���،كںبر�ل��،ت١٩٩١،��،
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68۔�وى��،ى�و��،در�،اج ِء���،ت�،رچ١٩٨٩،
غ
69۔�� ��،پ ب
ا���،ت،ا��١٩٨٧،
ا��،رن

 70ہ
درد،���،ر�ل�� ِء�ّ��،ت١٩٩٤،��،
۔�
ؐ
طش
�٨ء،ز��،ا��١٩٧٣
71۔��ز��،ا��ر �،س،ر�لا� ِء�ں
َ
72۔�چ�،د���،ت�ؐ ِءدر��ر��،ت١٩٩٧،

ا��ش)ر۔�ا�����ت١٩٩٥
ت�� ء
73۔��م�،ك
۔�ر ِء�گ��ں ُءاو�داں��،ت،ا��١٩٩٥
74
ؐ

75۔� ِءدو��ںا��ں��،تا��١٩٩٧،

76۔���،ء،ز� ِء�� َء ُد ّر�����،ت�،رى١٩٩٨،

77۔��را���،ك ِء�ا���،ت��١٩٩٩
ئ
غ
�ئ
پ
ب ُء�دت��ت���١٩٩٩،
78۔�ا حى�،رفا�،وا� ب ر
� ِءھ� ب
�ات�ر ى�روا ���وان����٩ر���ا������اد�
ش
ا�ں��دار���ر��۔����،ا�و ������ ٩پ��آ�

ہہ ب
ںج۔اسادارے����دہ�����ا�و م�’’ر�ل��پہ ہك ىں ز� �)،ت

)ر�ل��ك ت�(اور���دار�
’�كںب�ؐ ِءز�‘
ر�ل( �ا ��ن� ى�
ب
ؐ
ؐ
غ
پض
م‘ پ
ر�ل(�
)� ِم
�ب’ر�ل ِء ا
�
�ب’دو�ن ِء�دار‘�ر�ن������
ال ؐ
ؐ

��ؐ�’رژن ِء��ز‘)رو���ش(�ےت�ر ى��ا��ا����ہہںرر۔ �
ئ ئ
�م�ماَ��د��مںم�ِ�م�آئںئ۔
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ر�ل( 1980مںم��
���ا�ىم�چ�
�ب’ر�ل��پہ ہكىں ز�‘)�وت ؐ
ؐ

�ر��و
ا�ى�����������۔اس�بمںے ؐ

ت���ت�� ى

��ر���ىن�و �� ۔������ت��اس�ب����

�ں

�۔’رو� ِء�‘)رو���ن(�ت ِء�ز��‘)�ت���ز��( زا�ز�)ازدو�

ز��( �ورا� ِء��ز‘ �و�ا���ش(او�و�)�و�( ان�ز���وا�

�ر��ا ت��ا�رے
د�ا�وا�ت�ا �ا�������ضن���� ؐ
ہہںدد۔

ِ
ت
ز�‘‘)�س
ا��ل����وا�دو� ى�ب�و��ن� ى�’’�كںس�ؐ ِء

�ر�ز���وا�
طئ بہ ہگ(��م ت�����وا���ز�نمںس��ب��� ؐ
بش ت
�����
�ر�وا�ت�ب
��
�ںب��ك�ا�۔�����كؐ�
���
��� ����ت ب
ت
غ
ت
�
�ّز���،آن�ك�
ز��،كببعبہا��دو�رہب م�رچ�،ح�،ت�ا�اء�و�  ��،پ�اام ،ى
��ى��،ت�،ت� ؓہ�،ت�ؓ�،م م� ��،وہِ�ر�،وہِا��،وہِ�ق�،
ح
ہ
�،وہِ�م�،��،وہِ نز�زح �،وہِ�ك�،ا�ادع�،ارى،اورر����۔
��س

تہى�ہى�اورآ�ن��مںدد�ر ى ���،آنوا�د ��
اس�ب��صىہى

رو�مںل���۔

ى�ب���دار� ’’دو�ن ِء
�ك��ت
��ا� �������� ،ت ؐ

����� ،اُندو�ں��ں�� �
�دار‘‘ (�
�دار‘‘)دو�ں��ں� ؐ
ؐ
� ٓ 1985
ت
�ر��د ا��،�،ا��
�با���اور�����عاوربفص�اہ ت�� ؐ
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بش ت
�� �تاوراُاس����ر���ت�ا�� ���ر ى ������

���ن�� ۔�������ز�نمںاا�ر ت�رى�روا �����دار��
ش
ا�از� پ ر
��س�۔

غ
غ
پ
’’ر�ل ِء پ
تا�ؐ���ز�نمںس�����ل
ر�ل(�ے
اص
م
)�
م‘‘
اا
�
ؐ
خ
ر�ل�اؐ��ات��
�۔��ٴ�فذوا�را���ہہںغ�ں�اردوز�نمںم ِ

�ت�ا������اَ�د ��ر��ا�دہ�ا �۔اس�ب�����ت
صخ ت
مىںاا�ن�،اور������ف �ب،ر�ِز����،ں�پ���وا��ت�،ر�ں

�ا�اماور�ں��ن ر،ا��ك�،وت و�ك ات���،م�آداب��،
ت
�ر�ور��ع ِ
،�،ز�وز �،اورز���د ���ت�
تط�ب� ہباورا�د��ر�
ؐ
��و ���� �ان��تت��و������ر�ا ��ص���

� ن�ن��مںگ��ا��لںمدى��ہہںص۔

�را�مؐ��ںاِ��ں���درسد ��،و������،ما�ت��

�ر��ےاس�
ا��كروار����۔��وں�ا��ك�ا ��ل ؐ

مىںىوں �دن�ا�۔

ت
’’�وارآ�تؐ�� ہتىں ��ہں�ں�و��،ىشى َء� ���دا

آ�ِ ��،ء چ ّ
َت،آ�ءآ�تؐ َء�ں�ض�:
��ا��درا
َ

نن
�ر��ار�
�ر�� َء��زگ َء�ں�����گ ِء� ںك �
’’ ؐ
��ں��،آ�ں��ز� ُء�او��در ِء��دت۔
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��دء��ار ى َء�ں
�ىشى َء�آ���تد ىآ�در�او�� ِء
َ
ئ
�جج ئنئگ�وع�۔�و��دراڈ�ر ِء�اا ��و���آںد ىو�
ِن ش ت
�درءرا�تتاو�ىدا آ�ں��،در ِء�
���راآ� ُء�۔�و�ا َ
�ں�توآ� ِء�رىاَ�‘‘

ئض ت
و�ء��ت’’:ا �ں�ا��ں‘‘
�ر�ا��وآ� َ
گىن� ش
�� َءو��در�ا ��
و����،ء� � جشكاوآ� ِء�ر ى َء
َ
ئت
نگئ� ش
ئ
گ
پ
ئ
�۔� بشك�وڑا�وك��اوو� پ ّ�اںا�ر�ل� ئى۔
ئف ت
آ�ت�ا�ع�ہہىوآ�و� َءو���نں�ن�ان�نں��ت :
گىن� ش
’’�دى�،اے جشك َءو��رىآں�ں��ا�؟‘‘
ئ
ا��ں�ض�َ’’� ہ�و �ر�لا�‘‘)�ا�ع�ہہااوآ�و�(آ�ت
ع�ہ
�ء�
�ا� ہئوآ�و��لآ���’’:اِ��ں��ا�َ �،
��ء�ںد �دا�،ا� َءو���ں�ںا ى ى� َء�ز �ت�اِ�۔ ‘‘
�ں َ
�اآ�ت�ا�ع�ہہىو� َء�ں�دم َء�ں�ان��ں
ئف ت
��ب�’’:و۔ہہمںہ�ر ىاوا ���ت َء�دا ��و�تن�ں�ا�
�ا�ںزر��‘‘
او�ں�دم)� ِء�� َء�(�۔ )(12
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��:
ا�د�آ�تﷺ���وں���������ا�مںدد

ا��و�ںآن�،ان����ں��در�� ،ا�ں��ر

ﷺ��ض�خ۔’’ �ر ﷺمںگ���رر���ا ��
نن � ن ت
��ے��ں�آواز��د ى،مىں ےا ہہںت�ش���ااوراس�در
ن
ے������ ��،
مںن�ى�ا��ا��ں�آن�اور�
ا��درز�����وہ�ا��ں��سآببى ىھ�،مں رر�ا��درا��
اور �ں�آ �،اس�درمںگوہ��ہاوراس��ہہںھ۔‘‘ اس��
گ�ن� ش
ا��درز����ر�د ��مںپپ ا� بسكاوراس���،وہ
ض ض
اُڑى�ہہںن�ا��ں���ببى ىھگر�۔آ�ت ﷺ� ,ا�

��چں���ار�د������۔
گىن� ش
’’آپ��ں�د �اس بسك�ا��ں����۔ ’’��ں
��ض�’’ ��ں �ر�لا�‘‘) ﷺ( آ�ت ﷺ����۔

’’���اس�ا����������) �۔ا��ا�
ہ ت
�وں���اس� ز�د ہم�ب بب�۔‘‘ آ�ت ﷺ�اس�
ئ
ئ
�ں �ىتوہہںاا�ڑآ�و�ں�
�� �۔’’ ��و،اس��ے�ا� ت
خ
ئ�
ا�ہہںرر���۔‘‘ اس���� م�ئ�۔
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غ
’ر�ل ِء پ�ارم‘�ر�ا�ع�ہہىو��� ت���ا �ا ىىى ىف
���رتمںے
ؐ

�ب���آپؐ�ز���� ى�وا�تاورروز�ہ���ت�ا�د �

�ر��رو�مںاا�و ��ھ���� �،ر�ن�چ���ز�ن�����
����ز�نمںى�وت�رى�روا��ا�م��۔
��:

ز
��ى��د��مںئ�در���
ت�رى�روا�ا�ت
��ز�نمںن�و
ىن
ز�ِ����آ��۔��� �ىادب�� �دور ى
��۔�� ىمںى���ز�ن

مںوور��و�ا�اور��ں�������������ب ت�ر ى��
تتن ظ
ت
�
وس�����اسروا������
����د���۔ا��اداروںاور �و ں
�ن
� ن ج لك
ہںج� جاس�
��آ��۔�ا ت�ر ى���مںاا��ں��اد�ا�ز �دہ ہ
ض
ت�ر����عِ� ��� �،
ﷺ��ت
مںنر��اور�ا�مںك���ادمںم�ر
اور���ز�رىو�رى�۔
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